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Abstract
Recent years have seen a fantastic amount of images transmitted
over the Internet, raising lots of privacy concerns. Block ciphers (e.g.,
DES, AES and IDEA), the most commonly used symmetric ciphers,
provide a high level of security but can hardly satisfy the growing
demand for real-time communications when dealing with image data
characterized by large volume. To meet this challenge, a variety of
image encryption techniques have been suggested. Among them,
the chaos-based technique has been proven to be the most
successful. Since 1990s, many researchers have noticed that there
exists a close relationship between chaos and cryptography. The
intrinsic properties of chaotic dynamical systems such as extreme
sensitivity to initial conditions and system parameters, ergodicity and mixing property
naturally satisfy the essential design principles of a cryptosystem such as avalanche,
confusion and diffusion. The iterative permutation-substitution operations, suggested by
Shannon for secure ciphers constructions, are widely adopted in chaos-based image ciphers.
In the permutation stage, the pixel positions are scrambled in a secret way, which leads to
a great reduction in the correlation among neighboring pixels. In the substitution stage, the
pixel values are altered sequentially, and the influence of each pixel is diffused to all its
succeeding ones during the modification process. With such a structure, a minor change in
one pixel of the plain-image may result in a totally different cipher-image with several overall
rounds of encryption. Area-preserving chaotic maps, including the cat map, the baker map,
and the standard map, have been widely used in image scrambling. The substitution
algorithm consists of three major procedures: 1) generation of a pseudorandom sequence
by iterating a chaotic system; 2) extraction of a keystream from the chaotic sequence; 3)
mixing plain pixels with the keystream and diffusing the influence of a pixel to its succeeding
ones. Theoretical analysis and experimental results have indicated that well-designed
chaos-based image encryption algorithms have a high security level, which can effectively
resist all common attacks, such as brute force attack, statistical attack and differential attack.
In conclusion, the chaos-based image encryption technique has shown to be a promising
way for online secure image communication applications.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a diagnosis and classiﬁcation method
of colonography CT Images based on deep learning and image reconstruction, which is processed to increase the diﬀerence between pathological
features and other healthy tissues and improve the accuracy of pathological images classiﬁcation. It is diﬃcult to accurately distinguish polyps
features owing to the variability of appearances, fuzzy boundaries, heterogeneous densities, shapes and sizes of lesions. Some study results show
that the ResNet network has a better performance than other methods
and has broad application prospects in the identiﬁcation of CT images.
We used the improved ResNet network as the classiﬁcation model. We
completed the classiﬁcation experiment on the colonography datasets.
Through comparative experiments, we found gradient features play an
important role in the classiﬁcation of colonography CT images. More unexpectedly, for CT images of colonography, the classiﬁcation eﬀect of CT
images with small information entropy is excellent. A new ”RGB” image
containing two channels of gradient features and one channel of LBP
features is very eﬀective for classiﬁcation, which may be a new attempt.
Keywords: Colonography classiﬁcation, Deep learning, Image reconstruction, CT image

1

Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) images classiﬁcation is important in various biomedical applications [2], such as colonography polyps classiﬁcation. Recently, several computer-aided diagnosis models based on deep learning [12] strategies have
been developed for pathological image processing [4], which achieve the automatic extraction of features and improve the accuracy of classiﬁcation. Many
experimental results show that the method of deep neural network has better
performance than other methods.
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However, it is diﬃcult to accurately distinguish colonography polyp features
owing to the variability of appearances, fuzzy boundaries, heterogeneous densities, shapes and sizes of lesions [18]. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the
sensitivity and accuracy of automatic classiﬁcation. And we need to explore new
features that can improve the eﬀect of classiﬁcation.
In this paper, a classiﬁcation method of colonography CT Images based on
deep learning and image reconstruction processing is proposed to increase the
diﬀerence between pathological features and other healthy tissues and improve
the accuracy of pathological images identiﬁcation. And through several groups
of comparative experiments, the degree of inﬂuence of the characteristics used
in the experiment was obtained. First, We extracted the gradient features [1]
and local binary pattern (LBP) features [9] of CT images through experiments.
We use the method of image reconstruction to generate new RGB images. In
other words, the reconstructed image is a newly generated image containing
three channels composed of gradient features, grey features and local binary
pattern (LBP) spaces. To form a comparative experiment, we performed various
combinations of the three features and obtained six sets of the image datasets
to do the comparative experiments. Secondly, We used the six sets of datasets
to train improved ResNet-34 [6] network to obtain results of classiﬁcation, as
discussed later in section 2.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduced a public TCIA colonography datasets and the image processing work in
the experiment. We performed a classiﬁcation experiment on the colonography
polyp images. The results of the experiments are in Section 3. Finally, the result
analysis and conclusions are summarized in sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2
2.1

Materials and Methods
Dataset Processing

The colonography image datasets used in our experimental experiments are TCIA. The datasets contain 104 cases where at least one 6mm or larger size polyp
was found and 243 cases that were recorded as free of polyps by both CTC and
optical techniques. Each 3D CT image consisted of 600 2D slices of 512x512
pixels in size. Three XLS sheets provide polyp descriptions and their location
within the colon segments. We linked the XLS polyp tables with the DICOM
image studies in TCIA to select image data including polyps and no polyps. Unfortunately, the table may not have the complete number of slice information,
so we only selected 170 images that were marked with polyps. We randomly
selected 100 images from 170 sheets to use as training datasets. Because the
number of images is relatively small, we have performed the methods of image
enhancement to increase the number of images, such as random ﬂip [17], random
rotation [14], whitening [3]. Finally, the training datasets have 400 positive samples (with Polyp) and 200 negative samples (without polyp). The veriﬁcation
datasets consist of 70 positive samples and 140 negative samples.
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(a) Gradient image

(b) LBP image

3

(c) Original image

Fig. 1. Extract gradient features and LBP features.

As shown in Fig.1, we extracted the gradient features and local binary pattern
(LBP) features from colonography polyps images. For the extracted features, it
seems that the images of colonography polyps are clearer than that of colonography.Obviously, gradient images are sensitive to boundaries, and grayscale images
contain more information about the original image. The LBP image mainly highlights the texture features of the image. Next, we performed the method of image
recombination. In this way, we can get six groups of diﬀerent datasets of fusion.
Fig. 2 shows the six sets of reconstructed images of colonography polyps. We
used six groups of datasets to train the improved ResNet-34 model and got the
classiﬁcation results respectively. The details are as follows:

(a) Unfused feature

(b) Fusion of three features

(c) Fusion of LBP features

(d) Fusion of gradient
features

(e) Fusion of two LBP
features

(f) Fusion of two gradient features

Fig. 2. Six groups of features recombined images.
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– (a)Unfused feature: Three channels are grayscale images.
– (b)Fusion of three features: The three channels are a grayscale image, gradient image and LBP image.
– (c)Fusion of LBP features: Two grayscale images and one LBP image in
three channels
– (d)Fusion of gradient features: Two grayscale images and one gradient image
in three channels
– (e)Fusion of two LBP features: Two LBP images and one gradient image in
three channels
– (f)Fusion of two gradient features: Two gradient images and one LBP image
in three channels
By comparing the experimental results of the group (a) and the group (b), it
can be known whether the feature recombination image has a great eﬀect of
classiﬁcation. Groups (c) and (d) can indicate which feature is more important
between the gradient features and the LBP features. The purpose of setting the
group (f) and the group (e) is to verify whether the original features information
is the best features of classiﬁcation.

Fig. 3. The reconstructed image is used to train the improved ResNet network model
to obtain classiﬁcation results.

2.2

Improved Training Model

Recently, deep learning strategies are widely applied to the feature extraction
of diﬀerent image classiﬁcation tasks. Particularly, convolutional neural network
(CNN) [5] consists of alternating convolution and subsampling operations. A
series of operations were regarded as a process of feature extraction. In the
following years, a large number of deep neural network models were proposed,
such as AlexNet [11], VGG Net [15], Google net [16], etc, but deeper neural
networks are more diﬃcult to train. Some scholars have proposed a residual
learning framework to ease the training of networks that are substantially deeper
than those used previously. They explicitly reformulate the layers as learning
residual functions concerning the layer inputs, instead of learning unreferenced
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functions. They provide comprehensive empirical evidence showing that these
residual networks are easier to optimize, and can gain accuracy from considerably
increased depth.
He et al. proposed some models based on diﬀerent depths of ResNet network,
such as ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 [7]. We conducted some experiments to select the model before the formal experiment. We performed experiments on the
original colonography image datasets using VGG-19, Resnet-18 and Resnet-34,
respectively. The experimental results show that the Resnet-34 model is the best,
so we chose Resnet-34 as the target of an improved model. ResNet-34 is a simple and common deep convolutional neural network [10]. We used the improved
ResNet-34 network to complete a classiﬁcation experiment on colonography CT
Images. As is exhibited in the Fig.3, we used six groups of experimental datasets
to train and verify the classiﬁcation results of improved ResNet-34 net respectively. To accurately calculate the image information entropy, we need to retain
more image information. So we used the images of the original size to train and
verify the model. In general, the size of images inputted into the ResNet model is 224x224, so we made some improvements on ResNet-34 network, to avoid
zooming out image [19]. We removed the average pooling layer and full connection layer of the original model, and then we added Relu1 layer, convolution1
layer, Relu2 layer, convolution2 layer, average pooling layer and full connection
layer in turn. Six groups of comparative datasets were classiﬁed on the improved
model respectively.

3

Results and Comparisons

To verify the validity of diﬀerent feature maps for classiﬁcation results, four
commonly used evaluative criteria are considered as follows in (1)-(4) where ACC
means the overall grading accuracy. SEN and SPE are sensitive and speciﬁcity
for each class. Three diﬀerent measurements were obtained, all of them in terms
of the number of true positives TP, true negatives TN, false positives FP and
false negatives FN, and F1 is the weighted harmonic average of precision and
recall. As shown in Table 2, we have calculated the results of the four indicators
for the six sets of data.
TP + TN
(1)
TP + TN + FP + FN
TP
SEN =
(2)
TP + FN
TN
(3)
SP E =
TN + FP
2 ∗ P R ∗ RE
F1 =
(4)
P R + RE
From the Table 3, we want to understand the eﬀect of the size of the information entropy [8] on the classiﬁcation results, so we calculate the information
ACC =
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Table 1. Classiﬁcation results of six groups of features recombined images. The indicator results show the mean and conﬁdence interval.
Image type
Group(a)

F1
ACC
SEN
SPE
0.88499
0.89600
0.84433
0.95033
(0.86700,0.90299) (0.87311,0.91888) (0.82463,0.86403) (0.92430,0.97636)

Group(b)

0.90400
0.914
0.86366
0.96633
(90.89587,0.91212) (0.90085,0.92714) (0.84978,0.87755) (0.95640,0.97626)

Group(c)

0.89233
0.90766
0.85099
0.958
(0.87753,0.90712) (0.89319,0.92213) (0.83238,0.86961) (0.94314,0.97285)

Group(d)

0.89866
0.91166
0.854
0.96333
(0.88171,0.91561) (0.89637,0.92695) (0.83543,0.87256) (0.95493,0.97173)

Group(e)

0.88733
0.89466
0.846
0.95200
(0.87862,0.89604) (0.87993,0.90939) (0.82414,0.86785) (0.94686,0.95713)

Group(f)

0.90600
0.91300
0.86766
0.96566
(0.89937,0.91262) (0.90270,0.92329) (0.84894,0.88639) (0.95889,0.97243)

entropy of the corresponding feature map. The entropy of an image is a statistical form of a feature that reﬂects the amount of average information in an
image and represents the aggregated features of the grayscale distribution of the
image. The image entropy is expressed as the bit average of the set of grey levels
of the image, unit bits/pixel, which also describes the average amount of information of the image source. For a two-dimensional image of the discrete form,
the calculation method of one-dimensional information entropy is a formula (5)
[13], and Pi represents the proportion of pixels with a grey value i in the image.

H=

255
∑

pi log pi

(5)

i=0

Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a nonparametric test. Under the condition that
the two sample spaces do not need to assume a normal distribution, test whether
their distribution is the same. If p-value <0.05, there is a signiﬁcant gap between
the two groups of data. To verify that the two sets of data are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent, we have introduced this test. We divided the six sets of data into three
groups and then performed the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. We used (a) and (b)
as contrast group 1, (c) and (d) as contrast group 2, (e) and (f) as contrast group
3. As shown in Table 3, we calculated the P-values of the indicators for the three
groups of contrast experiments.
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Table 2. Information entropy calculation results of diﬀerent recombination graphs.
Image type

Image information entropy

(a)Unfused feature

4.0516

(b)Fusion of three features

3.5966

(c)Fusion of LBP features

3.9827

(d)Fusion of gradient features

4.1069

(e)Fusion of two LBP features

3.4973

(f)Fusion of two gradient features

3.6727

Table 3. P-value of three contrast groups
contrast group

F1

ACC

SEN

SPE

P of group 1(a,b) 0.00258

0.00633 0.01058 0.12943

P of group 2(c,d) 0.08222

0.37551 0.24086 0.59750

P of group 3(e,f) 1.931e-05 1.811e-05 0.002607 0.00437

4

Result Analysis

Based on the classiﬁcation results in Section 3 (Table 1 and Table 3), we have
obtained several important feature details as follows:
– Comparison group 1: By observing the statistics of the group (a) and group
(b), it can be known that the indicators of the group (b) are higher than
group (a). And the p-value of the indicator is less than 0.05, which indicates
that there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the two groups of data under the
large sample. Therefore, the results show that the fusion of multiple feature
methods has a good eﬀect and improves the classiﬁcation eﬀect.
– Comparison group 2: By observing the indicators of the group (c) and group
(d), although the P-value is not greater than 0.05, it can be seen that the
indicators of group d are higher than group (c). Both groups are higher than
the group (a). The experimental results show that the addition of gradient
features is better than the addition of LBP features.
– Comparison group 3: The numerical information in the table clearly shows
a phenomenon that the indicators of the group (f) are higher than that of
the group (e). The indicators of the group (e) and group (b) are almost the
same, and some indicators are even higher than the group (b). And the Pvalue is less than 0.05. The results show that the data of the two groups are
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent under the large sample, and the gradient characteristics
are better than the LBP characteristics.
Next, to more intuitively observe the classiﬁcation eﬀect of the six groups,
we selected F1 and Acc from the six indicators to draw a line chart, as shown in
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(a) ACC line chart

(b) F1 line chart

Fig. 4. (a) is a straight line drawn by ACC of six groups of data. (b) is a straight line
drawn by F1 of six groups of data.

Fig.4. From Fig. 4. (a), we can see that the accuracy of group (b)(group (a)) is
91.4% (89.6%), and that of group (f) (group (e)) is 91.3% (89.46%). Group (f)’s
accuracy rate is 0.1% higher than Group(b). The accuracy index of the group
(b) and group (f) is much higher than that of the group (a), and this trend is
obvious. From the Fig. 4. (b), we can know that the changing trend of F1 is
similar to that of ACC. Therefore, when we add gradient features, the accuracy
of colorectal polyps can improve signiﬁcantly. We can also see that the F1 with
the gradient feature image is high. This also indicates that the gradient feature
is an important feature of CT images of colorectal polyps. Gradient features play
an important role in improving the classiﬁcation.

(a) F1 and Information entropy

(b) ACC and Information entropy

Fig. 5. (a) is a straight-line drawing of F1 and image entropy of six groups of datasets.
(b) is a straight-line drawing of ACC and image entropy of six groups of data.

Next, we analyze the information entropy of the image. From Table 1 and
Table 2, we can know the eﬀect of the image information entropy size on the
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classiﬁcation result of the image. As shown in Fig.5, to better see the change of
information entropy and classiﬁcation eﬀect, we selected representative F1 and
ACC from the four indicators and then drew a curve graph.
The Fig.5 provides some interesting data regarding the trend of information entropy. From these pictures, we can see that the tendency of information
entropy and F1 is inversely proportional. For datasets with large information
entropy, F1 obtained by classiﬁcation experiment is small, such as group(a) and
group(b). In other words, images with smaller information entropy will get better classiﬁcation results. Besides, we can also see that the F1 with the gradient
feature image is very high. This also shows that gradient feature is an important feature for CT images of colorectal polyps. The gradient feature plays an
important role in the improvement of classiﬁcation eﬀect.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we used multi-space image reconstruction method and improved
ResNet network model to classify colonography CT images. The image reconstruction mapping method can convert the original CT image into gradient,
grayscale and local binary mode (LBP) space. Then, we use three kinds of feature images to perform multiple combinations to generate six sets of data sets.
We use the reconstructed images to train and verify Improved ResNet model respectively to obtain six groups of classiﬁed data. We used this method to perform
classiﬁcation experiments on the colonography datasets. By comparing and analyzing the results of the experiment, we found that the method of multi-feature
fusion is eﬀective. The gradient features play an important role. Besides, A new
”RGB” image containing two channel gradients and one channel LBP is very
eﬀective for classiﬁcation. By calculating the information entropy of images, we
found that the information entropy and the classiﬁcation eﬀect show opposite
trends of change. The original feature of CT image is not ideal classiﬁcation
feature, the feature of feature recombination is better. In future work, we can
try this new ”RGB” image for classiﬁcation experiments on various CT images.
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Comprehensive Economic Evaluation of Strategic Emerging
Industries in China Based on the model of entropy TOPSIS
Cai Wei
(School of Economics and Management ,ECUT, NanChang, 330013)
Abstract: This paper, by using the entropy TOPSIS model, establishes a comprehensive
evaluation system of Chinese Strategic Emerging Industry. Taking 49 industries in 2016 as
samples, this paper analies the problem as follows. Competitiveness of these provinces should be
divided into four levels by advance level, above-average level, average level and below-average
level. As the proportion of capital to regional finance is similar, each industry draws a different
result. But obvious differences of output and the affect to the industry economic evaluation. At last,
relevant policy recommendations are presented to improve the strategic emerging industries and
promote balanced and efficient development.

Key words: Strategic Emerging Industry; New information technology industry; Model of
TOPSIS; Comprehensive Economic Evaluation

1. Introduction
Since the strategic emerging industries were first put forward at the conference of science
and technology in 2009, the State Council has issued a series of policies and plans to promote
development. In the 12th Five Year Plan and the 13th five year plan, the Party Central Committee
has established the development of strategic emerging industries as a strategy to invigorate and
strengthen the country, and has successively issued the policy on accelerating the cultivation and
development of strategic emerging industries The decision of the industry, the implementation
opinions on encouraging and guiding private enterprises to develop strategic emerging industries,
the Guidance Opinions on promoting the international development of strategic emerging
industries, the national strategic emerging industry development plan of the 12th Five Year Plan
and other macro level strategic emerging industry policy documents. And special industrial plans,
such as the opinions of the State Council on accelerating the development of energy conservation
and environmental protection industry, the development plan of energy conservation and new
energy automobile industry (2012-2020), the 12th Five Year Plan of new material industry, and
the development plan of biological industry.
The development of strategic emerging industries is a major strategic deployment made by
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the central government of China based on the development environment at home and abroad, in
line with the economic development situation, and seeking to seize the commanding heights of
international economic and technological competition. Therefore, the healthy development and
effectiveness of strategic emerging industries are directly related to whether China can smoothly
change the mode of economic growth, realize the optimization and upgrading of industrial
structure, and whether China's economy can take the initiative in the process of globalization.
However, with China's large investment in strategic emerging industries, what is the economic
efficiency of production of strategic emerging industries in China? What is the effect of relevant
factors on economic efficiency? What are the ways and Countermeasures to improve the
production and economic efficiency of China's strategic emerging industries? Wait. The correct
answer to these questions is a theoretical problem that needs to be solved urgently for the
successful implementation of this strategic deployment.
In the development process of strategic emerging industries, how to get rid of homogeneous
competition, bad competition, strong dependence on subsidies and other issues have attracted the
attention of academia and relevant government departments. What is the economic efficiency of
China's strategic emerging industries? Does policy investment bring about efficiency improvement
of corresponding industries? In order to answer these questions, we need a mechanism to monitor
the economic efficiency of strategic emerging industries. The support from the government plays a
huge role in promoting the development of strategic emerging industries, but the test from the
market is also indispensable. How to experience the market selection, have industrial
competitiveness, survive in the market and further develop? The answers to the above questions
are of great practical significance for improving the economic efficiency and economic efficiency
of strategic emerging industries and promoting the high-quality development of strategic emerging
industries.
As for the research on the economic efficiency of strategic emerging industries, the research
at home and abroad mainly focuses on the influencing factors of economic efficiency, efficiency
evaluation methods and dynamic monitoring. Foreign scholars' researches on the economic
efficiency of strategic industries are mainly focused on the industry standards and characteristics.
For example, Hirschman (1966) put forward the concept of strategic industries first. He regarded
the strategic industries as the leading industries and called the economic sectors with the largest
weight in the input-output relationship as the strategic sectors, i.e. the leading industrial sectors.
Krugman (1986) studied the strategic industries This paper introduces the field of international
trade protection policy, and puts forward two standards to identify strategic sectors. In recent years,
foreign scholars have discussed the formation and characteristics of emerging industries. For
example, Potter (1997) believes that the main reasons for the formation of emerging industries are
2
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technological innovation, changes in the relationship between relative costs, and the emergence of
new consumer demand. Erickcek and watts (2007) believe that emerging industries are equivalent
to structural upgrading. Some scholars have also conducted empirical tests on the influencing
factors of the development of emerging industries. Farrell (1957) first conducted a pioneering
study on the theory of economic efficiency. Aigner (1977) proposed two measurement methods:
non parametric statistical method data envelopment analysis (DEA) and parametric statistical
method random forward analysis (SFA). Since then, economic efficiency monitoring has become a
research hotspot of foreign scholars. These two kinds of monitoring methods are popular and have
a great view. There are many literatures on economic efficiency of related industries.
Representative researches such as Elena B (2006) used SFA method to analyze data using
financial database and monitored economic efficiency of European banking industry with different
financial structures. Eric Wang (2007) used stochastic frontier analysis method to research and
develop in economic growth Sharma, et al. (2008) used DEA method to measure the international
R&D economic efficiency, and verified the effect of patent number, R&D personnel full-time
equivalent and other indicators on R&D use efficiency. However, it is a pity that foreign scholars
have not introduced the study of industrial economic efficiency into the field of strategic emerging
industries, and also lack the empirical test of the factors affecting the economic efficiency of
strategic emerging industries.
In recent years, relevant research in China has been gradually active. Li Qiang (2010) used
DEA method to monitor the economic efficiency of small and medium-sized listed companies in
Shenzhen Stock Exchange. Yao Yang and Zhang Qi (2001) monitored the technical efficiency of
Chinese industrial enterprises. Qifeng and Cheng Guisun used DEA (2015) to respectively
monitor the innovation efficiency of China's strategic emerging industries and China's private
strategic new industries Li Bozhou and Wang Xue (2019) used DEA method to monitor the
economic efficiency of the R&D stage and transformation stage of China's strategic emerging
industries.
It can be seen that in terms of influencing factors, scholars' research shows that industrial
scale, technological innovation, R&D investment, finance, ecology and corporate culture have an
important impact on economic efficiency; in terms of efficiency evaluation methods, they are
generally divided into two categories: non parametric evaluation and parametric evaluation; non
parametric evaluation (DEA) is represented by data envelopment method, and parametric
evaluation is based on Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) ）For and on behalf of. In the aspect of
dynamic monitoring, establish a dynamic monitoring application platform to follow up the
financial indicators of nine industries under the strategic emerging industry in real time, mainly
for the electronic information equipment and other industries closely related to the strategic
3
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emerging industry, and the research samples are mostly concentrated before 2012. There is no
doubt that the existing research literature provides valuable enlightenment and help for further
research on the economic efficiency of strategic emerging industries in China. However, the
existing research literature uses high-tech industry data or randomly selected listed or Shenzhen
listed companies to replace strategic emerging industries as research objects, which can not fully
reflect the situation of strategic emerging industries, and may lead to the economic efficiency and
The analysis of influencing factors is not accurate; using data envelopment analysis (DEA) to
measure economic efficiency sacrifices the estimation of production function and is difficult to
detect the significance of results; using SFA production function to measure economic efficiency
also cannot overcome the assumption of technology neutrality and fixed output elasticity, which is
easy to bring estimation bias.
Therefore, this paper intends to improve the monitoring of the economic efficiency of
strategic emerging industries from three aspects: first, to build a monitoring index system of the
economic efficiency of strategic emerging industries, to conduct in-depth discussion on the
influencing factors of strategic emerging industries; second, to optimize the input-output analysis
of the economic efficiency of strategic emerging industries, and to use TOPSIS method to improve
the economic efficiency of China's strategic emerging industries The weight of economic
efficiency monitoring indicators is measured, based on which the industrial statistical monitoring
is conducted, which is a useful exploration for the existing research; thirdly, in the selection of
research samples, 49 industries of China's strategic emerging industries in 2016 are selected as
samples, which makes up for the lack of the existing research samples that mostly replace strategic
emerging industries with high-tech enterprises and listed companies, and the research is more
specific and real-time.

2. Experiment Design
2.1 Entropy Method
In physics, entropy is a statistical measure of information loss; its entropy function form can
completely express the content of information system: in information system, information entropy
is a measure of the degree of information disorder, and the higher the degree of information
entropy disorder, the smaller the information entropy, the lower the degree of information disorder,
and the greater the information utility. Therefore, entropy method can deeply reflect the utility
value of index information entropy.
Entropy method is based on the principle of difference driven, focusing on the local
differences between the indicator values: for the original data{xij}, each indicator xj has different
values about the n evaluated objects, that is, there are local differences between the evaluated
4
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objects.
If the data difference of the evaluated object in an index is very small, the weight coefficient
of the index will be very small by entropy method, so we have reason to think that the index has
little effect on the whole evaluation index system. On the contrary, if there is a large degree of
difference among the evaluation objects, the function of the index is relatively large.
(1) To calculate the i evaluated object on the j index,
n

x

pij  xij

i 1

ij

(1)

(2) To calculate the j index entropy value,
ej  

1 n
 pij ln( pij )
ln n i 1

(2)

0  ej  1 。
(3) To calculate driven difference xj,

g j  1 ej

(3)

(4) To calculate the weight,

wj  g j

m

g
j 1

j

， j  1, 2, , m

(4)

Sum of wj equals 1。

2.2

Using TOPSIS to evaluate

The central idea of TOPSIS is to select a positive ideal point and a negative ideal point, and
select the better evaluated object by comparing the distance between the evaluated object and the
positive ideal point and the negative ideal point. The Euclidean distance method is usually used to
calculate the distance.
Steps as follows:
(1) Dimensionless evaluation index
Positive index xij* 

xij  m j
M j  mj

Negative index xij* 

(i  1, 2, , n; j  1, 2, , m)

M j  xij
M j  mj

(i  1, 2, , n; j  1, 2, , m)

(5)

(6)

(2) Weight of dimensionless data
Yij is the evaluated object.

yij  xij*  w j

(7)

(3)To calculate positive ideal point and negative ideal point

y j = max( yij )

(8)

1i  n
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y j = min( yij )

(9)

1i  n

So,we

calculate

the

matrix

of positive

ideal

point

and

negative

ideal

point as

y   (y1 , y 2 , , y m ) ， y   (y1 , y 2 , , y m ) .
(4) To calculate the Euclidean distance

di =
di =

m

(y
j 1
m

(y
j 1


j

 yij ) 2

(10)


j

 yij ) 2

(11)

(5)Order by weight
Calculating ci

;
ci  d i ( d i  d i ) ,

(12)

As ci gets larger, the evaluated object is better, as ci gets smaller, the evaluated
object is worse.

3.Building Index System
3.1 Principles
(1) Principle of completeness
The economic efficiency evaluation of strategic emerging industries should not only adopt
one or several indicators, which is not enough to analyze and monitor economic efficiency, but
also establish a comprehensive monitoring index system under the condition of ensuring the
rationality and completeness of the selection of indicators.
(2) Principle of index availability
The economic efficiency monitoring system should be accurate. Among many indicators, it
should be highly representative, with the same statistical caliber and clear research scope. The
indicators must be available. The data sources must be followed to facilitate access and analysis.
The data mainly comes from the survey of strategic emerging industries by the National Bureau of
Statistics, which can be inquired in the Yearbook.
(3) Principle of comparability
In the design of economic efficiency monitoring system, it is composed of absolute index,
relative index and average index, which has strong comparability. Comparability is reflected in the
comparability of space (horizontal) and time (vertical). Spatial comparability refers to the
standardization of index contents and methods adopted when different regions at the same time are
taken as research objects, which can comprehensively compare the economic efficiency of each
region. Time comparability refers to the comparison of economic efficiency of different time or
6
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period in the same region as the research base period.
(4) Dynamic principle
As the production and sales process of strategic emerging industries has the characteristics of
a certain period objectively, taking the investment in fixed assets as an example, the purchase, use
and maintenance of fixed assets are completed in a certain period, and the impact on economic
efficiency has a certain lag, which determines that the indicators of comprehensive evaluation of
economic efficiency should be dynamic.
(5) The principle of combining quantitative analysis with qualitative analysis
Because there are many indicators to measure economic efficiency, in order to make the
indicator system comprehensive, the indicator system needs to include quantitative and qualitative
contents.

3.2 Index system
This index system is used to measure the level of economic efficiency in each strategic
emerging industry, that is, the economic efficiency monitoring index system. Its construction is
based on the "input-output" principle: the input of the country or industry to the elements of the
economic production process in China, including human, material and financial resources. At the
same time, combined with the output, circulation and distribution in the production process, we
can explore from it The internal reason for the low economic efficiency of China's strategic
emerging industries is that scientific research achievements have not been converted into
productivity.
Therefore, there are two secondary indicators in this paper, namely, the input of economic
production and the output of economic production.

Table1 Index System
attribute

name

lable

illustration

Average number
X1

Average number of employees of this industry

X2

Number of Enterprises in the industry

X3

Main business cost in the industry

Total debt

X4

Total debt in the industry

Manage cost

X5

Manage cost of the industry

Financial cost

X6

Financial cost of the industry

Marketing cost

X7

Marketing cost of the industry

Fixed assets

X8

Fixed assets of the industry

Current assets

X9

Current assets of the industry

X10

Main business revenue of the industry

of employees
Number of
Enterprises
Main business
cost
input
out

put

Main business
revenue

7
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Operating profit

X11

Operating profit of the industry

X12

Industrial sales value of the industry

X13

Owners’ equity in the industry

Industrial sales
value
Owners’ equity

4. Results
Table 2 weight of the 13 indicators
X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

ej

0.9899

0.9894

0.9869

0.9895

0.9889

0.9882

0.9919

gj

0.0101

0.0106

0.0131

0.0105

0.0111

0.0118

0.0081

wj

0.1157

0.0512

0.0704

0.0638

0.0752

0.0828

0.0877

X8

X9

X10

X11

X12

X13

ej

0.9794

0.9817

0.9892

0.9925

0.9861

0.9881

gj

0.0206

0.0183

0.0108

0.0075

0.0139

0.0119

wj

0.1302

0.0745

0.0661

0.0477

0.0669

0.0679

Among the 13 indicators in the economic efficiency monitoring indicator system, X8 is the
fixed assets of strategic emerging industries with the largest weight of 0.1302. Fixed assets are the
most important indicator of the economic efficiency monitoring indicator system and the indicator
of investment part. It shows that in the period of production investment in strategic emerging
industries, the investment of assets is crucial and the industries will have higher economic
efficiency and vice versa.
X11 refers to the operating profit of a strategic emerging industry, with the minimum weight
of 0.0477, which measures the profit ability generated by the operation of a strategic emerging
industry. Operating profit is the output part of a strategic emerging industry. Theoretically, if the
operating profit value of a strategic emerging industry is higher, the economic efficiency of the
industry will be higher; otherwise, the economic efficiency will be lower. On the whole, the
weight of the index system is between 0.0477 and 0.1302. The first three indexes are: X8 fixed
assets, X1 average number of employees, X7 sales expenses, two input indexes and one output
index. The last three indexes are: X4 total debt, X12 industrial sales output value, X11 operating
profit, one input index and two output indexes Therefore, the weight measured by entropy method
is scientific and reasonable.
So, we can get the results followed;

Table3 Comprehensive Economic Evaluation of Chinese
8
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Strategic Emerging Industries
Evalua
Industry

tion

Evalua
Order

Industry

tion

value
Tram manufacturing

0.9962

value
1

Paint, ink and
manufacturing

Ferrous metal casting
Radar and supporting
equipment manufacturing
Trailer manufacturing
Clocks and timekeeping
instruments manufacturing

0.9950
0.9860
0.9857
0.9816

pigment
0.9149

26

2

Special
equipment
for
prevention and control of
environmental
pollution
manufacturing

0.9143

27

products

3

Glass
manufacturing

0.9067

28

instrument

4

General
manufacturing

0.8982

29

5

special ceramic
manufacturing

0.8645

30

API

6

Chemical
manufacturing

0.8623

31

equipment
0.8621

32

equipment
0.8350

33

Low speed truck
manufacturing
0.9952

Order

products

traditional Chinese medicine
drinks manufacturing

0.9797

7

Spacecraft
manufacturing

Veterinary medicine
manufacturing

0.9795

8

Audio visual
manufacturing

Printing equipment
manufacturing

0.9784

9

Wind
power
generator
equipment manufacturing

0.8305

34

10

Optical fiber and optical
cable manufacturing

0.7885

35

11

Chinese patent
manufacturing

0.7705

36

0.9650

12

Metallurgical
special
equipment manufacturing

0.6861

37

0.9645

13

Chemicals manufacturing

0.6823

38

0.6773

39

Recycling of waste
resources and materials
special instruments
manufacturing
Smelting of rare earth metals
Optical instrument
manufacturing

0.9695
0.9653

medicine

Special equipment for
electronic and electrical
machinery manufacturing

0.9642

14

Special
manufacturing

Refractory products
manufacturing

0.9569

15

Computer manufacturing

0.6748

40

0.9546

16

Organic
fertilizer
and
microbial
fertilizer
manufacturing

0.6656

41

Refitting car manufacturing

0.9526

17

Non-ferrous metal rolling

0.6634

42

Glass fiber and reinforced

0.9517

18

Synthetic

0.6442

43

Radio and television
equipment manufacturing

chemicals

materials
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plastic products
manufacturing
Biochemical pesticide and
microbial pesticide
manufacturing
Metal processing machinery
manufacturing
Optical glass manufacturing

manufacturing

0.9466
0.9465
0.9455

19

Electronic
manufacturing

component
0.5713

44

20

Basic chemical raw material
manufacturing

0.4947

45

21

Electronic
manufacturing

0.4742

46

0.4125

47

device

Biomedical equipment and
apparatus manufacturing

0.9361

22

Communication equipment
manufacturing

Nonferrous Metals
manufacturing

0.9360

23

Auto parts manufacturing

0.3214

48

Graphite and non-metallic
products manufacturing

0.9212

24

Automobile manufacturing

0.2651

49

Biopharmaceutical
manufacturing

0.9185

25

From the table 3, it can be concluded that during the sample period, the average level of
strategic emerging industries is 0.83, 34 industries are higher than the average level, and another
15 industries are lower than the average level. There are differences and imbalances between the
economic efficiency of various industries in China's strategic industries.
On the whole, tram manufacturing industry ranks first, followed by low-speed truck
manufacturing, non-ferrous metal casting, radar and supporting equipment manufacturing, trailer
manufacturing, clock and timing instrument manufacturing. The last six provinces in the
comprehensive evaluation of economic efficiency are electronic component manufacturing, basic
chemical raw material manufacturing, electronic component manufacturing, communication
equipment manufacturing, auto parts manufacturing and auto vehicle manufacturing. The
comprehensive evaluation is in line with the objective reality as a whole.
This paper divides 49 strategic emerging industries into four categories:
The first category: C i ≧0.98; It maintains 6 industries, including tram manufacturing,
electronic component manufacturing, basic chemical raw material manufacturing, electronic
component manufacturing, communication equipment manufacturing, auto parts manufacturing
and auto vehicle manufacturing.
The second category: 0.98＞ C i ≧0.90;It maintains 22 industries.
The third category: 0.90＞ C i ≧0.6. It maintains 15 industries.
The fourth category: C i ＜0.6. It maintains 6 industries, Including electronic component
10
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manufacturing, basic chemical raw material manufacturing, electronic component manufacturing,
communication equipment manufacturing, auto parts manufacturing, auto vehicle manufacturing.

Table4 Distribution of Chinese Strategic Emerging Industries
Strategic
Emerging
Industries

Total number

types

Industries
number

New
information
technology
industry

1

Average level

1

Leading level

3

High level

5

Average level

4

Low level

3

Leading level

1

High level

8

Average level

4

High level

5

Average level

5

Low level

1

Leading level

2

High level

1

Low level

2

High-end
equipment
manufacturing
industry
New material
industry
Biological
industry

15

13

11

New energy
automobile
industry

5

New energy
industry

1

Average level

1

Energy saving
and
environmental
protection
industry

2

High level

2

Digital creative
industry

1

High level

1

From the above table, it can be seen that the overall economic efficiency of high-end
equipment manufacturing is 0.84, and more than 50% of strategic emerging industries have higher
economic efficiency than the average. Manufacturing industry, as the foundation of building a
country, the tool of rejuvenating a country and the foundation of a powerful country, is the main
body of the national economy. Its economic efficiency represents the development quality of the
whole manufacturing industry. From the empirical results, the high-end equipment manufacturing
industry is gradually achieving the goal of high-quality development, which is one of the
important objectives of the development of strategic emerging industries.
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The overall economic efficiency of the new generation information technology industry and
new energy industry is at an average level, and that of the energy conservation and environmental
protection industry and digital creative industry is 0.94 and 0.91 respectively, which are at a high
level; the overall average economic efficiency of the new material industry and the biological
industry is 0.89 and 0.79, which are at an average level; the overall average economic efficiency
of the new energy automobile industry is the lowest, It is the industry with the biggest difference
among the strategic emerging industries.

5. Advices
In this paper, TOPSIS entropy weight method is used to measure the economic efficiency
index system of strategic emerging industries, and then the ideal value method is used to rank 49
industries in the strategic emerging industries catalog. Therefore, improving the economic
efficiency of strategic emerging industries needs to be carried out from the following six aspects:
Firstly, consolidate industries with high economic efficiency, increase investment in fixed
assets and scientific and technological personnel for industries with weak foundation and low
economic efficiency, and form a three-dimensional development pattern with close links between
industrial chains, mutual technology promotion.
Secondly, the high-risk industry needs to carry out risk publicity, remind the investors who
are about to enter the industry, and improve the internal control and risk evaluation system of the
industry. Establish the risk management committee of the industry to control the international risk,
financial risk and operational risk. We will improve the ability of strategic emerging industries to
prevent and deal with risks, resolutely win three major battles, guard against major risks, and do a
good job in "six stability" work, such as risk prevention and stability assurance.
Thirdly, promote the ability of high-end equipment manufacturing industry to absorb and
transform advanced technology. In order to consolidate the high economic efficiency of the
high-end equipment manufacturing industry, and to follow the important instructions of general
secretary Xi Jinping in Henan's research, "to promote China's manufacturing and real economy,
and to push China's economy from quantity to quality", we must enhance the manufacturing
industry's ability to absorb advanced productive forces and speed up technological upgrading, and
achieve the innovation drive of high-end equipment manufacturing industry. High quality
development path.
Fourth, we should rationally allocate the input of strategic emerging industry elements,
improve the production technology efficiency of the industry, and optimize the management cost,
sales cost and financial cost of the industry, especially in the process of selling goods and
12
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materials and providing labor services.
Fifth, improve the policies and regulations of strategic emerging industries. Strategic
emerging industry is an important strategy for future development. National ministries and
commissions actively promote the development of strategic emerging industry, and plan strategic
emerging industry from the macro level of industrial production, deep integration, non-public
economy and so on. In order to achieve high-quality development of strategic emerging industries,
provinces and municipalities need to further form supporting laws, regulations and relevant
policies.
Sixth, create a good financing environment and accelerate the marketization of industry. As a
whole, the strategic emerging industry has entered the development period. It needs financial and
credit funds to expand the emerging business, and it needs to improve the main business income
of the strategic emerging industry. This can not be separated from the local government's market
allocation, financing environment, capitalization operation and other aspects to create a vigorous
development atmosphere.
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Abstract. Seismic imaging is a geophysical technique to investigate the subsurface based on seismic wave. Seismic image is a crucial channel to acquire salt
deposits positions which are important evidences to locate oil and gas resources
area underground. Although the development of geophysical technology makes
it easier to collect more seismic images, difficult wave shapes and structures in
images still hinder the use and analysis of these valuable data. In this paper, we
adopt a novel deep learning method to solve this issue. An individual decoder,
named Boundary Decoder, is introduced in U-Net based framework to improve
segmentation performance of seismic images. Boundary decoder is supervised
by labeled salt body boundaries and further assists original segmentation decoder to generate more precise results with its boundary priori knowledge guidance. As a result, we called this novel network Boundary U-Net (BU-Net). In
experimental evaluation, the proposed approach can increase IoU by 2.6% and
optimize the recognition of semantic boundary and details of salt bodies greatly.
Keywords: Deep Learning, Semantic Segmentation, Seismic Image.

1

Introduction

As crucial chemical raw materials and energy supplies, demand for oil and natural
gas has been increasingly and accelerates the exploitation of natural gas and oil. Before exploitation, professional exploration group will carry out elaborate efforts geological investigation to determine their location. Generally, oil and gas accumulation
areas tend to form saline salt deposits in subsurface because salt deposits are impermeable structures and provide entrapment for oil and gas reservoirs [1]. Seismic imaging technology can reflect geological information of deep underground like an ultra-sound and is the most common method to acquire salt bodies information in the
these groups [2]. However, due to the abstract structures and complex geological
information in seismic data, seismic image interpretation is extremely expensive and
highly depends on expertise.
Corresponding Author: Bo Liu (boliu@bjut.edu.cn)
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Fig. 1. Main architecture. (a) The original U-Net structure constructed with an encoder and a
decoder (b) Our proposed BU-Net, an approach to learn more details. A boundary decoder is
employed between the original encoder and decoder. Boundary decoder is aimed to extract
boundary information in seismic images and assist semantic segmentation, which is beneficial
to locate salt body in complex and blur scenes.

Image semantic segmentation, i.e., assign a semantic label to every pixel in an image, is a quite fundamental task to understand the image scene in computer vision.
Over the past decade, a few research groups have already proposed various automated
methods. Early work [3-8] primarily based on images properties of seismic image,
e.g., gradient, structure and contrast. And many of these methods [3-6] exert boundary
detection algorithm and transform segmentation task into boundary detection. Though
these methods are lack of robustness and require researchers to grasp professional
knowledges, it is worth noting that boundary is effective for salt body segmentation.
Recently, with the improvement of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), numerous segmentation architecture based on fully convolutional network (FCN) [9] have
been proposed. These researches have broken the limits traditional handcrafted features in many fields. More recent works employed CNN in salt deposits segmentation
[10, 11]. Although technology advances greatly, these methods ignore the information
loss of boundary in networks. As shown in Fig. 2, in seismic image, there is lake of
clear boundary between salt body and other geological structure and the texture and
structure are quite complex. Hence sometimes models cannot contain enough highresolution information after down sampling.
As a solution to this challenge, in this paper, a boundary decoder is designed and
incorporated in a U-Net [12] architecture which is called Boundary U-Net (BU-Net).
The main architecture is shown in Fig. 1. This decoder is parallel to the segmentation
decoder and outputs a salt body boundary mask of seismic image. Different from
common U-Net architecture, segmentation decoder not only receives the intermediate
features in different scale to utilize shallow features but also refine the semantic
boundary with the guidance of boundary information. We also employ conditional
batch normalization layers [13] in segmentation decoder to merge boundary feature
and save more boundary information.
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Fig. 2. Several Examples of seismic images and their corresponding segmentation and boundary Ground-Truth.

2

Related Works

2.1

Seismic Image Segmentation

Seismic image segmentation is an important issue and plenty of researches have been
devoted in this area. Most of the earlier approaches mainly rely on handcrafted image
features. Halpert and Clapp [8] utilize dip variability and different frequency attributes of seismic images to detect salt bodies. Shafiq et al. [7] propose an attribute in
seismic images to detect target area with the help of fast Fourier transform. Moreover,
plenty of works tend to identify the salt boundaries to locate salt bodies. Lomask et al.
[4] transform seismic image to a weighted undirected graph and normalized cut image
segmentation [14] is applied to track boundary. Aqrawi et al. [3] apply a Sobel detector to design a salt body detection algorithm involving both amplitude normalization
and dimension weighting. Amin and Deriche [6] propose an approach that is more
sensitive to variations in seismic data by detecting more directions compared with
original Sobel filter. Wu [5] highlights the salt boundaries by computing salt likelihoods and ridges of likelihood values. These achievements indicate that boundary is a
crucial information for salt bodies segmentation. However, these methods require
researchers understand related geological knowledge and limit the performance.
Nowadays, CNNs achieved extraordinary effect in semantic segmentation. In 2018,
TGS, a world leading geoscience data company, hosted a competition on Kaggle [15].
With the help of the large dataset in this competition, lots of approaches were proposed and achieved state-of-the-art. These methods are mainly based on U-Net [12]
architecture. To improve the segmentation score, data distillation, semi-supervising
and multi-model voting are used in leading approaches [10, 11].
In this paper, inspired by prior methods based on boundary knowledge, we attempt
to improve the segmentation accuracy in a novel perspective and introduce boundary
detection in this work. With the supervised of boundary labels, the network can amplify the texture dissimilarity between the salt bodies and background.
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2.2

Semantic Segmentation based on Boundary

Recently, many semantic segmentation architectures begin to take advantage of
boundary information, especially in salient object detection. These works have proven
that boundary information of the image is crucial to predicting the detailed output.
Generally, there are mainly two approaches to utilize boundary feature. The first
approach uses the losses on edges to preserve the boundaries of object and refine the
segmentation result. Zhu et al. [16] proposed a prostate segmentation network for MR
Image which designed a boundary-weighted segmentation loss to make the network
more sensitive to the boundary and enforce network learning more knowledge near
boundary during transfer learning. Chen et al. [17] presented Coutour Loss to leverages object contours for salient object detection which narrows the boundaries gap of
ground-true mask and predicted map. Besides, the second approach incorporated
boundary information into models directly. Yu et al. [18] proposed Discriminative
Feature Network (DFN) containing a sub-network named Border Network. Border
Network provides semantic boundary supervision and tackle inter-class indistinction
problem. For thermal image semantic segmentation, in [19], a Holisticallynested Edge
Detection (HED) [20] network is trained firstly to generate semantic edge features
and these features are embedded into DeepLab v3 [21]. Certainly, both approaches
can be applied in same model simultaneously. Li et al. [22] wired shape information
as a separate processing branch and designed a dualtask loss function to ensure consistency in two tasks, predicted boundary and predicted semantics boundary, ground
truth boundary and predicted semantics boundary, respectively.
Following previous works, we proposed a boundary decoder which can be easily
incorporated into existing networks to relieve the details loss. Under this architecture,
boundary decoder and segmentation decoder share the same encoder and can be
trained end-to-end which ensures efficiency of the semantic segmentation network.

3

Methods

The proposed BU-Net mainly consists of three major parts: encoder, boundary decoder, and segmentation decoder. In this section, we elaborate the architecture structure
and the effectiveness of these parts. All convolution layers in our architecture are
followed by batch normalization [23] and ReLU.
3.1

Main Network Architecture

As discussed above, seismic image is an ultra-sound scan of the subsurface and hence
is quite similar to biomedical images. Hence, as shown in Figure 3, our network follows U-Net, a seminal fully convolutional encoder-decoder semantic segmentation
architecture for many biomedical images. U-Net is a typical U-shape structure, where
high-level semantic information is captured in encoder while the detailed low-level
information is recovered in the decoder path. And there has a skip connection between
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encoder and decoder block in same resolution to recover more spatial information. We
use a universal backbone ResNet [24] pre-trained on ImageNet [25] as base encoder.

Fig. 3. The main architecture of BU-Net.

In seismic image, the boundary between salt body and background is blurred and
hard to recognize. Therefore, we need to amplify the gap of their features and pay
more attention on boundary. The tasks of semantic segmentation and boundary detection are closely relevant. We integrate a separate boundary decoder to combine multiscale boundary priori knowledge into original decoder. For ease of distinction, the
original decoder for semantic segmentation is called segmentation decoder.
3.2

Boundary Decoder and Boundary Enhancement Module

Fig. 4. Structure of Boundary Enhancement Decoder

As shown in Fig. 4, inspired by previous works about boundary detection [26, 27], we
stack multiple convolutional modules named Boundary Enhancement Module (BEM)
as boundary decoder, which forms a top-down architecture to achieve semantic
boundary detection. This architecture can be employed in any U-shape network easily
because boundary decoder can directly receive the output of encoder and share the
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same encoder with segmentation decoder. Besides, boundary decoder is supervised by
boundary ground-truth segmentation map and the supervisory signal can be propagated back to encoder blocks different stage. The distinction of foreground features and
background features in encoder can be enlarged greatly. In our work, we acquire these
semantic boundary label by Canny [28].
The stacked BEMs are aimed to enhance the boundary feature. The main idea of
BEM is stated in Fig. 4. Firstly, the feature maps from encoder is weighted by a scSE
[29] attention block to aggregate more related information. The processed encoder
feature map is summed with high-level boundary feature, i.e. the output of last BEM.
And we append a Res2Net module [30] as the main convolutional operator in BEM to
achieve the right trade-off between performance and computational complexity. As
shown in Fig. 4, the feature map is divided into four parallel branches. Output features
of the previous branches are then sent to next branches. At last, all feature maps are
concatenated and normalized with 1×1 convolutional kernel. Res2Net introduces
multi-scale features in one layer and increases the range of receptive fields. And this
architecture, i.e., group convolution with different receptive field, not only reduces
computation dramatically, but also is applied in other works [31, 32] to enhance relative features. Finally, the feature maps are upsampled by bilinear interpolation.
3.3

Segmentation Decoder Block

Fig. 5. Illustration of segmentation decoder block and its conditional batch normalization to
fuse boundary feature.

Segmentation decoder corresponds to the decoder in U-Net architecture, which recovers the compressed semantic details to segmentation map. Like most U-Shape network,
segmentation decoder consists of successive upsample blocks to refine the feature
maps in low resolution progressively. As shown in Fig. 5, our segmentation decoder
block is based on ResNet blocks where the first 1×1 convolution has n / 4 filters as a
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bottleneck layer before the 3×3 convolution and the last 1×1 convolution to restore the
number of filters to c / 2, corresponding to the channel in next stages.
Inspired by previous works about Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), the
batch normalization in 3 × 3 convolution is replaced with conditional normalization
[13] to fuse and utilize the boundary feature maps better in boundary decoder. Firstly,
similar to batch normalization [23], the feature map x is normalized by its mean μ and
standard deviation σ and then modulated with scale and bias learned from the feature
map b of boundary decoder in each stage. It can be given by:
𝑥

𝛾 𝑏 ∙

𝛽 𝑏

(1)

where γ (b) and β (b) denote the functions that calculates scaling and bias values from
boundary feature b. In our network, the two functions are implemented with two-layer
convolutional layers stated in Fig. 5. To stabilize training process, we detach backward
gradient to boundary decoder in 1×1 convolutional layer illustrated in dotted flows of
Fig. 5(a). Compared with other ways in feature fuse, conditional normalization can be
integrated in any network and prevent information loss of boundary.
3.4

Loss Function

Our framework contains two end-to-end decoders. We jointly supervise segmentation
and boundary map prediction during training. In segmentation decoder, Lovasz loss
function [34] is used and recorded as 𝐿
𝐿𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑧 𝑃 , 𝐺 , where 𝑃 and 𝐺 represent prediction segmentation map and ground-truth, respectively. While, to mitigate
the imbalance of the positive and negative samples, we use focal loss assigning higher
weights to focus on these hard examples to optimize boundary map with low computation payload. The boundary loss function LB is shown in (2):
𝐿

𝛼 1

∑

𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑃 , 𝐺

1

𝑃

𝛼 𝑃

log 𝑃
log 1

𝑃

𝐺

1

𝐺

0

(2)

where 𝑃 ∈ 0, 1 and 𝐺 ∈ 0, 1 represent the label of i-th pixel in the prediction
the ground-truth respectively. And we set γ = 2 and α = 0.25 as the parameters of focal
loss. Finally, as Equation 3 shows, a parameter λ is employed to balance LS and LB:
𝐿

𝐿

𝜆𝐿

(3)

In next section, we carry out a series of experiment to determine the best value of λ.

4

Experiments

4.1

Dataset

The seismic image dataset is proposed in TGS Salt Identification Challenge, a competition organized on Kaggle [15]. The data is sliced from 3D seismic view of earth to
2D image and then cropped into small patches of 101 × 101 pixels. The competition
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provides 4000 labeled images and 18000 unlabeled images, which are used for training and testing respectively.
4.2

Implementation Details

Data augmentation. In our experiment, we split whole labeled data into training set
and validation set containing 3200 and 800 examples. All models are trained on training set and the performance of models is evaluated on validation set in each epoch.
During training, data augmentation is utilized, which scales each image to 256×256
before random flipping, random changing brightness and contrast slightly, and randomly cropped between 0.8 to 1.2. And corresponding boundary label is acquired by
Canny kernel after augmentation operation.
Training. We use Adam [33] to optimize our network for 100 epochs, where the
initial learning rate is set to 0.0001 and the batch size is 10. And a poly learning rate
policy was employed where the initial learning rate was multiplied by 1
.
after each iteration. The best results on validation set are reported during
_

the training process. All the experiments are implemented with PyTorch and performed with one GTX 1080 GPU, CUDA 9.0 and cuDNN 7.1.
Evaluation metric. Following the metric in Kaggle competition, the proposed architecture is evaluated on the mean average precision (mAP) at different intersection
over union (IoU) thresholds. The threshold t values range from 0.5 to 0.95 with a step
of 0.05:
𝑡∈𝑇

0.5, 0.55,0.6, … ,0.95

(4)

At each threshold value t, a precision value is calculated based on the following rules:
𝑃 𝑡

(5)

where TP(t), FN(t) and FP(t) represented number of true positives, false negatives,
and false positives resulting from comparing the predicted mask in different threshold
t to all ground-truth. The average precision of a single image is then calculated as the
mean of the above precision values at each IoU threshold:
𝐼𝑜𝑈
4.3

| |

∑

∈

𝑃 𝑡

(6)

Ablation Study

In this subsection, we carry out a series of experiments to demonstrate effectiveness
of our design. The experiment results are presented in Table Ⅰ. We also present some
sample results in Fig. 6 to visually compare our method with backbone approach.
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Table 1. Ablation study for each component on BU-Net. (SD=Segmentation Decoder,
R2N=Res2Net, BD=Boundary Decoder, CBN=Conditional Batch Normalization)

Method

IoU

U-Net
ResNet + SD (ResUNet)

0.821
0.837

ResNet + Conv-BD + SD
ResNet + R2N-BD +SD

0.839
0.842

ResNet + R2N-BD + Concat + SD
ResNet + R2N-BD + Sum+ SD
ResNet + R2N-BD + CBN + SD

0.848
0.858
0.863

Baseline. We use a U-Net as the most fundamental baseline model. And we construct
a Res-U-Net whose encoder is replaced with a ResNet50 pre-trained on ImageNet
dataset. Obviously, like many previous works, residual block can enhance model’s
feature extraction capability and improve convergence rate greatly. Table Ⅰ shows the
experiment results. By employing a pre-trained ResNet backbone, the IoU is increased by 1.6% from 0.821 to 0.837.
Ablation for Segmentation Decoder. To emphasize boundary feature in seismic
images, the boundary decoder is employed in network and supervised by boundary
labels. A boundary decoder is directly appended in original network and segmentation
decoder do not receive its output. This structure is similar to DFN. First, we applied a
simple boundary model constructed with a 3×3 convolutional layer and a upsample
module which improves the performance by 0.2% slightly. Following previous works
[31, 32], we replace convolutional layer with a group convolutional structure,
Res2Net block, to detect boundary map. This block further increases IoU by 0.3%.
Ablation for Segmentation Decoder. The proposed boundary decoder extracts the
boundary information. We believe that this information is profitable for semantic
segmentation. Therefore, we compare several methods to fuse boundary feature. Firstly, same as skip connection, the segmentation features are concatenated with boundary features. The concatenating increases the IoU by 0.6%. Besides, the sum operation
improves performance 1.6%. We suppose the reason for this improvement is that sum
operation reduces the number of parameters and alleviates over-fitting. Besides, inspired by works of GAN, we employ conditional batch normalization which facilitates the boundary information to guide segmentation. Finally, as shown in Table Ⅰ,
conditional batch normalization achieves highest IOU (0.863). These results indicate
that boundary information is beneficial to extract semantic features.
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Fig. 6. Example results of salt segmentation. The areas annotated by red arrows show that our
methods increase model’s sensitivity to detailed information and alleviate segmentation error.
The semantic boundaries are also optimized.

4.4

Comparison with Different λ Value

To achieve better performance, we conduct experiments to adjust λ value in loss function. Six different values of {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} are tested in our experiments.
As shown in Table Ⅱ, the value of 0.1 achieves highest performance. It is worth noting that all results are higher than baseline with one decoder, which indicates that
two-stage decoder is a crucial method to improve performance.
Table 2. Result of BU-Net in different λ value.

λ
IoU

5

0
0.861

0.1
0.863

0.2
0.860

0.3
0.859

0.4
0.856

0.5
0.855

Conclusions

Seismic imaging is important in oil and gas resources location. In this paper, we present a modified U-Net framework named Boundary U-Net to improve seismic images
segmentation. Due to the blur and complicated texture in seismic images, an extra
boundary decoder capturing boundary information is integrated in original U-Shape
structure to enlarge feature gap between salt bodies and background in a supervised
approach. And conditional batch normalization is also employed in segmentation
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decoder to receive output of boundary decoder. Our experimental results show that
boundary information and two-stage decoder are able to generate more refine segmentation results for seismic images. It is believed that this method can be applied in other segmentation tasks which would be our possible future work.
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Abstract. In a greenhouse environment monitoring system designed based on
the Internet of Things technology, it is necessary to implement a security policy
that implements two-way identity authentication between a user's smart APP
and IoT node devices (such as sensors, controllers, etc.) to ensure safety. Therefore, the article designs a two-way authentication strategy using EC encryption
n algorithm and cloud server assistance. Experiments prove that the strategy can
meet the requirements of two-way identity authentication between the user's
smart phone APP and the IoT node device with lower resource requirements.
Keywords: Internet of Things security, mutual authentication, key agreement,
elliptic curve, security policy.

1

Introduction

Environmental factors have a greater impact on the generation of greenhouse agriculture [1]. For example, the growth temperature of tea seedlings is 22 ℃ -28 ℃, the
humidity is 50% -70%, the optimal values are 25 ℃ and 60% [2]; the humidity of
cucumber planting is generally maintained at 60% ~ 80%, the temperature is 18 ~
30 ℃ is the best. The temperature needs to be increased by 3 ~ 5 ℃ during photosynthesis. Long-term temperature higher than 38 ℃ or lower than 15 ℃ will affect cucumber development [3]. Excessive humidity will cause fungal reproduction, affect
cucumber growth, and then affect Cucumber quality and yield [4].
With the rapid development of Internet technology, the Internet of Things technology has emerged as the times require [5]. The greenhouse environment monitoring
system designed using the Internet of Things technology is shown in Fig.1. It can
realize functions such as automatic collection, storage, analysis, early warning and
remote intervention of greenhouse internal environmental parameters such as light,
temperature, humidity, and carbon dioxide.
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Fig. 1. The Internet greenhouse environment monitoring system

Node devices such as various environmental parameter sensors and environmental
intervention controllers in Figure 1 form the sensing layer of the system; the system
parameter early warning server and various user terminal devices form the application
layer of the system; IoT gateway, cloud authentication The server (Cloud Authentication Server CAS) and data storage server (Data Server DS) constitute the network
layer of the system.
The IoT gateway is middleware that converts network data and Internet data within
the greenhouse. The device is highly automated and transparent to users. Its core
business is to provide real-time status data reporting and intervention instruction distribution services to user apps through the Internet. The core business of the gateway
has a low demand for hardware computing capabilities. Using the STM32F412 lowpower CPU with a working frequency of 100 MHz can fully meet the demand.
However, the emergence of endless attacks on the Internet of Things has made the
security issues of the Internet of Things arouse people's attention. In 2015, hackers
launched a malicious attack on the Ukrainian power system, resulting in power outages for more than 700,000 residents. In the Mirai incident in 2016, the attackers used a
large number of IoT devices such as web cameras to launch DDoS attacks on domain
name servers, resulting in a large number of users Unable to use the network. According to a Gartner survey, nearly 20% of units and departments worldwide have suffered IoT attacks in recent years.
Considering that the IoT gateway enters the normal working state, the smart phone
terminal can directly establish a communication link with the gateway, and send data
query commands and environmental intervention commands (such as remote control
of fans, wet curtain cooling control, etc.). Before establishing a link between the IoT
gateway and the user's smart terminal, it is necessary to verify the identity and negotiate the session key to meet the requirements of user control command information not
being impersonated, tampered and replayed.
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Relevant work

Nicanfar et al. [6] Proposed an authentication protocol based on elliptic curve encryption in 2015. Although their solution greatly reduces the computational complexity,
because trusted third parties need password tables to hold user information, they are
vulnerable to attacks such as lost or stolen tables. Later, Li et al. [7] Proposed a new
cryptographic protocol but it also proved to be vulnerable to eavesdropping and vulnerable to imitation attacks due to lack of key agreement. In 2019, Q. Jiang et al. [8]
Analyzed a Das protocol [1] and proposed a new security protocol that implements
wearable device authentication and key negotiation with the assistance of a cloud
server. The protocol uses the ECC algorithm to further enhance the security of the
data and reduce the protocol's consumption of computing resources by the device. In
2019, Wang et al. [9] Proposed a protocol that uses ECC algorithm and cloud serverassisted IoT gateway to perform two-way identity authentication and key negotiation
with user smartphones.
Therefore, in this paper, most of the current IoT system perception layer devices
use symmetric key protocols to build network security infrastructure. There are many
key maintenance tasks. Operation and maintenance personnel often come into contact
with communication keys, which can easily lead to key leakage and attacks by internal privileged personnel. And the limited computing, storage, and communication
resources of the perceptual device, and the attacker is prone to launch a resource exhausted DDos attack. An EC encryption algorithm is used to design a solution that
implements the two-way authentication and key negotiation between the mobile APP
and the system IoT gateway device with the assistance of the system Cloud Authentication Server CAS.

3

Basic Theory

3.1

Elliptic Curve Encryption Algorithm

Due to the many benefits of ECC [10], it has been used in various environments. One
of the most important benefits of ECC is providing the same level of security with a
smaller key size compared to other cryptography techniques like RSA. For instance,
ECC with 160 and 512 bit keys provide the same level of security as RSA, D-H or
ElGamal cryptography with 1024 and 15360 bit keys, respectively. In addition to
addressing the resource constraint issue, ECC is also beneficial in enabling an efficient protocol that supports current and future devices with various levels of technology, which is important in emerging SG systems.
Generally, ECC is presented as an Elliptic Curve (EC) nodes/points(x,y) over Zp,
and satisfies the formula (1).
(1)
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In formula (1), p is a large prime number, and the larger the value of p, the higher
the security and the greater the amount of calculation. a, b ∈ Zp are used to determine the specific elliptic curve, and need to satisfy formula (2):
(2)
In the elliptic curve Zp (a, b) that meets the above requirements, take the point G
along with integer t, then you will get K = tG, in which K is also the point of the elliptic curve Ep (a, b). According to the rule of addition: with tQ Q Q Q ... Q and given
G, t, it is easy to find K but very difficult to find t if if K and G are known. In the
elliptic curve encryption algorithm, G is called the base point, t is the private key, and
K is the public key.
3.2

Attacker Model

In this article we assume that the attacker has the following capabilities.
1. The attacker can obtain all the information in the public transmission channel, and
can modify, replay, and forge any new information to transmit to the receiver [11].
2. The attacker can know the user names of all users in this communication system
and the device ID of the IoT gateway.
3. The attacker can act as a legitimate user in the system.
4. The attacker can establish a physical link with any gateway in the system through
wi-fi.

4

Two-way authentication between user's smartphone terminal
and IoT gateway

To implement the two-way authentication and key negotiation between the IoT gateway and the user's intelligent terminal device, we need to make the following agreement. (1) A secure communication channel has been established between the IoT
gateway and the cloud authentication server CAS. (2) All devices including cloud
authentication server CAS, IoT gateway, and user terminals share a common set of
parameters. It includes a set of EC parameters E {a, b, p, G, n, h}; a single-term hash
function h (); independent identity ID and clock. h () is used to map character information to an elliptic curve. The identity IDi is used to uniquely identify the specified
device in the system. Other devices need to access the specified device through the
ID. The device clock is used to keep messages fresh.
Considering that operations such as key generation, key negotiation, user authentication, and authentication require more computing and storage resources, we propose
that the above operations required by the gateway be completed by the system cloud
authentication server to reduce network Resource consumption demand scheme. Figure 2 depicts the strategy of two-way identity authentication and key negotiation between the user's smart terminal and the designated IoT gateway with the assistance of
the system cloud authentication server. The basic process is as follows.
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Step 1. The user logs in to the system cloud server through the smartphone terminal app, and the server verifies the identity of the user and the legitimacy of the app.
Success is to establish a secure communication channel between the user app and the
system cloud authentication server using traditional DTLS.
Step 2. The smartphone terminal App randomly generates a number p, which is
calculated by formula (3), and the point P (x, y) on the EC. Then, generate request
information Requestu-g = {Appid, GWID, P} requesting access to the GWIDdesignated gateway, and send Requestu-g to the system authentication server through
the previously established secure channel.
(3)
Step 3. After receiving the Requestu-g, the cloud server verifies the user's authority
to access the gateway specified by GWID. If so, choose a number r, and calculate the
EC point R by formula (4). Use formula (5) to calculate the session key K in the form
of an EC node.
(4)
(5)
Step 4. The cloud server uses the server-gateway session key to encrypt {Appid,
GWID, TimeStamp, K}, and serves as the user ’s smart terminal to specify the temporary identity authentication certificate Au of the GWID. The point R and the certificate are returned to the user's smart terminal App; the {Appid, GWID, TimeStamp, K,
random number} is encrypted as the certificate A ′ and sent to the GWID designated
gateway.
Step 5. After receiving the certificate A′, the gateway decodes the certificate,
presents the information, and uses formula (6) to calculate the symmetric session key
k for communication with the user terminal APP and waits for the user's smart terminal App access request.
(6)
Step 6. After receiving the point R and certificate A returned by the cloud server,
the user terminal APP uses formula (7) to calculate the session key K in the form of
an EC node. After formula (6), the session key k is calculated.
(7)
Step 7. The user terminal APP uses the calculated key k and AES128 algorithm to
encrypt the certificate A and sends it to the GWID designated gateway.
Step 8. After receiving the access request from the user terminal APP, the gateway
uses the key k and the AES128 algorithm to decrypt the operation to obtain certificate
A, and compares it with the information in certificate A 'received by the server. If
they match, authentication succeeds. Both parties use the key k for subsequent communication.
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Fig. 2. the strategy of two-way identity authentication and key negotiation between the users'
smart terminal and the designated IoT gateway with the assistance of the system cloud authentication server.

5

System Security Analysis

This section will analyze the security of the improved gateway and user two-way
authentication protocol under the assistance of the server under the attacker model
assumed in this article in section 2.3.
5.1

Anti-eavesdropping analysis.

During communication, the communication channel between the server and the gateway and between the server and the client is a secure encrypted channel. Therefore,
eavesdroppers cannot eavesdrop on the true content of the information obtained.
When a communication channel is established between the client and the gateway, the
listener can obtain the public key Kc-g, but cannot obtain the private key k of both
parties. Even if the secret C is obtained, the real information cannot be obtained, so
the protocol has anti-eavesdropping capabilities.
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5.2

Anti-counterfeiting analysis.

The communication information in the system uses the elliptic curve Ep (a, b), the
selected base point G, and the private key t, and the identity IDs of both parties in M
cannot eavesdrop on the encrypted information. Therefore, in this system, it has Anticounterfeiting ability.
5.3

Anti-retransmission analysis.

Retransmission attack is an attack method in which eavesdroppers illegally obtain
trust information by resending previous information after illegally obtaining communication information in the network. Information such as timestamp, validity period,
and sequence number are added to this system message, so that the protocol has the
ability to prevent retransmissions.
5.4

Camouflage attack

If an attacker wants to pretend to be a legitimate user to communicate with the gateway, he must forge legitimate authentication information. From the above analysis, it
is known that only the server designated user has a server authentication certificate, so
the protocol can prevent spoofing attacks.
5.5

Man in the middle attack

According to the attacker, there is no way to pretend to communicate with other users,
and the attacker cannot forge legitimate authentication information, so this protocol
can resist man-in-the-middle attacks.

6

Experiments and conclusions

Based on the system architecture diagram of the greenhouse environmental monitoring system shown in Fig．1, an experimental test platform was constructed. The system server group uses a fixed IP 10MP optical fiber dedicated line to access the Internet. The mobile phone with Android system is used as the client platform. The
STM32F412 low-power CPU with a Cortex®-M4 core operating at 100 MHz is used
to build an IoT gateway to implement the user authentication protocol designed in this
paper. In the experiment, based on the attack model, a computing resource exhausted
DDos attack was launched on the IoT gateway. The results show that the solution has
higher security, consumes less resources, has less impact on the gateway's core business communications, and runs the gateway more stably.
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Abstract. The Anatomy Multimedia E-learning (Electronic Learning) platform
is a platform for preparing and displaying courseware for lectures, lectures and
self-study by anatomy teachers. This platform not only solves the problem of
self-adaptability and self-upgradability of courseware, but also enables frontline teachers to realize the free organization of teaching content and multimedia
materials without writing a single line of program, and get rid of development
caused by non-programming difficult. The Anatomy Multimedia E-learning
platform uses the ToolBook multimedia development tool as the development
environment and uses the object-oriented Openscript programming language to
write programs. It is designed to open two independent "books" on the desktop
at the same time based on the common characteristics of morphology courses.
One "book" The text script used to input and display the courseware is a
"teaching plan" and the other is a morphology "atlas". The two books can be
related to each other through hot words or can be viewed independently.
Anatomy multimedia courseware helps teachers to actively control and use the
E-learning teaching platform, helps to fully realize E-learning's teaching
auxiliary functions and mobilize teachers' personalized teaching.

Keywords: E-learning, Multimedia lesson preparation platform, Anatomy,
Toolbook.

1

Purpose And Significance Of Development

Anatomy belongs to the curriculum of medical morphology. Medical morphology
teaching practice and activities will involve a lot of knowledge. Teachers 'teaching
and students' autonomous learning may need to obtain a lot of network information
resources [1].This E-learning teaching platform is very suitable for the teaching of
medical morphology courses, which makes up for the tediousness of traditional
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teaching, not only saves time for preparing lessons, but also improves students'
learning interest. To some extent, it relieves the pressure of insufficient teachers,
shortage of teaching hours, and various contents.
At present, most of the domestic and foreign curriculum development is based on
web-based learning platforms, interactive platforms or multimedia courseware
developed by PowerPoint. Due to the complex and scattered mess of course
resources, teachers' inefficient preparation of courses and uneven levels of courseware
production have affected students. Learning interest and learning effect. The anatomy
multimedia E-learning platform can better solve the programming problems in the
development of E-learning. Its advantages are not only to reduce the difficulty for
teachers to prepare lessons and achieve high-quality lessons, but also to make the
teaching content image, intuitive and vivid, improve classroom efficiency, and
enhance teaching effects. In addition, the developed courseware can also be circulated
or burned to classmates as internal materials, so that students can freely choose the
time to study, or save as materials to better play the function of courseware [2].
The anatomy multimedia E-learning platform can better solve the problem of
adaptability and self-upgradability of courseware. Any excellent courseware cannot
meet the needs of teaching once and for all. As a lesson preparation system, this
software completely gives the teachers the right to determine and modify the teaching
content, which solves the problems of self-adaptability and self-upgradability of
courseware.
In order to further promote teaching reform, improve the corresponding teaching
resource library, provide rich graphics, text and audio-visual resources for the
teaching of anatomy, reduce the burden on teachers to produce courseware, and build
a multimedia lesson preparation platform that meets the needs of practice is very
necessary [3]。

2

Main Technologies And Development Tools

TooLBook is an object-oriented multimedia production tool. The biggest feature is
the development work under the integrated environment of Windows. Anyone can use
Toolbook to develop interactive courseware, testing, evaluation and simulation
training in accordance with international standards. ToolBook has powerful menu
design functions. Creators can add, delete, and modify menu items in ToolBook's
system menu according to the overall concept, requirements, and style of the
courseware, or design menus with different styles and multiple functions. At the same
time, developers can directly cut into the user layer to watch the production effect,
and support dynamic data linking, object embedding and linking.
ToolBook organizes information in the form of books and pages. The page is the
main work screen provided by the system to the creator. ToolBook allows creators to
open multiple windows (Viewer) for a book, different windows can use different
menus [4]. The "page" is composed of text fields, buttons, hot words, graphics and
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other objects (see Fig. 1.). The "pages" are organically combined through navigational
clues.

Fig.1.System composition of ToolBook

3

System Design And Function Implementation

The overall design is based on the comprehensive consideration of the teaching
purpose of E-learning, so as to complete the overall structure of E-learning software.
According to the common characteristics of morphology courses, this platform is
designed to open two independent "books" on the desktop at the same time, one is a
text script for inputting and displaying courseware, is a "teaching plan", and the other
is anatomy "atlas ", Two books can be related to each other through hot words, or can
be viewed independently. The content of the picture should be reasonably arranged,
and the correct layout of the image and text should be combined to make a unified
template. It is recommended to attract students' attention. Through color matching to
enhance and enrich the visual experience, a correct and scientific color scheme can
reduce students to watch a large number of images Visual and mental fatigue [4].
3.1
System Function Design
This E-learning teaching platform has two working levels, reader level (use) and
author level (editor). At the reader level, users can run the developed program, at the
author level, they can create new books, and create and modify "pages" Objects (for
example: text, images, videos). The main functions of the system are shown in Fig. 2.:
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Fig. 2.System function block diagram

1.

2.

3.

4.

The "teaching plan" appears in the form of pages. On each page, there are
chapters, sections and page numbers. In order to meet the specific needs of
teaching, the font, size and color of the text can be adjusted freely through the
menu during use. The "teaching plan" can be viewed and searched through three
navigation systems: click the "forward" and "backward" buttons to page through
the pages; use the pop-up menu to index the chapters and jump to any text you
need to find page.
Atlas is also displayed in pages. Click the "Forward" and "Back" buttons to turn
the screen one page at a time; use the pop-up menu to index the chapters and
jump to any picture you need to find; click the hot word in the "teaching plan" to
immediately call the picture.
In view of the special importance of graphics in the anatomy course, the
observation of images is designed in 7 different ways to meet the needs of
teaching:
（1） Preview (small window) mode;
（2） Graphic (middle window with annotation) mode;
（3） Full screen single image display (large window) mode;
（4）Note mode of placement / cancellation;
（5）Interactive dynamic annotation method (moving the mouse in the image,
dynamically displaying the names of various parts in the text box, moving
the mouse in the text note, the corresponding image parts will flash);
（6）Local magnifier mode (local magnifier with mouse movement);
（7）Drag the image to select the view mode.
Software setting lesson preparation / use the switch button, press the button to
enter the lesson preparation state. At this time, you can edit all the text in the
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courseware, add new annotations and related settings to the image, add, delete,
modify, and update the settings Make hyperlinks and so on without having to
program a line. Raise the button to enter the use state, at this time all lesson
preparation functions are blocked. Different lesson preparation contents can be
stored and recalled separately.
3.2
Overall System Design
This lesson preparation system is mainly composed of text and screen. The screen
explains the specific parts of the image by sound, text, etc. By running the software to
enter the main menu, the user can choose different modes, teaching mode or lesson
preparation mode. Application, text, image, video interactive functions have been
further enhanced. The main use process of the system is shown in the Fig. 3.:

Fig. 3.System flow chart

3.3

Implementation Method

This system uses ToolBook multimedia development tools as the development
environment, and adopts the object-oriented Openscript programming language. This
language is used to write object scripts and is a shortcut for developing multimedia
applications. ToolBook is equal to Windows documentation + SDK + C language
programming + object-oriented programming .
This system uses the menued30.exe utility provided by ToolBook to redefine and
organize menus according to the needs of anatomy teaching, and edit each menu item
and corresponding drop-down menu. This utility program provides specific menu
editing methods and help. After the menu editing is saved, you can select the menu
through the "Choose Menu Bar" or use the OpenScript command to select the
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required menu for each viewer. For the definition of the function of each menu subitem, it can be given in Book Properties .
System Interface Implementation Method
1. The system uses "teaching plan" as the main window, and uses the record field
for text entry. The "page" that can be expanded infinitely meets the needs of
entering courseware content.
2. The system opens a " Atlas " subwindow in the main window to achieve the
purpose of coexistence and separate management of the two books. The size and
position of the sub-window can be adjusted as needed. Multimedia materials
such as animations and videos are arranged in the "Atlas" in a "theatre" manner.
Open a second subwindow in the main window, as a magnifying glass window.
3. The main interface of the entire program is based on the opening, hiding, and
transformation of the above three windows, and its various related and derived
functions are implemented by clever programming through object-oriented
languages. As a lesson preparation system, since it is used directly for teachers
and students, the program design is based on conciseness, easy learning and
powerful functions. The "learning / use" state is switched, and the "author layer"
provided by the programming environment is no longer used There is also no
need for the user to write another line of program, and all are automatically
completed by the designed program. The user only needs to press a button or
two as needed to achieve the desired function.
Entry Methods For Scripts And Multimedia Materials:
1. Text entry: enter text directly in the text field;
2. Image input: paste image from windows clipboard, supporting multiple graphic
modes;
3. Animation and video input: by linking video files;
4. Voice input: realized by linking voice files;
5. Hyperlink: open two "books" at the same time, create or find hot words, turn
over the image or multimedia "theater", right-click the hot words, and the
association will take effect automatically;
6. The chapter index and navigation system of this system can automatically
retrieve the entered content and update the index without user intervention;The
operation of the program is basically completed by mouse clicking. The program
has designed a simple and clear graphic speedboat button, which makes the
operation and use very simple.
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4

Concluding remarks

The development of this platform helps teachers to actively control and use Elearning, fully realize the teaching auxiliary functions of E-learning, and mobilize
teachers' personalized teaching. Although E-learning is an advanced modern
education technology, it must not limit the initiative of teachers in teaching according
to their aptitude, in person, in place, and in time. To the direction of intelligence,
multi-function and platform, excellent courseware should contain a fairly rich
multimedia material library, and the organization and management of these materials
should be left to teachers as much choice as possible, E-learning The essence is
computer-assisted rather than active teaching, which needs special consideration
during the development of teaching assistant courseware.
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Abstract. Cooperative learning is an educational approach that makes students
cooperate with each other to determine personal ability and fulfill team
achievement. One of the most important thing of cooperative learning is how to
divide student into proper teams. So that each team member can make contribution to team to improve the effect of cooperative learning. Therefore, good
grouping is an important thing that must be considered before co-operative
learning. Interpersonal relationships and academic performance have always
been the most concerned things for students. Based on interpersonal relationships to apply heterogeneous grouping may improve team's performance and
reduce the pressure caused by grouping. Consequently, the purpose of this study
is to consider the differences in student learning result and satisfaction with interpersonal relationships when grouping. Taking the Science and Technology of
junior high school as an example. Through the implementation of teaching activities, the test of learning results and the survey of satisfaction to understand
the results and satisfaction of different grouping methods. And study the factors
that affect learning performance of students as a reference for grouping in Science and Technology field. This study contains three classes, total 78 junior
high school second grade students from Ming-de high school (complete school).
The three classes adopt the S-heterogeneity grouping, the free heterogeneity
grouping, the heterogeneity grouping of interpersonal relationships, and three
different groupings to conduct cooperative learning teaching activities. The
purpose of this study is to investigate whether the heterogeneous groupings
combined with social network analysis and interpersonal relationships evaluation could improve students’ learning effectiveness and student satisfaction with
grouping.
Keywords: Cooperative Learning, Social Network Analysis, Grouping Methods.

1

Introduction

With the advent of the 12th year of the state religion. The way of education is new.
The traditional way of telling students is not willing to learn. Insufficient interaction
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between teachers and students. And students only know how to recite textbooks, practice test questions, and deal with exams. Lack of ability to think and communicate the
ability to solve problems. In order to change this situation. Teachers need to take the
student's life as the starting point in teaching. Emphasizing hands-on implementation.
Let students pass grouping. In the process of group interaction. Learning communication and cooperation. The way to achieve the goal. Let students learn the ability to
take away. Different from the past, the focus of learning has shifted to students as the
main body. Causing students to learn motivation and hobby. Therefore, cooperative
learning has been widely used in the teaching of various subjects. In order to facilitate
teachers to effectively do a group work of cooperative learning. This shows the importance of grouping in cooperative learning. Cooperative learning has always emphasized group cooperation and heterogeneous grouping. Cooperative learning almost
always uses heterogeneous groupings. And most studies have pointed out that heterogeneous grouping is more beneficial to learners. Can let high-capacity people to assist
low-capacity groups. The low-capacity group can also contribute to the group. Get a
sense of accomplishment when learning. But the interaction between people is complex. And interpersonal relationship is one of the most problematic problems for students. Incorporating social relationships into heterogeneous groupings may help improve interpersonal relationships. At the same time, it is also possible to make the
team run more smoothly. Reduce the chance of conflict. In contrast, learning outcomes may also increase.

2

Related Works

The social network is connected by many nodes and nodes, Pattison [7] pointed out
the type of social network is a collection of interconnected relationships between
organizations or individuals throughout the social network. Social network is a very
important point for Western social psychologists to study interpersonal interactions.
However, when people are in trouble, If you need help, you can also find people
who can help according to the social network [1,2,3], find out key people and loner to
understand the important factors that students have when choosing a partner, and for
the students who need care, ask the instructors and coaches to pay more attention and
care.
2.1

Social Network Analysis

Garton, Haythornthwaite and Wellman [4] believes that the units of social network
analysis can be divided into three categories: Node, Relation, and Tie.
Node:. Points and lines constitute the basic elements of the basic elements of social
network analysis diagrams. Points are actors. The actors here not only refer to specific
individuals, but also to a group, company school, city, country, etc. or other collective
society.
Relation: From the feature square, it can be divided into four parts: content, direction,
strength, active or passive relationship.
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Content: Refers to the reason why two points are linked. For example, two actors
have relationships because of friends, couples, and travel together.
Direction: Direction can be divided into Undirected and directional. The relationship
between two points is Undirected, expressed in a straight line. The student wants to
find other students to become members of the group, or to seek help from others when
there is a problem. When choosing another party for one party, it is directional,
pointing to the student who wants to find an arrow, and when choosing each other,
Expressed by double arrows.
Strength: It is the way the relationship between actors is, the strength criteria between the two are assessed. For example, in the relationship between classmates, the
relationship and number of times of co-hosting activities, joint travel, and joint action
can be used to measure.
Active and passive relationship: The relationship between the two actors is generated, and there will be an active and passive relationship. In the social network diagram,
an actor is pointed by many arrows to indicate a passive relationship. If the actor
sends out many arrows, it is a more active relationship.
Tie: . Can be used to explain the combination of multiple relationships between actors
and actors. Granovetter (1973) argues that the strength of the contact is the frequency
of contact as an indicator.
2.2

Cooperative Learning

Collaboration refers to a work in which two or more individuals or groups work
together for a common goal. Hilke [5] also believes that cooperative learning is an
organized structure, the process of students working through groups. Learning together, in addition to contributing to their own abilities, also assist others to complete their
work. Cooperation can also promote students' relationships, communication skills and
high-level thinking skills. It can also foster students' ability to cooperate, enhance
inter- group relationships, expand students' self-esteem and promote academic
achievement. Parker [6] Cooperative Learning provides a collaborative learning environment in a classroom learning environment where students can learn from peers in
heterogeneous groups, support each other, criticize or share each other's perspectives,
and finally share the results. In a cooperative learning environment, it is subtle to
foster more cooperative behavior.

3

Research Method

This paper explores the impact of different grouping methods in cooperative learning on the effectiveness of natural and life science and technology learning in the
eighth grade of the country. It adopts three grouping methods, which are grouped by
S-type heterogeneity grouping, free heterogeneity grouping, and interpersonal relationship heterogeneity grouping. Pre-testing and post-testing data analysis to understand the learning outcomes of the three different grouping methods and to explore
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the reasons that affect their learning effectiveness. This study controls the variables as
teaching methods, teaching time, teaching content, teaching environment, teachers,
and former Measurement, post-test, self-variation is grouping, one group is S-type
heterogeneous grouping, one group is free heterogeneity grouping, one group is considering heterogeneity grouping of interpersonal relationship, and the variable item is
learning effect and group satisfaction. .

Fig. 1. A figure caption is always placed below the illustration. Short captions are
centered, while long ones are justified. The macro button chooses the correct format
automatically.
First, conduct relevant literature collection and analysis, search for past research,
prepare research plans and revisions after determining research topics, and prepare for
experiments (including preparation of teaching plans, group questionnaires, pre-tests,
post-tests, expert assessments, venue time). Arrangement, study consent, group satisfaction questionnaire, etc., and then pre-test, group questionnaire, teaching experiment operation, post-test, group satisfaction questionnaire, data analysis and writing.
In this study, the second-level students who are taught by the researchers are divided into three groups according to the class. They are divided into different heterogeneous groupings and considering interpersonal heterogeneity grouping for cooperative teaching. The main purpose is to explore social networks. Analyze whether it can
improve the effectiveness of grouping and the learning outcomes of students and the
satisfaction and feelings of students when grouping into groups.
In the eight-year class A, the S-type heterogeneity grouping is divided into 25 people, 16 boys and 9 girls. The S-type heterogeneity group (Table 1) is arranged by the
teacher. There is no free will. A group of 5 people will have 2 The heterogeneity
group of the middle degree group and the 1 low degree group in the high degree
group should be the same as the male and female ratios, because the girls are 9 people, there are 4 groups of boys, 3 girls and 2 girls, a group of boys, 4 girls and 1 person.
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Table 1. Heterogeneity Grouping

As a result of the eight-year A class grouping according to the S-type heterogeneity, the average strength of each group is equivalent, and the male-female ratio is
equivalent. Only the fifth group of one girl, the rest are two girls.
The eight-year B class adopts a free heterogeneity grouping. This group allows
students to freely group, but must meet two groups of high-level groups and one lowlevel group. As shown in the figure, there are two groups of boys and 4 girls. People,
two groups of boys, 3 girls, 2 people, a group of 4 boys and 1 girl, can make the number of girls equal, the researchers will give a high degree group green color card before the grouping, medium degree group blue color card, low degree group Red color
card, which requires a group of two green cards, two blue cards and one red card, and
is equal to the number of men and women, allowing students to freely group according to the rules.

Fig. 2. B class applied freewill for grouping, and high score group ♥, middle score
group● and low score group▲.
In the eight-year B class, according to the results of the grouping of free heterogeneity, the average strength of each group is equivalent, and the ratio of male to female
is equal. Only the fourth group is a girl, and the other group has two girls.
We applied betweenness centrality to find out the key person. The betweenness
centrality of a node v is given by the expression:
𝜎𝑠𝑡(𝑣)
𝑔(𝑣) = ∑𝑠≠𝑣≠𝑡
(1) 𝜎𝑠𝑡
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Where 𝜎𝑠𝑡 is the total number of shortest paths from node s to node t and 𝜎𝑠𝑡is the
number of those paths that pass through v.
Considering the heterogeneous grouping of interpersonal relationships, it is necessary to use the grouping willingness questionnaire to find the combination of the high
degree group and the low level group, and then the middle degree group joins the
group according to the free will. The order is as follows: 1. Confirm the length of
each group 2. Match the appropriate team leader. The combination with the low degree group 3. Determine the high degree group two and the low degree group 4. The
middle degree group is added according to the free will, as described in detail below.

Fig. 3. A figure caption is always placed below the illustration. Short captions are
centered, while long ones are justified. The macro button chooses the correct format
automatically.
Topic 1 (confirmation of the team leader) is the natural class, which group do you
most want to write, and why? Then use social network analysis to find the most popular people in the class, find the class with the largest origin in the picture. The larger
the origin, the greater the relevance.
Topic 2 (with the appropriate team leader and low ability group) requires a high
degree of assistance in the classroom and one-to-one teaching to follow the progress
of the teaching, so how to find a high degree group that is willing to teach them and
have patience for the low degree group It seems important, so the next step is to find
the right team leader and low degree group to make each other work smoothly.
Topic 3 (Determining the combination of two high-level groups and low-level
groups) After identifying the team leader and the low-level group, you need to match
a high- level group assistant leader. When the leader has problems, you can work with
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another high-level group. Discussing the problem together, another high-level group
can also teach the low-level group together.
Topic 4 (Chinese ability group joins according to free will) In order to make the
grouping smoother, this questionnaire is not open and the teacher assigns a low degree group to the group. Therefore, there are fewer group disputes between students
and human pressure, which can also make Low-level groups don't have to feel unwelcome when they are grouped, but they can also match their team leader to alleviate
the pressure of low-level groups in heterogeneous grouping.
In the eight-year class C, the average strength of each group is equal, and the ratio
of male to female is equal. Only the fifth group is a girl, and the other group has two
girls. Only the fourth group has six members, and the rest are five-person groups.

4

Results and Discussion

In this section, present mainly results of study and discussion about the differences
in student learning effectiveness and satisfaction with interpersonal relationships
when grouping. Taking the Science and Technology course of junior high school as
an example.
Table 2. Learning effectiveness analysis

According to Table 2, we can find that both of three class square scored an average
of 35 points higher after cooperative learning. In pair sample t test, all the p-value are
less than 0.0001, pointing out that the values are strongly significant.
The studies indicated that cooperative learning and the heterogeneity grouping for
students’ domain knowledge is useful also the heterogeneity grouping is suitable for
cooperative learning.
Additionally, we want to know students’ satisfaction with grouping. we design
questionnaire to deal with it, after that use the radar chart to show the differences
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when grouping (see fig.5.). Adopting the heterogeneity grouping of interpersonal
relationships ones’ average score is 4.3 point higher than others.
C class has well interpersonal interaction with each other and have sense of teamwork spirit, especially at item of group member will help me. In this experiment, further shows that the heterogeneity grouping interpersonal relationships works well.

Fig. 4. The satisfaction with A Class, B Class and C Class 5 Conclusions and future
recommendations.
The purpose of this study is to explore the impact of collaborative learning on
learning outcomes and group satisfaction in different groupings, and to understand the
learning situation of students with different abilities in different groups. It is hoped
that this will be used for teachers' teaching and future researchers' research. This
chapter is divided into two sections, the first section is the conclusion, the second
section is the recommendation.
5.1

Conclusion

In order to understand the interpersonal relationship when considering the cooperative learning group, whether it can improve the learning effect, after the analysis and
discussion of the research results based on the research results, the following conclusions are obtained.
Cooperative learning uses S-type heterogeneity grouping, Free heterogeneity
grouping and Consider interpersonal heterogeneity grouping, all of which have significant learning outcomes.
Cooperative learning uses Consider interpersonal heterogeneity grouping, group
satisfaction is higher than S-type heterogeneity grouping and free heterogeneity
grouping.
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5.2

Recommendations

This study aims to cooperatively learn grouping strategies, add interpersonal factors
to grouping strategies, try to find a better heterogeneity grouping, improve learning
outcomes and group satisfaction. This study only uses the three questions in the questionnaire as the basis for grouping. Therefore, the topic of the future questionnaire can
be designed more to better understand the class social network, and it may also make
the grouping effect better.
In order to better understand the situation of group satisfaction, we can increase the
interview in the future to understand which part of the grouping method is more satisfactory for students. Which part is the trouble that students use after using this grouping method, and also correct the grouping method to find better heterogeneity.
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Abstract: Currently the PACS systems are distributed in various hospitals,the
interconnection of data cannot be achieved.This paper proposes a RBAC
extension model which supports the request-authorization.In this extended
model, the concept of authorization role and other related concepts are creatively
presented, a new access control system scheme is proposed and was initially
applied to the image sharing system. Moreover, according to the demand of data
sharing system, this paper designs the feature extraction module of image data.
Keywords: medical, RBAC, image sharing, feature extraction

Introduction
With a vast territory and large population, China has great demands for medical
resources. In recent years, the medical technology has made astounding advances and
medical resources are enriched to a certain extent, but there are still many problems: the
accurate clinical diagnosis is benefited from the auxiliary diagnosis of medical
equipment, but the high-end image equipment is expensive, costing several millions or
even up to tens of millions yuan, so that not all medical institutions are able to buy the
needed equipment; most of the medical image equipment can produce hundreds or even
tens of hundreds of images by one scan, while the films took by patients are only a few
of them, which are unavailable for parameter adjustment and three-dimensional
dynamic display, so the value of diagnosis is given a discount, and patients need to
accept repeated examinations after they are transferred to a different hospital as the
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original image data cannot be acquired, thus increasing the medical burden of patients.
In view of the above problems, we plan to propose an image information sharing
method among different institutions, so as to integrate the access control authorizations
to image information system among different medical institutions.

1

RBAC model supporting user request and authorization used
in the method

Firstly, the method makes improvement based on the existing RBAC [1]model and
increases the request and authorization ways. The RBAC model supporting user
request and authorization is established as shown in the above Figure. Different from
the general RBAC model, the General Roles in the RBAC model supporting request
and authorization have role hierarchy[2], while the Authorization Roles do not have
roles hierarchy. Through the roles assignment, every user in the medical institute has
role, and the users with roles form the Role Users; then through permission-role
assignment, the role users acquire the permission possessed by the roles and thus the
Role Permission is formed. For the role users of some hierarchies[3], they can be given
power through assignment to create the authorization roles, so that the role permission
of role users can be assigned to the authorization roles through permission
authorization roles and then assigned to the requesters through user-authorization roles,
and all RBAC constraints defined by the system managers shall be followed in the
assignment of permission authorization roles and the assignment of user authorization
roles[4]

.
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The RBAC model supporting user request and authorization is defined:
The user, permission, general role, conversation and RBAC constraint are in total
accordance with RBAC definition.
Role user: the users with roles. Only role users can become requesters and only role
users are qualified to become trustees[5].
Role permission: the permission assigned to roles. The requesters can only request
the role permission possessed by the requesters, and all permission of the role can be
represented by the role name, called as Role Permission. No real permission is stored in
the role permission, but Role Permission will be automatically formed in operation
according to the actual permission of the role[6]. The Role Permission can take part in
the request and authorization as a whole.
Authorization role: created under the request of requesters and by the specific users
with creation permission. It has the starting time attribute, end time attribute and
activation attribute of the life cycle. Only when the authorization role stays in the life
cycle and is activated, can it use its permission. Only the specific users with the
permission of creating authorization roles can manage the authorization roles; of
course, the system manager can also be set to manage and change the activation
attribute of authorization roles in unification.
Permission-role-assignment (PA): a many-to-many relationship of permission
assignment and conventional roles, PA belongs to P×GP.
Users-role-assignment (UA): a many-to-many relationship to assign users to general
roles, UA belongs to U×GP.
Roles-hierarchy (RH): the division of different hierarchies in a role, RH belongs to
GR×GR and is a partial ordering relation of GR.
Permission-authorization-roles-assignment (PAA): a many-to-many relationship to
assign the permission of role users to the authorization roles, and the permission
assigned to authorization roles is different from the general roles in use, and they can
only be used after it’s examined that requesters have such permission, PAA belongs to
RP×AR.
User-authorization-roles-assignment (UAA): a many-to-many relationship to assign
the role users to the authorization roles, UAA belongs to RU×AR.
Roles (R): R=GR×AR.
Authorization Constraints: the set of authorization constraints. The authorization
constraints are the constraints formulated by medical management organizations
aiming at the authorization operations to various requests, used to regulate the
authorization behaviors of those requesting authorization.
Authorization Role Constraints: the set of authorization role constraints. The
authorization role constraints are the constraints especially created for authorization
roles, used to regulate the conditions for authorizers to use permission.
The improved RBAC model adds a request-authorization module based on the
traditional RBAC model. The module is operated and managed together by the
requesters, authorizers and system managers. The request users can request to create an
authorization user and assign certain permission to the authorization user, and then the
users with authorization permission decide whether to assign the role to the requester; if
it is agreed, then the authorization user is created and the requested permission is
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assigned, to complete the request and authorization operations. The authorization user
and its permission are managed by the users with authorization permission, and the
safety manager can regulate the behavior of requesting authorization through creating
overall authorization constraints.

2

The chart of this medical sharing system

As shown in the above Figure, the system includes medical institution module and
medical image data sharing module. The medical institution module is modeled based
on the Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model supporting authorization request and
it can include several hospital sub-modules, each of which corresponds to a hospital in
reality; the medical image data sharing module includes the feature extraction
sub-module and storage sub-module. The module receives the medial image data sent
by the medical institution module; also for the subsequent inquiry of data, feature
extraction and feature marking are conducted to each medical image data record, and
then the data records can be stored in the medical image data storage sub-module after
marking, for the inquiry of various hospital sub-modules in the medical institution
module.

3

Process of access control method based on the improved
RBAC model

Generally, the basic idea of RBAC model is to divide roles according to the different
tasks to be completed, the access permission of the data is packaged into different roles,
and users can indirectly realize the access to data through role assignment[7].
When resource sharing needs to be realized among different medical institutions, it
shall be based on the setting of RBAC model supporting authorization request[8], and
also different authorization permission needs to be assigned to different users according
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to needs. When the RBAC model supporting authorization request is applied for
operation, the specific authorization process can be:

(1) The user U1 of the first institution sends out request for the assignment of a role
in the second institution and some permission, and the life cycle information of the
authorization role can also be included.
(2) After the second institution receives the request and resolves the request
information, it will analyze the users with authorization permission corresponding to
the request information, and then transfer the request to the users with such
authorization permission[9].
(3) The users with authorization permission review the request and decide whether
to give such authorization. If the authorization is agreed, the authorization roles are
created, and their permission and life cycle are assigned.
(4) After the system of the second institution makes feedback of the authorization
information to the user U1 of the first institution, the authorization role will be activated
at the starting time of its life cycle.
(5) After the user U1 of the first institution receives the authorization information, it
can make relevant operations through the assigned permission after the starting time of
its life cycle.
(6) After the end time of the life cycle arrives, the system manager of the second
institution cancels the authorization user and notifies the first institution[10].
Of course, in such process, all the constraint conditions have to be met, including
authorization role constraint, authorization constraint and other relevant RBAC
constraints[3], etc.
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The permission requested by the first institution can be all permission of a role in the
second institution, such as that of the attending doctor; or it can be part permission of a
role in the second institution, such as the issuance and reservation rights of examination
list[11]. Similarly, the second institution can agree the whole request or support the fine
grit authorization of part permission, i.e. the authorizer can only assign the necessary
permission to complete specific functions to the requester, to conform to the principle
of least privilege[12].

4

Medical image data feature extraction sub-module

The medical image data feature extraction sub-module can include: character feature
extraction sub-module and image feature extraction sub-module.
4.1
The character feature extraction sub-module
The module can extract character features from the character information in the
medical image data. For example, the medical image data of an X-ray image can
include the following character description, for example, organ name – lung, image
description information – marking increase, doctor diagnosis information – pneumonia.
From the above information, the character features that can be extracted from the data
record are: lung, marking, pneumonia[13].
4.2
The image feature extraction sub-module
The module can extract image features from the image information in the medical
image data. The image feature extraction sub-module includes: segmentation
sub-module, to segment the image into several sub-blocks; feature extraction and
vector generation sub-module, to extract the gray level and texture features of various
sub-blocks and form into vector; cluster and shape feature extraction sub-module[14],
to make statistical clustering with K mean value method so as to divide the image into
several areas, and extract the shape feature of the areas; feature vector generation
sub-module, to combine the cluster center vector and shape feature vector into the
feature vector expressing various image areas.
Firstly, the received image data is segmented, the image is divided into several
sub-blocks, and the features of the sub-blocks are obtained. The selection of sub-block
size shall not only maintain the efficiency of textures and guarantee the acceptable
calculation time. If the sub-block size is small, the maintained texture information is
fine, but the calculation time is correspondingly added; otherwise, if the sub-block is
large, the calculation time is reduced, but certain texture information is lost and the
image segmentation effect is poor. For example, the selected sub-block includes 4×4
pixels; if the image size is 256×256, then each image will have 4096 feature vectors;
each feature vector fi is composed of 4 features, i.e. fi∈R4,1≦i≦4096, R denotes the
segmented images. The first feature is the average gray of the sub-block, while the
other three features are the WT HF sub-band energy[15].
To obtain the three wavelet moments, Daubechies-4 WT should be firstly conducted
to the image sub-block. After each level of WT, a 4×4 sub-block is decomposed into
four frequency bands: LL, LH, HL and HH. 2×2 coefficients are included in each
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frequency band, and the features of four frequency bands can be obtained with the
current band feature calculation method. The objective of using wavelet HF sub-bands
lies in that, they can reflect the texture feature of images, the coefficient matrix in
various frequency bands of wavelet can express the image textures efficiently, and the
different frequency band coefficients reflect the change of textures in different
directions. For example, HL frequency band reflects the activities in horizontal
direction. If there are vertical stripes in the image, HL frequency band reflects the high
energy, while LH frequency band reflects low energy.
The feature vectors are taken as the training set, and K mean value is applied to make
clustering, with each cluster corresponding to one segmented area of the image. That is
to say, there is a feature vector set F={fi∈R4, 1≦i≦4096} in each image, and F is
divided into C groups {F1, ……, FC}, respectively corresponding to the C areas of the
segmented image. As clustering is conducted in the feature space, it is not necessary for
the sub-blocks in each cluster to form connected areas of the image[16]. K mean value
method adjusts the quantity of clusters C self-adaptively according to whether the loop
termination conditions are satisfied.
After the image segmentation, three extra features are extracted to the segmented
areas to describe the shape feature of each area, and they can be 1-3 order normalized
inertia. For the area Ri in an image plane, r order normalized inertia is a limited set and
its calculation method can be:

I ( R ,r ) 

[( X

 X ) 2  (Y  Y ) 2 ]r / 2
Formula (1)

V ( Ri )1r / 2

( X ,Y )

Wherein, (X, Y) is a coordinate in the image area Ri,
is the centroid of Ri,
and V(Ri) is the volume of Ri, but for two-dimensional image, V(Ri) is the area. The
relevant size zooming and position rotation of normalized inertia are invariants. The
minimum normalized centroid is obtained through the calculation to unit ball. The
r-order normalized inertia of unit ball is denoted as Ir, i.e.:

 I ( R ,1) I ( R ,2) I ( R ,3) 
hi   i , i , i 
I2
I3 
 I1

T

Formula (2)

Thus, the area feature Fj (1≦j≦C) of the image is respectively composed of
expression area gray, central clustering vector of texture and the inertia vector of
expression area shape.

5

Medical image data storage sub-module

The module can be separate data storage unit or the distributed data storage system. We
can set the storage strategies of medical image data according to the actual demands.
The various hospital sub-modules in the medical institution module can set no local
medical image storage, but store all the medical image data in the medical image data
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sharing module; also the medical image database of small capacity can be set; but for
the safety and convenient sharing of the data, even the hospital sub-module setting local
image database needs to send all data to the medical image data sharing module for
storage, for example: in standby unattended time, all data will be sent to the sharing
module with day as the cycle. In this case, when the other hospital sub-modules need to
retrieve the medical image data, they can visit the sharing module directly but do not
need to traverse all hospital sub-modules for search.

6

Conclusion

The system stated in the paper can realize the objectives of sharing advanced diagnosis
machines and excellent doctors；, storing the medical image data safely and
completely, and using the stored medical image data efficiently, so as to implement the
hospital functions effectively, improve the patient satisfaction and strengthen the
cooperation among medical institutions.
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Abstract. Yield is a key indicator in the SMT manufacturing process. To solve
the traditional experience-oriented quality control method, we put forward a quality traceability system for SMT. The system includes two parts: firstly, the carrier
identification and estimation module, which is used to solve the problem that the
production resume cannot be established because of costs and the bar code equipment cannot be set up in the continuous production environment; secondly the
quality traceability system, which is used to track the quality under the interaction
of more than 300 factors, such as steel plate, solder paste quality, scraper speed,
suction nozzle pressure and temperature condition of each area of the oven. In
fact, the system has been operating in the actual production line of SMT, and
assisting in the tracking of defective products in the manufacturing process.
Keywords: Defect-causing trace in SMT manufacturing, SMT, Quality
tracking, Production resume, Imbalanced data

1

Introduction

SMT (Surface Mounter Technology) has always been an important technology in the
manufacturing of electronic components. Mostly fully automated production with large
output and low gross margin is adopted. Therefore, yield has always been a key indicator in the SMT manufacturing process. In the past, when defective products occurred,
in most cases it took 1 or 2 days to perform time & labor consuming manual tracking
analysis by relying on the experience of old masters and by judgment on materials,
process formulation, equipment status and product types. In addition, this needs a process of long time and knowledge training, and experience inheritance is also a major
concern of the SMT production line at present.
The production equipment order in SMT production line is printing, mounter, reflow
and AOI, in which AOI is the final quality inspection results, and mounter and reflow
vary according to product requirements. There will be 1-3 units in a production line,
each equipment will be set according to the product formula. To solve the traditional
experience-oriented quality control method, we put forward a quality traceability system for SMT. The system includes two parts: firstly, the carrier identification and estimation module, which is used to solve the problem that the production resume cannot
be established because of costs and the bar code equipment cannot be set up in the
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continuous production environment; secondly the quality traceability system, which is
used to track the quality under the interaction of more than 300 factors, such as steel
plate, solder paste quality, scraper speed, suction nozzle pressure and temperature condition of each area of the oven. Moreover, because the yield is usually as high as 95%
or more, the data imbalance degree is high, and the algorithm selection also needs to be
considered. There are a variety of methods for experimental evaluation, and best results
are found out from them. In this paper, Random Forest (RF)-feature importance is used
as the feature screening method, RF with traceable algorithmic process is still selected
for modeling establishment, and the forest is disassembled to calculate the rules and
weights.
In this paper, the quality traceability system will be established, and the currently
widely used SMT continuous process can be applied. This paper will describe relevant
literature for reference, each module method, discussion of the application in the actual
production line and conclusion. In addition, this method has also been applied to the
actual SMT production line, and is used to assist in the tracking of defective products
in the manufacturing process.

2

Related Works

SMT is the technology that circuit boards of many electronic products need to use,
which is mainly divided into the three-station process, i.e. solder printing, mounter and
reflow, the pressure and thickness of the solder paste scraper in the first-station process
cause defects of PCB board, the best solder paste thickness tolerance is 5.5-8.5 mil
[12], so it is necessary to optimize the height of solder paste and to keep solder paste in
good condition [4]. The second station is mounting. The use of mounting is to place
components on the PCB board. Common problems are component missing, offset, component damage, etc. The occurrence of component missing is due to that insufficient
suction nozzle pressure of the mounter and unfulfillment of material feeding by the
component feeding frame cause component missing. The occurrence of offset is due to
that when the mounter parameters are set, incorrectness of X-axis and Y-axis coordinates of the mounter causes the offset of component placement [5], while the occurrence of component damage is due to that incorrectness of Z-axis coordinate causes the
component deformation from component extrusion at the time of component placement, therefore, the amount of solder paste on the template is the key in determining
whether components can be placed on the PCB board smoothly. The third station is
reflow soldering. Reflow soldering is to heat the solder paste to the melting point and
to be joined with components. Therefore, solder paste factors, such as unsealing time,
viscosity, oxidation, printing temperature, melting point temperature and so on, are all
key factors [1][7]. In addition, in terms of reflow oven equipment, temperature rise
curve, solder-dipping temperature, wetting time and solder melting time [3][9] are also
one of the factors leading to defective products.
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3

Methodology

SMT belongs to fully automatic production equipment with high-speed production efficiency, but there are two major problems for on-site quality control, first of all, there
is indeed a great fault in the correspondence between equipment process data collection
and products, the production data and products cannot effectively correspond to each
other, the second is that the judgment on quality problem needs to be made on the basis
of the experience of senior personnel. Therefore, to cope with the above-mentioned
problems, the production resume module and the quality tracking analysis module are
constructed to solve the current problems. The framework adopted in this system is as
shown in the figure, and various elements are described as follows:

Barcode Reader: In order to increase the accuracy of data correspond, the system
is installed two sets of barcode reader to solve the incomplete data collect and
overlapping between stations in the existing data corresponding way.

Edge Server: To reduce the server load and to cope with the large field of working
area, the edge server is used to collect data from the barcode readers and transmit
the data to the data center.

MES: The Manufacturing Execution System(MES) which is existing in the field
can provide the parameters in each workstation, AOI results and etc. as analysis
content.

Data Center: As the data collection and transfer of the elements, with working
hour pushback module, production history corresponding module, and connection in series of formulas, production data and quality inspection results.

Database: Storage of integrated production resume data and algorithm analysis
results.

Web Server: The interface from which users view production resumes and analysis results, adopting by RWD and with the function of sending periodic reports.

Algorithm Operator: Five analysis modules are set up, namely Defective Product
Fuzzy Trace-back Module, Quality Relationship Mining, Single Factor Analysis,
NG Relevance Ranking and Commonality Analysis, to help users to find out the
possible parameter correlation, causes and commonality of product defects by
means of data.

Fig. 1. Quality traceability system architecture
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3.1

Product process module

In the production process of the SMT production line, each machine has an Edge Computer to record and to store the production process data. However, some key data, such
as work orders, materials, personnel working hours, machines and finished product serial numbers, really cannot be inquired in real time. Linking these data into production
history records lacks the establishment of the coding for unique serial numbers of produced objects, in addition, continuous equipment being used for continuous production
leads to that barcode readers cannot be installed at inlets and outlets of each station,
which are the difficulty points of this module.
Through the import of sensing element barcode, the manufacturing process information including key personnel, machines, materials and methods, etc. is recorded,
such information is integrated with the MES system information, so that complete data
about the production process can be established in real time to achieve the purpose of
accurate information query. In this method, two barcode readers are installed after the
mounter and AOI equipment in the SMT production line. When the carrier leaves the
equipment from the conveyor belt after the completion of production, the barcode
reader scans the barcode. Through the label and time record information, the mounter
and AOI information can be traced back, and then through the product process module,
the production data of each station can be inquired from each carrier.

Fig. 2. Barcode scanner system architecture

The product process module makes the correspondence relationship with production
data mainly through the barcode ID and time scanned by two barcode readers, its process steps are as follows:
A. Make consolidated treatment of the barcode and time data scanned by
two barcode readers, confirm that one carrier has barcode data canned
by two barcode readers, and make the correspondence relationship with
production data.
B. Production data of Printing, SPI, Mounter (1-3), Reflow, Event and AOI
are extracted from the database, after the correspondence relationship
between the time canned by Barcode Scanner 1 and the completion time
of Mounter 3 is made, the count index of the same carrier is consistent.
Therefore, the “count index” columns is used for the primary key correspondence of the carrier's mounter 1-3 data, and the corresponding
mounter event data are searched.
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C.

D.

E.

Make the correspondence relationship between the barcode data
scanned by Barcode Scanner 2 and the AOI data table barcode field, and
confirm that the two time complies with the working hours range.
By taking the time of Barcode Scanner 1 as the starting point, and the
completion time of AOI test minus the carrier working time in AOI as
the ending time, calculate this period of time from the starting point to
the ending time and make the correspondence relationship with the reflow data corresponding to this period of time, as the production data
corresponding to the Carrier.
Search for corresponding SPI and Print data within the standard working
time with the bar code of the Carrier.

Write key data of Print, SPI, Mounter 1-3, Reflow and AOI corresponding to the Carrier
into the data table.

Fig. 3. Production data merge system flowchart

The product process module is executed in a timed and scheduled tasks, and the production data is connected to the data table once a minute, so that the production record
can be queried and used in the algorithm.
3.2

Improving the efficiency of data access

In the production process of the SMT production line, huge amount of data generated
by different processes and inspection equipment causes some difficulty in the connection of the data table records of the process database. There are OUTER JOIN or
INNER JOIN in many tables, usually the amount of such data can reach more than one
million, resulting in the slower query speed. Creating an index relational view in the
database to link the correlation of various data can save the time and cost of data query
without data changes.
With the index key of various equipment production data table that Carrier corresponds to, the data of one Carrier can correspond to one set of production data, several
sets of Event data and pickup feeder/pickup nozzle data. Therefore, several sets of data
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in the Database View will be included in the View Column through the way of Json
Array, so the number of many pairs of database transactions can be reduced.
3.3

Production quality tracking module

In this section, ensemble learning methods based on decision trees will be applied to
identify abnormal manufacturing process data, and to derive potential defect source
with weighted rules extracted from model training with historical manufacturing data,
so as to assist operators in SMT production line to improve the efficiency in analyzing
defect-causing factors from different machines.
Model Interpretability and Ensemble learning based on Decision Tree. No matter
using machine learning or deep learning methods, it need to be considered the trade-off
between accuracy and interpretability carefully. For the purpose of analyzing abnormal
parameters, the algorithm with high interpretability is the primary choice. However, [2]
shows that the algorithm with high interpretability, such as decision tree and logistic
regression, is commonly used, but the model performance usually below user’s expectation, refer to the following figure. To solve this problem, ensemble learning is a good
choice.
The core concept of ensemble learning is to improve the overall model performance
by making decision with several diverse simple models, which usually retains interpretability. Therefore, it’s an important step that how to generate multiple diverse simple
classifiers from a single data set in ensemble learning.
With decision tree as the basic classifier, bagging and boosting are the main methods
to generate simple classifies in ensemble learning. Bagging method is to extract subdata sets from the original data set in parallel, and construct a new decision tree for each
sub-data set. Random forest is one of the popular bagging methods. Boosting method
is to set up the first decision tree from the original data set, and to increase the weight
of the samples with misclassification. Thus, the distribution of the data set is different
from the original one, and it would be applied to build the second tree. This procedure
would be repeated until the total number of trees is satisfied. Ada-Boosting is one of
classical boosting methods. Independency is the main difference between bagging and
boosting methods, where trees in boosting methods are dependent owing that trees are
generated in orders, but not for trees in bagging methods.
In this study, ensemble learning with multiple decision tree based classifiers is applied to trade-off a model performance and interpretability.
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Fig. 4. Trade-off between performance and interpretability while adopting different models

Algorithm 1
--------------------------------------------------------Input: train dataset and validation dataset
Output: a random forest model
1. Do pre-process and feature engineer on train and validation dataset.
2. Deal imbalanced data issue with SMOTE and Under Sampling method.
3. Use train and validation dataset to build a random forest model within K-Fold validation.
--------------------------------------------------------Rule extraction, refined and weighted. A decision tree starts growing process from a
single root node. For each split, the most appropriate characteristics and range is defined to classify data samples into two child nodes. The split procedure will end in leaf
nodes, which cannot split, and it must stop under beforehand setting conditions, such
as, data samples in the same node all belong to a category, or a setting maximum tree
depth is achieved. Thus, each leaf node can trace back to the root node, and each tracing
path can be described as an if-then rule, which composes of conditions. For instance, if
a leaf node, which only contains class A, split by condition 1 and condition 2 from the
root node, then this path can convert into “if condition 1 and condition 2, then class A”.
Furthermore, if a random forest is composed of M tress, and, for the ith tree in forest,
it contains 𝑛𝑖 leaf nodes, then ∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 rules can be obtained from random forest. Besides, each rule also represents a unique category.
Remove redundant conditions and rules. Since each decision tree is built based on different subset or distribution from the original training dataset, combination of conditions in rules are different. However, it is inevitable that similar rules may be extracted
from different trees. [11] provide several view points and methods to get a more compact rule set, include removing redundant condition, the same rules but categories contradiction, overlap on rule dimension, and so on.
Computation on rule weight. After the preliminary screening, various rules represent
different characteristic combinations and characteristic ranges to describe their corresponding categories. However, there is rarely a set of rules that can distinguish categories accurately, so the interpretability of rules to training data sets should be considered
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before assigning weights. [6] provides a method to rank rules by the importance level
of conditions in the decision tree and in the rule, and the proportion of the corresponding
category that the rule can interpret. When calculating a weight of a rule, [8] consider
the number of conditions, represented the complexity of the rule, and give a higher
weight to the rule with fewer conditions (low rule complexity). The weight formula
used in this study is provided as follows.
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑟 = 𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

2
1
1
+
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

(1)

After classifying the training data set by rule r, the confusion matrix and F1-score can
be computed from the prediction and the group truth, and F1-score is also assigned as
a weight of a rule.
Algorithm 2
--------------------------------------------------------Input: a random forest model
Output: rules with weight
For tree in Random Forest
For leaf node in tree
1. Trace and record information in parent node recursively, and end at root node.
2. Format conditions from parent node into an if-then rule with corresponding
class type.
Remove redundant rules from rule set.
Compute weight of each rule, and assign weight to conditions in each rules averagely.
--------------------------------------------------------Application of weighted rule. A rule usually consists of multiple conditions. For instance, if a rule is “if Condition 1 and Condition 2 and Condition 3, then Class A”, then
there are three conditions in this rule, which means that Class A can be described as a
union of these conditions. Thus, all conditions must be fulfilled by manufacturing process data of a new product, then the product can be predicted as a particular category.
Due to that parameters in conditions come from different machines, weight of a rule
can be reassigned to conditions averagely. While multiple rules are fulfilled by manufacturing process data of a product, conditions and weights can be regrouped by machines. Finally, defect causing probability of each machine can be obtained by scaling
weights after reassigning to machines, and an intuitive way is presented to help users
tracing defect-causing factors.
Algorithm 3
--------------------------------------------------------Input1: new data
Input2: rules with weight
Output: Abnormal probability between machines
For rule in Inpute2
1. If all conditions are fulfilled, then separate the rule to conditions
2. Append conditions to matched-conditions-set
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Classify conditions in matched-conditions-set to corresponding machines
Sum up weights at each machine
--------------------------------------------------------Nozzle analysis. In addition to a comprehensive analysis of machines in the SMT production line provided in the previous section. Abnormal nozzle function in mounter
also leads to product defects frequently, so defect ratio analysis of nozzles in mounters
is provided as following.
abnormal nozzle carused defect ratio =

4

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑
)
with 𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡)

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(

(2)

Discussion
4.1

Product process module data access efficiency validation

The original SMT production data are stored in multiple tables. If SQL Joins and filtering are screened only when database query is made, the runtime of a single query is
about 20.155 seconds, the reaction time is too long, which slows down the reaction
speed of the analysis module and the database query module. After the system changes
to create the data view in the way of relational database view, the overall query response
time is shortened to 3.495 seconds, which accelerates the database query speed of about
80% compared with the original situation, and accelerates the overall efficiency of the
system.

Fig. 5. SQL transaction performance comparison

To verify the correctness and completeness of the production history corresponding,
we adopt production data of 14 consecutive days as the verification subject, including
14 products, a total of about 10,000 sets of carriers, with about 1.3 GB data volume.
Compared with the situation where the original manual tracking method could not correspond to the product process, the standard working hours pushback module can effectively improve the completeness of production resume data to about 80%, which is
more helpful to the subsequent production resume and analysis accuracy.
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Fig. 6. Production data tracing rate

4.2

Defect-causing trace evaluation

At current stage, operators in production line still improve production conditions
through experience, so it is difficult to measure the correction of suggestions on defectcausing trace. To keep the reliability of rules extracted from ensemble learning models,
it’s necessary to define standard criteria of model performance. Model performance
criteria, such as Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-Score, etc. are frequently applied to
help data analysts evaluating efficiently the applicability of different models. In this
study, recall rate and accuracy is adopted while evaluating models. Different ensemble
learning methods are evaluated in the following table.
Table 1. Available data for training model
Number of data samples

Number of failure carrier
confirm manually
186

10390

Number of qualified carrier
confirm manually
10204

Table 2. Model evaluation
Algorithm

Method for Data
Imbalance issue
Under-Sampling

Decision tree
SMOTE
Under-Sampling
Random Forest
SMOTE
Under-Sampling
Ada-Boosting
SMOTE
Extra - Tress

Under-Sampling

5 Fold Recall
AVG：59.3%
STD： 7.1%
AVG：1.5%
STD：1.9%
AVG：72.3%
STD：6.5%
AVG：21.5%
STD：17.2%
AVG：58.7%
STD：10%
AVG：67.5%
STD：26.6%
AVG：68%
STD：16%

5 Fold Accuracy
AVG：49.5%
STD：3%
AVG：49.9
STD：1%
AVG：53.9%
STD：4.3%
AVG：48.5
STD：4%
AVG：52.5%
STD：2.5%
AVG：48%
STD：1.9%
AVG：50%
STD：2%
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SMOTE
Under-Sampling
Skope Rules [10]
SMOTE

AVG：61%
STD：9%
AVG：63.9%
STD：42.2%
AVG：33.43%
STD：40.9%

AVG：50.5%
STD：2.5%
AVG：48%
STD：2%
AVG：47.9%
STD：2.6%

It can be observed that combinations of different ensemble learning methods and
resampling methods are evaluated. From the above table, it can be concluded that under-sampling method is more effective than SMOTE in this problem. Besides, Skope
Rules, a rule extraction library, in [10] is also included in the experiment. However,
compared with other models that have been extensively used in real manufacturing
problem, the current model is still not precise enough to assist operators without doubt.
In the future, this system will be adopted in other SMT production lines, which may
increase the volume of input data, and provide a chance to dig out more useful information to enhance the current model.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, a quality tracking system is applied to a SMT production lines. When
defective products are detected by AOI, defect-causing factor of a defect can be point
out efficiently, which makes defect tracking issue more efficient. In addition, this
method has been applied in indicator SMT vendors.
Moreover, according to the professional knowledge from production lines, final
weights can be given based on the known defect categories, named as domainknowledge weight. For example, among machine A, B and C, it is confirmed by the
production line that type 1 defect only caused by machine A and C, then the domainknowledge weight of machine B can be set as 0. Next time, when a new product is
predicted as type 1 defect with high probability, probability derived from weighted
rules can multiply domain-knowledge weight weights. Thus, trace suggestion would
never direct to machine B, which make trace suggestions more concrete.
Furthermore, when sufficient amount of data and corresponding trace suggestion is
verified by production lines, including process data, product quality data and abnormal
probability between machines, these data can be used as data input to train a multi-task
neural network model to enhance the quality control.
To improve production quality, it’s necessary to rely on information feedback from
models, which is highly related to interpretability of models. In near feature, it will
become a tendency that applying machine learning and deep learning methods to improve quality control in manufacturing industry.
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Abstract. Recently, many attempts have been made to automatically determine
error pixels from various types of input color images through image processing.
In this paper, we propose a new method that effectively detects regions different
from the reference image from the input image by utilizing the difference calculation and a Gaussian mixture model. The proposed method first detects the
color error between the reference image and the input image using the difference operation. Then, the object representation error between the reference image and the input image is detected using a Gaussian mixture model. Finally, in
this paper, the final error of the input image is determined by combining the detected color error and the object representation error effectively. The experimental results show that the proposed approach robustly detects error pixels that
are not similar to the reference image from the input color image by using the
difference calculation and a Gaussian mixture model.
Keywords: Weighting Factor, Color Feature, Difference Calculation.

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of high-speed wireless network functions, high-speed
central processing units, low-cost storage space, and smart devices that provide excellent image quality, many types of applications that can be executed on these devices
are spreading [1-3]. In particular, applications that can be used in various platforms
including Android and iOS and can be used in various industries including artificial
intelligence and big data, are being developed [4-6]. As a result, users tend to use
these various applications in a mobile environment instead of a personal computer
environment.
As the number of applications developed for mobile devices such as smart phones
and tablet PCs explodes, the demand to inspect screens executed in the developed
programs is also increasing exponentially. In other words, the tester checks whether
each screen of the developed program is displayed correctly. Then, if screens with
errors appear during the testing process, there is an excessive amount of work for the
tester to request for correction.
Therefore, research is needed to intelligently determine whether an input image is a
normal or error image through content analysis from various input images [7]. In
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other words, it is necessary to extract and integrate main features from the input image, and then determine whether the integrated features are similar to those of the
reference image stored in the system.
Existing studies for detecting error pixels different from reference pixels from an
input test image can be referred to in related literature. However, the existing error
pixel detection methods are not yet relatively high in completeness, and there are
limitations due to surroundings such as lighting and noise. In addition, the existing
researches currently being conducted in relation to the detection of error regions in an
image are relatively few compared to other studies.
Therefore, this study proposes a new method to effectively detect regions different
from the reference image by combining and using the difference calculation and the
Gaussian mixture model from the input color image. The following Fig. 1 represents
the overall flowchart of the weighted feature-based error pixel extraction approach
proposed in this paper.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the suggested algorithm.
As shown in Fig. 1, the algorithm proposed in this paper first detects color errors
between the reference image and the input image using a difference operation. A
Gaussian mixture model is then used to detect an object expression error between the
reference image and the input image. Finally, it is possible to effectively determine
the final error of the input image by effectively combining the detected color error
and the object expression error.
In Chapter 1, the overall background and motivation for conducting this study were
explained. Chapter 2 describes the technique of obtaining a difference image from
two images. Chapter 3 explains how to detect an object expression error for an image
using a Gaussian mixture model and then determine whether the image contains an
error. Chapter 4 describes the experimental results performed to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed image error extraction algorithm. Finally, Chapter 5 describes the conclusions of this study and future research plans.

2

Extraction of Color Difference

In the proposed method, the color difference feature between the reference image and
the input image is first extracted [8-9]. To this end, in this paper, the RGB color space
of the image is separated for each of the R, G, and B channels, and then the difference
feature for each color is extracted as shown in Equation (1). In Equation (1), Rref (x, y),
Gref (x, y), and Bref (x, y) represent the red, green, and blue color values at the (x, y)
position of the reference image, and Rinp(x, y), Ginp(x, y), and Binp(x, y) represent the
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red, green, and blue color values at the (x, y) position of the input image. In this paper,
the color difference feature has a value between 0 and 255.

Dr ( x, y ) = Rref ( x, y ) - Rinp ( x, y )
Dg ( x, y ) = Gref ( x, y ) - Ginp ( x, y )

(1)

Db ( x, y ) = Bref ( x, y ) - Binp ( x, y )
Subsequently, when the color difference for each channel calculated in Equation
(1) is greater than a predetermined threshold, the proposed method determines that the
corresponding pixels of the reference image and the input image are not similar as in
Equation (2). In Equation (2), Thr, Thg, and Thb represent threshold values for red,
green, and blue colors, respectively. In general, thresholds are determined through
repeated experiments in the field of computer vision. Also, er, eg, and eb mean the
total number of pixels that are not similar for each red, green, and blue color.

IF ( Dr > Thr ) THEN er = er + 1
IF ( Dg > Thg ) THEN eg = eg + 1

(2)

IF ( Db > Thb ) THEN eb = eb + 1
Equation (3) represents the similarity measure for the color difference feature between two images.

æ er + eg + eb ö
÷÷ ´100
S diff ( I ref , I inp ) = çç1 3
´
W
´
H
è
ø
3

(3)

Gaussian Mixture Model

The Gaussian mixture model-based method for detecting an error region from an
input image is composed of three steps. In the first step, the initial parameters are set
and then a Gaussian mixture model for the reference image is generated [10-11]. In
general, the Gaussian mixture model can be expressed as in Equation (4). In Equation
(4), Xt is the value of the input pixel, and wi,t is the weight of the i-th Gaussian distribution. mi,t and S i,t represent the mean and covariance matrix of the distribution.
K

P ( X t ) = å wi ,th ( X t , mi ,t , S i ,t )

(4)

i =1

In the second step, the Gaussian mixture model of the input image is generated,
and it is matched with the Gaussian mixture model of the reference image to detect an
error region. In the third step, the parameters of the Gaussian mixture model are up-
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dated according to whether the input images match. In other words, if a match is
made, the weight of the corresponding distribution is increased. Conversely, if no
match is made, the corresponding weight is reduced. Through this process, the similarity between the reference image and the input image can be measured as shown in
Equation (5). In Equation (5), Perror is the number of pixels where an error occurred,
and W and H are the width and height of the image.

æ P
SGMM ( I ref , I inp ) = ç1 - error
è WH

ö
÷ ´ 100
ø

(5)

In this paper, it is judged that the two images are similar if the weighted similarity
between the difference operation and the Gaussian mixture model, as shown in Equation (6), is greater than or equal to the threshold, otherwise they are not. In Equation
(6), a and b are the weighting factors that control the importance of Gaussian mixture
model feature values and difference feature values.

S ( I ref , I inp ) = a ´ SGMM ( I ref , I inp ) + b ´ S diff ( I ref , I inp )
4

(6)

Experimental Results

The computer used to perform the experiment in this paper consists of an Intel Core
(TM) i7-6700 3.4 GHz CPU, 16 GB main memory, and 256 GB solid state drive
(SSD). The Windows 10 operating system (OS) was installed on the personal computer used. In addition, Microsoft’s Visual Studio version 2015 was used as the integrated development environment (IDE) to implement the proposed algorithm. In the
experiment, the image data set generated by capturing screens of various application
programs developed in various platform-based mobile environments was used as our
test data set.

F accuracy =

IMGerr
´ 100 (%)
IMGall

(7)

In this paper, the performance of the proposed error image detection algorithm is
quantitatively evaluated. In this paper, a measure such as Equation (7) is used, which
expresses the ratio of the error images of the program extracted correctly from the
input test image to the total number of error images in the test image data. In Equation
(7), IMGerror represents the number of error images extracted accurately using the
proposed algorithm. In addition, IMGall indicates the total number of error images
present in the input test image.
Fig. 2 is a graph showing the results of measuring the accuracy performance of the
proposed error image extraction algorithm. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the algorithm
based on the difference operation and the Gaussian mixture model proposed in this
paper accurately detects an error-prone screen in an application program.
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Fig. 2. Performance evaluation

5

Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a weighted feature-based content analysis method to robustly detect an error image that is not similar to a reference image from an input test
image. In the proposed method, the color error value and the object expression error
value are respectively extracted from the input color image using a difference operation and a Gaussian mixture model. Subsequently, the proposed algorithm integrated
the extracted feature values using weighting factors, and then calculated a similarity
measure for error pixel detection. Finally, it was determined whether the input image
is an error image or a normal image using the calculated measure. The experimental
results showed that the proposed method robustly extracts an error image that is not
similar to the reference image by using the weighted feature based on the difference
image and the Gaussian mixture model from the input image.
In the future, we plan to further improve the performance of the proposed system
in terms of accuracy by applying the error image detection algorithm proposed in this
study to more various types of color test images. In addition, it is planned to adaptively adjust various internal parameters used in the proposed algorithm to effectively
minimize the output error.
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Abstract. The 21st century is called the era of Asian economy. The success factors of Chinese enterprises that emerged
as the new economic power are corporate culture, entrepreneurship, tradition and innovation, and response to rapid
environmental changes. Through this study, entrepreneurship, corporate culture, and response to environmental changes were
identified as major factors affecting corpo60rate performance. In a market environment where global competition is
intensifying, entrepreneurship and response to change are very important. In addition, innovation is required along with
tradition. In future studies, we will study the difference between success factors between Chinese and Korean companies.
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1. Introduction
The 21st century is called the era of Asian economy. In the new era of Asian economy, Chinese and Chinese are
the main players, and the development of China's economic zone connects regions of Southeast Asia and Northeast
Asia, contributing greatly to economic growth and trade expansion in East Asia. In Southeast Asia, mutual
investment

using the

Chinese network is actively developing, and in Northeast

Asia, the Chinese economy

plays a central role in economic integration.
To grow into a global company, an executive with excellent corporate culture and entrepreneurship is needed.
Otherwise, it is difficult to occupy an advantage in the world's large markets. Chinese companies that are
successful abroad have this special success factor. A close analysis of these success factors and empirical analysis
can provide implications for Korean companies. It can also help to find a way to secure a more favorable position
in competition with Chinese companies in the global market.

2. Characteristics and Success Factors of Chinese Enterprises
2.1 Characteristics of Chinese Enterprises
Those who affirm Confucian capitalism insist on the key to Chinese companies' management and operational
success. First, family management. The majority of Chinese companies were founded on the basis of family funds,
family members' workforce and relationships. Second, it is high power. Companies adopt a centralized approach
to policy making, where one or a few leaders make all the important decisions here as the heart of the company.
Staff will provide feedback on policy decisions. Third, it is the succession of the rich. The management of the
company is based on the family. Fourth, regionalism. Chinese enterprises are thoroughly operated in a localized
form, and refrain from large-scale management methods beyond the region. Fifth, it is term response. Businesses
are very sensitive to environmental changes and have flexible responses. Sixth is single management. Chinese
enterprises are operated as small and medium-sized business models, and there is little demand for funds. Seventh,
confidentiality. Family-centered management is becoming a secret to others. In addition, information is acquired
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through personal relationships where financial information is restricted.

2.2 Success Factors of Chinese Enterprises
2.2.1 Cultural Aspects
The biggest feature of the globalization of Chinese companies is that they have the same cultural background.
That is, they use the same language and share the same cultural foundation, and help distribute their goods across
borders or raise the necessary funds to other regions, creating a favorable environment for the internationalization
of companies. Cultural factors affecting the internationalization of Chinese companies include ethnic ties,
homogenous cultural bases, guanxi, and the tendency to hedge.
First, ethnic ties are special. Investing near the home of a manager or dispatched worker has an economic
advantage that can significantly reduce the cost of obtaining market information. Second, it has a homogenous
cultural base. Because they share the same heritage of Chinese civilization as other regions and have similar
values, they feel familiar rather than confrontation and form a cooperative system. Third, the relationship is formed
through the poem. One of the main factors that allows Chinese companies to easily expand their markets across
the border is guanxi. This network features individual companies that are not limited to a particular country or
continent but spread worldwide. Fourth, the ability to hedge. The Chinese entrepreneur lives in full readiness to
prepare for the dangers of his or her own personal or property. This situation is also well illustrated by the epigram
that you should always pack your bags and be ready to go bankrupt at any time.

2.2.2 Managerial Aspects
Analysis of the advances made by most Chinese companies from traditional fields such as distribution and
finance to new market areas shows that profit preference for short-term investments takes precedence over longterm investments. In addition, if you look at Chinese companies' overseas expansion, it can be summed up in four
major stages: small investment, advanced countries, Southeast Asian director markets and global market expansion.
In addition, the general characteristics of Chinese companies' overseas investments are as follows. First, it will
proceed with overseas investment after financing, focusing on financial hubs such as Hong Kong and Singapore.
Second, they prefer joint venture with Chinese. Third, we prefer the service industry to manufacturing. Fourth,
there are many cases of joint ventures and M&As rather than greenfield investments.
Many of the companies competing in the global market are creative. But such creative reasons and adventurous
spirit are lacking in Confucian culture. These creative knowledge and adventurous market competition make
Chinese companies successful overseas constantly trying to innovate. The manager of a Chinese firm also
emphasizes that the personal development and benefits of its employees should be subordinate to their
organizational needs. In other words, employees tend to think of them as organized human beings.
Promotion within Chinese companies is more important than employee performance reviews and competencies.
However, Chinese companies that succeed in the global market reduce middle managers, emphasize efficiency,
and emphasize the flexibility and cooperation of tradition and the future.
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3.

Model and Results

3.1 Model.
The model of this study is as follows.

Fig.1. Reserch model

3.2. Results.
The correlation by factor is as follows.
Table 1. Correlation by factors
Classify

A

Ownership(A)

1

Company Culture(B)

.305(**)

1

Market Environment(C)

.099

.206(*)

1

Industry Environment(D)

.268(*)

.041

.112

Adaptation(E)

B

C

.308(**) .306(**) .336(**)

Tradition(F)

-0.32

.255(*)

Performance(G)

.146

.250(*) .304(**)

.198

D

E

F

G

1
.141

1

.302(**)

.138

.194

1

.313(**) .205(*)

1

**(Significance at the 0.01 level), *(Significance at the 0.05 level)

The conformity assessment index of the research model is as follows.
Table 2. Conformity Assessment Index
ModelConformityAssessmentIndex

Classify

Chi-square(degreeoffreedom)
Absolute
ConformityIndex

p

Significantprobability

Q

Chi-squared/degree-of-freedomratio≤3

GFI GoodnessofFitIndex≥0.9

Result
48.634(39df)
0.152≥.05
1.291≤3
0.907≥0.9

AGFI AdjustedGFI≥0.9

0.846≤0.9

RMR RootMean-SquareResidual

0.041≤0.05
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0.05≤0.05

RMSEA RootMeanSquareerrorofapproximation

Incremental

NFI NormedFitIndex≥0.9

0.902≥0.9

RFI RelativeFitIndex≥0.9

0.8465≤0.9

CFI ComparativeFitIndex≥0.9

0.930≥0.9

ConformityIndex

Simplicity
PNFI ParsimoniousNormed-of-FitIndex,

0.553

ConformityIndex

The route analysis results are as follows.
Table 3. Route Analysis Results
Theory

Path

Path

Standard

coefficient

error

t

p

Result

1

Ownership→Adaptation

.242

.139

1.908

.046

Accept

2

Ownership→Tradition

-.357

.143

-2.308 .118

Reject

3

CompanyCulture→Adaptation

.149

.248

.967

.319

Reject

4

CompanyCulture→Tradition

.753

.330

2.405

.013

Accept

5

M.E.→Adaptation

.345

.342

2.069

.042

Accept

6

M.E.→Tradition

-.141

.334

-.401

.645

Reject

7

I.E.→Adaptation

.051

.138

.204

.784

Reject

8

I.E.→Tradition

.556

.236

3.705

.130

Reject

9

Adaptation→Performance

.258

.144

2.806

.004

Accept

10

Tradition→Performance

.259

.139

2.051

.007

Accept

4. Conclusion
In today's rapidly changing world of internal and external business environments surrounding companies, all
global companies have a strong commitment to management innovation. In particular, after the 4th Industrial
Revolution, the intensification of competition among companies has changed rapidly.
Asian video companies maintain the identity of video companies by adhering to the new environment of
management and adhering to the traditional way of corporate culture. In addition, the company is seeking to
improve the performance of companies by reacting sensitively to changes in the market environment. Through
this, it can be seen that successful video companies are pursuing constant change and flexibly responding to market
changes. In addition, it is required to share culture between managers and members and share strategies to improve
corporate performance.
This paper empirically analyzed the success factors for Asian video companies. However, it is a limitation of
the study that only the accessible parts of the success factor analysis are examined. Future research will focus on
the differences between Chinese-based companies and overseas video companies.
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Abstract. In recent years, as the shooting of video and the spread and viewing
of video over the Internet have increased exponentially, the damage caused by
the exposure of personal information has occurred. In this paper, we propose a
method that robustly extracts the target object exposed personal information
from continuous input video and then blocks the image using the image blurring
technique while quickly tracking the extracted object using a prediction algorithm. The proposed method first extracts the target object exposed the personal
information region from the input video using a neural network-based learning
algorithm. The detected object is then blocked by applying image blurring
while being quickly tracked using a position prediction algorithm. Experimental
results show that the proposed method effectively protects personal information
by quickly tracking and blurring the target object exposed personal information
from the received video. The proposed method is expected to be useful for
many practical applications such as privacy protection, video surveillance, object detection and tracking.
Keywords: Prediction Technique, Object Covering, Learning algorithm.

1

Introduction

The Internet, which is capable of high-speed wired and wireless network functions,
serves as an important data repository that provides various types of information for
many users [1]. Therefore, users can easily obtain their desired multimedia materials
through the Internet. As such, since the Internet provides useful functions for people,
it is one of the indispensable technologies in related fields of application [2]. Moreover, the Internet has become an indispensable and important factor in our recent lives
where information and communication technology is rapidly developing.
However, multimedia content containing personal information such as a person’s
face, body part, social security number, mobile phone number, etc. can be easily obtained through the Internet, causing serious social problems. For example, a video of
one’s exposed body region may be uploaded and distributed on social network services (SNS) regardless of his or her intention. In addition, images of cell phone contacts recorded on the car window may be automatically collected and used to send
spam texts.
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Therefore, there is a need for a study that automatically detects areas where personal information is exposed from various kinds of video contents and then effectively blocks the detected areas using image processing techniques such as blurring or
mosaic processing [3].
Existing studies for detecting or blocking a target region of interest from an input
color image can be found in related literature. However, the existing blocking methods are not so complete yet, and there are various limitations. Furthermore, existing
studies related to the detection and blocking of target objects containing personal
information are relatively few compared to other research methods.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method of robustly detecting a target area
that contains personal information from various color images and then effectively
blocking the target area using image blurring technique. Fig. 1 shows the overall flow
chart of the blurring-based algorithm for the target area including personal information introduced in this paper.

Fig. 1. Overall flow of the proposed method.
As shown in Fig. 1, the novel method proposed in this paper first removes the
background regions from the received input color image data and then robustly segments only the target area containing the personal information using the learning algorithm. Then, the proposed method can protect the personal information from being
exposed to the outside by effectively blocking the object using image blurring technique while quickly tracking the segmented target object by applying the position
prediction algorithm.

2

Learning-based Target Detection

In this paper, only human skin color regions [4] are detected from an input color image except background regions. Then, the face region of the person representing the
personal information is extracted from the detected skin color region.
In this paper, we first change the RGB color space of the input image to the YCbCr
color space, which is more suitable for skin color extraction [5]. In general, the YCbCr
color model is a color space used in an image system of a modern display device and
is one of methods of encoding RGB information. In order to convert the RGB color
space to the YCbCr color space, scaling and offset adjustment are performed, and can
be converted using Equation (1).
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Y ' = K R ´ R' + KG ´ G ' + K B ´ B'
1 B' - Y '
CB = ´
2 1- KB

(1)

1 R' - Y '
CR = ´
2 1- KR
After transforming the color space of the input image to the YCbCr space, the human skin color distribution model, which is created using an elliptical model defined
by learning, is used to robustly extract only skin color regions from the input image.
An artificial deep neural network is then applied to the detected skin region to robustly extract only the human face region. In general, deep learning is one of the machine
learning algorithms in the field of artificial intelligence, and has been actively used in
the field of image recognition and understanding in recent years because of its excellent performance. In this paper, we use a deep learning algorithm based on the convolutional neural network (CNN) [6]. Since the CNN model can use two-dimensional
data of an image as an input, features related to position in the image are not lost. In
this paper, we learn by inputting the color image into a pyramid structure in the learning phase so that the target object can be detected at high speed from the image input
in real time.
The rectified linear unit (ReLU) function is used for the activation function [7] instead of a sigmoid function. This is because using the sigmoid function produces a
vanishing gradient where the gradient converges to zero [8]. In other words, the sigmoid function has a value between 0 and 1, as shown in Equation (2). Therefore, the
deeper the layer of the artificial neural network, the smaller the weight becomes,
which causes a problem that the transmitted values disappear. On the other hand, the
ReLU activation function has the advantage that the calculation is relatively efficient
and the convergence speed is relatively faster than other activation functions.

ReLU ( x) = max(0, x)

(2)

In the deep learning model used in this paper, the affine layer means that each neuron of the previous layer is connected to each neuron of the current layer. The affine
layer is added before performing the final prediction at the highest output of the CNN.
Usually, the affine layer is expressed in the form of y = f(Wx + b), where f is a nonlinear activation function, W is a weight, x is an input layer, and b is a bias. In the proposed CNN model, max-margin object detection (MMOD) does not perform subsampling and optimizes all sub-windows. That is, the object is detected by applying the
window scoring function to all sub-windows. Finally, the location of the final target
object detection is obtained by summing the areas having the highest score in the sixlevel pyramid image.
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Fast Target Blocking

In this paper, we first apply an image blurring technique to block the extracted target
area. The proposed method uses a Gaussian function to blur the corresponding area.
In general, the Gaussian function replaces the value of the current pixel by using a
weighted average of the current pixel value and neighboring pixel values. Therefore,
if the blurring using the Gaussian function is applied to the personal information area,
the blocking result with less heterogeneity can be obtained. A Gaussian function with
an average of (0, 0) in a two-dimensional coordinate space to be applied to an image
is defined as Equation (3).
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In this paper, we develop a tracking model of an object to continuously track the
target area from the video input in real time. In other words, the proposed method first
generates a model for tracking from the personal information area detected from the
input image. Then, we use the kernelized correlation filters (KCF) algorithm [9],
which is robust to the shape change of objects for continuous tracking. The algorithm
utilizes the properties of the cyclic matrix and fast Fourier changes to quickly and
accurately track the target area.
Most of the existing studies generate random sub-windows in a certain region from
the object position of the previous frame for tracking, extracts features, and apply an
algorithm for tracking. In this paper, we extract the feature of the input image and
perform tracking using all sub-windows through dense sampling. In dense sampling, a
moved sample of an object can be obtained using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
without the complicated process.

yˆ = F -1 ( F (k ) Å F (a ))

(4)

The target object model a obtained by training is used to track the target object in
the next input image. In Equation (4), k is the vector of elements and the kernel correlation between the training image x and the input image z. ŷ is the response vector
at all positions. The position with the maximum value in the final response map is the
tracking coordinate where the next object is located.

4

Experimental Results

The personal computer used for the experiment in this paper consists of an Intel Core
(TM) i7-6700 3.4 GHz CPU, 16GB of memory, 256GB Solid State Drive (SSD), and
a Galaxy Geforce GTX 1080 Ti graphics card with NVIDIA GPU GP104. The personal computer comes with Microsoft’s Windows 10 operating system. In addition,
Microsoft’s Visual C ++ version 2015 was used as the development tool for the application. In this paper, we collected and utilized various types of images with personal
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information to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. These images
were taken in various indoor and outdoor environments with no specific constraints.

M correctness =

Nocorrect
´ 100 (%)
Nototal

(5)

In this paper, we compared and analyzed the performance of the proposed target
area blocking method in terms of accuracy. In this paper, we used the same measure
as Equation (5) defined as the ratio between the number of target areas that are robustly extracted and blurred and the number of target areas included in the entire image
content. In Equation (5), Nocorrect means the number of target areas correctly blocked
using the proposed method. Nototal means the total number of target areas including
personal information in the video content under test. The quantitative measure defined
is expressed as a percentage.

Fig. 2. Performance comparison.
Fig. 2 graphically shows the performance measurement results of the blocking
method for the target area in terms of accuracy. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the prediction-based algorithm proposed in this paper blocks the target area containing personal
information more effectively than the conventional method.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a robust method of extracting a target area containing personal information from a variety of video contents input into the system and rapidly
protecting the extracted target area by applying a prediction algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, the background area is removed from the received image data and
only the target area containing personal information is robustly segmented based on a
learning algorithm. Then, the proposed method quickly tracks the segmented target
area using the position prediction algorithm and simultaneously blocks it with an
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image blurring technique. Therefore, the proposed method could effectively protect
personal information from being exposed to the outside. Experimental results show
that the algorithm presented in this study robustly extracts the target area including
personal information from the input color image content and blocks the extracted area
quickly and accurately.
In the future, we plan to stabilize the performance of the proposed algorithm by
applying the blocking approach of the target area presented in this paper to CCTV
images or adult images. In addition, we plan to protect the content more stably and
reliably by varying the area to be blocked in the input image content according to the
importance of exposed personal information.
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Abstract. With China and Southeast Asia at the center, Korea's game industry is showing meaningful results. This study
demonstrated and analyzed the relationship between the characteristics of the basic environment, such as management,
technology, market and industry, among Korean game companies. Through this, the company attempted to propose the
growth of game companies and the advancement of global markets. As a result of this study, these achievements are
being made through the development of leading and technological development in the game industry by identifying the
competence of managers and the flow of markets and industries. In addition, securing intellectual property rights to
sustain performance and expand the market was one of the important strategies. In other words, the performance of a
game company depends on the ability of the manager to provide new story and user services and its success or failure
to apply and research and development in technology, market and related industries. If the research so far has been on
the external part of the game, i.e. the effectiveness and impact of the game, this study is different in that it
comprehensively considers the internal part of the game company and the market and industry.

keyword : Game Industry, R&D, Intellectual Property, Performance, Adaptation

1. Introduction
Like other industries, it is important for the game industry to secure leadership in the market to improve
performance. These initiatives arise from a variety of strategies that apply and extend the enterprise's internal and
external capabilities. A company's discriminatory strategy lures performance and becomes a driving force to
expand the market. Furthermore, achieving standardization through technology development can reduce costs and
expand user services.
The purpose of this study is to find success factors to improve management performance, mainly Korean game
companies. To this end, related factors were explored by setting up environmental, strategic and performance
models. Management, technology, market and industry were established as environmental characteristics, and
market application and technology development were established as strategic characteristics. This demonstrated
and analyzed the impact of corporate performance using the SPS statistical program.
It is meaningful in that existing studies took into account management and strategic aspects as opposed to
exploring the environment and performance, and not just simple analysis of the status quo, but also actual analysis.

2. Literature Reviews
Although we explored the environmental factors of the game industry and the relationship between management
strategy and management performance of companies through consideration of prior research, we showed various
results rather than general results. This means that a variety of factors, including management capabilities,
technical characteristics and environmental characteristics, should be carefully considered in the relationship
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between variables that affect corporate performance. Government policy aspects also need to be considered,
although they were not included in this study.
The study by JOO (2018) illustrates the differences between content and entertainment businesses and identifies
differences in performance by individual businesses. Because content business has a strong nature of knowledge,
it suggested that management's will and management strategies are important to improve performance. It also
suggested that the issues of technology development and market adaptation are important in the entertainment
business. By doing so, relatively small companies are encouraged to expect the effects of their concentration
through collaboration and mergers, as qualitative development is difficult. In addition, it proposed multi-use
management through the establishment of a consumer-oriented gaming network and distribution platform, rather
than a supplier-oriented management method. Kim (2016)'s study argued that building an online platform is
necessary for the gaming industry to become globally competitive. He confirmed that the world's top companies
have read the future of the game content industry and invested in technology development, and are leading the
improvement of performance through the establishment of online platforms. Choi (2016)'s research suggested that
the online payment system needs to be overhauled to improve the performance of the gaming industry and
technology development that enables mobile-based payment. Choi (2014) argued that the establishment of a
transaction-based platform for trading game items is affecting performance improvements. He said that based on
analysis of the Chinese market, creative platforms based on transaction base should be developed, and factors of
consumer-oriented strategy, market distribution and technology development should be considered.
Lee (2016)'s study argued the importance of technology development for performance improvement, referring to
the ability of managers to apply new technologies, such as mobile payment platforms, and adaptations to market
flows, for the sake of corporate competitiveness.
Zhang (2011) stressed the importance of forming a relationship between game companies and consumers and
argued that building a consumer-oriented management strategy is important.

3. Model and Result
3.1 Model.
The model of this study is as follows.

Fig.1. Reserch model
3.2. Results.
The correlation by factors is as follows.
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Table 1. Correlation by Factors
Classify

A

Mnanger(A)

1

Technology(B)

.105(**)

1

Market(C)

.392

.006(*)

1

Industry(D)

.068(*)

.541

.462

Adaptation(E)

B

C

D

-0.732

Performance(G)

.196

.054(*)

.598

F

G

1

.008(**) .006(**) .036(**)

R&D(F)

E

.545

1

.002(**)

.635

.050(*) .004(**)

.694

1

.013(**) .005(*)

1

**(Significance at the 0.01 level), *(Significance at the 0.05 level)

The conformity assessment index of the research model is as follows.
Table 2. Conformity Assessment Index
ModelConformityAssessmentIndex

Classify

Result

Chi-square(degreeoffreedom)

44.462(39df)

Absolute
ConformityIndex

0.101≥.05

p

Significantprobability

Q

Chi-squared/degree-of-freedomratio≤3

GFI

1.001≤3

GoodnessofFitIndex≥0.9

0.942≥0.9

AGFI AdjustedGFI≥0.9

0.793≤0.9

RMR RootMean-SquareResidual

0.029≤0.05

0.04≤0.05

RMSEA RootMeanSquareerrorofapproximation

Incremental

NFI NormedFitIndex≥0.9

0.992≥0.9

RFI RelativeFitIndex≥0.9

0.805≤0.9

CFI ComparativeFitIndex≥0.9

0.952≥0.9

ConformityIndex

Simplicity
ConformityIndex

PNFI ParsimoniousNormed-of-FitIndex,

0.593

The route analysis results are as follows.
Table 3. Route Analysis Results
Theory
1

Path
Manager→Adaptation

Path

Standard

coefficient

error

.231

.238

t

p

Result

1.942

.036

Accept
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2

Manager→R&D

-.257

.241

3

Technology→Adaptation

.289

.148

.902

.019

Accept

4

Technology→R&D

.651

.232

2.721

.011

Accept

5

Market→Adaptation

.245

.431

2.541

.032

Accept

6

Market→R&D

-.191

.435

-.491

.515

Reject

7

Industry→Adaptation

.101

.145

.254

.581

Reject

8

Industry→R&D

.513

.269

3.375

.030

Accept

9

Adaptation→Performance

.393

.171

2.571

.004

Accept

10

R&D→Performance

.338

.145

2.581

.007

Accept

-2.008 .118

Reject

4. Conclusion
This study identified the success factors affecting the direction of the market status and future strategies of Korean game
companies by exploring the performance based on internal and external environmental factors of the companies. This could
be a guide in determining the application of success factors to improve performance and their activities to protect related
factors: how to protect intellectual property rights and continued investment in technology development.
Implications through empirical analysis are as follows.
First, managers are required to have state-of-the-art technology, management know-how and competence for cooperation with
foreign companies. It should also have the will to develop innovative technologies that can drive the emergence of new
consumers. It should support developers' creative activities and invest more in the protection of intangible assets such as
intellectual property rights.
Second, differentiated technology capabilities can expand R&D and enhance adaptability in the market. The company's
technology concentration has a significant impact on performance improvement and is useful for gaining an edge in
collaboration with other companies. However, it is urgent to improve the size of game companies as the vulnerability of game
companies is seen as a lack ofprofessional technical manpower.
Third, in order to improve the performance of game companies, market adaptation should be strengthened. This leads to the
quick release of new items and the timely release, allowing the removal of psychological distance from consumers. In addition,
the game industry must respond quickly to changes in the market environment because it is sensitive to customer differentiation
and product awareness.
Fourth, there is a need to demand the government's policy on technology development. Since most of the game industry
consists of small and medium-sized enterprises, long-term investments and highly technical applications are difficult. To
address this, the integration and sharing of research and development through the government's policy support is required. In
particular, R&D on games has a very high degree of development concentration, and the characteristics of production and
design methods vary depending on ideas and materials, so we should be able to respond to them through sharing.
Future research seeks to explore the factors that improve a company's performance with a focus on protecting intellectual
property rights, which are intangible assets.
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Abstract. Many countries are making efforts for economic growth. Thus, analyzing the factors of
economic growth has become the nation's most important task, regardless of advanced, developing
and developing countries. GDP, ex- ports, public aid (ODA), remittances from abroad, educational
investment, in- vestment in human resources and direct overseas investment are important economic
indicators to be known. Religion, political risk, and many other areas al- so serve as important
variables for economic growth. Corruption is also another important area to know for economic
growth. Emerging markets in Asia are developing rapidly, modeled after Korea. And there is a
situation in which a lot of capital is flowing from foreign countries. Many researchers are criticizing
the lack of efficient use of such capital due to corruption in Asian markets. Thus, this paper was
launched to find out the relationship between corruption and economic growth in Asia. The paper
shows. The decline in corruption has a positive effect on economic growth. This can be said to be a
result of the lack of lubrication effect of corruption shown in under- developed countries. Also FDI.
ODA, money transfers also have a positive effect on economic growth. This could be seen as a result
of an inflow of funds from abroad being used for constructive purposes. In light of these results,
emerging economies in Asia will continue to be highly viable markets.

Keywords: Economic Growth, ODA, Corruption, Asia Emerging Market, Developing Country

1. Introduction
Many countries are making efforts for economic growth. Thus, analyzing the factors of economic
growth has become the nation's most important task, regardless of advanced, developing and
developing countries. GDP, exports, public aid (ODA), remittances from abroad, educational
investment, investment in human resources and direct overseas investment are important
economic indicators to be known. Religion, political risk, and many other areas also serve as
important variables for economic growth. Corruption is also another important area to know for
economic growth, many examples show. In most cases, corruption is said to have a negative
impact on economic growth. Especially in the case of advanced countries, corruption has a
negative impact on economic growth as it undermines the rise of social costs and fair competition.
However, in some cases, corruption is not only negative for economic growth. If you do things
over your competitors at a certain price, like a ride in an amusement park, these costs could
actually help your business. At times like this, corruption acts like a lubricant, which takes a lot
of time. Or, it will be a means of smoothly solving areas that are not resolved in principle due to
bureaucracy, which will ultimately help economic growth. Thus, corruption can have a negative
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or positive impact on economic growth, depending on the perspective of the view, or on the
economic conditions of the developing country.
Basically, corruption can have a wealth effect on economic growth, which is that corruption plays
a role in one extra cost. According to Mauro (1995), corruption causes low investment and is
therefore negative for economic growth. On the contrary, however, corruption sometimes has a
positive effect on economic growth. Rather, according to Leff (1964), government bureaucracy
has a negative impact on economic growth. In such cases, corruption rather serves as a lubricant
to the slow progress made by bureaucracy and various regulations, thus facilitating economic
growth.
First of all, we would like to use the Corrupt Perception Index (CPI) released by Transparency
International as a variable that affects economic growth. Another variable is FDI, ODA, and
remittance.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Corruption

Since 1995, Transparency International (TI), based in Germany, has annually pub- lished figures
and rankings for the Corrupt Perception Index (CPI). The CPI is con- ducted as a survey of
corruption levels, divided from zero to 100, with the number 100 indicating less corruption, and
the number 0 indicates the most corrupt. According to Oh Pil-hwan (2013), the top 10 countries
in the CPI index as of 2012 show that, with the exception of Chile and Barbados, per capita income
is over $30,000. Previously, data from businesses in charge of business International (BI) and
credit evaluations have been mainly used, but in recent studies the CPI, which is now being published by
Transparency International, is being used as the most common measure of corruption.
2.2 Literature Review

Mauro (1995) conducted a regression analysis on the impact of investment rates, per capita GDP
and corruption on economic growth by dividing bureaucracy into countries with complex forms
and not. Both, which were divided into bureaucracy, showed that corruption has a wealth effect
on economic growth.
In early research, many studies showed that corruption played a role as a lubricant in
implementing government policies, which had a positive effect on economic growth. This was
especially true for developing and emerging economies in Asia.
According to Leff (1964), government bureaucracy has a negative impact on economic growth.
In such cases, corruption rather serves as a lubricant to the slow progress made by bureaucracy
and various regulations, thus facilitating economic growth.
The study by Seo Woo-taek (2012) conducted a study on the impact of ODA on economic growth
based on panel data from the Philippines, Indonesia and Vietnam. Vietnam has had a positive
impact on economic growth, Indonesia has had no major or statistically significant impact, and in
the Philippines, ODA has had a negative impact on economic growth.
In the paper of Cho(2018), the foreign remittance of Mexico and economic growth were analyzed
through the Granger causal relationship. The results showed that remit- tances from abroad were
significant to economic growth, and that remittances also affected education. This has a positive
impact on economic growth and education, as the amount of money that is being transferred from
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Mexico is so large that it is similar to FDI.

3. Methodology and Data
3.1 Methodology
logGDPit = α + β1logCPIit + β2logFDIit + β3logODAit + β4logREit + ε it (1)

The research model used four variables: CPI, GDP, FDI, ODA, and remittance. CPI used CPI
index by Transparency International. GDP and ODA used per capita. And FDI and remittance
used the entire national amount. Of these, GDP, FDI, and ODA were converted into logs. And i
means country, t means time.
3.2 DATA

Seven Asian countries, including the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, Thailand, My- anmar,
Indonesia and Cambodia, targeted the Emerging Countries and used 14 years of panel data
between 2005 and 2017. Empirical Results
Table 1. Definition of variables
variable

Abbreviations

Unit

Source
World Bank Data

logGDP

GDP

per Capita

CPI

CPI

Index of CPI

logFDI

FDI

total amount

World Bank Data

logRemittance

RE

total amount

World Bank Data

ODA

ODA

per Capita

World Bank Data

Transparency
International

A total of five variables were classified as being used in the study. The use of direct overseas
investment (FDI), public assistance (ODA) and remit from abroad as varia- bles related to GDP
capital inflows indicating economic growth, and finally the Cor- ruption Perceptions Index (CPI)
index as indices related to corruption and integrity. The CPI index used data from 1995 by
Transparency International and the other four variables used data from the World Bank.

4. Empirical Results
The test results showed that the CPI had a positive effect on economic growth. This is a more
transparent society that helps economic growth. Due to the above results, de- veloping countries
in Asia have shown no lubrication effect. FDI has been shown to help economic growth. This
means that investments from foreign countries are in- vested in industries, which help economic
growth. In the case of ODA, the Random effect effect was shown to be conducive to economic
growth, but was not statistical- ly significant. This means that ODA from abroad is used for
productive parts. In the case of remittances, it was also found to have a positive effect on economic
growth
Table 2. Results
Hausman
Test

Model

C

CPI

FDI

ODA

RE

Pooled

0.8188*

0.0263**

0.1841**

-0.0007

-0.0032
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43.9975** Random Effect -0.3383
Fiexd Effect

0.0109**

0.2448**

0.0006

-0.8463* 0.006162* 0.24879** -0.00072

0.1013**
0.1700**

Notes: The p-values are in parentheses.
* indicates 5% level of the statistical significance. ** indicates the 1% level.
5

It can be seen that remittances are used in constructive areas, such as education and family
business, rather than simply spending on consumption.

5. Conclusions
Emerging markets in Asia are developing rapidly, modeled after Korea. And there is a situation
in which a lot of capital is flowing from foreign countries. Many researchers are criticizing the
lack of efficient use of such capital due to corruption in Asian markets. Thus, this paper was
launched to find out the relationship between corruption and economic growth in Asia. The paper
shows. The decline in corruption has a positive effect on economic growth. This can be said to be
a result of the lack of lubrication effect of corruption shown in underdeveloped countries. Also
FDI. ODA, money transfers also have a positive effect on economic growth. This could be seen
as a result of an inflow of funds from abroad being used for constructive purposes. In light of
these results, emerging economies in Asia will continue to be highly viable markets.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to investigate the rights and welfare of
North Korean children through keyword network analysis For this purpose, big
data analysis and keyword network analysis were utilized. The results of the
study are as follows: it was found that ‘North Korea’, ‘child’, ‘protect’, ‘support’,
‘government’, ‘children’, ‘youth’, ‘relation’, ‘nation’, and ‘society’ were common keywords in the social awareness of North Korean children's rights and welfare. On the other hand, ‘human rights’, ‘South Korea’, ‘United Nations’, ‘UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child’, ‘female’, ‘world’, ‘convention’, ‘Japan’,
and ‘discrimination’ were important keywords in North Korean children's rights,
while ‘North Korean defectors’, ‘symbol’, ‘disabled’, ‘song’, ‘welfare’, ‘business’, ‘history’, ‘mother-child’, ‘user’, and ‘object’ were important keywords in
North Korean children's welfare.
Keywords: Keyword Network Analysis, North Korea, Children, Rights, Welfare

1

Introduction

South Korea achieved both democratization and industrialization in a short period
of time despite the hardships of colonial rule and national division caused by war. However, instability under the continued decentralization system is causing delays in the
South's sustainable development, making unification a task that can no longer be delayed. The continuation of the divided situation is damaging the identity of the people
by unnecessary waste of national power, the suffering of separated families, the heterogeneity of the two Koreas, and the economic gap between the two Koreas [1]. Furthermore, the issue of social integration caused by the movement of North Korean refugees is causing a sense of alienation and economic burden due to social and cultural
differences, thus weakening the perception of unification [2]. This reality will make
social integration between the two Koreas difficult after reunification [3]. Therefore,
for a smooth reunification, an understanding of the rights and welfare affecting the lives
of the people is called upon, along with political, economic and educational preparations [4].
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Children are typical social underdogs, and their rights to them are generally thicker
than any other object in society. The United Nations signed the International Convention on the Rights of Children in 1989 to specify that the Non-Compliance should ensure active rights for children [5]. The realization of children's rights, especially in the
welfare sector, needs to be guaranteed first in terms of the viability level, which is the
basic right as a precondition for the realistic functioning of the welfare system.
The reality facing children in different countries is quite different. Dividing the rich
children of advanced countries into dichotomy of children and starving North Korean
children is simply the result of paying attention to the economic gap. There are also
various aspects of children's lives depending on the ideology of running the country
and the view of welfare. Even if the system is established based on the same principle
for children under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, the actual
life of a child varies depending on the ideology and perspective pursued by a country.
The reality of children's lives is largely attributable to the ideology and perspectives
that society pursues. This does not mean that children's rights do not have to be protected according to the ideology and perspective of each society. However, social
awareness of welfare and systems that guarantee children's rights in each society can
be measured in common.
The study aims to look at the social perception of children's rights and welfare in
North Korea based on big data analysis. Through this research, we will understand and
share the social perception of children who are key members of the peaceful reunification of the two Koreas and provide basic data to related research fields.

2

Research Method

2.1

Research Data

In this study, raw DATA was collected around web DATA, which is provided in
three domestic and foreign portal sites and two SNS sites using Textom, a big data
analysis solution of The IMC. Since the Moon Jae-in government with high interest in
North Korea policy was established in 2017, the collection period was 3 years from
2017 to 2022. Raw DATA was collected as a core keyword of 'North Korea, children,
rights' and 'North Korea, children, welfare'. The data collected by 'North Korea, children, rights' is large-scale node (Node = 7,478) data with 2,341 web pages of portal
sites, 1,577 blogs, 1,713 news, 1,523 cafes, 94 jisig-IN, and 230 knowledge books. The
data collected by 'North Korea, children, welfare' is large-scale node (Node = 8,236)
data with 2,094 web pages of portal sites, 1,622 blogs, 1,704 news, 1,303 cafes, 93
jisig-IN, and 1,420 knowledge books [6].
2.2

Analysis Tools

This study used Textom, a big data analysis solution developed by 'The IMC', to
collect and refine data on North Korean children's rights and welfare [7]. In addition,
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UCINET and NetDraw were used to analyze the network structure between North Korean children's rights and welfare related keywords [8]
2.3

Data Refining

For the purposes of this study, data cleaning was performed to derive meaning from
raw DATA, and text mining was performed on the first refinement. In addition, Excel
2016 is used to remove keywords that are not relevant to core keywords, or that are
inappropriate for analysis due to spacing. In the second refinement, synonyms or similar words were nominalized and used for analysis based on representative keywords [9,
10].
2.4

Data Analysis

In this study, data on 'North Korean children's rights' and 'North Korean children's
welfare' were collected using Textom and the 1st and 2nd refinements were conducted
through text mining. The frequency analysis was performed based on the refined data
through data cleaning, and the top 20 nodes were selected and a 20 × 20 1-mode matrix
data set was created [8]. The network analysis was divided into a micro level and a
macro level [9], and the procedure is as follows. First, node, density, average connection distance, number of components, diameter, and network centralization were analyzed to identify network attributes. Second, a single sample mean test using bootstrapping was conducted to test the statistical significance of 'North Korean children's rights'
and 'North Korean children's welfare'. Third, in order to understand the structural characteristics among the nodes in the network, we analyzed degree centrality, concor [7,
8]. Fourth, NetDraw was used to visualize each network [9, 10].

3

Results

3.1

Frequency of keywords related to North Korean children's rights and
welfare

The frequency of keywords related to North Korean children's rights and welfare is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Frequency analysis result (top 20 node)
North Korean
children’s rights

N

R

North Korean
children’s welfare

N

1

North Korea

1,652

2

human rights

823

1

support

1,520

2

North Korean defectors

3

South Korea

1,397

739

3

North Korea

4

972

child

669

4

youth

819

5

protect

619

5

child

786

6

support

599

6

symbol

660

R

113

7

United Nations

577

7

disabled

660

8

UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child

565

8

song

651

9

government

554

9

welfare

498

10

children

520

10

children

486

11

China

452

11

protect

478

12

youth

449

12

business

466

13

female

426

13

history

438

14

relation

425

14

government

426

15

world

419

15

mother-child

406

16

convention

405

16

user

406

17

Japan

403

17

relation

405

18

nation

393

18

object

404

19

discrimination

389

19

society

394

20

society

377

20

nation

381

As shown in Table 1, the result of frequency analysis on keywords related to North
Korean children's rights, a total of 25,852 keywords were extracted, and among them,
target nodes were selected based on 20 keywords. In addition, as a result of frequency
analysis on the keywords related to North Korean children's welfare, a total of 29,255
keywords were extracted, and among them, target nodes were selected based on 20
keywords. Table. 1 shows the top 20 keywords in the frequency analysis results for
keywords excluding search terms. As a result of frequency analysis on North Korean
children's rights, North Korea (1,652) was the most frequent, followed by human rights
(823, South Korea (739), and child (669). On the other hand, in North Korean child
welfare, support (1,520) was the most frequent, followed by North Korean defectors
(1,397), North Korean (972), and youth (819).
3.2

A keyword network analysis of North Korean children’s rights and
welfare

The macro-level network structure for North Korean children’s rights is shown in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. North Korean children’s rights

As a result of analyzing the structural characteristics of network analysis in North
Korean children's rights, the nodes were 20, the density was .979, the average degree
was 18.600, the average connection distance was 1.021, the number of components was
1, the diameter was 2, and the network centralization was 26.597%.
As a result of testing the statistical significance of the network of North Korean children's rights, the average sampling distribution of the network data was 56.6579 and
the standard error was 3.2331. As a result of calculating the Z-score, the probability
that the network data for integration early childhood education and childcare are greater
than the Z-score is 0.0002 at Z = 6.9462, and the relationship between the network data
at the significance level of 5%.
The macro-level network structure for North Korean children’s welfare is shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. North Korean children’s welfare

As a result of analyzing the structural characteristics of network analysis in North
Korean children's welfare, the nodes were 20, the density was .779, the average degree
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was 14.800, the average connection distance was 1.221, the number of components was
1, the diameter was 2, and the network centralization was 12.169%.
As a result of testing the statistical significance of the network of North Korean children's welfare, the average sampling distribution of the network data was 295.6526 and
the standard error was 37.2516. As a result of calculating the Z-score, the probability
that the network data for integration early childhood education and childcare are greater
than the Z-score is 0.0044 at Z = 3.3800, and the relationship between the network data
at the significance level of 5%.
In order to examine the micro-level network characteristics of North Korean children’s rights and welfare, we conducted a centrality analysis of the top 20 keywords,
and the results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Frequency analysis result (top 20 node)
North Korean
children’s rights

Degree

N

North Korean
children’s welfare

Degree

1

North Korea

40.022

14

government

16.149

2

human rights

23.506

10

children

12.283

4

child

19.627

5

child

12.118

9

government

18.325

15

mother-child

8.850

3

South Korea

17.119

3

North Korea

6.041

7

United Nations

16.379

1

support

5.553

5

protect

15.529

11

protect

5.521

10

children

14.021

17

relation

5.221

17

Japan

13.788

19

society

4.151

19

discrimination

13.309

9

welfare

4.120

8

UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child

13.213

2

North Korean defectors

2.718

13

female

12.843

18

object

1.756

11

China

12.719

4

youth

1.415

15

World

12.034

20

nation

1.261

16

convention

11.225

7

disabled

1.047

14

relation

10.170

12

business

0.934

6

support

9.471

6

symbol

0.774

12

youth

8.374

8

song

0.729

20

society

8.292

16

user

0.609

18

nation

5.126

13

history

0.524

N

As shown in Table 2, the results of the centrality analysis of keyword network on for
North Korean children's rights and welfare were based on the top 20 keywords and the
standardized values were used to take into account the influence of the network scale.
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The centrality analysis excluding the search terms showed that the highest degree centrality was North Korea (40.022), followed by human rights (23.506), child (19.627),
government (18.325), South Korea (17.119), United Nations (16.379), protect (15.529),
children (14.021), Japan (13.788), and discrimination (13.309) in North Korean children's rights, while the highest degree centrality was government (16.149), followed by
children (12.283), child (12.118), mother-child (8.850), North Korea (6.041), support
(5.553), protect (5.521), relation (5.521), society (4.151), and welfare (4.120) in North
Korean children's welfare.

4

Conclusions

The purpose of this study is to provide basic data for policies related to North Korean
children's rights and welfare by looking at the social perception of North Korean children's rights and welfare through keyword network analysis. The results of this study
are as follows.
First, the result of frequency analysis North Korea was the most frequent, followed
by human rights, South Korea, and child in North Korean children's rights, while support was the most frequent, followed by North Korean defectors, North Korean, and
youth in North Korean child welfare.
Second, the results of network analysis on North Korean children’s rights and welfare are summarized in two. First of all, analysis of structural attributes for network
analysis in North Korean children's rights showed 20 nodes, density of .979, average
degree of 18.600, average connection distance of 1.021, component number of 1, diameter of 2, networks centralization of 26.597% respectively. ‘North Korea’, ‘human
rights’, ‘child’, ‘government’, ‘South Korea’, ‘United Nations’, ‘protect’, ‘children’,
‘Japan’, and ‘discrimination’ among the keywords that appeared in North Korean children's rights are high in the centrality indicators such as connection centrality. In other
words, the main keywords of North Korean children's rights can be seen as ‘human
rights’, ‘government’, ‘United Nations’, ‘protect’, and ‘discrimination’. Based on these
keywords, we can identify keywords with high connection strength to North Korean
children's rights. Therefore, it was found that the theoretical discussion of North Korean
children's rights was centered on ‘human rights protect’, ‘Anti-discrimination policy’.
Next, analysis of structural attributes for network analysis in North Korean children's
welfare showed 20 nodes, density of .779, average degree of 14.800, average connection distance of 1.221, component number of 1, diameter of 2, networks centralization
of 12.169% respectively. In addition, ‘government’, ‘children’, ‘child’, ‘mother-child’,
‘North Korea’, ‘support’, ‘protect’, ‘relation’, ‘society’, and ‘welfare’ among the keywords that appeared in North Korean children's welfare are high in the centrality indicators such as connection centrality. In other words, the main keywords of North Korean children's welfare can be seen as ‘mother-child’, ‘support’, ‘protect’, ‘relation’,
‘society’, and ‘welfare’. Based on these keywords, we can identify keywords with high
connection strength to North Korean children's welfare. Therefore, it was found that
the theoretical discussion of North Korean children's welfare was centered on ‘Promoting mother-child relationships’, ‘welfare support’ , and ‘social protection’.
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These results suggest that ‘North Korea’, ‘child’, ‘protect’, ‘support’, ‘government’,
‘children’, ‘youth’, ‘relation’, ‘nation’, and ‘society’ are key keywords in both North
Korean children's rights and welfare. Therefore, North Korean children and government protection and support should be considered important in making North Korean
children's rights and welfare policies. In this study, it is meaningful to grasp the key
keywords related to North Korean children's rights and welfare by using keyword network analysis and to grasp specific tendency of North Korean children's rights and welfare.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to analyze the main topics of media
reports reported in the last 15 years (2005-2019) regarding low birth rates. To
this end, 70,488 related news reports reported in 15 years were used. By applying
the LAD technique, we extracted the topic of low fertility phenomenon and analyzed the major issues every 5 years. As a result of the study, the main words
cited in the low birth rate media articles were fertility rates, children, housing,
jobs, services, etc., and divided into 3 cycles divided into 5 year cycles from
2005. The second cycle passes women, children, gender equality, and future society, but the third cycle expands into an aging society, life cycle, and jobs, and
it can be seen that the contents related to low birth rate gradually expand to problems related to life in general. It was found that women-related problems were
prominent, and that this suggests that the low birth rate policy is a national system
that improves human happiness and the quality of life throughout life, beyond
simply supporting childcare.
Keywords: Low Birth Rate, Press, Big Data, Topic Modeling Analysis

1

Introduction

Koreans have been experiencing low fertility rates, where the fertility rate is below the
population replacement level for more than 30 years, and entered ultra-low birth countries in 2001 [1]. In the future, the population wall will become a reality, and the total
population will decrease within a few years, and the decline will accelerate, and in 2065,
the elderly population is expected to reverse the production-age population [2]. The
progress of low fertility leads to a decrease in the size of the population and a weakening
of the national growth engine and competitiveness due to the imbalance of the demographic structure, a slowdown in the national economic growth due to a decrease in the
productive population, an increase in the burden of social security equipment for the
production age group, and social problems due to imbalance between generations. It
sparked concerns over a wide range of crises [3-5].
As the national crisis theory of low birth rate was raised, the movement to find a
cause for not giving birth and a solution to give birth was heated. Although approaches
to countering low birth rates have been around for a long time, the clues to solving them
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are becoming more unclear. In this regard, low fertility is mentioned as one of the social
phenomena [6, 7] that reveals complexity, uncertainty and instability. Social phenomena and problems have many components constituting the system create new collective
traits through self-organization, and constantly fluctuate and dynamic evolution occurs
in the network [8]. The low birth rate is moving through our environment, institutions,
organizations, the media, policies, institutions, research, and networks and communication among members of society, and our society is constantly generating abundant
discussions on this phenomenon.
Discussion of the low birth rate should be conducted in terms of structure and function of the interpretation and opinion of the members. In our society, it is necessary to
try to improve the understanding of phenomena by comprehensively reviewing the numerous issues that are created in relation to the low birth rate and the objects, concepts,
and languages discussed. It is necessary to pursue an objective basis such as technical
statistics, a subjective basis starting from personal experience, and a mutually subjective basis based on social consensus, to pursue mutual objectivity that is dynamic, communicative, and mutually defined in a huge context [6].
To understand the low birth rate, a dynamic and complex situation, the study seeks
to analyze news articles [9] that show how these issues develop, with a focus on various
problems and conflicts in society. Topic modeling technique is an analysis method for
identifying topics presented in a document, assuming that one document is a mixture
of topics [10]. It divides a lot of data into minimal meaningful units to identify the
central theme [11-13], and can help you understand the phenomena through discovery
of hidden structures in documents, extracting related words, identifying similarities and
differences in topics, and comparing them by timing.
Thus, this study will draw the topical features of the press reports related to the low
birthrate, examine the overall trends of issues, policies and discourse in our society,
analyze the characteristics and structure of objects or concepts that are focused, and
compare them over time. By analyzing the trend of topics related to low birth rates, we
want to expand our understanding of the status quo and contribute to the creation of
multifaceted policies and follow-up research.
The research questions for the purpose of this study are as follows.
1. What is the main topic of media coverage regarding the low birthrate?
2. What changes do media reports indicate depending on the timing of the low
birthrate?

2

Research Method
2.1 Data Collection

The study collected news articles related to the low birthrate reported for 15 years
(January 2005 to March 2019) through the Korea Press Promotion Foundation's Big
Kinds System (https://www.kinds.or.kr/), a media information database. The database
is building a news gathering system that integrates articles from 53 media outlets, including the comprehensive daily, economic, regional daily and broadcasting companies. After searching for articles including the words "low birth" in the Big system, they
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were saved in the R statistical package, and were selected for analysis except for articles
with overlapping titles. In addition, for the purpose of comparing by timing, the fiveyear cycle of the "Basic Law on Low Birth and Aging Society" was set up in 2005 and
the Presidential Committee on Low Birth and Aging Society was launched, the first
"Basic Plan for Low Birth and Aging Society" (2006-2010), the second Plan for Low
Birth and Aging Society (2016-2020), and the announcement of a roadmap for low birth
rate [14]. The number of articles to be analyzed by timing totaled 70,488 with 13,550
in 2005-2009, 22,492 in 2010-2014, and 34,446 in 2015-2019.
2.2 Data processing
The collected article was entered after word refining. First, words were refined in
the calibration work, and the second control work had the same words in one word (e.g.,
daycare, childcare facilities/education costs, tuition/welfare, health and welfare, health
and welfare ministries, etc.) that were different in detail. The 362 words list, corrected
and controlled through the first refining process, was reviewed for appropriateness by
three professors. As a result of the review of appropriateness, experts presented unified
opinions on 60 types of words, reflecting them, and incorporated them into 28 types
and then modified them to the final 330 words.2.
2.3 Data analysis
Data analysis was performed using the R program for Topic Model Topic modeling
is a non-supervised method that minimizes researchers' perception of what topics the
article contains without prior knowledge of the content, making it useful to organize
long-term, vast amounts of data around the subject [12]. To implement the topical modeling of big data, the study leveraged the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to deduce
the parameters of the probability distribution from which the raw data was generated
from the observed data to discover the key topics of vast text [13] and to identify the
interrelationships between topics. The number of topics was chosen by the researchers
to specify random numbers, taking into account the interpretability and suitability of
the field. After reviewing the correlation between the number of topics and the level of
confusion, the number of topics was set to 17 for which the level of confusion decreased
continuously and analyzed. Of the 17 topics, the top 7 topics of the Topic Probability
Distributions (p > 0.45) were selected and the topic names were given by reviewing the
configuration words for each topic.

3

Results

We looked at the top 20 words detected throughout 15 years and by timing to look
at the words that often appear in the low birthrate articles. The analysis of the words
"Korea" (total 18,062 times), "birth rate" (total 14,233 times), "affiliate" (total 11,342
times), "child" (total 10,767 times) and "president 10,609 times) showed high frequency
over the entire period. The following are the topics that analyze the words that appear
in the article on the low birthrate by cycle.
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3.1 Analysis of the Topics of the 1st, 2005-2009 Articles.
The main words for each topic extracted from an article reported from 2005 to 2009
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Key concepts and topics in 2005-2009
Concept

Words
President, government, nation, candidate, Korea, society,
economy, Prime Minister, politics, Grand National Party,

Topic1

National challenges
Commitment, Person, country, election, lawmaker, solution, future, World, representation
Korea, economy, Japan, Enterprise, government, invest,

Topic2

World trends

America, society, growth, World, market, Aging society,
labor, country, dollar, future, China, industry, View
population, increase, decrease, Fertility rate, Korea, fe-

Birth-rate and Popu-

male, furniture, Aging society, World ration, View

lation Outlook

Elderly, newborn baby, Research, prediction, Japan

Topic3
Seoul, birth
Support, Child, provision, infertility, Insurance, descendant, Expansion, Pregnancy, hospital, a newborn baby,
Topic4

birth support system
family, Business, Work, Government, health, mothers,
Childbirth incentive, Day care Center, Burden
Government, counterplan, Budget, Support, Propulsion,
the expansion of gov-

Expansion, minister, plan, the public, resources of

ernment-led policies

money, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Society, Presi-

Topic5
dent, Burden, National Assembly, system, Work
school, student, Education, Reduction, university, Class,
a change in the edu-

kindergarten, teacher, plan, Area, High school, the De-

cational population

partment of Education, garden, Education Office, Work,

Topic6
school year, elementary school student, operation
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Child, family, Society, the female sex, descendant, overcome
Topic7

Family and Women

upbringing, Korea, marriage, man and wife, Government,
parents, the birth rate, Pregnancy, Support, Day care Center,. school, a person, a newborn baby

The main topics from 2005 to 2009 were 'National Solving Challenges', 'Preparation
for the World's Future Society', 'Analysis of Birth Rate and Population Forecast', 'Birth
Assistance System', 'Extension of Government-led Measures', 'Changing the Population' and 'Family and Women'. Media reports from 2005 to 2009 highlighted the advent
of the low birthrate era due to statistical surveys on the birth rate and a decrease in the
number of people in education. Seeing this phenomenon as a crisis facing the nation, it
represented the trend of exploring other countries' social movements and response strategies amid the global trend toward an aged society. At the same time, it was discussed
to focus on families and women, and to establish a system to support childbirth itself,
which could confirm that there were many voices calling for the government to take the
lead.
3.2

Analysis of the Topics of the 2nd, 2010-2014 Articles.

The main words for each topic extracted from an article reported from 2010 to 2014
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Key concepts and topics in 2010-2014
Concept

Words
Government, President, Welfare, Candidate, Budget, Korea, Support, Society, National Assembly, Democratic

Topic1

politics issue

Party, child care expenses, pledge, Country, Grand National Party
Representative, Expansion, Child care
Support, Child, Expansion, family, descendant, provision, child care expenses, Business, Budget, Target,

Support System for
Topic2

Work, Income, upbringing, Burden, a newborn baby, Day
Birth and Child Care
care Center, Government, furniture, man and wife, Childbirth incentive
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Child, family, marriage, Korea, Society, children, the female sex, descendant, a person, man and wife, upbringconsideration of qualTopic3

ing, parents
ity of life
Happiness, Pregnancy, Work, love, health, Mom, Education the masculine gender
Housing, real property, furniture, Population, Government, Society, Korea, Supply, Area, an aged society,
the pursuit of housing

Topic4

City, Increase
stability
market, Business, Seoul Metropolitan Area, Seoul, Work,
Propulsion, Welfare, Change
Population, Reduction, Increase, Korea, an aged society

Topic5

Birth Rate Analysis

an old man, the birth rate, the female sex, furniture, Out-

and Population Fore-

look, Ration, Society, marriage, single tax, employed per-

cast

son, expectation, a numerical statement, Record, a newborn baby, productive population
Korea, Government, Economy, Society, Japan, the pub-

Preparing for the Fu-

lic, Welfare, Country, an aged society, job, President,

ture of the World

world, Growth, Corporation, Population, Future, the

Topic6
United States, Increase, Labor, Expansion
Society, Government, Korea, Insurance, an aged society,
an annual pension, Corporation, the public, National penthe foundation of an
Topic7

sion, an, old man, Service, Economy, Welfare, Country,
aged society
Investment, Support, President, the female sex, job, Expansion

The topics derived from 2010 to 2014 are "key political issues," "birth and child
support systems," "consideration of quality of life," "seeking housing stability," "an
analysis of fertility rates and population prospects," "preparing for the future of the
world" and "the foundation of an aged society." Similar to 2005-2009, the analysis of
the birth rate and future population trends was frequently mentioned in articles from
2010 to 2014, and the current situations and countermeasures of each country were
introduced in conjunction with the areas of politics, economy, society and labor. The
low birthrate has also been found to be a key topic in the government's welfare policy
and party pledges. Meanwhile, reports on the low birth rate in this period expanded
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from support for women, pregnancy and childbirth, and the whole life was discussed,
including upbringing, housing stability, health, work and happiness. In addition, as the
aging phenomenon was mentioned in line with the low birthrate, the topic was composed of keywords on the basis of an aged society, such as welfare, services and jobs.
3.3 Analysis of the Topics of the 3rd, 2015-2019 Articles.
The main words for each topic extracted from an article reported from 2015 to 2019 are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Key concepts and topics in 2015-2019
Concept

Words
National pension, Insurance, an annual pension, Government, an old man, the public, Income, Burden, an aged

the foundation of an
Topic1

society, Society, Korea, Assurance, System, descendant,

aged society
Welfare, inside the room, Impression, Criteria, Fund, provision
school, Student, Education, Day care Center, university,
kindergarten, Child, Reduction, Support, the Department
a change in the eduTopic2

of, Education, Class, Area, teacher, Government, Place,
cational population
children, High school, operation, classroom, educational
expenses
Budget, Government, job, Support, President, Expansion,
a government-led

National Assembly, counterplan, the public, a budget bill,

support system

Welfare, Compilation, Business, provision, Child, In-

Topic3
come, Youth, Work, child allowance
the female sex, upbringing, Government, Child, Parental,
efforts for gender

leave, family, Support, Society, marriage, descendant,

equality

time, the birth rate, Korean, the masculine gender, Sys-

Topic4
tem, counterplan, Work, Expansion, Corporation, work
the pursuit of housing

a newly married couple, Housing, Support, Supply, Res-

stability

idence, descendant, Seoul Metropolitan Area,, real prop-

Topic5
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erty, Youth, Government,, Expansion, Business, Happiness House, marriage, plan, Propulsion
Population, Reduction, the birth rate, a newborn baby,

Topic6

Analysis of Birth

Korea, Increase, an aged society, the female sex, mar-

Rate and Population

riage, Record, Society, Outlook, Criteria, an old man,

Forecast

Area, a, numerical statement, counterplan Marriage, Nationwide
job, Business, Support, Area, plan, Society, Government,
Work, Youth, Expansion, Creation, Enhance, City,, Pop-

Topic7

life-cycle support
ulation, operation, Welfare, an aged society, Corporation,
Economy

Topics derived from media coverage during this period were "the basis of an aged
society," "the change in the number of people in education," "the government-led support system," "the effort for gender equality," "the pursuit of housing stability," "the
analysis of fertility rates and the prospect of population" and "the support based on the
life cycle." In 2015-2019 articles, findings on birth and population trends were also
presented, and basic data explaining population reduction and aging were presented. At
the same time, a series of articles on the subject of changes in educational institutions
and future prospects in response to the declining number of education people formed a
pulse. Despite the continuous coverage of articles on housing stability and the laying
of the foundation for an aged society, the view was expanded to support young people,
jobs, welfare, the region, and the economy. And while "female" is still a major keyword,
the trend to deal with the movement toward establishing gender equality culture, such
as "male," "child leave," "institution," "system," "work" and "work," is also found, indicating that the view of low birth rates is widening. The topics on government-level
support systems also confirmed that access to the macro system is continuously pursued.

4

Conclusions

The South Korean government defines the low birth rate as a national crisis to overcome the low birth rate, and despite a flurry of policies and support, Korea is still a very
low birth rate country. In this study, we hoped to study the low birthrate from a macro
perspective and explore the relevance between various factors. To this end, the government aims to analyze the major topics of media reports on the low birth rate for the past
15 years (from 2005 to 2019). To this end, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LAD) technique was applied to 70,488 related news reports for 15 years to extract topics of low
birth rate phenomenon and to analyze major issues every five years. Based on the research results, the following are discussed.
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First, the most frequently mentioned words in 70,488 articles were "Korea," "job,"
"birthrate," "president," "relative," "child," "service," "aged society," "newborn" and
"story" words. And as 2019 progressed, the word 'difficulty' was mentioned. Second,
the topics reported in the press from 2005 to 2009 were named 'National Solving Challenges', 'Preparation for the World's Future Society', 'Birth Rate Analysis and Population Forecast', 'Birth Support System', 'Extension of the Government-led Measures',
'Changing the Population' and 'Family and Women's Ideology'. Taking this phenomenon as a crisis facing the country, the establishment of a system that focuses on family
and women and supports childbirth itself was discussed. Third, the topics on low birth
rates reported by the press from 2010 to 2014 were named 'key political issues', 'birth
and child support system', 'consideration of quality of life', 'seeking housing stability',
'an analysis of fertility rate and population outlook', 'preparing for the future of the
world's society' and 'the foundation of an aged society'. Analysis of the birth rate and
future population trends were frequently mentioned, and the current situation and countermeasures of each country were introduced in addition to the areas of politics, economy, society and labor. In addition, as the aging phenomenon was mentioned in conjunction with the low birthrate, the topic was composed of keywords on the basis of an
aged society, such as welfare, services and jobs. Fourth, the topics related to the low
birthrate, reported in the media from 2015 to 2019, were "the basis of an aged society,"
"the change in the education population," "the government-led support system," "the
pursuit of gender equality," "the prospect of housing stability," "the analysis of fertility
rates and the prospect of population" and "support according to the life cycle."
If there were many topics related to changes in educational institutions, such as the
birth rate, children, parents, support, and policies, such as care, childcare, and family
support through the prospects of education institutions, the views are gradually expanded to support the entire life of young people, jobs, welfare, regions, and the economy, even as articles on housing stability are continuously reported. And many keywords related to "women" have been found, so have the flow to deal with the movement
to establish a gender equality culture. This may suggest that the research on low birth
rates should not simply support child care and care, or raise the birth rate, but should
come up with policies from a life-long macro-level perspective that will improve the
quality of life and ensure happiness throughout life.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to develop a college student's creativity and personality evaluation scale using
Delphi survey. For this study, 20 experts in the field of creativity and personality were selected as panels, and the
4th Delphi survey was used to develop the scale for the evaluation of creativity and character for college students.
The Delphi survey was conducted three times to calculate the descriptive statistics of the mean, standard deviation,
skewness, and quartiles. In addition, content validity, coefficient of variation, degree of consensus, and degree of
convergence were derived to correct or delete the content of the evaluation scale based on the opinions of the expert
panel. This study analyzed the opinions of the expert panel to derive two evaluation areas and five evaluation criteria
consisting of creativity (cognitive factor, disposition factor, motivation factor) and personality (virtuality, core
competencies). In addition, through expansion of thinking, convergence of thinking, problem solving ability,
openness, independence, curiosity and interest, immersion, eg, filial piety, honesty, responsibility, respect,
consideration, communication, cooperation, knowledge of personality practice, communication skills, conflict
resolution. A final draft of the creativity and personality scale for college students, consisting of 18 evaluation
indicators and 90 evaluation questions, was developed. The creative and personality evaluation scale for college
students developed through this study is expected to provide important implications for the academic development
and qualitative improvement of the creative and personality areas.
Keywords: creativity and personality, evaluation scale, college students, creativity and personality experts, Delphi
survey

1

Introduction

We have to live in the reality of the first industrial revolution that began with mechanization, the second industrial
revolution in which mass production using electricity began in earnest, and the third industrial revolution led by the
computer information and automation production system, through robots or artificial intelligence. As such, we are at
the center of the fourth industry and it is time for us to make efforts to improve our capabilities appropriate to this era.
With the expansion of new technologies such as AI and big data in the era of the fourth industrial revolution, AI cannot
be acquired, but humans must develop their warm personality and creativity. In other words, the ability to communicate
and empathize with each other based on respect and consideration has become a key age.
Future scientists, in particular, cite the "creativity" of the human resources of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, such
as the sensitivity of discovering and detecting widespread thinking and problems such as fluency, flexibility, originality,
and sophistication, the "creative ability" to transform and reinterpret existing concepts, and the "creative nature and
self-regulation" of task-obsession, consideration, challenge, leadership, etc. [1, 2].
These capabilities were generally used to mean the ability to perform a specific job role, but the meaning was extended
to a wide range of capacity to cope with the complex problems that arise in modern society while expanding the scope
of the OECD DeSeCo Project to lead a successful life in modern society [3]. Thus, the core competency of future social
talent was changed to fostering talent with all the capabilities required by modern society.
In response, college education is focusing more on fostering talent with creativity and personality, which is the core
competency of future talent, in traditional education centers that focus on knowledge and skill acquisition. Creativity
and personality education has become a key part of education in Korea since 2009 when the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology presented creative and personality education as the main policy of national development
strategy [4, 5]. Creativity and personality education are fostering both creativity and character so that creativity can be
expressed in the right persona, stressing that the direction of education policy should be transformed into education that
fosters future talent living with the creation of new values [6]. As the pace of change in society changes rapidly,
creativity and personality skills are becoming more prominent in the field of college education.
Just as creativity and character were already having an important influence on college education, it is also necessary
to consider whether or not creativity and personality areas should be evaluated and desirable for future direction of
creative personality education. In other words, in order for creative and personality nature education to be reborn as a
quality education in college education, it is necessary that a reasonable and reliable evaluation should be made based
on a correct understanding of the evaluation and diagnosis of creativity and character.
In the preceding study, the study on creativity of college students is mainly about developing and applying programs
related to creativity and character [7], and when looking at evaluation scale for creativity and character measurement,
1
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it is mainly about evaluating the general areas of creativity and personality based on a general perspective [8-10]. In
other words, few studies have been conducted on the development of evaluation scale that can directly measure and
evaluate the concept of 'creative' character' for college students [11].
The purpose of this study is to develop a measure of creativity and character evaluation for college students using
Delphi survey. The measure of creativity and personality for college students developed through this study is judged to
be meaningful in finding the direction and value that creative and personalityistic academic fields should pursue in the
future. It is also expected that this study will provide implications for the development of the creative and personality
nature areas and for the enhancement of quality levels, and provide significant data on the academic development of
the creativity and personality evaluation fields. Specific research details to achieve the objectives of this study are as
follows.
First, check the development direction of creative and personality evaluation measures for college students.
Second, the final measure of creativity and personality evaluation for college students will be developed.

2

Research Method

2.1

Research Subject

Based on the Delphi survey, this study selected experts in creativity, character and evaluation as the panel to be
studied. The criteria for organizing the panels that are studied in this study are as follows. First, the panel of experts,
the subjects of the study, based on their creativity, personality, and academic nature of the evaluation, involved
authoritative experts from various fields of academia. Second, the panel included professors majoring in the above field
and field experts to develop evaluation measures that reflect theory and practice on creativity and character. Third,
experts' panel was selected through an in-depth review based on their expertise, performance and experience. In
addition, 20 panel members were selected to reduce the recovery rate and minimize errors in the survey results. A
number of evaluation measures developed using Delphi survey [1-3] selected 20 expert panels and selected 20 expert
panels in this study.
First, after drawing up a list of experts suitable for the panel selection criteria of this study, five creative and
personality experts with PhDs were reviewed for suitability. Subsequent calls and e-mails were used to guide the
purpose of this research and the procedure for conducting the research and then asked for participation. From the first
Delphi survey, a total of 20 experts participated in this study, but the subsequent two panels dropped out of the study
and 18 (90.0%) participated in the first and fourth Delphi surveys. The general background of the Delphi survey study
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. General characteristics of the expert panel.
Age Gender

Age Gender

Gob

Major

Final education

sociology

doctor

10

43

female

Professor Child Studies

doctor

11

51

female

Professor

12

53

female

doctor

13

35

female researcher Social Policy

doctor

14

54

female

1

49

male

researcher

2

37

female

researcher

Gob

Social

Major

Final education
doctor

Social

welfare

doctor
welfare

Early
Fashion
3

38

female

Professor

Childhood

doctor

Professor

doctor
Marketing

Education
Early
4

40

female

Professor

Childhood

doctor

Education
Social
5

49

female

Professor
welfare

Child Family
Professor

doctor
Studies

2
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Early
6

45

female

Professor

Child Studies

doctor

15

44

female

Professor

Childhood

doctor

Education
7

35

female

Professor

8

42

female

Administrator

9

57

male

education

doctor

16

49

female

Professor

education

doctor

doctor

17

42

female

Professor

education

doctor

doctor

18

45

male

Professor

Social
welfare
Computer

2.2

Professor
Science

Art
doctor
engineering

Research Tools

2.2.1 Primary Delphi Survey Questionnaire
In the first Delphi survey, the questionnaire was organized with open and closed questions to identify the direction
of development of creative and personality evaluation measures for college students. The free speech preparation and
suggestion of expert panels is essential for developing the evaluation scale, and for an in-depth understanding of expert
panels [1-3]. The open question in the Delphi survey provided an opportunity for various and widespread perceptions
of the questions on the panel of experts, thus meeting the purpose of the development direction of the primary Delphi
survey in this study [4]. The first Delphi survey questionnaire was composed of questions such as evaluation categories
and criteria for developing creative and personality evaluation measures for college students, reasons for selecting
evaluation elements, and opinions on developing evaluation measures for college students. The first Delphi survey
questionnaire consisting of the above contents was commissioned by five creative and personality experts with Ph.D.s,
and examined the validity of the content and composition of the first Delphi survey questionnaire, appropriateness of
the response method, suitability to the use of terms, and understanding of the questions.
2.2.2 Second Delphi Survey Questionnaire

Based on the response results from the first Delphi survey, the first draft of the evaluation scale was
constructed and the second Delphi survey questionnaire was produced to collect opinions from the expert
panel. In the second Delphi survey questionnaire, two evaluation categories, five evaluation criteria, and 18
evaluation indicators were constructed based on the opinions of expert panels replying through the first
Delphi survey, related literature, and the results of prior research, and 647 evaluation questions were
configured to measure them. The second Delphi survey was required to have a panel of experts evaluate the
appropriateness of developing creative and personality evaluation measures for college students, which were
constructed through the first results. The second Delphi survey questionnaire consisted of flat questions and
was designed to be flat on a five-point Likert scale, and included other comments to provide additional expert
panel feedback for each flat-set table. In addition, the evaluation scale also helped to improve understanding
of expert panels by summarizing the composition and content of the first draft, and terms that could be used
to refer to the evaluation. The second Delphi survey questionnaire, consisting of the above contents, was
commissioned by five creative and personality experts with Ph.D.s to review their validity.
2.2.3 Third Delphi Survey Questionnaire

The third Delphi survey was intended by a panel of experts to share the results of the second Delphi
survey and to reach an agreement on the results of the survey. In other words, a measure of creativity and
character evaluation for college students whose appropriateness was verified through an expert panel was
also implemented to develop a second draft. The third Delphi survey questionnaire was constructed based
on the results of the second Delphi survey responded by a panel of experts. Technical statistics (average,
standard deviation, skewness, quartile) for each item were returned to individual expert panels in a
questionnaire, and the expert panel corrected, incorporated, or deleted the lower-biased question (skewness
> .0) than the average or the distribution of responses [1-3]. The response results of the expert panel and the
opinions of the expert panel raised through other comments have been compiled to modify the question on
the scale, and overlapping questions have gone through the process of integration and reorganization process.
The third Delphi survey questionnaire comprised two evaluation categories, five evaluation criteria and 18
evaluation indicators, and 159 evaluation questions were constructed to measure them. The third Delphi
3
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survey questionnaire consisted of flat questions and was designed to be flat on a five-point Likert scale, and
included other comments to provide additional expert panel feedback for each flat-set table. The third Delphi
survey questionnaire, consisting of the above contents, was commissioned by five creative and personality
experts with PhDs to review their validity.
2.2.4 Fourth Delphi Survey Questionnaire

The fourth Delphi survey was intended by a panel of experts to share the results of the third Delphi survey
and to reach an agreement on the results of the survey. Although evaluation tools are usually developed
through the third Delphi survey process, this study had difficulties in the process of integrating and
reorganizing the questions, as many details of developing questions on expert panels were presented in the
first Delphi ancestor. This led to four rounds of Delphi surveys. The 4th Delphi survey questionnaire
comprised two evaluation categories, five evaluation criteria, and 18 evaluation indicators, and 90 evaluation
questions to measure them. The 4th Delphi survey questionnaire consisted of flat questions and was designed
to be flat on a five-point Likert scale. The third Delphi survey questionnaire, consisting of the above contents,
was commissioned by five creative and personality experts with PhDs to review their validity.
2.3

Research Procedure

Using prior research related to this study and focus group interviews, preliminary research was conducted to check
the validity of the contents of the preliminary 1st Delphi survey questionnaire, which was composed of the preliminary
1st Delphi survey questionnaire [5] based on the expert's opinion on the direction of developing creative and personality
evaluation measures for college students. The preliminary survey was conducted in February 2019 on five early
childhood education experts with PhDs. After collecting opinions from childhood education experts through
preliminary surveys, the first Delphi survey questionnaire was finally formed by modifying and supplementing the
questionnaire.

The first Delphi survey produced an open questionnaire related to the development of a scale of creativity
and personality evaluation for college students and distributed it to the subjects by e-mail. The first Delphi
survey was conducted for about two weeks from April 1, 2018 to April 14, 2018.
The response results of expert panels collected from the first Delphi survey were analyzed to nominate the
evaluation scale, and the secondary questionnaire was constructed by modifying and supplementing the
indicator content. The second questionnaire was designed to be flat on a five-point Likert scale, and the
conformity and appropriateness of the evaluation area, evaluation criteria, evaluation indicators, and
evaluation questions for college students were verified. The second Delphi survey was conducted for about
two weeks from May 10 to May 23, 2018 and was distributed in E-mail the same way as the first Delphi
survey before receiving the experts' responses. During the investigation, experts' panel participation was
frequently encouraged by using methods such as telephone, text and e-mail to prevent omission of expert
panels.
The results of the second Delphi survey were analyzed to modify and supplement the evaluation area,
evaluation criteria, evaluation indicators, and evaluation questions, and the response results for each item
were statistically processed and the third Delphi survey questionnaire was organized. The third questionnaire
was also designed to be flat on a five-point Likert scale, and the evaluation area, category, evaluation criteria,
and evaluation index representation, clarity, and integration of the measures of creativity and personality for
college students were to be responded to. The third Delphi survey was conducted for about two weeks from
June 12, 2018 to June 25, 2018, and the responses of experts were retrieved after distributing them in E-mail
the same way as the first and second Delphi surveys. Similar to the second Delphi survey, experts' panel
participation was encouraged from time to time by using methods such as telephone, text and e-mail to
prevent missing expert panels during the investigation.
The fourth Delphi survey was conducted for about two weeks from August 5 to June 18, 2018, and was
then distributed in E-mail the same way as the first and third Delphi surveys, and the responses of experts
were retrieved. The results of the fourth Delphi survey were analyzed to modify and supplement the
evaluation area, evaluation criteria, evaluation indicators, and evaluation questions, and the final plan of the
creative and personality nature evaluation measures developed through the above process was finalized.
2.4

Data Analysis

In this study, the contents analysis and the SPS 23.0 Program for Window were used for analysis of data
according to the development process of creative and personality evaluation measures for college students.
First, the qualitative data collected through the first Delphi survey was compiled by the contents analysis
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through SWOT analysis. Quantitative data collected from the 2nd and 4th Delphi surveys were calculated
by scoring and statistically processing the equilibrium values of each question. In addition, as proposed by
[1], the dodo was calculated to check the tendency of the distribution to the response, and the degree of
agreement of the response was confirmed by checking the quartile to determine the density of the response
distribution. In addition, the results of the 2nd or 3rd Delphi survey were verified and the 5th Delphi survey
results were deleted, corrected, and incorporated questions of less than 4.00 average or greater than or equal
to or greater than a five-point scale, questions not compatible with each other as proposed by [2], and other
opinions on the panel of experts that were not appropriate, if the CVR was lower than .42 or greater than or
greater than or greater than or higher.

3

Results

3.1

Research on the direction of development of creative and personality evaluation measures for college
students

Experts' opinions for developing a scale of creativity and personality evaluation for college students presented
through the first Delphi survey are summarized as content analysis through the SWOT analysis method. Experts'
opinions on the direction of developing creative and personality evaluation scale for college students were analyzed as
follows.
First, the strengths of developing creative and personality evaluation scale for college students were 'strength to
present inspection norms that fit the steps of college students', 'strength of presenting objective inspection indicators for
creative and personality nature education contents', 'strength of directional trend of creative and personal convergence
educational contents and strength of result exchange', 'strength of cultural, artistic and creative, and personality factors'
factors of multi-faceted characterization, and characterization factors.
Second, weaknesses in the development of creative and personality evaluation scale for college students were
'weakness on the absence of a clear concept of creativity and character integration', 'weakness on the subjectivity of
experts' intervention in the evaluation of creative and personality education content', 'weakness on the spot difficulty of
inspection and evaluation of specific areas', difficulty of 'weakness of the evaluation scale developed by choice of
specific areas' and analysis. Third, the opportunity to develop creative and personality evaluation scale for college
students was the opportunity to 'enhance diverse perceptions of culture, art, creativity, and character', 'provide a new
paradigm for establishing new surveyors', 'creation, personality evaluation and inspection', 'opportunity to enhance the
speciality of creative and personality nature education contents', 'opportunity for the expansion of creative and
personality nature education and research' and 'option of social necessity' functions. Fourth, the threat of developing
creative and personality evaluation scale for college students was analyzed as 'threats of the possibility of forming
stereotypes and misconceptions about creativity and character', 'threats of constant complementation and refluxing of
developed creative and personality education evaluation scale', 'efforts to find common denominators of creativity and
character' and 'standardized work to increase the credibility of evaluation scale' by college students'.
3.2

Delphi Survey on Developing a Scale of Creativity and Personality for College Students

The first draft of the measures of creativity and character evaluation for college students was derived. The evaluation
index adequacy evaluation of the first draft shown in the second Delphi survey comprised two evaluation categories,
five evaluation criteria, and 18 evaluation indicators, and 647 evaluation questions were constructed to measure them.
The third Delphi survey was conducted after confirming the expert panel's opinions on the evaluation categories,
evaluation criteria, evaluation indicators, and evaluation questions, and the expert panel's views on the appropriateness
of each question. The appropriateness of the expert panel for the secondary draft was reviewed by the subsequent
analysis of the third Delphi survey.

Expert panel, which confirms the results of the 2nd and 3rd Delphi survey analysis, deleted, corrected,
and integrated items with an average of less than 4.00 or more than .0 among the five-point scale indicators,
which are inconsistent with mutual exclusivity. In case of other opinions, if the CVR is less than .42,
consensus is less than .75, and convergence is more than .50, the content has been modified or deleted.
In the fourth Delphi survey, two evaluation categories, five evaluation criteria, 18 evaluation indicators,
and 90 evaluation questions were derived from the 3rd Delphi survey, and the suitability of the survey was
as follows. First, the fittedness analysis of creativity showed that the mean (M) was 4.17-4.72, and all the
wagons were ineligible. The Quartet (Q1-Q3) distribution was 3.00-500 and the CVR was .56-1. The
consensus was .75-.94, the Convergence.The 50-63 result showed a high degree of suitability assessed by
experts. In addition, the average (M) was high between 4.11 and 4.92, and all the wagons were ineligible.
The distribution of quartiles (Q1-Q3) was shown at 3.00-5.00 and the CVR was at .56.00 and the consensus
was at .75-.80, and the convergence was .50-.76. The suitability assessed by experts was high.
5
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Through the above four rounds of Delphi survey, the study developed creative and personality evaluation
measures for college students, consisting of two evaluation categories, five evaluation criteria, 18 evaluation
indicators, and 90 evaluation questions. The final draft of the measure of creativity and character evaluation
for college students is shown in Fig. 1, and the details are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 1. A Schematic design for the evaluation of creativity and personality for college students.

Table 2. A Final Proposal on the Evaluation Scale of Creativity and Personality for College Students.
Evaluation

Evaluation

area

standard

Evaluation index

1-1-1.
Accident
Extension

1-1-2.
1-1.
1.

Cognitive

Creativity

factors

Accidental
convergence

1-1-3.
Problem Solving
Power

Evaluation question
1-1-1-1. When I face a problem situation, I think of several solutions.
1-1-1-2. I think of ways to use things differently when observing things.
1-1-1-3. When I look at an object, I can conjure up various ideas related to it.
1-1-1-4. I often think from a different perspective than the way I think so far.
1-1-1-5. I like to think in various ways.
1-1-2-1. I can effectively classify and organize the various information given.
1-1-2-2. I can sort out the ideas that I need out of the various thoughts.
1-1-2-3. I know how to determine the importance and priority of the information
collected.
1-1-2-4. I tend to find the heart of events and problems.
1-1-2-5. I am good at finding the most appropriate of the various information.
1-1-3-1. I can solve the problem by utilizing the alternatives given when faced with a
problem.
1-1-3-2. I actively exchange views with others to solve problems.
1-1-3-3. I integrate the core content or information necessary to solve the problem and
obtain specific results.
1-1-3-4. I can solve complex problems or processes through discussion or discussion
and easily produce results.
1-1-3-5. I set priorities for solving problems and make plans to complete them one by
one.
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1-2-1.
1-2.

Openness

Propensity
Factors

1-2-2.
Independence

1-3-1.
Curious/interested
1-3.
Synchronous
elements
1-3-2.
Immersion

2-1-1.
Etiquette

2-1-2.
Filial duty

2-1-3.
Honesty

2.

2-1.

Personality

Virtue

2-1-4.
Responsibility

2-1-5.
Respect

2-1-6.
Consideration

1-2-1-1. Accept others' ideas or opinions without prejudice.
1-2-1-2. Respect someone who has different values and beliefs from me.
1-2-1-3. I'm also interested in the stories of people who think differently.
1-2-1-4. I take other cultures with an open mind.
1-2-1-5. I can fully accept my opinion even if someone else criticizes it.
1-2-2-1. I tend to make important plans myself.
1-2-2-2. When I have a choice, I usually decide by myself.
1-2-2-3. I try to carry out my own plans actively.
1-2-2-4. I don't rely on others and I solve it myself.
1-2-2-5. I am not easily swayed by criticism or opposition from others.
1-3-1-1. I am interested in new things.
1-3-1-2. I try to find out if I don't know anything.
1-3-1-3. tend to explore the principles or characteristics of things or phenomena.
1-3-1-4. I'm very interested in the various issues around me.
1-3-1-5. I like to have various experiences.
1-3-2-1. I'm lost in time on things I like.
1-3-2-2. When I start one thing, I don't finish it until I finish it.
1-3-2-3. I tend to concentrate well without being disturbed by the surroundings.
1-3-2-4. I don't give up till the end, even if it's a difficult task.
1-3-2-5. I don't have a time limit when I do something interesting.
2-1-1-1. I value the etiquette and norms needed in everyday life.
2-1-1-2. I often hear people around me say I'm polite.
2-1-1-3. I try to abide by public morals and order.
2-1-1-4. When I see an adult on a bus or subway, I give up my seat.
2-1-1-5. I always maintain a polite attitude in relationships with others.
2-1-2-1. I want to make my parents feel at ease.
2-1-2-1. I am grateful to my parents.
2-1-2-3. I want to understand and practice my parents.
2-1-2-4. I respect my parents' wishes.
2-1-2-5. I support my parents with action to make them feel comfortable.
2-1-3-1. I tend to speak and act truthfully.
2-1-3-2. I think words and actions should match.
2-1-3-3. I would like to express my opinion to others frankly.
2-1-3-4. I'm being honest even if I lose.
2-1-3-5. I'm honest when I make a mistake.
2-1-4-1. I tend to get my job done.
2-1-4-2. I know what I have to do.
2-1-4-3. I try to keep even the slightest promise.
2-1-4-4. I try to do my job and task responsibly.
2-1-4-5. I try to finish my work to the end, even if the sacrifice comes.
2-1-5-1. I think everyone is worth it.
2-1-5-2. Try to understand people who disagree with me rather than criticize them.
2-1-5-3. I care about myself and cherish myself.
2-1-5-4. Regardless of age, gender, nationality, religion, disability, I consider others as
precious beings as I am.
2-1-5-5. I treat everyone with an attitude of respect, regardless of rank or position.
2-1-6-1. I always try to help others first.
2-1-6-2. I'm well aware of what others need.
2-1-6-3. When I carry out a common task, I tend to think a lot about other people's
2-1-6-4. I try to help people who are in trouble
2-1-6-5. I take care that my words and actions do not hurt others.
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2-1-7.
Communication

2-1-8.
Collaboration

2-2-1.
Personality
Practice
Knowledge

2-2.

2-2-2.

Core

Communication

competencies

ability

2-2-3.
Conflict
Resolution
Capability

4

2-1-7-1. I usually share a lot of opinions with others on a certain issue.
2-1-7-2. I tend to convey my thoughts or feelings according to the target and situation.
2-1-7-3. I try to have a conversation when I have an issue to solve in my relationship
with others.
2-1-7-4. I'm a good listener.
2-1-7-5. I use various channels to exchange views with others.
2-1-8-1. I try to join forces with members to achieve a common goal.
2-1-8-2. As a member of the community, I tend to carry out my duties well.
2-1-8-3. I enjoy working with other people.
2-1-8-4. When I work with other people, I try to solve them together if I have a problem.
2-1-8-5. I think working together with others will solve difficult problems better.

2-2-1-1. I tend to adjust and apply my ideas according to the circumstances.
2-2-1-2. I fully exercise my ability when the actual situation occurs.
2-2-1-3. I properly execute my thoughts in real life.
2-2-1-4. I can make a sari judgment on the occasion.
2-2-1-5. I try to do what I think is right.
2-2-2-1. I have the ability to communicate my intention accurately by using contextual
words, expressions, and gestures
2-2-2-2. I'm a good judge of what other people say and do.
2-2-2-3. I think nonverbal attitudes (expression, gesture, etc.) as well as language are
important in communicating.
2-2-2-4. I can logically express my opinion to others.
2-2-2-5. I can integrate well into my own group through appropriate language and
behavioral expression.
2-2-3-1. If there is a conflict, I want to resolve the conflict reasonably through dialogue.
2-2-3-2. I try to solve problems with other people without avoiding them.
2-2-3-3. I can coordinate opinions even in a conflict of opinions.
2-2-3-4. I am good at persuading and mediating others in case of trouble.
2-2-3-5. I tend to suggest ways to accommodate the needs of several people in conflict
situations.

Conclusions

The purpose of this study is to develop creative and personality evaluation scale for college students
using Delphi survey. To this end, 18 panels of experts in creative and personality nature were conducted on
four occasions. Based on the main results of this study, the following is the conclusion.
This study analyzed the opinions of expert panels to derive two areas of evaluation and five evaluation
bases consisting of creativity (intellectual, propensity, synchronous) and personality (goods, core
competencies). In addition, the final draft of the creative and personality nature test district for college
students consisting of 18 evaluation indicators consisting of the ability to expand thinking, converge thinking,
problem solving, openness, independence, curiosity/interest, interest, honesty, responsibility, respect,
consideration, cooperation, personality practice knowledge, communication ability, conflict resolution, and
90 evaluation questions was developed.
As experts' opinions on developing a measure of creativity and personality for college students show that
the development of creative and personality test tools for college students can be analyzed from the strengths
of developing tools for college students to the strengths of the test standards for college students, [16] also
showed that efforts to measure creative talent capabilities for college students should be considered essential
in designing college education. In other words, it suggests that the concept and measure of "creativity and
personality nature" of college students should be presented so that they can be understood simultaneously in
social context and social relationships, and established as sustainable indicators that can be accepted in the
future.
It is also meaningful to develop creative and personal evaluation scale for college students, as suggested
by the preceding research [17] that the tools for measuring creativity and character of college students are
necessary and reliable.
Creativity and personality test tools developed in this study do not separate creativity and personality,
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but measure 'creativity and personality nature' in one place, so they have special features as tools to measure
creativity and character of college students directly. The existing tools, in particular, were difficult to
measure creativity and character properly due to the diverse spectrum of concepts for creativity and character
by examining creativity and character separately, but as this tool was developed, they were able to solve the
difficulties that could be encountered in measuring creativity and character of college students.
Looking at the preceding study [1] compared to the prior study of the composition of creative talent
competences and sub-capabilities for college students, we can infer that the sub-indexes are composed of
diffuse thinking, problem-solving, cognitive characteristics, curiosity, openness, collaboration and
consideration, and that there are good indicators that can evaluate creative aspects compared to the evaluation
criteria and evaluation metrics of creativity presented in this study.
In addition, this is the same context as the results of a preceding study [16] that developed a tool for
examining creativity for 5-year-old infants whose research was conducted in an integrated way, but not for
college students. Creativity factors derived from the study in [16] of the preceding study and the evaluation
index results derived from this study and the areas of creativity that are consistent between the two studies
can be identified. For example, the scale of 'extension of accidents' derived from this study could be found
to be similar to a sub-factor called 'multi-differential thinking'. In addition, the convergence of thinking
measures creativity with the ability to accept others' thoughts, the ability to solve problems autonomously,
the attitude to focus on immersion, and the ability to communicate with each other in an effort to understand
each other, thus confirming that the results of prior research and evaluation indicators are in line with the
results of the index, and thus suitable indicators have been derived for measuring creativity and human nature.
Based on the above results, creative and personality evaluation scale for college students are available for
use as basic data for creative and personal education research for college students by measuring creativity
and personality of college students. It is also expected to provide major implications for the academic
development and quality of the creativity and personality nature areas in the future as it is a tool that can be
useful in planning creative and personality education for each college student.
Based on these conclusions, suggestions for further research are as follows. The indicators developed in
this study will further require efforts to develop high-quality creative and personal education programs to
foster creativity and character among college students. In other words, active efforts by the university field
to provide students with quality education programs that combine creativity and personality organically. In
particular, each college will be able to provide more detailed creative and personal programs to students'
needs, considering the strengths and weaknesses of each college, such as cognitive factors, propensity
elements, motivational elements, and core competencies.
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Abstract. Accurate and timely pollen prediction has great significance
for pollen allergy patients. Pollen detection is one of the basic techniques
for pollen prediction. In this work, we propose an automatic pollen detector based on feature fusion and self-attention mechanism, which achieves
a properly balance between efficiency and precision. A simple backbone
is designed to generate a relatively small model to improve the detection
speed. We fuse the low-level and high-level features of smaller pollen
grains to improve the detection accuracy. As pollen grains are easily broken and deformed, and usually blend with the background, thus to address these issues, we introduce the self-attention module in the proposed
model to improve the detection accuracy. The experiment is operated on
the pollen dataset total of 1300 images scanned by electron microscopy,
and our method obtained well experimental results.
Keywords: pollen detection · feature fusion · self-attention mechanism

1

Introduction

In recent years, hay fever has become a seasonal disease with high incidence [1].
Accurate and timely pollen prediction can help patients with pollen allergies to
minimize the impact of daily life. In the traditional process of pollen detection,
pollen samples are processed by microscope and image processing software to
obtain pollen images. Then, professionally trained technicians manually labeled
the pollen grains in the image [2]. There is no doubt that this time-consuming
and laborious operation cannot meet the real-time requirements of pollen prediction. Most of the existing pollen research mainly focuses on the automatic
classification of pollen, however, the studies on the automatic pollen detection is
still relatively few. The current pollen detection algorithms only use a few common identifying features of pollen, such as shape and texture, which makes the
algorithms difficult to process pollen images with complex background information. In the field of object detection, many general object detection algorithms
have been proposed and achieved good performance [3]. However, the application of these algorithms has been limited in pollen detection because of the
particularities of the pollen images. As shown in Fig. 1, the pollen grains in
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the image generally have small volumes and confuses with the background easily. Besides, the pollen grains are easily broken and deformed as shown in Fig.
2. Therefore, the general object detection algorithms are limited to apply on
the pollen datasets. Moreover, in order to process a large number of pollen images generated in natural environment, pollen detection algorithm should have
a faster processing speed. To improve the detection accuracy, the general object
detection algorithm often uses complex network structure, which usually leads
to the large network model and low detection speed. In this paper, to balance
the accuracy and running speed, we propose an automatic pollen detector based
on feature fusion and self-attention mechanism. In the proposed model, a simple backbone is used to ensure the detection efficiency. The fusion of low-level
feature and high-level feature is realized by dense connection. Feature fusion
can improve the detection accuracy of small pollens. The self-attention module
integrates the global context information to enhance the feature expression and
improve the detection accuracy.

Fig. 1. Pollen image scanned by electron microscopy and the pollen grains are labeled
with a green border
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Fig. 2. The image on the left shows an intact pollen grain, and the other one shows a
fractured and deformed pollen grain

2

Related work

The pollen detection task is to locate the pollens in an image. Some pollen
detection algorithms detect pollen as a circle. As a well-known method to detect
circles or circular arcs, Hough transform was used to detect pollen in [4] and
[5]. However, the background information of pollen images in real environment
is complicated. Many round pebbles and sand grains are mistaken for pollen
grains.
In recent years, some seminal works have been proposed in the field of object
detection[6], such as RCNN [7] series detectors and SSD [8]. These generalpurpose object detectors perform well on many datasets. However, for the small
object detection, the performance of these algorithms is unsatisfactory[9]. In addition, SSD and RCNN-based algorithms usually use complex network structures
to ensure high-precision detection, which result in large models and low model
efficiency. For the sake of running efficiency, the author in [10] proposed a Light
and Fast Face Detector (LFFD) inspired by the one-stage and multi-scale object
detector SSD. Instead of pre-defined anchor boxes, LFFD is manually designed
for each detection branch. In LFFD, receptive fields of neurons in feature maps
are regarded as natural anchors. A receptive field is matched to a groundtruth
bbox if and only if its center falls in the groundtruth bbox [10]. The backbone
of LFFD only consists of common layers (conv3 × 3, conv1 × 1, ReLU and
residual connection), which is much lighter than VGG16 [11], Resnet50 [12] and
Densenet121 [13]. LFFD achieves a considerable balance between efficiency and
accuracy. However, the method is limited to using the feature information of the
local receptive field to detect the target. Global context information is rarely used
during object detection[14], although context information is very important to
improve the accuracy of pollen detection.
Considering all the above problems comprehensively, we have added feature
fusion and self-attention mechanism in the proposed method while absorbing the
advantages of LFFD, to make the pollen detector perform better.
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The Proposed Method
Network Architecture

With reference to LFFD, we designed a plain backbone for pollen detection. The
overall network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3. The backbone consists of 15
convolution layers in series and is divided into two parts. The kernel size of each
convolution layer of backbone is 3 × 3. The difference of the two parts is that
the number of filters for all convolutional layers are 64 and 128, respectively.
As the network deepens, the size of receptive field gradually increases. Pollen
grains with different sizes are detected by detection branches connected by the
corresponding convolution layers. In the small part, the smaller pollen grains
are detected because of the smaller receptive field size. Larger pollen grains
are detected in the large part. Similar to DenseNet [13], each part is a dense
block and has two detection branches. Since the feature maps generated by the
convolution layers of each part have the same size, thus they can be directly
concatenated. The first branch of the small part is connected with c8, whose
receptive field size is 55 for pollen scale 10-15. The second branch stems from
c10 with receptive field size 71 for pollen scale 15-20. In the large part, the first
branch come from c13 with receptive field size 111 for pollen scale 20-40, and
the second branch is from c15 with receptive field size 143 for pollen scale 40-70.
The pollen scale is measured by its longer side. In the experimental datasets,
the pollen scale ranges from 10 pixel to 70 pixels. All detection branches have a
similar structure which contains an attention module and a detection module. In
each detection module, there are two sub-branches, one for pollen classification
and the other one for bbox regression. The pollen classification branch contains
two 1 × 1 convolution layers, and the output is the probability that the current
receptive field is a pollen grain. The probability exceeding 0.5 indicates that
it is a pollen. At this point, the bbox regression branch is activated to output
the top-left corner and bottom-right corner coordinates of the pollen prediction
bbox.

Fig. 3. The overall architecture of the network
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3.2

5

Feature fusion

Pollen images have their own characteristics as contrast to normal life scenes. In
pollen images, most pollen grains are small in size. Many general-purpose object
detectors are not satisfactory for small objects because of utilizing of pooling
layer. The small object loses most of its feature information in the deep layers.
It is generally believed that the low-level feature map saves more location information of small object and the high-level feature map contains more semantic
information [15]. So, a variety of feature fusion algorithms as effective means are
proposed to improve the detection performance for small objects. Considering
the efficiency of the model, complex methods are not used in our algorithm.
We tend to use dense connections to merge low-level feature map and high-level
feature map directly. Finally, the fused features are used to detect pollen grains.
3.3

Self-Attention module

Our algorithm uses receptive fields as natural anchors. The detection accuracy
is limited by the information of local receptive fields. Global context information
is difficult to capture to improve detection quality. However, global information
is distinctly important in pollen detection. During the pollen collection process,
all pollen grains in the same image are usually affected by similar environmental
factors, such as temperature, wind and sand. Therefore, these pollen grains always show similar features, such as similar degrees of rupture, and the conditions
covered by sand and dust. These features may vary greatly between different images. So, the feature information of different parts in the same image has great
reference value. Drawing on the ideas of [16], in our algorithm, we added the
self-attention module to obtain context information. The goal of self-attention
module is to get the correlation between all pixel spaces. As shown in Fig. 4, we
use 1 × 1 convolution to reduce the channels of input feature map. Reducing the
number of channels makes the amount of calculation decrease and the efficiency
improve. The input feature map is a tensor of size C×H×W, where C is the
number of channels, H and W are the height and the width respectively. The
number of channels of the processed feature map is changed to C 0 , and C 0 =C/8.

Fig. 4. Self-attention module
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The processed feature map is transposed and then multiplied by another
feature map, thus a matrix is obtained. The SoftMax operation is performed
on each row of the matrix. Furthermore, we obtain the self-attention matrix of
size HW×HW, where HW represents the product of H and W. By multiplying
the input feature map and the self-attention matrix, we can get the feature
map which integrates global context information. The element-wish sum of the
obtained new feature map and the input feature map is the final output feature
map. This feature map will be used as the input of the detection module to
predict the class information and specific location of pollen. The calculation
method is shown in formula (1)

s = f + λSof tmax (W1 f )T (W2 f ) f

(1)

In the formula, f represents input feature map. W1 and W2 is 1×1 convolution. s is the output feature map. λ represents the proportion of features that
incorporate spatial information in the output feature map. Initializing λ to zero,
the network pays more attention to relatively simple neighborhood information,
and then gradually assigns weights to other long-distance features. Therefore,
the output feature map selectively integrates the global context information and
improves the network expression ability.

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

There are 1300 pollen images in the datasets. All images are taken by a scanning
electron microscope. The numbers of pollens in all images are evenly distributed
between 0 and 42. The images are uniformly cropped to 512×512 pixels, which
can improve the efficiency of model training. The numbers of pollen images are
900, 200, and 200 in the training set, validation set, and testing set, respectively.
4.2

Training Details

Tests are implemented by MXNet [17] on a server with Nvidia GeForce RTX 2070
GPU and 8G memory. We use Xavier method to initialize all the parameters.
The optimization method is SGD with 0.9 momentum. The initial learning rate
is 0.1. For pollen classification, we use cross-entropy as loss function. For bbox
regression, we adopt L2 loss directly. Refer to [10], the regression groundtruth is
defined as formula (2):
tl
br
br
RFx − btl
x RFy − by RFx − bx RFy − by
,
,
,
RFs /2
RFs /2
RFs /2
RFs /2

(2)

where RFx and RFy are center coordinates of the receptive field, btl
x and
br
are coordinates of top-left corner of the bbox, bbr
and
b
are
coordinates
of
x
y
bottom-right corner of the bbox. RFs is the size of the receptive field, which
plays a role of normalization.
btl
y
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7

Result

The accuracy of pollen detection in the experiments is calculated as formula
(3). In this formula, T P represents true positive example, T N represents true
negative example, F P represents false positive example, and F N represents false
negative example.
Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

(3)

We used Fast RCNN, SSD and LFFD as the comparison experiment in this
paper. Evaluation results on the validation set and test set are shown in Table 1.
Our method performs best on both validation and testing set, and consistently
outperforms LFFD. Although the gap with SSD is very close, it is worth noting
that our model size is 7M and SSD is 285M. Obviously, our algorithm achieves
a better balance between efficiency and accuracy.
Table 1. Evaluation results on datasets
Method
Faster RCNN
SSD
LFFD
Ours

5

validation set
0.655
0.705
0.643
0.722

testing set
0.632
0.691
0.625
0.709

Conclusion

Relying on a simple backbone, we have proposed a fast pollen detector for dealing
with mass produced pollen images. We have combined the low-level features
and high-level features to improve the detection accuracy of small pollen grains.
Considering the characteristics of pollen data, self-attention module was added to
improve the detection quality by fusing global context information. Our method
achieves a properly balance between efficiency and precision. It lays a good
foundation for accurate and timely prediction of pollen concentration. However,
in the experiments, we found that the highly deformed pollen is difficult to
detect, which will be our next research direction.
Acknowledgements. This study is supported by Beijing Municipal Science and
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Abstract. With the development of information technology and the
rapid growth of Internet of things terminals, the number of web requests is increasing rapidly, and the proportion of malicious requests
is also increasing. In order to detect and filter malicious HTTP requests
quickly and correctly, this paper proposes a machine learning model to
Gate Recurrent Unit (GRU) as the core. The URI extracted from the
HTTP requests was encoded into sequence of codes using the indices
of the vocabulary list, and then the distributed vector representations
are produced by embedding and then input to the GRU and the fullconnection neural network. In this paper, the characteristics of datasets
are analyzed and the hyper-parameters are determined. Then two different datasets are trained independently. The experiments result shows
that the proposed method is effective. This technology can be used in
WAF application and malicious web traffic monitoring.
Keywords: Web Attack, Gate Recurrent Unit, Anomaly Detection

1

Introduction

In recent years, a variety of new technologies promote the proliferation of network traffic and applications. People enjoy the convenience form web applications, but also take many risks. With the continuous evolution of network attack
technology, attack methods become more various, which not only leads to serious security risks for users and service providers but also makes network security
defense more and more complex and difficult. According to the 2019 Internet security thread report [1] released by Symantec in 2019, web attacks on endpoints
increased by 56% in 2018. And Symantec was blocking more than 1.3 million
web attacks on endpoint machines every day. Besides, 10% of the analyzed URLs
were identified as malicious URLs, compared with only one-sixteenth in 2017.
The purpose of the network attack is often to collect private or confidential information and obtain control of the target application or server. Many websites
§
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or network applications have security vulnerabilities, so these websites and applications will be vulnerable to attack and intrusion, once penetrated, they will
face significant losses.
Due to the complexity of network applications, network engineers often only
pay attention to the design and implementation of applications and thus ignore the security issues of web applications. At the same time, attackers always
try to attack all kinds of web applications and services all the time, and they
constantly improve attack technology and means. Therefore, the network administrator needs to configure a set of intrusions detection systems without affecting
the normal user experience. The intrusion detection system can identify the intruder’s intrusion and penetration, detect the user’s illegal behavior and abnormal operation accurately and quickly, and alert the administrator. The current
detection methods are mainly divided into two categories, signature-based detection, and behavior-based detection. Generally, the signature-based detection
method is to extract and model the known attack features. In the use of this
detection method, it needs to compare the current user behavior with the defined attack mode. Therefore, it can only detect known attacks and is helpless
for unknown attacks. Zhou et al. [19] presented that different types of users can
be distinguished by user behavior, so malicious requests can be detected by the
characteristics of user behavior. This detection method needs to calculate the
deviation between the current user or system behavior and the defined normal
behavior in use. The larger the deviation means the greater the possibility that
the current behavior is abnormal behavior. Behavior-based detection can detect
attacks that have never been encountered before, but it also has the disadvantage
of a high false alarm rate.
The method proposed in this paper is signature-based detection, trying to
improve the accuracy and detection speed as much as possible. It can be used
as a sub-module in a system with a behavior-based detection method to work
together. In the process of running web applications, HTTP requests will be
produced. URI part of web requests is extracted for encoding and then generate distribution vector representation through embedding. The encoded URI
sequence will output prediction results through the GRU network and full connection neural network. It can use the data in the HTTP request log of the server
to train the model, then detect the malicious requests hidden in the normal network requests in real-time when the server is working.
In fact, most of the words in the URI are the names of variables and variables,
which are rarely repeated. The content of Sect. 4.2 of this article can be seen.
Therefore, for embedding, the size of the dictionary needs to maintain is actually
very small, and the weight of the corresponding project layer will be much less,
and the computational cost of using the model as a sub-model will be acceptable.
The size of the hidden output of the GRU network is much smaller than its
output. There are only two types of classification. In comparison, the information
loss caused by the hidden output becomes acceptable. However, using hidden
output can reduce the weight size of the prediction layer. The architecture of
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the model is introduced in Sect. 3.3 in detail, this paper will not do detailed
derivation, and the reference cited has a detailed implementation process.
The technology proposed in this paper has the following characteristics and
advantages:
1. It parses URIs and extracts the features of URIs in the time and frequency
domain to judge the possibility of malicious web requests.
2. The proposed model is simple in structure and small in scale, so it requires
little computational cost.
3. It is based on machine learning, so it can expand the training set to improve
accuracy and deal with new types of attacks without manually updating
rules.
4. It can be used in malicious traffic real-time warning systems and WAF applications and can work together with a behavior-based model.

2

Related work

For the behavior-based detection method, Zolotukhin’s team proposes to analyze
the normal requests of HTTP logs by data mining [20], use anomaly detection
algorithm and clustering algorithm to model the normal user behavior, and then
judge the malicious requests by the deviation value of users’ behavior. Tian’s
team proposes a real-time network attack detection method based on stream
data analysis [18]. The work of their paper creates a hash method framework
for caching log data and proposes a multi-pattern matching algorithm based on
stream data analysis. The system proposed in Csubák’s paper detects malicious
traffic through the characteristics of big data statistical normal traffic and malicious traffic [5]. For signature-based detection methods, a decision tree method is
proposed in García’s work [7], but nowadays, the accuracy of this method is not
high enough. Generally speaking, due to the more complex request mode of the
legal script, the risk of malicious requests can be estimated by Shannon entropy
[17]. HMM can obtain the characteristics of the web request URI sequence in
the time domain. Three different processes are used to detect malicious requests
using HMM model [4, 13, 6]. Goyal and Bansal propose to use a multi-layer neural network to detect malicious URLs [9]. However, their work mainly focuses
on phishing URLs.
LSTM (long short term memory) network is an improvement of RNN [10].
LSTM has the ability of long-term memory. GRU is a variant of LSTM, which
has a similar effect with LSTM by experiment. However, GRU has a simpler
structure and requires less calculation than LSTM. Cho et al. [3] are the first
proposed GRU, with the structure and the algorithm of GRU are implemented.
The Encoder-Decoder model is used to process the word sequence in this paper.
Distributed vector representations are the output of embedding. Mikolov and his
partners’ research shows that a continuous skip-gram model has a good effect
on learning high-quality distributed vector representations(see [12] and [11]),
while distributed vector representations can capture a large number of accurate
syntactic and semantic relationships.
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Proposed work
Process data

The scheme proposed in this paper is used to detect malicious web requests,
but before training or prediction, redundant information needs to be removed to
reduce interference information and computing resource. The length and number
of words contained in the URI in the request will also be very different in different
web applications, resulting in a large difference in the length between the URIs.
To keep important information and simplify the calculation, we only keep the
words with high frequency of occurrence. The URI is then transformed into a
sequence of codes by querying the words list. The specific procedure is divided
into four steps, which are detailed as below.
Step 1 (preprocess data). For the POST and PUT requests, the URI and
form data are merged to make up a new URI. To remove redundant information,
the host address or domain name and port of the URL part are removed. Each
item in the dataset needs to be marked as malicious requests or regular requests,
where malicious requests are positive samples and regular requests are negative
samples. We take 70% of positive samples and negative samples as the training
set and 30% as the test set.
Step 2 (split item into words). For each item in the dataset, it is split into
several words by symbols as a division point. In order to partition correctly, the
hexadecimal data starting with the percent sign needs to be separated into rules.
In addition, the symbol, number, and hexadecimal data are also calculated as
words.
Step 3 (limit words number). In the previous step, theoretically, a tremendous amount of unique words will be generated. Too many words will make
vocabulary list querying difficult, and there will be words outside the vocabulary list in the test set. Therefore, it is necessary to limit the number of words
but able to contain all split words. The frequency of the words in the training
set are counted, and then sort them according to the frequency from large to
small. The former part supposed to add it to the vocabulary list directly, and
then classify the latter part into several words and add them to the vocabulary
list. The vocabulary list is then reordered by frequency.
Step 4 (encode item). According to step 2, the items are split into words
sequence, then the corresponding codes are found by querying the vocabulary
list, and the sequence of the words is converted into a numerical sequence of
codes. The size of the sequence needs to uniform. If the size is insufficient, PAD
(padding) is used to fill it. PAD is also used as a word in the vocabulary list. If
it exceeds the limited size, the redundant part will be discarded. In theory, the
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Table 1. Example of data processing

Step
1

Content
[/index.jsp?id=927&n=1+AND+%22;alert(\Stay!\)]

2

[/ index . jsp ? id = 927 & n = 1 + AND + %22 ; alert ( \ Stay ! \ )]

3

[/ index . jsp ? id = -d & n = 1 + AND + -h -s alert -s \ -t ! \ -s]

4

[5 2 7 10 11 4 1 12 2 15 1 16 3 14 3 13 9 8 9 5 6 17 5 9]

longer the sequence length is, the more complete information items are retained
in the dataset, and the better the theoretical effect will be. However, if the size of
the sequence is too large, the operation time will be prolonged, so a compromise
is needed here.
3.2

Example of process data

Here is a simple example is shown in Table 1. The left column is the step number,
and the right column is the corresponding result of each step. The words out
of the vocabulary list was split into 7 classes: -s (symbol), -d (digit), -u (upper
case), -l (lower case), -t (title case), -h (hexadecimal data), -o (other).
3.3

Model architectures

The main body of the model is GRU, which can keep a long memory of the whole
sequence and take into account the relevant contents of the whole sequence. The
hidden output of GRU input to the fully connected neural network, and then
predict the possibility of the sequence as a malicious request and the judgment
results, the model architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The model architectures.
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Embedding layer. Its function is embedding the words through the encodedword sequence, and output the distribution vector representations. As this layer
of training, distribution vector representations of the model can capture a large
number of accurate grammar rules and semantic relations [12], so the distribution vector representation is the features of the words. The embedded internal
dimension is a lookup table that stores embeddings of a fixed dictionary and size,
and the number of features in each word is determined by the training effect and
training speed. The size of the dictionary in the embedding layer can be determined by the frequency distribution of words. Rong [14] explains in detail the
process of using the continuous skip-gram model to implement the transformation of the word to vectors (word2vec), including detailed algorithm derivation
and principle.
GRU layer. The main structure of GRU is a reset gate and an update gate.
Reset gate determines whether to update the memory weight of GRU. Update
gate control the output that how many past memories should be included. Cho et
al. [3] also completed the GRU implementation and algorithm derivation. GRU
is responsible for extracting the time-domain features of entries. The whole sequence vector output from the first layer directly enters the GRU layer. After
iterating the sequence length times, all outputs are ignored and all hidden outputs are taken as the input of the next layer. The number of features in the
hidden state and the number of features in each word should have the same
value.
Prediction layer. This layer is a general-purpose neural network layer, the
number of neurons is the same as the size of the dictionary in the nesting. Using
the ReLU(Rectified Linear Unit) function as the activation function [8], the
calculation of the ReLU function is simple and the output is stable, which can
allocate the gradient to the weight well.
Output layer. The previous data stream outputs two data through the processing of two neurons, which correspond to normal requests and malicious request
respectively. As shown in the right part of Fig.1, after softmax function, the
probability of two request types can be obtained, and the most probability is
usually selected as the final result.
Backward. The goal of the model is to solve a classification problem, so the
Cross-Entropy loss function is used in this model. The essence of this model
is the combination of a series of linear functions, sigmoid functions, tanh functions, softmax functions and so on, we can calculate the gradient that any weight
should be updated by deriving the above functions [16]. Reference [15] summarizes many gradient descent methods, including some optimization methods and
applications. In this paper, we use the Mini-Batch Gradient Descent (MBGD)
method to train the model and update the model weight.
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Table 2. Dataset information

4
4.1

Dataset

Normal

Malicious

Train

Test

CSIC2010
XSS_DS

18620
12000

15964
11744

24208
16620

10376
7124

Experiments
Dataset introduction

Two datasets are used in the experiment, they are CSIC2010 and XSS_DS.
CSIC2010 was made by the Information Security Research Institute of the Spanish National Research Council (CSIC) [2], which contains 25000 abnormal requests, including multiple attack types such as SQL injection, CRLF injection,
XSS, buffer overflow, etc. it is mainly used to test the network attack protection
system. In the experiment, the URI is extracted for each item, and then the
duplicate items are removed. XSS_DS is a URI dataset that is consists of XSS
requests and normal requests from the server collected by the author team. The
scale of the processed dataset is shown in Table 2.
4.2

Parameters analysis

Taking CSIC2010 dataset as a test object, here we determine the size of the
dictionary in the nesting layer, count the frequency of all words in the whole
training set after segmentation, sort the word frequency by frequency, and then
make the frequency distribution diagram as shown in Fig. 2. According to the
statistics result, we can see that the maximum single word frequency in the
training set can reach 176869, and the number of words can reach 37829. After
zoom in the main position, shown as Fig. 2, it can be seen that the curve gradient
changes the most in the position of the abscissa 250, and the frequency of the first
450 words accounts for 87.03% of the total frequency, which is a high proportion,
but a small proportion in the number of words. Therefore, in CSIC2010 training,
the dictionary size of the nesting layer is set to about 450.
We count the length and frequency of the encoded sequence in the training
set. The frequency distribution is shown in the blue area of the left of 3. when
there are enough samples, the distribution should meet the Gaussian distribution. According to the frequency distribution, the parameters of the Gaussian
distribution can be calculated, as shown in the red curve in the left of Fig. 3.
According to the proportion of red area and blue area in the right of Fig 3,
when the maximum length is 130, about 99.5% of items can retain complete
information.
However, other super parameters need to be determined through evaluation
performance and even experience in the training process. See Table 3 for some
super parameters used in the experiment.
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Fig. 2. The frequency distribution of words in the CSIC2010 dataset, the left one shows
all words and frequency, while the right one shows a zoomed-in view of the left one.

Fig. 3. The frequency distribution of encoded sequence length, the left graph shows
real distribution with a red curve fitted by Gaussian distribution, the right shows a
proportion between more than 130 words and no more than 130 words of sequences

4.3

Experiment result

To achieve the best effect, the learning rate of training is gradually reduced.
The two datasets are trained by 30 epochs respectively, and the resulting loss
curves are shown in Fig 4. Both of them basically drop to the lowest point when
approaching 30 times of training. Because of the gradual decline of the learning
rate, the first few epochs of the curve decrease very fast, and the later ones slow,
which is to find the lowest loss to prevent overfitting.
Fawcett explained several evaluation criteria and calculation methods in their
work [6]. This paper will use Accuracy, Precision, and Recall to evaluate the
model. Accuracy indicates the proportion of correctly predicted samples to the
total number of samples. Precision represents the proportion of the correct number of items predicted as positive samples. Recall indicates that the number of
positive samples correctly predicted accounts for the number of all positive samples. In this paper, malicious web requests are taken as positive samples. When
the loss is reduced to the lowest level, the training can be evaluated with the test
set of two datasets, and the results shown in Table 4 can be obtained. It can be
seen from the Accuracy that XSS_DS has achieved excellent results. The main
reason is that the XSS_DS dataset only contains XSS attacks. There are many
types of malicious requests in the CSIC2010 dataset, so the training results are a
little poor. It can be seen from Precision and Recall that the detection accuracy
of malicious requests we are concerned about is very high. The values of Accu-
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Table 3. Hyper-Parameters in the experiment

Hyper-Parameters
Value
Length of Sequence
130
The size of dictionary in embedding
450
The size of the hidden state in GRU
130
Probability of dropout after GRU
0.3
The number of neurons in prediction layer
450
Probability of dropout after prediction layer 0.2
Mini-batch size
10

Fig. 4. Loss curves of dataset CSIC2010 and XSS_DS.

racy, Precision, and Recall are very similar, which indicates that the quality of
the model is good, and there is no high false alarm rate for some class samples.

5

Conclusion

This paper proposed an innovative technology to detect malicious web requests
based on machine learning. In the content of this paper, the process of transforming the items in the dataset into the trainable sequence of codes is described
in detail. Then sequences of codes enter a simple machine learning model. This
model consists of three parts: embedding, GRU, and fully-connected neural network. Finally, two neurons output the prediction results. Through the analysis
of the two datasets, the important super parameters are determined. After using
two datasets to train and evaluate the model, the results show that technology
has a significant effect on the detection of malicious web requests. The result
of the XSS_DS dataset shows that the model is effective for the classification
between XSS type attacks and regular requests. Because the detection method
is based on machine learning, we can add new training data to form detection
rules for new types of attacks and improve the accuracy of detection.
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Table 4. Dataset information

Dataset
CSIC2010
XSS_DS

Accuracy
0.9704
0.9992

Precision
0.9669
0.9994

Recall
0.9691
0.9991

However, according to the training results of the CSIC2010 dataset, the accuracy of the classification of malicious request models containing multiple types
is not high enough, and there is still the possibility of improving the accuracy. In
the future, we can identify the type of malicious request through more accurate
type tags, and can also cooperate with other Web attack detection systems to
improve the accuracy rate.
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Abstract. We participated the customer trade prediction, we could upload three
result one day. The competition is 2019/2/14~2019/4/3. The end date is
2019/4/10. Our object is to predict each customer if he/she will trade or not. In
this paper, we learn how to process the data, analysis and prediction. We also
try different machine learning model to realize the efficiency. Let Santander
company understand the customer's trading habits and transaction volume, as
well as let the company understand the operating status, and establish the transaction value of potential customers. First of all, we utilized visualization to observer the dataset and to understand the imbalance of the target attributes. We
separated the data into 9 parts and training individually. The trained model can
be integrated, and voted. However, the voted result is not good enough. We
used the XGBoost model. This model has higher prediction and training speed
is faster. It decreased the training time.
Keywords: Predict, XGBoost model, machine learning, the customer prediction

1

Introduction

Big data, also known as huge data, refers to a large amount of data sets that traditional data processing application software cannot directly process. With the rapid
development of the Internet, the amount of data on the Internet is growing rapidly
today, and various types of data are waiting for us. Analytical research, and big data
analysis can effectively integrate and use these huge data sets.
With the rapid development of Internet, many transactions in many enterprises can
be completed on the Internet, and transactions on the Internet will leave records in the
database. And we hope to help companies analyze and predict this huge data set. We
used Santander Bank customer prediction competition data set. If the data set can be
accurately predicted, the prediction result will become a very valuable data. After
effectively using these data, companies can better understand their customers' trading
habits and transaction volume, and let companies understand the operating experience.
In order to learn how to analyze and predict data, and to develop a keen sense of
data observation, we decided to participate in the Kaggle [3,4] competition. There are
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two major goals in Kaggle competition [3,4]: predictive analysis and data classification. Santander Bank assists clients in understanding their financial situation. Are they
satisfied? Will customers buy this product? Can customers pay this loan? Regardless
of the transaction amount, will the customer conduct the transaction?
The data type of the data set is less complicated, and the variable distribution of the
test set and training set is more balanced. The goal of this forecast is to analyze
whether the customer will trade, which is suitable for us to learn how to perform data
processing and analysis, and use all Learn, compete with participants from all over the
world to improve the ranking, and improve our ability to process data.
This topic mainly predicts Santander's customer transactions, helping customers
understand financial status, customer satisfaction, customer needs, and whether customers will conduct transactions. The data provided for this competition can be used
to solve related problems. The purpose of this research as follows:
1. Learn how to conduct in-depth analysis and forecasting of data.
2. Develop a keen sense of data observation.
3. Explore the analytical power of different machine learning models.
4. Assist companies to establish transaction value for potential customers.
The research steps are mainly divided into four stages. The first stage mainly uses
different methods for data pre-processing. The second stage uses exploration and
visual design to display and observe important attributes of the data in a visual way
such as drawing charts to help. We clearly understand the characteristics and correlation between attributes. In the third stage, we build models and use different models
for training. In order to train a better model, the fourth stage evaluates the model.
After the model is established, we use charts and chaotic matrices and classification
reports. Evaluate the trained model.
Each competition in the Kaggle competition is operated independently, so different
competitions will have different qualifications. To participate in the competitions in
the Kaggle competition, you must first register a Kaggle account, and each member of
the team can use their own Account to participate in the same competition, but usually
the competition will stipulate the maximum number of uploads of forecast results per
day, and also limit the maximum number of uploads of predicted results for the entire
competition. At that time, Kaggle will require the accounts of the same team to be
merged. The maximum number of merged members will vary depending on the competition. The number of uploads for each account will also be added after the team
merges. Pay special attention to the rules and restrictions of the game.
The results uploaded in the competition must be submitted in the Excel file generated by the forecast. No manual or manual data changes can be made in the Excel file
obtained after the forecast. Otherwise, it will be considered cheating and disqualified.
After uploading the prediction results, the system will score in time, and the
ranking will be based on the best results in the upload results. When the prediction
accuracy is higher, the ranking is more advanced. Kaggle's competitions are continuous, so I want to get good results, Must continue to train and modify the model daily,
because the predicted results will be surpassed at any time, and the contestant who
can maintain good results until the end is the biggest winner.
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Kaggle has data science teams from all over the world that constantly challenge
machine learning algorithms and cooperate with the global data science community.
We will also participate in it and refer to different analysis methods to ensure that we
can more accurately solve the difficulties encountered by enterprises, Binary classification questions, such as: Are customers satisfied? Will customers buy this product?
Can customers pay this loan?
In this challenge, we must determine which customers will conduct specific transactions in the future, regardless of the transaction amount. We can use the data we
predict to judge and analyze, and reach the expected transaction.
Table 1. Prediction Tool and Model.

Platform

Development Software

Operation System

Microsoft Window 10 Professional Verison

Development Environment
Language
Data Prediction Tool
Applying Model
Data Analysis Tool

Anaconda 3
Python 3.7 Version
Jupyter Notebook, Spyder
Random Forest, XGBOOST
Excel2016

2

Related Works

This chapter is divided into five sections, mainly focusing on decision trees, random forests, support vector machines, neural-like networks, and the XGBoost model.
2.1

Decision Tree

Decision tree is proposed by Hunt and his colleges in 1996 [2], it is a tree branch
concept to be a decision tree model. This model almost used in classification prediction, which is divided into Classification tree, regression tree, classification regression
tree.
Classification Tree is used to predict the strain number of a category type. Regression Tree predicts values using regression analysis.， Classification and Regression
Tree (CART) is proposed by Leo Breiman in 1984 [5]. It combines the characteristics
of classification trees and regression trees. It can predict category types and numerical
data. It is characterized in that only two branches are generated for each classification
for planning and analyzing data sets, and there is no restriction on the type of variables. There is greater flexibility in analysis.
2.2

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Support Vector Machine (SVM for short), proposed by Corinna Cortes and Vapnik
in 1995[1], mainly classifies binary data, and divides into two categories based on the
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principle of minimum classification error rate. SVM uses the current data as training,
selects several support vectors from the analyzed training data to represent all the
data, removes some extreme values, and packs the selected support vectors into a
model.
SVM is a supervised learning classifier. It can be used to analyze classification
patterns in data. The main purpose is to perform classification and regression analysis.
The following figure is an example. Given a training data set, each of the data (black
points, white points) is given a classification answer 0 and 1, each data is a vector,
and the length of the vector is 2 ), The SVM can construct a classification model to
classify all the data into 2 categories. Later, if new test data is input into the model it
can also be automatically classified into 0 or 1 by the model.
2.3

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [6] is a mathematical or computational model
that simulates the structure and function of the human brain and is inspired by biology. Each neuron is connected to other neurons, and will be impacted by the state of
other neurons, thereby determining whether it will fire itself. ANN is a black box
model that can find the relationship between input data and output data, and form a
pattern to make predictions on different input data.
2.4

eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)

Extreme gradient boosting (eXtreme Gradient Boosting, referred to as XGBoost)
was proposed by the promoter Chen Tianqi in 2014 [7,8,9,10]. Gradient means that
the XGBoost module is developed in C ++ of the Gradient Boosting Machine. Boosting belongs to the overall learning classifier, which classifies many classifications
with low accuracy. The model trees are combined to become a model with higher
accuracy, which will be continuously revised, and a new tree is generated after each
correction. XGBoost [7,8,9,10] proposes the concept of blocks, and sorts the data
before training. It is then saved as a block structure, and the data in the structure is
reused in subsequent processes to allow the modules to be parallelized and reduce
training time.

3

The Analysisi Model

3.1

Data Set

This data comes from the data center in the Kaggle Santander trading prediction
competition. The competition data is divided into three parts. The first part is the
training set, the second part is the test set, and the last part is the prediction result data
set. The training set data can be used for data pre-processing and visual design and
modeling. When the model is created, the processed training set is used to predict the
data in the test set, and finally the prediction result data set is generated.
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Table 2. Training Data Attributes.
Var_0
Var_199

–

Attribute Name

ID_CODE

Target

Attribute Type

object

Int64

Float64

Attribute Sum

200000

200000

200000

Is there a null value

None

None

None

Attribute Meaning

Code

target attribute

Attribute Value

Table 3. Test Data Attributes.
Attribute Name

ID_CODE

Var_0 –Var_199

Attribute Type

object

Float64

Attribute Sum

200000

200000

Is there a null value

None

None

Attribute Meaning
Code
Attribute Value
This data analysis has so far used two models, three modules and four kits: first, the
model uses the XGBOOST model and the Random Forest model, and the modules are
the Csv module, Numpy module, and Sklearn module. Finally, there are Pandas Suite,
Matplotlib Suite, Seaborn Suite and Os Suite.
Models
1.XGBoos model: It is used to predict the accuracy rate. The higher the accuracy rate,
the faster the training speed, and the XGBClassifier type is selected.
(1)max_depth parameter: is the maximum depth, the greater the depth of the tree, the
higher the degree of overfitting to the data, which is used to prevent the fitting problem
(2)n_estimators parameter: the number of trees, which affects the training speed. The
larger the module, the longer the training time.
(3)colsample_bytree parameter: The ratio of random sampling of features when the
tree is established. If the ratio is larger, each tree is more similar. If the ratio is smaller, the diversity of the tree can be increased.
(4)Learning_rate parameter: For the learning rate, the larger the value, the faster the
model learns the training set. If it is too small, the training is too slow. If it is too fast,
the advantage is missed.
(5)Objective parameter: The binary: logistic parameter is used for the logistic regression of the two classifications, which returns the predicted probability (not the category).
(6)n_jobs parameter: how many CPUs are used for execution, -1 is to use 100%
CPU.
Random ForestModel :
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(1)n_estimators parameter: The number of trees, which affects the training speed.
The larger the module, the longer the training time.
(2)random_state parameter: random seed. If it is set to 1, the data of the construction
model is fixed. If it is set to other numerical cuts, the data of the construction model is
different.
(3)max_depth parameter: is the maximum depth, the greater the depth of the tree, the
higher the degree of overfitting to the data, which is used to prevent the fitting problem
(4)min_samples_leaf parameter: Limit the minimum number of samples of leaf
nodes, suitable for large sample data sets
(5)Criterion parameter: The formula used to decide whether to use entropy or gini.
(6)max_features parameter: The maximum number of features to consider when dividing the data
Models
1.Csv module: It is used to read and write CSV format. CSV file format is a universal
spreadsheet and database import and export format.
(1)Csv.reader (fin, delimiter = `,’): used to read the fin variable delimiter as ","
2.Numpy module: It is mainly used for data processing. It can quickly operate huge
data of multi-dimensional array.
(1)x_train = np.array (x_train): Introduce numpy module, create an array by passing
list to np.array (x_train).
3.Sklearn module: used for machine learning.
(1) train_test_split: used to divide the training set and test set.
(2) classification_report: Make a classification report showing the accuracy, recall
rate, and F1 value of each class.
(3) confusion_matrix: Make a confusion matrix, reflecting the classification accuracy
of the module from different angles, it can be easier to determine whether the module
confuses two different classes.
(4) accuracy_score: Calculate the percentage of classification accuracy score.
1. Pandas package: supports multiple text and data loading, and can quickly understand the data structure
(1) read_csv: used to read csv files.
(2) Pandas.info (): Check out several data and attributes.
(3) Pandas.shape (): View the number of rows and columns in train.
(4) Pandas.head (): View the data in train.
(5)Pandas.isnull (): Check if there are null values in train.
(6) Pandas.sum (): Calculate the total number of null values in train.
(7) Pandas.describe (): View the value of each field in train.
2. Matplotlib suite: used to build charts, can be used with numpy.
(1) Matplotlib.figure (): Set the chart format.
(2) Matplotlib.subplot: print the graphs in order.
(3) Matplotlib.pie: make pie charts and bar charts Figure 4-7 Matplotlib Suite: From
this figure, it can be seen that the target attribute ratio is too large.
(4) Matplotlib.scatter: Make a scatter plot.
(5) Matplotlib.xlabel: Adjust the font size.
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(6) Matplotlib.tick_params: Adjust the table scale and font size.

Fig. 1. Matplotlib: the figure shoed the distribution difference is not obvious.

3. Seaborn Suite: used to create charts, more powerful than Matplotlib suite.
(1) Seaborn.countplot: used to draw bar charts.
(2) Seaborn.set_style: Set the table style.
(3) Seaborn.distplot: Only the curve is drawn to draw the histogram.

Fig. 2. The training set and test set comparison table. The correlation is high.
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4. So Suite: Used to handle external files and directories. Os.listdir: View the list of
materials contained in the folder.
Data analysis process this chapter explains the data analysis process of this topic in
detail, and explains the use of the module and the parameters of each module. The
following 16 steps are used for data analysis.
1.Confirm purpose, 2. Data collection, 3. Data pre-processing, 4.Data Exploration &
Visual Design, 5. Model establishment, 6. Model evaluation, 7. Results presented, 8.
Data pre-processing, 9. Model establishment, 10. Model evaluation, 11. Data preprocessing, 12. Module creation, 13. Model evaluation, 14. Building the model, 15.
Model Evaluation and 16. Results Presentation
Module prediction results After model training, in order to check whether the
model has overfitting problems, we use visual analysis to evaluate the model, and
continuously modify and adjust parameters. This chapter will introduce the use parameters, chaos matrix, and classification report of each model. Confusion matrix,
classification report introduction
Classification report Precision: For prediction accuracy
Forecast accuracy / scoring process This section describes how the prediction accuracy is generated and how to perform module scoring.

Fig. 3.Prediction accuracy flow chart 1.
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Fig. 4. Prediction Accuracy flow chart 2.

Best prediction results for each model After just processing the data, check the
accuracy benchmark value and upload the results. The accuracy rate is only 50%.
After 105 uploads, the best prediction result is 81.3%. In this section, the Criterion in
each model is divided into entropy and gini for comparison.
Forecast results growth Over time, our prediction results have also broken through.
The fourth model line chart can be seen The prediction results from the beginning to
the end of the competition have grown significantly, and the reason why model4 was
selected as the observation model is that this model's prediction results are better than
other models and the growth rate is also superior.

4

Conclusion

In the end, we selected individual training modules and found that the fourth module has the highest accuracy rate, which can reach 83%, but we believe that there is
still room for improvement, so we are currently focusing on modifying the fourth
module, hoping for the future It can improve the accuracy of nine modules. Use these
nine modules to estimate the original 200,000 records, reduce the misjudgment, and
improve the performance ranking of each module. After the competition, there are
many discussion forums on the platform, including machine learning algorithms used
by participants from all over the world. We have learned that the calculus model we
have learned is not enough to achieve good results in the competition. Therefore,
actively learn more practical machine algorithms from other participants in the discussion forum, and use the newly learned analysis methods to predict the second
competition. I hope that in the future, we can create better results for us.
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Abstract. Fluid simulation can be automatically interpolated by using
data-driven fluid simulations based on a space-time deformation. In this
paper, we propose a novel data-driven fluid simulation scheme with the
L0 based optical flow deformation method by matching two fluid surfaces
rather than the L2 regularization. The L0 gradient smooth regularization
can result in prominent structure of the fluid in a sparsity-control manner, thus the misalignment of the deformation can be suppressed. We
adopt the objective function using an alternating minimization with a
half-quadratic splitting for solving the L0 based optical flow deformation
model. We evaluate our proposed method on the fluid simulation of both
flying droplets and dam break scenarios. Experiment results demonstrate
that our proposed method can generate more realistic fluid surface with
the optimal space-time deformation under the L0 gradient smooth constraint than the L2 one, and outperform the state-of-the-art methods in
terms of both objective and subjective quality.
Keywords: Fluid simulation, space-time deformation, L0 regularization, sparsity, data-driven

1

Introduction

Fluid simulations are increasingly important in computer graphics and have
made an impact in real-time games. The simulation algorithms typically include
the physics-based methods and the data-driven approaches. The physics-based
fluid solvers[1][2][3][4] for working with the large amounts of simulation data are
challenging, as the simulation data is typically just passed on to a rendering stage
and any required change means re-starting a new simulation from scratch[5]. A
categories of data-driven fluid simulations[6] interpolate between two existing
fluid animations based on a space-time deformation. Once the matches of two
4D shapes are computed, a user can freely choose any version in between the
two extremes efficiently, without starting a new simulation.
Matching two fluid surfaces means finding the corresponding points between
the source surface and the target surface, and this procedure needs to deform the
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source onto the target. To choose the suitable overall match, the deformation
should be regularized with some constraints. A novel optical flow approach[5]
is to register deforming space-time source surfaces and target surfaces for the
robust registration and blend the complex volumetric phenomena by minimizing energy function with the L2 norm smoothness regularizer and the Tikhonov
regularizer, which is inherently based on closest distances in four-dimensional
Euclidean space. The L2 norm based smoothness regularization in [5] can be
enforced on the gradient of the deformations to suppress the differences of the
neighbors, however, this deformations can not always require an ideal deformation for the large differences of the source and target surfaces.
We propose an L0 based optical flow deformation optimization framework
to reduce the undesirably artifacts by employing sparse smoothness constraint,
and then to match the appropriate points of each shape. Because some large
differences between source and target shapes have non-zero deformation gradient
values while other regions keep zero, which indicates the sparse property, we
present a new measure via L0 norm as smoothness regularization constraint.
The sparse gradient counting measure can confine the number of deformation
gradients changes, which allows large gradient magnitude by nature. In addition,
to retrieve the motion optimally, this sparse property shows that different degrees
of smoothness deformation priors should be introduced to different regions. As a
consequence, our proposed L0 based method can retrieve an optimal deformation
to yield better motion than the L2 based method [5] and avoid suffering from
the error accumulation.
We demonstrate that our proposed L0 based optical flow deformation method
can robustly and automatically match the surfaces of the fluid simulation data
produced by semi-Lagrangian advection method than the L2 ones [5, 6]. Our proposed method with the sparsity measure can outperform both the user guidance
registration and the third data-point support in term of accuracy with small
details and moderate correspondences.

2

Related work

In this section, we briefly introduce the related work about the motion reconstruction method with sparse constraints.
Several works have used guide behaviors to make liquid surfaces follow a desired shape or motion [7, 8]. Unlike this modification approaches on existing fluid
simulation, the work-flow that concentrates on align pre-computed space-time
surfaces and interpolates between them for intermediate motions is mainly based
on non-rigid ICP algorithms [6]. The non-rigid ICP algorithm has been applied
to reconstruct the temporally coherent dynamic objects from data captured by
the multi-view acquisition system [9] or the monocular depth camera [10]. This
registration technique has also been applied to the tracking of changing topology
shapes such as liquid surfaces [11].
Regular optical flow aims at recovering the motion of dynamic objects, especially for consecutive frames. Up to now, the Horn-Schunck algorithm [12] is
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extended to estimate high quality flow field. The connection between the optical
flow and fluid flow are established for typical flow visualizations [13]. The optical
flow techniques have also been used to acquire the fluid velocities based on physical priors [14]. Optical flow estimation commonly minimizes an energy function
to obtain an optimal result, where the smoothness regularization is incorporated
as a convex regularizer. The optical flow deformation approach [5] is essentially
similar to the non-rigid iterative closest point algorithm that incorporates user
guidance [6] in term of the registration process. Likewise, this optical flow deformation approach robustly recovers a match among the inputs based on local
smoothness constraints and obtains a deformation field to align the surfaces. The
L2 based smoothness regularization [5] may cause the error propagation and the
accumulated errors. In this paper, we utilize a specific sparse regularization as a
constraint to improve the results.
In fact, sparse representation [15] has successfully applied in field of image
processing [16], computer vision [17], and graphics [10]. Especially, the sparsity
priors have been utilized in the optical flow estimation and motion reconstruction. For example, a new sparsity prior of the flow field in certain domains
is introduced to estimate dense flow fields, and a stronger additional sparsity
constraint on the flow gradients is incorporated into the model to cope the measurement noises [17]. While [18] decomposes the motion field into sparse and
non-sparse components to restrain the over-sparsity. In the motion tracking [10],
the L0 based motion regularizer is incorporated into the non-rigid deformation
to propose the L0 -L2 non-rigid motion tracking method to efficiency stop the
error propagation.

3

Method

The 4D registrations and interpolation pipeline is processed automatically as
illustrated in figure 1. The optical flow solve computes a dense field of fourcomponent deformation vectors u, which maps points of input A onto input B.
The residual optical flow is performed until the refinement does not yield gains
in quality. Then the deformation sequences from each iteration are aligned into a
single deformation field. It is observed that the source surface should ideally deform to end up on the target surface. Based on this goal, the projection step [11]
is adopted to retrieve the fine details at the surface that prevented by regularization. It is notable that the projection only gives good results when a suitable
overall match has been obtained by optical flow step. After deformations have
been calculated, interpolation step [5] is further utilized to produce intermediate
surface animations. Given two inputs sequences ψ1 , ψ2 with deformations u1→2
and u2→1 , the linear interpolation can significantly generate the final quality.
3.1

Optical flow deformation

The work of [5] uses the L2 norm based optical flow solve to perform a registration step. In this setting, two animations from different simulation setups
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Fig. 1. The pipeline of the registration and interpolation scheme. The inputs animation
show two crown splashes. Our proposed L0 based optimization is applied into the
optical flow solve.

are taken as the inputs: a source and a target. Each animation is a sequence of
surfaces over time, where the surfaces can be concatenated as time slices of a 4D
volume. The registration mainly transforms source to further fit it into target
through deformations u.
Throughout this paper we will use symbol (e.g.,u) to denote continuous value,
and bold symbol (e.g.,u) to denote the discrete counterpart. The symbol with
subscript (e.g.,φr ) is usually used to represent the derivative of the corresponding
variable. Thus, subscript will not denote the component of a vector except for
the special statement.
A flow simulations can be represented by 4D signed-distance values φ, and
the parameter r is an external control knob to modify the simulation from source
to target. The regular optical flow usually recovers the motion of dynamic object
from two images taken at different times. [5] instead uses optical flow to recover
the motion among surfaces of different simulations. The algorithm employs the
brightness-constancy assumption to recover the flow with motion discontinuities.
Applying the optical flow alone is underdetermined because of the nonlinearity, so that various additional constraints or priors are imposed to regularize the problem. The Tikhonov regularizer term restricts the deformation to
be as small as possible. Esmooth defines a L2 regularizer which smoothes the consistent motions along spatial as well as temporal dimensions. Given the optical
flow constraint and some common regularizers, the estimation of deformation
field u is achieved by minimizing the following energy
min Edata (u) + βT ET ikhonov (u) + βS Esmooth (u)
u

(1)
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Where βS and βT are the weights directly controlling the importance of each
energy term.
3.2

L0 based optical flow deformation

The goal of optical flow in this work is to compute deformations and to recover
the discontinuous fluid motions. In the following, a sparsity constraint on the
deformation gradients is incorporated into the optical flow estimation model to
reduce the undesirable errors.
The L2 based optical flow solve [5] for the certain inputs produced by semiLagrangian advection algorithm cannot robustly and accurately match surfaces
in the nearest-neighbor fashion. Especially in the inputs with little similarities
because of the surface flickering, the deformations will try to match pieces in
proximity but not necessarily the whole target shape. We propose an L0 based
deformation regularizer over the existing optical flow solve to implicitly define
the appropriate correspondences and to prevent motion changes on other regions.
Specifically, the deformation is denoted by u to transform the source surface closer into the target surface. We formulate the L0 based deformation by
minimizing the following energy function
0

min Edata (u) + βT ET ikhonov (u) + βS Esmooth (u)
u

(2)

0

where a new smoothness regularizer Esmooth is introduced to the general opti0
cal flow solve to replace the L2 norm smoothness term. Esmooth measures the
deformation differences between all pairs of neighboring points, and is given by
0

Esmooth = S(u)
S(u) = #



6 0
p |∂x up | + |∂y up | + |∂z up | + |∂t up | =

(3)
(4)
p

where S(u) is the L0 norm for the deformation gradient ∇u. The gradient ∇u =
{∂x up , ∂y up , ∂z up , ∂t up } for each point p of the deformation field is calculated
based on the two 4D SDFs between neighboring points in space and time. The
gradient magnitude |∂up | is defined as the sum of gradient magnitudes over four
dimensions. Our smoothness constraint with L0 norm regularization is used to
control the number of non-zero gradients globally and present the sparsity of
deformation gradients.
We estimate the optimized deformation by minimizing the energy function
(
)
X
p
p
p 2
p 2
min
|ψ r + ∇ψ · u | + βT |u | + βS S(u)
(5)
u

p

where the data derivative ψ r corresponds to the time derivation for optical flow
applications. The spatial gradient ∇ψ is computed with the target surface. The
0
Esmooth term of L0 norm regularizer in (2) is a non-convex problem. Due to
the computationally intractability of the L0 norm, the half-quadratic splitting
strategy utilized in image smoothing achieves the high qualitative effect [16].
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Inspired by the strategy described in [16], we split the objective function (5) into
two sub-problems by introducing auxiliary variables into the energy function.
We argue that this method finds appropriate matches and retrieves the surface
motions robustly.
3.3

solver

We introduce an auxiliary variable vp , corresponding to ∇up , and reformulate
the energy function as
(
)
X
p
p
p 2
p 2
p
p 2
min
|ψ r + ∇ψ · u | + βT |u | + βS S(v) + βA |∇u − v |
(6)
u,v

p


where S(v) = # p |∂x vp | + |∂y vp | + |∂z vp | + |∂t vp | 6= 0 , and βA is an automatically adapting parameter to control the similarity between the gradients
∇up and their corresponding variables vp . To solve this problem, we alternatively fix variables up to solve vp and fix variables vp to solve up in each iteration.

minimizing v The terms not involving vp in (6) are removed to estimate vp
)
(
X
βS
p
p 2
S(v)
(7)
min
|∇u − v | +
v
βA
p
As ∇up is pre-fixed, (7) has a close form solution

2
2
2
2
(0, 0, 0, 0), (∂x up ) + (∂y up ) + (∂z up ) + (∂t up ) ≤
p
v =
(∂x up , ∂y up , ∂z up , ∂t up ),
otherwise

βS
βA

(8)

minimizing u As vp is pre-fixed, the up estimation can be represented in a
quadratic function
(
)
X
p
p
p 2
p 2
p
p 2
min E(u) = min
|ψ r + ∇ψ · u | + βT |u | + βA |∇u − v |
(9)
u

u

p

(9) formulates a L2 based minimization. The solution is similar to the method
of L2 based optical flow [5]. Setting the gradient of E(u) to be zero gives a closed
solution for (9), which can be expressed as a linear equation
T

T

([∇ψ] [∇ψ] + βT E + βA L) · u = βA v − [∇ψ] ψ r

(10)

The ψ r is computed with ψ 1 − ψ 2 , where the source and target inputs are
denoted by ψ 1 and ψ 2 respectively. L denotes the discrete Laplacian.
The optical flow based on L0 regularizer is summarized in Algorithm 1. Initially, the algorithm is performed with two SDF inputs ψ and a zero deformation
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Algorithm 1: Optical Flow based on L0 regularizer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Input: inputs ψ 1 and ψ 2 , u, smoothing weight βS , parameters
βT , βA , α, κ
Output: Optimized u
Initialization : βA ← 2βS , u0 ← 0, v0 ← u0
for i = 1 : max do
0
ψ 1 = def orm(ψ 1 , u(i−1) , α);
v(i) ← minv (βS , βA , u(i−1) )
0
utmp(i) ← minu (ψ 1 , ψ 2 , v(i) , βT , βA )
begin
utmp = u(i−1) + alignV elocity(utmp(i) );
if error(def orm(ψ 1 , u(i) , α), ψ 2 )≥error(def orm(ψ 1 , utmp , α), ψ 2 )
then
u(i) = utmp ;
βA = κ · βA
else
break;
end
end
end

field u = 0. The function deform(ψ, u, α) applies the deformation u to input ψ
with weight α ∈ [0...1]. A single, smooth linear deformation from source to target
is required rather than deformation sequences produced by the iteration runtime.
We follow [5] to align multiple deformations with the alignVelocity(u) function.
The reliable error metric [5] is adopted to quantitatively evaluate whether the
current optical flow solve leads to an improvement. More emphasis are putted
on the surface region rather than the volume itself. Given two inputs ψ 1 and
ψ 2 (which we define them in a discrete setting), the error metric becomes
X
error(ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) =
h(ψ 1 (x), ψ 2 (x))V
(11)
x

where V is the volume of a cell. The h represent an indicator function to detect
misalignment surfaces.

4

Experimental Results

We conduct the experiments on the fluid simulation of both the flying droplets and dam break scenarios. The standard fluid simulation, surface matching
process and the interpolation step are run on the extensible fluid simulation
framework, called mantaflow [19]. When the deformations have been calculated,
new fluid animations can be produced in the interpolation weight range from
0 to 1. In order to speed up the convergence, we monotonically increase βA by
multiplying the parameter κ = 2 in the Algorithm 1. Thus, in our experiments,
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Fig. 2. The visual quality comparison of flying droplets via different deformation methods based on L2 and L0 smooth regularization. Left: The source input ψ1 . Middle: The
results of L2 based method [5] and L0 based method, and the sectional view images
correspond to the results. Right: The target input ψ2 .

we set βA to be 1E −3 in the first iteration and increase it by multiplying parameter κ after each iteration when error is reduced. In the following, we compare
our L0 based refinement results with those of the state-of-the-art [5] to evaluate
the performance of these two different methods.

4.1

Deformation Results

We evaluate the quality of the deformation through the visual quality of the
interpolated results, where the uni-directional nearest-neighbor interpolation is
used, such as the deformation direction from ψ1 to ψ2 .
We consider two flying droplets with different initial shapes and different
positions. They drop in the pool at different times to create different water
ripples. We try to deform the source one to the target one by our proposed fluid
simulation method and the state-of-the-art method [5] respectively, with the
interpolation weight as 1. Figure 2 shows the interpolated results of the L2 based
and the L0 based deformation methods respectively. In order to easily observe,
the sectional view images at a fixed frame are shown next to the interpolated
results. We can observe that our results are closer to the target input ψ2 and with
less artifacts than those of the L2 based method. In addition, the interpolated
results of these two different methods with the deformation from the input ψ2
to the input ψ1 are shown in Figure 3. The L2 based deformation method may
create some ambiguous correspondences between the input ψ1 to the input ψ2 ,
and the undesired ripples appear at the surface due to the suboptimal matching.
Our proposed method can alleviate the artificial motions brought by the L2 based
method effectively. Three examples of interpolated results at different frames for
flying droplets are demonstrated in Figure 4, where the droplets falling into the
pool and causing the varying splashes. We observe that our interpolated results
can preserve the large-scale structures and recover the small-scale details.
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Fig. 3. The results of flying droplets with the deformation from source to the target.
Left: The source input ψ2 and the target inputs ψ1 are as the input. Right: The
interpolated results of [5] and our proposed L0 based deformation method, respectively.

Fig. 4. A visual comparison between the L2 based optical flow deformation, and our
proposed L0 based optimization method. From top to bottom: the source fluid, the
interpolated fluid results with deformation solved by the L2 based method [5] as well
as our L0 based optimization method, and the target fluid respectively. The figure
shows two drops falling into a pool, which causes the crown splash.

We take the dam break as an example to demonstrate the accuracy of our
optimization method. In this set of animations, a block of water is released at
one side of a pool, and this forms a wave that sweeps the pool. As shown in
Figure 5, we produce fluid animations for two different widths for this block of
water. The interpolated results are generated with the interpolation weight as 1
to compare the generated surfaces with the target surfaces visually. As shown in
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Fig. 5. A comparison of the L2 based optical flow against our L0 based optimization
output for the dam break scenario. Left: the input ψ1 and ψ2 . Middle: the interpolated
results generated by using the L2 based method with two different directional deformations including ψ1 → ψ2 and ψ2 → ψ1 with the interpolation weight 1, respectively.
Right: the corresponding interpolated results by using the L0 based method.

the right columns of Figure 5, the L2 based method causes the undesired ripples
at the surface, and the L0 optimization method captures the accurate motions
of the waves. Therefore, the surface of our results based on the L0 regularization
is closer to the target one than that based on the L2 optimization.
4.2

Evaluation

The error metric mentioned in sec.3.3 can quantitatively and significantly detects
the differences between the deformed surface and the target surface. We utilize
the error metric (11) to calculate the errors between the target surfaces and
the generated surfaces which are deformed with the L2 based and the L0 based
deformation methods respectively. The error values can be found in Table 1,
which includes two aforementioned scenarios (droplet, dam break). We show the
results with the deformation direction from ψ1 to ψ2 and the inverse one. We can
observed that our proposed L0 based fluid simulation method can obtain less
errors than the L2 based method [5], and generate the desired correspondences.
Table 1. Errors between the deformed surface and the target surface.
Fluid
initial the error after deformation
Directions
Example
error L2
L0
Flying
ψ1 → ψ2 4.1207 1.1113
0.9440
Droplets ψ2 → ψ1 3.9823 1.9747
1.8369
ψ1 → ψ2 4.0991 0.6768
0.6082
Dam Break
ψ2 → ψ1 5.0944 1.5366
1.3622
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Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a L0 -norm based deformation for fluid simulation to
obtain a good alignment of two inputs. The main contribution of our work is a
L0 -norm optimization approach to align fluid simulation with changing topologies. The L0 based optical flow takes advantage of the sparsity property of the
fluid motion of neighboring frames to constrain the deformation. Moreover, we
propose a novel effective approach to solve the L0 -based optimization problem
by making use of the L0 gradient minimization, which can globally control the
non-zero gradients to approximate the deformation in a sparsity-control manner.
Experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms the state-of-theart L2 based optical flow and accurately recovers motions between the space-time
surfaces of different simulations.
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Abstract. We present a framework for generating gait actions of a virtual
character in real-time. Integrate physical IK into the model make the neural network to learn the movements of the main joints more specifically. Our method
takes the action state of the character's previous frame and the terrain of the scene
as input user controls, and automatically generates high-quality motions to
achieve the required user controls. The entire network is trained end-to-end on a
large data set consisting of gait movements. Therefore, our method can automatically generate characters to adapt to the movement of different terrains. Compare
with the Gaussian process and EDR model, our network structure can produce
higher quality results. Our work is best suited for controlling characters in interactive scenes, such as computer games and virtual reality method.
Keywords: machine learning, character motion, neural network

1

Introduction

Generating real-time data-driven controllers for virtual characters remains a challenging task. Even if there is a large amount of ready-made high-quality motion capture
data, it requires a long manual process before it can be used. As animation complexity
increases, a very large animation database is needed to ensure that the virtual character
can move freely in the scene. This method not only consumes a lot of manpower and
material resources, but also requires a lot of storage space during operation.
Therefore, we research and explore the construction method of character gait movement model in virtual scene. A large amount of data is used to pre-train the motion
model to solve the deficiencies of the previous method in practical applications, enhance the interaction of the characters in the virtual reality scene, improve the user's
immersion in the virtual reality world, and seek better user experience.
We propose a virtual character real-time gait motion control based on deep learning
and physical IK. Construct a physics-based motion model for the character, and learn a
large amount of human motion data to obtain an efficient real-time motion model.
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2

Related Work

There are many existing virtual character motion models, the most basic of which are
a data-driven motion synthesis model. The data-driven motion synthesis model requires
a large amount of motion data and synthesizes it to ensure that the output motion looks
natural and smooth. Commonly used data-driven motion synthesis technologies include
linear-based technology and kernel-based technology.
Linear-based Techniques. Howe [1] and Safonova [2] used principal component
analysis (PCA), which is widely used to reduce the dimension of motion data, to predict
whole body motion from a small number of inputs. However, because the global PCA
may have the problem of representing various motions in the low-dimensional latent
space, it is improved on the later stage, and the local PCA are used to process any type
of motion. Chai [3] applied local PCA to synthesize whole body motion with sparse
marker sets. Tautges [4] designed a similar local structure of predicting whole-body
motion from sparse inertial sensors. The problem with this structure is that it requires a
large amount of data preprocessing and calculation for motion segmentation, classification and alignment during training, and nearest neighbor search at runtime.
Kernel-based Methods for Motion Blending. Radial basis function (RBF) is effective
for mixing multiple motions of the same class. Rose [5] designed to classify the same
type of actions and use RBF to insert according to the direction of the character's phase
movement. Rose [6] proposed a method for classifying motion and aligning it along the
timeline to make the mixed motion look more reasonable, and used inverse kinematics
to map the joint position to the character's pose. Kovar and Gleicher [7] calculated the
similarity of motions and used dynamic time warping to align the motions and let others
automatically pair. However, due to the lack of a mechanism to deal with noise and
variance, the RBF method can easily overfit the data. Mukai and Kuriyama [8] solved
this problem by using a Gaussian process (GP), in which meta-parameters are optimized to fit the model to the data. Therefore, the number of sports that can be mixed is
limited. This limitation is difficult to break through.
Physics-based. This is a technique for automatically generating interactive natural motion. It has been a long-term research goal to extend this method to the virtual role of
active control, and great progress has been made in recent years. Motion controllers
have been developed that can powerfully handle character shapes, external disturbances, and changes in uneven terrain. Geijtenbeek [9] designed a muscle-based control
method to simulate bipeds. This method can support various creatures' speed-shifting
and turning behaviors, and is robust to external disturbances. However, this method has
low fidelity to human gait movements, especially upper body movements, and it is difficult to simulate them with pure biological modules.
Even with a large amount of readily available high-quality motion capture data, making
real-time data-driven controllers for virtual characters is still very difficult. It is often
difficult to ensure low storage requirements when real-time performance is met, and
manual pre-processing in the early stage will also take a lot of manpower and time.
Especially when the virtual environment consists of uneven terrain and large obstacles,
the problem will be more difficult. In this case, a framework that can be learned from a
very large amount of high-dimensional motion data is needed, as there are large
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combinations of different motion trajectories and corresponding geometries that can
exist. Recent developments in deep learning and neural networks have shown some
promise that may solve these problems. Neural networks are able to learn from very
large, high-dimensional data sets, and once trained have a low memory footprint and
fast execution time. The question remains how neural networks can best are applied to
motion data in a way that produces high-quality output in real time with minimal data
processing.
Deep Learning. Holden [10] [11] and others used CNN convolution models to implement character movements, perform temporal local transformation on each layer of
CNN, and gradually transform input signals until a desired output signal is produced.
However, this structure is suitable for offline and cannot meet the real-time nature. The
RNN and encoder-recursion-decoder (ERD) networks proposed by Taylor [12] and
Fragkiadaki [13] are real-time, and these models only need a single frame of content
input to get the next frame Output, but once the time increases, the errors in the prediction will be fed back to the input and accumulated quickly, and high frequency noise
will be feedback into the system and the final model can no longer continue to run
normally.

3

Data Acquisition

3.1

The Motion Dataset for Deep Learning

In order to train the model, we chose a large-scale motion capture online database CMU
[14], which is provided free of charge. The database contains data such as walking and
jogging to ensure that characters perform gait movements at different speeds and orientations. At the same time, to increase the richness of the data, we performed motion
capture. First of all, the data of the data set needs to be normalized, and the data is
relocated to data with a uniform skeleton structure with a single proportion and the
same bone length. This requires first copying all the corresponding joint angles in the
source skeleton structure to the target skeleton structure, then scaling the source skeleton to the same size as the target skeleton, and finally referring to the method of Yamane
and Nakamura [15] to perform inverse dynamics on the target skeleton Bind the joints
of the moving target skeleton to match the joint positions in the original skeleton. The
final data set contains about 2.5 million frames of high-quality character motion capture
data, all using 120 frames per second of sampled data.
3.2

Data Format for Training

After obtaining the available motion capture data, we converted the dataset to a format suitable for training. First, we down sampled the data set to 60 frames per second,
because we usually cannot reach a frame rate of 120 frames per second when using
virtual characters in games, and 60 frames per second is a relatively reasonable and
stable frame rate. Also consider actual use cases. In game engines, objects are usually
defined using world coordinates. Convert the position and rotation data of the
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character's bones from the relative coordinates in the motion capture file to the world
coordinate system for subsequent calculations.
Character walking is a complex action, which contains many details. The generation
of character gait actions needs to extract features of the character's movement, thereby
enhancing the model training efficiency and model operation efficiency.
Character Orientation. The character's orientation is a very important feature data, it
can help us analyze the movement track of the character. The orientation of the character should be a two-dimensional vector in the XZ plane. Generally, the orientation of
the character should be determined by the orientation of the trunk. But walking is a
whole-body exercise. Each joint is doing a relative circular movement. It is a separate
joint. The key joints of the trunk, such as the waist or crotch, are not used to represent
the orientation of the character. The calculation method selected in this paper is to select
the left and right shoulder and left and right thighs root bone positions, and calculate
the character orientation from these four data. Then we perform Gaussian filtering on
the calculated data to reduce some noises that occur during motion capture, and finally
obtain the required character orientation result.
Footsteps Match the Ground. During the walking cycle of a character, the foot is in
contact with the ground for a certain period of time. In this paper, the method of reference [16] is used to determine whether the foot is in contact with the ground by detecting the height and speed of the foot or heel of the character.to define the label. Because
this method can sometimes go wrong, we need to manually check the results and correct
them.
Definition of Gait Semantics. For the category of exercise, this paper uses binary to
define several semantic labels for gait: slow walking (00), walking (01), fast walking
(10), and running (11). Defining semantic labels can eliminate motion ambiguity. For
example, many joints in brisk walking and running have similarities. It is difficult to
determine the correct movement based on the calculation of joint positions alone, so
artificial preliminary operations need to be added. Secondly, in the application scenario,
the user generally has requirements for the gait of the character. In the process of motion
capture, in order to ensure the correctness of the action, the actor is usually required to
continue a movement state for a period of time, which is also convenient for us to define
the semantic label.

4

Gait motion model

4.1

Physical Model Description

We take game engine as an example to study and analyze the real-time control methods
of gait movements that were commonly used before. In the game engine, a large amount
of animation data can be connected together through the animation controller to achieve
animation state fusion and switching. Among them, some parameters define the state
of the animation, such as controlling the speed of running or walking, controlling the
rotation angle of the steering animation and straight motion, and controlling whether to
jump or not.
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In the case of focusing only on gait movement, we found that the user's input data
only has the moving speed of the character in the vertical (back-and-forth) direction
and the moving speed of the horizontal (left-right) direction. All that controls skeletal
motion and elevation are the animation controller and rigid body physics engine. Here
we consider letting the neural network replace the animation controller and part of the
rigid body physics model. We calculate the motion trajectory in real time through user
input, then we can build a real-time gait motion control model.
In the previous character gait motion control, when we wanted to change the defined
animation, we usually defined the physical IK of the bone. After defining the IK chain
for the character model, we can drive a series of nodes to move to the last node, and
can maintain relatively correct dynamic motion.
We consider that by analogizing the method to define physical IK of the model, the
remaining related joints (such as knees and elbows) can also move reasonably at the
same time when only some nodes are controlled.
4.2

Combining with Neural Networks

Inspired by the physical model, we combined the physical model with the neural network to construct a real-time gait motion control model. Combining the advantages of
neural networks and physical models, a more lightweight character gait motion model
is trained, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of this model

Fig. 2. The definition of character IK

Unlike other methods that use neural networks to generate all joint positions, we reduce
the number of trained joints, control the number of joints to the minimum numbers of
nodes, and define the remaining joints with IK. This can effectively reduce the size of
the neural network and make it more effective to train the joints with high necessity.
References [17] [18]Here the following joints are selected and defined in this model:
pelvic center (root node), shoulder center, head, left hand, right hand, left foot, right
foot. As shown in the Fig. 2, after defining the 7 key joints, IK bind the remaining keys
on the physical model to make them driven by IK.
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Correspondingly, the definition of neural networks must be changed. First of all, on
the input and output data, unnecessary data is first deleted from the data set, leaving
only relevant data for 7 joints.
Since the character's use at this moment is related to his movement trajectory, we will
further analyze the movement here. The movement of the i frame in a movement is
defined by the state of the first n frames and the trend of the next n frames, such as a
person from stationary to brisk walking, or a person who is about to turn right, and they
are currently The actions of the frame is made up of the previous action and the next
action. So, we also use the first n frames to the last n frames of the current frame as
input. In actual use, the trajectory of the next n frames can be calculated by the current
character's orientation and movement speed and user input. In this model, n is 24, which
is the state of one second before and after we will consider this action.
4.3

Neural Network Structure
𝑝

𝑔

𝑝

The input and output of the neural network are defined as 𝑋 = {𝑡 , 𝑡 𝑑 , 𝑡 ℎ , 𝑡 , 𝑗 , 𝑗 𝑣 } ∈
𝑝
𝑝
𝑝
ℚ𝑛 , 𝑌𝑖 = {𝑡 , 𝑡 𝑑 , 𝑗 , 𝑗 𝑣 , 𝑗 𝑎 , 𝑟 𝑥 , 𝑟 𝑧 , 𝑟 𝑎 , 𝑐 } ∈ ℚ𝑛 .where 𝑡 are the trajectory positions
𝑑
in the 2D horizontal plane, , 𝑡 are the trajectory directions in the 2D horizontal plane,
𝑔
𝑡 ℎ are the trajectory heights points, 𝑡 are the trajectory semantic variables indicating
𝑝
the gait of the character defined in Section 4.2. 𝑗 and 𝑗 𝑣 are the local joint positions
𝑎
and velocities, 𝑗 are the joint angles local to the character root transform expressed
using the exponential map which Grassia proposed[19], 𝑟 𝑥 , 𝑟 𝑧 are the root transform
translational x velocity and z velocity relative to the forward facing direction, 𝑟 𝑎 is the
root transform angular velocity around the upward direction, 𝑐 are the foot contact labels defined in Section 4.2
Given input parameters X, output parameters Y, we start by building a simple threelayer neural network Φ as follows:
Ψ(X) = ELU(ELU(ELU(𝑋 ∗ W1 + b1 ) ∗ W2 + b2 ) ∗ W3 + b3 )

(1)

where, network parameters are defined by 𝜙 = {W1 ∈ ℚℎ×𝑛 ,b1 ∈ ℚh ,W2 ∈ ℚℎ×ℎ ,b2 ∈
ℚh ,W3 ∈ ℚm×h ,b3 ∈ ℚh }, h is the number of cells in the hidden layer. which are set to
256.
To train the network we must normalize the input and output sets, ensure that for a
given set of control parameters X, we can produce the corresponding output variables
Y as a function of the neural network Ψ. The cost function is defined as the following
and consists of two terms:
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑋, 𝜙) = ‖𝑌 − Ψ(𝜃)‖22 + 𝛼‖𝜙‖1

(2)

where, the first term calculates the mean square error of the regression, and the second
term is a sparse term to ensure that the minimum number of hidden units is used for
regression. Here we set α to 0.05. We train the neural network and use Adam[20] to
minimize the Cost function. We set Dropout[21] to 0.5 to reduce the overfitting of the
model and enhance the model's resistance to noise. Trained 30epochs and spent about
12 hours
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Runtime

After training the neural network, we solidify it into a plug-in that can be calculated in
real time. After binding with the defined physical model in the game engine, as long as
the user inputs the movement direction and speed of the moving character in real time,
real-time gait motion control model is ready to run.
Here is a detailed explanation of how each input is calculated during real-time operation. In the game engine, the position coordinates of the character's joints can be read
directly. Here we save the joint position vector of the previous frame and subtract it
from the current frame to get the speed instantly. Next, we record the coordinates of the
root node and the orientation of the person in the first 24 frames, so that the trajectory
data before the current frame can be easily obtained. Next, define the trajectory data
after the current frame according to the user's input.
We define the user's input as (v, h) representing the forward and backward displacement, respectively, with a value range of [-1,1]. Next, we convert the user's input into
three-dimensional coordinating, so that we can get the user's displacement in the world
coordinate system.

Fig. 3. The illustrations of Catmull-Rom Spline

Because human movement is smooth, here we introduce Catmull-Rom Spline interpolation method to run through the path. Catmull-Rom Spline's interpolation method requires us to find the four points p0, p1, p2, and p3 on the path before generating a
smooth point between p1 and p2. as shown in Fig. 3.
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑃0 ∗ (−0.5𝑡 3 + 𝑡 2 − 0.5𝑡) + 𝑃1 ∗ (1.5𝑡 3 − 2.5𝑡 2 + 𝑡) + 𝑃2 ∗
(−1.5𝑡 3 + 2𝑡 2 + 0.5𝑡) + 𝑃3 ∗ (−0.5𝑡 3 + 𝑡 2 )

(3)

First, we can get the track point (p1) of the current frame and the track point (p0) of the
previous frame. Next, we calculate the displacement result of the current user input. For
example, if the character makes it turn right as it moves forward, the displacement result
should be the front right of the current frame and the character facing right. The simple
vector addition can get the displacement result (p2). Next, we calculate the result after
1 second (p3) while keeping the current input. After being incorporated into the formula, the points on the predicted trajectory can be obtained.
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Result and Discussions

We designed two experimental comparisons, Error1 and Error2. Error1, which calculates the distance difference between each joint of the motion generated by this method
and the motion fusion method, and Error2, which is the distance difference between the
foot and the ground. Because the animation fusion method and the motion generated
by this method cannot be completely consistent. This experiment chooses to be on the
same trajectory as the gait motion generated by the animation fusion method, with several cycles of the same step and speed as the method Perform analysis. It does not analyze the movement of the entire trajectory. We define these two parameters for comparison because the motion generated by the animation fusion method can be regarded
as a result generally recognized after artificial processing. Compared with it, it can be
regarded as a comparison with the subject's actual motion result. The second parameter
can be regarded as a criterion for judging the correctness of the action. The gait movement of the character generates effective movement on the one hand, and on the other
hand, it is necessary to consider the correctness of the action of the actual landing of
the foot.
Table 1. Comparison of four algorithms under different actions
Motion
Straight
ForwardStart
Straight
ForwardStable
Curve
ForwardSlow
Turn
Curve
ForwardSharp
Turn

Bumpy
Ground

Method

Error1

Error2

Runtime

Memory

GP

0.176

0.061

79

2500MB

ERD
NN

4.193
0.157

0.048
0.034

324
272

17.9MB
8.4MB

NN & physical IK
GP

0.163
0.053

0.036
0.011

96
161

57.1MB
2500MB

ERD
NN

0.116
0.142

0.037
0.022

372
301

17.9MB
8.4MB

NN & physical IK
GP

0.137
0.359

0.019
0.064

130
123

57.1MB
2500MB

ERD
NN

0.241
0.265

0.043
0.035

357
288

17.9MB
8.4MB

NN & physical IK
GP

0.244
0.528

0.037
0.072

135
83

57.1MB
2500MB

ERD
NN

1.283
0.262

0.064
0.057

349
265

17.9MB
8.4MB

NN & physical IK
GP

0.217
-

0.051
-

119
-

57.1MB
-

ERD

2.872

3.472

261

17.9MB

NN

0.538

1.756

183

8.4MB

NN & physical IK

0.706

0.112

76

57.1MB
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We chose to compare with three algorithms: autoregressive Gaussian process (GP) [8],
ERD (encoder-loop-decoder) network [12] and neural network without adding physical
model, the structures are shown in Fig. 4. In order to ensure the fairness of comparison,
the sample-based training method uses the same data set training and the same parameter settings as this article. In the experimental scenes, we chose three experimental
scenes, which are straight forward, curved forward, and walking on the ground with the
height difference.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. The configurations of Neural network structures and Gaussian process structures evaluated in our comparison: (a) Gaussian process (b) ERD network (c) Neural network without
adding physical model

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Results of different methods on the bumpy ground:(a) ERD network (b) Network
without physical model (c) This method
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(a)

(a)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(b)

(b)

(d)

(d)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)

Fig. 6. Results of starting, walking, turning slowly, turning sharply in different methods:(a)
Gaussian process (b) ERD network (c) Network without physical model (d) This method

From Table 1, it can be seen that the model error of the autoregressive Gaussian process
is the largest among all the models that generated the action. Because the Gaussian
process cannot learn data, the results of the Gaussian process are often overfitted to
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some data. When the input data is data that is not on the input data set, normal motion
cannot be generated, as shown in Figure 6 (a) in the case of sharp turns. And if the
model of the autoregressive Gaussian process is to adapt to complex situations, it must
increase the storage space. And because the growth of space is too large, it has far
exceeded the method of animation fusion, so in the end we only tested the straight and
curved gait.
The ERD network can actively learn the motion characteristics that represent the cycle
of footsteps according to the data, so when it is in the walking state, the ERD network
often performs well. However, as shown in Figure 6 (b), when the character is in the
process from stationary to moving, the performance of the ERD network is not good.
The ERD network model does not know which leg should be moved at this moment,
so it will cause the two legs to float in place. Similarly, in place where the height difference is large, as shown in Figure 5 (a), the joint state of some frames in the middle
will be confused with peaceful walking movements, causing the feet to float seriously.
Comparing the method in this chapter with the method without a physical model, the
difference between the two Error1 is not large. Observing Error2, the method in this
chapter is far superior to the method without a physical model. Comparing groups (b)
and (c) of Figure 5, it can be found that when there is a height difference, the method
in this chapter can basically fit the feet to the ground, and the method without a physical
model will still appear. The experimental results are similar to the phenomenon of wearing the mold and floating the feet. This is because the method in this chapter greatly
reduces unnecessary joints. Only the joints with obvious features are used as input and
output. The network is more targeted and the learning can be more targeted. However,
it is difficult to reconstruct the motion of individual foot joints by learning the wholebody joints without a physical model network. The reason for the error1 method in this
chapter is slightly higher than the method without a physical model because the physical model is not very stable, especially when the angle is relatively small, it is prone to
jitter.

7

Conclusion

We established a real-time gait motion control method by combining neural network
and physical IK, and successfully generated gait movements. Compared with other
common models, it also proves the advantages of the method in this chapter. As a realtime model, the real-time operation efficiency and model sizes advantages of this chapter are also great. It is a gait motion control model with high stability that can generate
effective real-time actions.
However, there are still some problems because the physical model is unstable (this is
also related to the physical model of the game engine itself), so joint jitter still occurs
sometimes. Due to time issues, we have not solved this problem well, and this is the
work that will be carried out in the future. On the other hand, due to the definition of
the physical model, many action styles cannot be restored. Whether there are other better physical model definition methods to ensure the stylized retention of character
movements is also a problem to be solved in the future.
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Abstract. In this paper, the Chinese papers of computing thinking published in 2009-2019 are sorted out
and analyzed, and the key words co-occurrence map and time zone map are drawn by using the visual
map tools VOSviewer, CiteSpace, Gephi and other tools, and the current situation and development trend
of computing thinking research in China are analyzed according to the generated charts. The research
shows that the research of computational thinking of china are mainly focuses on education reform,
program design and information technology courses of college students. There are few researches on the
education of Computational Thinking of K12, and many teachers of computer science also lack
professional knowledge of computational thinking. The conclusion of this paper provides some reference
for the future research of Computational Thinking and the construction of Computational Thinking
Curriculum.
Keywords: Computational Thinking, Ability Development, Visual Analysis, Atlas, Educational Reform.

1

Introduction

In 2017, the State Council of China released the "New Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Plan"
and artificial intelligence has become a national development strategy. Artificial intelligence will become the
biggest opportunity in the future world, and the development of related industries will bring more new jobs
and new career opportunities. The plan clearly puts forward: "Set up artificial intelligence-related courses at
the elementary and middle school stage, and gradually promote programming education. I think that the
development of artificial intelligence in the future will carry out talent upgrade reserves." China is still facing
a shortage of talents. Therefore, it is imperative to strengthen the cultivation of computational thinking
ability, arouse people's attention to computational thinking, and promote the widespread application of
computational thinking, so that computational thinking becomes everyone's basic ability. On January 16,
2018, the Ministry of Education issued the "General High School Information Technology Curriculum
Standards" (2017 Edition) (hereinafter referred to as the new curriculum standard). In the new curriculum
standard, computational thinking is included in the field of information technology teaching for the first time

This research is supported by grants from Hebei Medical Science Research Project (20200488) and The 13th Five Year
Plan of Educational Science Research in Zhangjiakou (193113).
2
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as one of the four core literacy, which indicates that the cultivation of computational thinking will occupy an
important place in the teaching schedule.
Programming education and the cultivation of computational thinking ability have become the core of
information technology courses. Although there are extensive interests and concerns at home and abroad,
how to integrate computational thinking into education still faces many unresolved problems and
challenges.Using the visual software system analysis can study Chinese computational thinking. There are
few visual map analyses on the development of computational thinking ability, so this research has certain
guiding value for the cultivation of computational thinking ability in the future.

2

Data sources and processing

Firstly, select the journals related to "cultivation of computational thinking ability" related journals published
by "China National Knowledge Infrastructure" as the research sample of this topic. The selection method is:
use the CNKI advanced search function, the category source is set to "Journal", the content search condition
is set to "theme", the keyword "cultivation of computational thinking ability" is entered and the unlocking
date is from 2009 to 2019. A total of 2154 articles were retrieved. The search results were transferred in
EndNote, Refworks and Excel formats. Then use VOSviewer, CiteSpace and Gephi data to convert to CHKI
format and use VOSviewer, CiteSpace and Gephi for analysis.

3

Results Analysis

3.1

Analysis of VOSviewer Visual Atlas: Research on the Cultivation of Computational Thinking
Ability

VOSviewer is a visual software that can draw maps of various fields, which has significant advantages in
mapping, clustering technology and so on. VOSviewer mainly analyzes co-occurrence maps such as
keywords, authors, and journals, and displays them in three graphics: network visualization graph, overlay
visualization graph, density view. The clustering relationship between nodes[1] is mainly aggregated by
distance and density in the graph.
Frequency of keywords occurrence
After removing some advertisements, meeting reports and other items from the selected literature, import
VOSviewer and select co-occurrence keywords, the keywords are set to 5, a total of 193 keywords, the
threshold is set to 193, and the first 15 keywords obtained as shown in Fig. 1.. From 2009-2019, the most
frequently appeared in the field of computational thinking was "computational thinking" 1870 times, with a
total connection strength of 1110; followed by "teaching reform" 269 times, with a total connection strength
554; "program design" 133 times, with a total connection strength 299; "University Computer Basics" 140
times, with a total connection strength 287;

"Teaching mode" 130 times, with a total connection strength

281; "Computer Basics" 127 times, with a total connection strength 261; "Information Technology" 89 times,
with a total connection strength 193; "Computer Basic Teaching" 98 times, with a total connection strength
193; "Ability training" 77 times, with a total connection strength 174; "Computational thinking ability" 83
times, with a total connection strength 148; "teaching method" 59 times, with a total connection strength 140;
"university computer" 67 times, with a total connection strength 138; "teaching" 50 times, with a total
connection strength 124; "computer" 55 times, with a total connection strength 117; "cultivation" 48 times,
with a total connection strength 115.
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The high-frequency word "Computational Thinking". In March 2006, Professor Jeannette M. Wing
published the authoritative academic paper Computational Thinking in Communications of the ACM, an
American computer authoritative journal. He pointed out that computational thinking is the basic concept of
applying computer science. Views on a series of thinking activities covering the breadth of computer science,
such as problem solving, system design, and human behavior understanding. These views help people to
understand the nature of computing and the core ideas of computer problem solving, so that computational
thinking begins to become a research hotspot.
The high-frequency word "Teaching Reform". Cultivating students' computer thinking should begin with
education reform. Not only should the traditional computer basic teaching be changed, but also primary and
secondary school students should be proficient in computer operation skills and be able to solve practical
problems based on computer thinking. The effect of this will lay a solid foundation for the university and the
future training of innovative thinking.
The high-frequency word "Programming". To cultivate learners' creative thinking, programming courses
are an indispensable part. The focus of teaching is not programming itself, and special attention needs to be
given to the method of programming, so that learners can experience the method and thinking of solving
computer problems in person， and enhances their learning interest and ability to innovate thinking[2]. It can
be seen that the emergence of computational thinking, improving the progress of teaching reform, and
promoting the development of education are an essential part of learning.

Fig. 1. Top 15 keywords in the field of computational thinking ability cultivation

Visualization of keywords
After the selected keywords are extracted and processed in the background, cluster analysis is performed by
VOSviewer to generate a visual map as shown in Fig. 2.. In the figure, each circle and the label above
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represent a keyword, and the size of the circle and the label represents its appearance. The larger the circle,
the more important it is. The size of a node depends entirely on the importance of each keyword. The more
important it is, the larger the nodes and fonts. The denser the lines around the nodes, the closer the
relationship with other nodes. That is, the greater the degree of relevance. The connection between keywords
is also important. The smaller the distance between connected points, the more the number of citations, and
the closer the keywords related to closeness are to each other on the graph. Different colors represent
different clustering.

Fig. 2. Visualization of key words for cultivation thinking ability

From the visual map analysis of the key words of computational thinking ability training, we can know
that the most frequent keywords are "Computational Thinking", then "Teaching Reform", "Program Design",
"University Computer Foundation", "Teaching Mode", "Computer Basics", "Information Technology",
"Computer Basic Teaching", "Ability Training", "Computational Thinking Ability", "Teaching Methods",
"University Computer", "Teaching", "Computer", "Cultivation". By It can be seen that computational
thinking is closely related to education reform, education, and education methods. The field of computational
thinking is still a research area that has attracted much attention, and a large number of scholars have
contributed to this field. Computational thinking can improve students' ability to thinking and solve
problems. The ability to solve problems can also cultivate innovative ability and practical ability. At the same
time, with the continuous improvement of education reform hotspots, scholars' research interest in "education
reform" has also continued to rise. Computational thinking is also an important part of education reform.
Thinking skills have become a trend in education reform.
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Incorporating computational thinking into practical teaching models, helping learners to gradually build
computational thinking abilities; cultivating their computational thinking abilities; promoting the cultivation
of their computational thinking abilities, and improving learners' innovative abilities. Through programming
methods and data processing models, let learners produce realistic works such as websites or dynamic videos,
from tool users to creators, and truly use computational thinking to solve practical problems. Graphical
programming tools are compared to traditional text programming tools that it can improve students'
computational thinking ability and provide practical guidance for the training of computational thinking
ability[3].
3.2

Analysis of CiteSpace Time Area View: Research on the Development Trend of Computational
Thinking

CiteSpace is a citation network visualization software that can draw keyword maps, time zone views, and
co-citation maps, paying more attention to tree maps, connection maps, and others to indicate the strength of
the relationship between each topic[4]. Using CiteSpace software to load the calculation file that meets the
requirements, set the time slice to 1, divide 2009-2019 into 10 time intervals, set the threshold to 50, select
keywords to perform, draw a time zone view, and draw a clearer area of computational thinking ability to the
continuous evolution of each high-frequency cluster is shown in Fig. 3..

Fig. 3. Map of the time zone in the field of computational thinking capacity analysis

Cluster # 0 Information technology, starting in 2010, it has become increasingly popular in areas such as
program design, information literacy and mind maps, and has since appeared in education strategies,
instructional design, core literacy, high school, and elementary education. The popularity is continuously
increasing. According to the core literacy development learning standards, the effective connection between
computer theory and technology in primary and high schools is achieved, and programming tools are used in
specific environments or mind maps to provide learners with some learning methods to improve their
computational thinking skills.
Cluster # 1 Teaching reform, starting from innovative thinking to educational practice in 2011, and then
continuously developing in the direction of Internet + and computer applications, but the development trend
continues to decline. It is imperative to change the traditional teaching methods, update teaching modes, and
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conduct experimental teaching, and other teaching activities to develop learners' computational thinking
skills.
Cluster # 2 Non-computer major. Computational thinking, computer basic teaching, and practical teaching
have been widely concerned by scholars since 2009. They have also made relevant research, continued to
develop in different directions and other fields. Practical teaching allows students to participate in program
design, experience the implementation process and feel computational thinking. In combination with visual
programming tools such as Scratch and app inventor in the cluster # 0 information technology. Enhance
learners' learning interest and guide learners to apply computational thinking to learning, life, and work.
Cluster # 3 reform, from the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) in 2011 proposed
the definition of computational thinking operation[5], which caused a lot of research interest, and then
introduce to hotspots such as the curriculum system, basic education, medical students, high school students
have begun to increase, but the depth of domestic research on computational thinking needs to be improved.
Cluster # 4 Flipping the classroom, in January 2012, Professor Lian Li pointed out that computational
thinking is one of the most basic thinking modes of modern science buildings in the article "Computational
Thinking: Concepts and Challenges". And that the focus will be on the construction of the teaching system
and teaching methods of computational thinking[6]; at the end of 2012, the Ministry of Education took
computational thinking as the focus of the "Computer Curriculum Reform Project for College Students" for
curriculum reform[7]. It has been developing towards autonomous learning, mooc, flip class, innovation,
mixed teaching of applied ability, new engineering, programming, mixed teaching, etc. and has become a
new hot topic, and the attention of scholars has been rising. At the same time, in the elementary and
secondary education stage, as far as possible, students can experience relevant computer

activities to guide

and stimulate their interest in learning.
From the time zone map, you can clearly see the correlation between each time periods, sort out the
development direction and change trend of the field of computational thinking. Computer thinking, on the
one hand, is the reform trend of contemporary education, an important part of education reform. On the other
hand, computational thinking can be combined with other fields to solve more problems and open up new
perspectives. In teaching practice, attention should be paid to motivating student learners to use
computational thinking as a method to solve problems and use it for learning, work, life and other aspects.
The education of computational thinking should not just stop at the application of programming tools, but
should pay more attention to training learners' programming methods and thinking modes.
3.3

Analysis of Gephi View: Analysis of Publication Year and Journal Distribution of
Computational Thinking Literature

Gephi is an open source tool for interactive visualization and detection of various networks, complex
systems, dynamic and hierarchical graphs. It is used as exploratory number analysis, link analysis, social
network analysis, and biological network analysis. It is a visualization software that depicts large amounts of
data with concise points and lines. Its advantages are complex network analysis software based on Java, that
is, you can call Gephi's package with Java; you can explore some data relationships, key points, etc; and you
can tabulate, draw, and process the data in the diagram and pre-processing of simple data; at the same time it
supports DOT language and graphml and GML formats[8].
Create a matrix through Excel and import it into Gephi for analysis. A total of 473 nodes and 396 edges
are imported. The average degree of each node is 1.979, the average weighting degree is 4.581, the network
diameter is 4, and the average path length is 3.17. As shown in Fig. 4., in the past ten years, the attention of
the development of computational thinking ability has shown an increasing trend. The basic education reform
that started in 2004 has promoted the development of information technology, but there are still some
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deficiencies. Therefore, research on computational thinking cultivation in primary and middle schools has
been carried out since 2012, and a small amount of achievements. In 2014, the education sector began to
implement the revision of the General Senior High School Curriculum Standards. From 2015 to 2016,
computing thinking was identified as the core literacy of information technology, so articles published since
2014 have begun to grow rapidly[9]. New Curriculum Standard in 2017 has taken computational thinking as
the core literacy of computer courses[7]. In 2018, the most circulated papers, to a certain extent, showed the
research enthusiasm for the cultivation of computational thinking in this field. It reflects the social and
academic attention to computational thinking. In the curriculum reform, we should pay attention to the
training of teachers' professional literacy, and train teachers in computational thinking to help them master
the teaching practice.

Fig. 4. Analysis on publication year and journal distribution of computational thinking literature

4

Problems and Suggestions on the Cultivation of Computational Thinking
Ability in China

4.1

The Problem of the Cultivation of Computational Thinking Ability

At present, the artificial intelligence talent gap in China has reached 5 million, so programming education
must be started from childhood. With the rise of artificial intelligence, programming has been pushed down,
and the country is promoting the development of the programming education industry. Helping children
catch in the future, we must pay attention to programming from the elementary school stage, improve their
logical thinking ability, abstract thinking ability, and problem solving ability. Arrange teaching content that is
close to life, and let students learn how to organize and algorithmize them. Realize their own creativity, so
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that students can really learn something useful for life. In addition, teachers' lack of professional ability, how
to effectively develop the ability of computational thinking is also a major problem at present. The most
urgent task is to master the relevant professional knowledge and improve the teacher's computational
thinking ability. Only if the teacher deeply understands the relevant knowledge, Changing traditional
teaching methods, and enables students to participate in teaching experiments, can students understand and
master the ability of computational thinking. Moreover, there is a lack of evaluation systems for
computational thinking. It is necessary to develop evaluation indicators that are localized and easy to judge.
4.2

Suggestions on the Cultivation of Computational Thinking Ability

Strengthening the focus on the development of computational thinking ability is not limited to traditional
information technology teaching, but is based on a mixed teaching model, through reasonable teaching
guidance, teaching process design, teaching content, teaching cases, and project-driven[5], mobilize students
interest, motivate students to participate, cultivate students' teamwork, and share expression skills. Through
interesting content, cheerful forms, effective design, and excellent processes, students can improve their
computational thinking ability. At the same time, the urban-rural gap related to information technology is
reduced, and the hardware and equipment conditions for computing education are improved[10].
And with the development of information technology, the ability of computational thinking will become
our necessary skills and the direction of future development. Continuously summarize teaching practice
experience to improve the ability of teachers and students in computational thinking. Of course, the ability of
computational thinking is not limited to the computer field. It can realize the cultivation of interdisciplinary,
such as agronomy, botany and zoology, geography, bioscience, physics, clinical medicine and other fields.

5

Summary

Computational thinking is a new product in the field of computer science, and it is also a necessary basic
skill. Through the methods of "from big to small", "deep into details" and "expanding capabilities", we can
decompose, analyze and big problems and difficulties. And solve them, cultivate students' ability to analyze
problems, solve problems, teamwork, and innovative thinking from the system, make students experience
"technology is fun, technology is useful". Let students have a new, comprehensive and forward-looking
understanding of information technology. Enhancing students' interest in computational thinking and
improving their learning efficiency. However, China's research on the development of computational
thinking ability has not yet matured, and it has little guidance to education. Therefore, scholars in the future
should strengthen their research in this area can make up for the shortcomings in this area, and then promote
the rapid development of China's computational thinking ability. Of course, the visual analysis software, the
data analyzed are mainly published papers, and there are problems such as incomplete analysis. Therefore, it
must be combined with the actual situation of teachers and students in China, discuss the training method of
computing thinking suitable for China, and promote the rapid development of computing thinking[11].
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Abstract. In Thailand, homeowners have faced the problem of unable to find the skilled painter to
paint their home. Unskilled workers could cost some damages with the painting. The e-marketplace system could serve as a hub for customers who needed to find the right qualified painters
with reasonable price and painter members would be able to get more jobs and income from this
platform.
The platform was similar to e-commerce system, but main products were paint services
in various skills e.g. mortar, wood, construction chemical, steel, decorative paint. Core duty of emarketplace was to search and match demand and supply with matching criteria in service area and
painter skills. After painters completed their project, they could add more experience or services in
their portfolio and customer could review their quality of work and service.
Keywords: painter platform, ecommerce, eMarketplace

1

Introduction

The Internet based system as known as e-Marketplace has enable automated transactions and collaboration between buyers and sellers. The total volume of e-commerce in the business-to-business or B2B
sector was at US$ 2.77 trillion in 2003. The e-commerce market in North America accounted for US$
1.6 trillion of the US$ 2.77 trillion, follows by Asia-Pacific, which accounted for US$ 0.3 trillion, Europe, US$ 0.8 trillion, Latin America , US$ 0.58 trillion, and Africa and the Middle East together accounting for US$ 0.177 trillion. In Taiwan, the market intelligent center (MIC) reported that the value
of e-Marketplace transactions was at US$ 56 million in 2000, US$ 125 million in 2001, US$ 406 million in 2002, and US$ 750 million in 2003. In 2007, 50% of B2B e-commerce in Taiwan had been
transacted through e-Marketplaces, compared to an average of 55% of B2B e-commerce worldwide via
e-Marketplaces, according to Internet Data Center (IDC) Report [1]. Thailand has also increased in the
number of Internet users as well. Figure 1 shows the increasing use of Internet user in Thailand.
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Fig. 1. The trend of internet user in Thailand during 1991 -2016 [2]

The concept of painter e-Marketplace was for painters to update their profile, portfolio, and
contact information in order to increase their chance of getting hired. The home or project owner could
also find the skilled painters that match their job requirements. This painter e-Marketplace also offered
painting DIY forum and community system for sharing knowledge and experience.
This e-Marketplace would help customers to find the qualified painters by searching painters
portfolio and reviewing the comments from previous users. Meanwhile, painters could generate more
jobs by creating their profile and portfolios via this platform. The significance of the e-Marketplace
was traffic and transaction generated by all visitors with great satisfaction in rating and reviewing that
would make platform magnetized.

2

Literature Review

The power of Internet of thing (IoT) concept was already deployed in many business and prevalent in
day to day activities. It served people to find product and service. Many firms also faced high competition in online area. More people have used Internet to find products and services [3]. Therefore, the
painting industry also needed to focus and jump into online competition [4]. The e-Marketplace has
two big components, which are platform design and environment support.
For platform design, the responsiveness must be fast. The information must be reliable and
accurate. The graphic user interface should be attractive and easy to navigate. The presentation of the
page could be listed according to the customer search interest. Therefore, the platform formulation
which based on the customer searching record could improve the market share. The eleven sub-components of platform design are Search engine optimization, User friendly interface, Responsive design,
User profile and registration process, Search & matching system, Rating & review, Knowledge sharing
& Community system, News & event, Content management interface, and Reporting dashboard [5]
For Environment support, Internet was used as a tool to provided e-commerce growth but it
could be insecure for customers. Customers were mainly concerned about trust and security. E-vendors
have to enhance trusting beliefs and trusting intentions, and strengthen the perception of authentication,
nonrepudiation, confidentiality, privacy protection and data integrity to achieve the customer’s comfort.
E-businesses must provide a trustworthy and secure environment in order to success [6-7].
The platform might not only survive if it did not have any support from backend. E-Marketplace also required the same support. The required components for environmental support include Social network & messenger application channel, Search engine marketing (SEM), Customer support,
Content production, and Painter academy.
The main concept of the painter e-commerce was to search and match painters. This function
was used by customers to find the providers which met the specification and matched their requirements. Thus, this platform needed to provide several criteria to search base on customer requirements.
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For example, in the paint industries, the painter type (mortar, wood, constructed chemical, steel, decorative paint) and service area were the most important keywords to search. The matching system provide sequence by match, potential match and non-match. Customer might have an idea from final complete product that were listed on the site. Customer might get interested and search for the painter who
did that job. The platform would provide the tools that could update sample pictures of complete work.
The result of search would find from any fields of provider profiles e.g. name-surname, experience, explanation text in portfolio [5,8-10].
Rating & review is also important for users. The feedback and experience from users would be benefit to those interested in using the same service or painters. Otherwise rating and review required to ensure whether that reviews were accurate from customers as shown the sequence in the Figure 2 [11-12].

Fig. 2. The decision making process [12]

In Germany, Online shoppers were conducted to examine how consumer reviews and ratings
were used to support buying decisions. The survey showed that reviews and ratings were an important
source of information for consumers. Whereas the qualitative feedback from the survey indicated that
the perceived helpfulness of rating systems varies. Especially the comparison of user reviews was important information to customer due to the unstructured nature of textual user reviews [12].
To prevent rating & review information from malicious people or spam, this function were designed from a painter update their portfolio. After the painter finished updating the portfolio, the
painter would require entering the email. The system automatically send rating template to customer
via email and response by click URL in email and feedback rating & review with privacy setting to
show or hide the reviewer name. Once they submitted the rating & review system will automatically
publish that information [13-14].

3

Research Methodology

The framework was based on existing problem for homeowner to find the qualified and right painter.
Therefore, the platform was called ecosystem to serve paint service by collect painter profile in platform that provided special promotion that painters may offer. Meanwhile, customers could search and
match their requirement with information and knowledge support from community as shown in Fig 2.
The template also provided the place for dealer to leave their profile e.g. contact info, location map,
available paint product and their offering promotion. Below diagram explains overall of this project.
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Fig. 3. Conceptual diagram of painter e-marketplace

3.1

Design

The design must be user friendly. Any person without strong computer could be easily used
the site. The website needed to have clear appearance such as text size, color and menu position with
two languages support in both local language and English.
─ Responsive design: The website needed to support variety of user’s display devices e.g. desktop
PC, laptop, smartphone and tablet.
─ Search engine optimization: The website needed to have option to customize the meta data for
search engine especially in google to appear in the best position result of desirable keyword.
─ Social login: The registration and login process needed to support social login especially facebook.com that’s the most user-friendly registration process at this time and easily to store the user
profile with reliable data source.
─ Help menu: This platform needed to provide help menu for user guidance start from registration
process and method to use any functions of platform step by step.
─ Frequently ask question (FAQ) The site also needed to provide help menu that users may have
question with. All contents in this help menu had to be available to find by search bar.
─ Information to contact administrator: Even though platform already provided the good guidance,
users may have more enquiries apart from provided information. This function could provide customer support contact information e.g. telephone number, email, social network or chatter inbox.
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3.2

Registration and user profile

This platform had three types of users: customer, painter, and dealer. Each of them had difference required information, but each user might possibly be all those three user types. The first access required
only basic information and provide Facebook login that might be easy for user not having to fill in the
information.
If user signed up without social login, the system needed to re-confirm by sending confirmation link to email address that user was gave to platform and user must click that link to complete it.
Registration flowchart can be explained as Figure 4.

Fig. 4. User registration flow

After that, system would direct user into signing up their account with either customer,
painter, or dealer, which would require different information.
3.3

Service Flow
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Once a customer needed to find the painter, a customer needed to apply request form. The information
would include service address or contact information, type of service, area, scale of area, attach picture,
type of building, budget, start date, and other job detail.
Once the requirement of the job was entered, the painter could also view the job detail. Painters would be able to find the matching requirement and skill from customer request. The request would
be separated into two types, which customer could request specific painter or request any painter. Jobs
display to each painter were difference views by filter from skill. It would start by showing the request
nearby area of the painter. Once painter was interested in any job, they could click to accept job and
system alert to customer afterward.
To find the accuracy job detail, painter might find from advance search. They selected their
criteria which were: area (Province, Amphure, and zip code), job type (new paint, re-paint and fix problem), type of building (home, condo and tower with input range of floor) and budget range in baht.
After painter accepted the requested job, the system would send alert to customer and show
the list of painters who accepted their request and customer would check the detail and condition. Customer had to finalize painter selection to match the job. After matching demand and supply, the contact
information would appear to each other to contact directly and started work from here. During operation period, if the painter could not complete the job, customer can re-select new painter anytime with
provided reason. The comment would appear in unfinished review. Once the job was completed, the
painter could update their portfolio, add picture of their work, and adding description. Painter could select to hide or show their profile.
After painter finished updating their portfolio, the detail regarding the job would be sent to
customer to review and verify. The system would then lead customer to rating & review page, which
customer would be able to rate their experience from this portal with any comment that they wanted to
publish and this information would stamp to each painter portfolio. If customer did not submit rating
and review, the portfolio information would not be published. In that case, the painter would need to
contact customer for submit the rating & review that other customers would be able to see the detail
from painter’s portfolio.
All process for painter service flowchart can be explained in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Request painter service flowchart
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4

Result

The implementation of the painter e-commerce started with creating a user profile.
The user profile required customer information such as name, last name, email, phone
number or they could login via Facebook account to skip filling out required data as
shown in Figure 6. After user filled all required detail, the system would send confirmation to email. The customer then needed to response by clicking the confirmation
link in the email. After customer clicked confirmation link that means registration
process was completed and user needed to key the username and password for the
first login as below screen shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 6. Require basic user profile to access
to system

Fig. 7. User login page

For painter and dealer profile, the layout of painter details was shown in figure 8 and the profile would be published after e-marketplace administrator approved.
For the dealer, the layout is shown in figure 9.
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Fig. 8. System required detail for painter

Fig.9. System required detail for dealer

To find a matched painter, customer needed to fill out the requirement for the
job, such as painter type (new paint or re-paint), type of area (interior or exterior),
how big of the area, job type (wood, mortar, or steel), attach file (for the painter to see
the site job), and type of building (home, condo, office) as shown in Figure 10. Once
the information was entered, the customer could either chose the painter whose skills
has matched the requirement. The customer could review their requirement as shown
in Figure 11 as well.
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Fig. 60. Customer select desirable painter

Fig. 11. Customer view their request with status

Painter could response to the request and accept the job as shown in figure
12. Once the painter accepted the request, the customer would be notified and could
confirm that the painter has been hired for the job as shown in figure 13.

Fig. 12. Display for painter response to customer who
specified painter

Fig. 13. Notification display from painter
accept the customer request

Once their agreed upon the contract, both sides would receive contact information of each other. After completing the job, the painter could add their experience
in their portfolio and the customer could review and rate the service of the painter in
the system.
5

Conclusion

This chapter concludes the result of painter e-marketplace system to aid the painting
industry. It would be useful for user to search and match the right qualified painters.
Furthermore, the platform also has a benefit for painters to find jobs and keep their
own service experience with rating and review to improve themselves. Moreover, the
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platform provided dealer space to promote their shop and generate their own promotions which have benefit for both dealer and customer, The dealer could increase their
sales volume from the promotions and customer or painter could get benefit from
those promotions.
To improve this platform more effective, the platform managers might need
to make sure that the system is reliable. Customer support team should be ready. The
site could provide painter academy to improve painter skill and data analysis to improve platform.
In this platform, one of key success was the skill of painters. If the platform
running well, management team would need to consider building the painter academy
system by gather the knowledge in painting industry and categorize them into digital
platform. Thus, the painter development would be easy to search and learn anywhere
with comprehensive test to ensure they have well understood the content and that
would bring more user to use the painter e-marketplace.

6
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Abstract. A quality inspection is often carried out after the stamping processing for a
relay contactor. Once a failure occurs in the process, it may be difficult to detect the
defective products due to the fast stamping speed. Previous studies employed the
acoustic emission (AE) technique to detect tool wear, to ensure the stability and reliability of the machining process. Moreover, there haven’t been many studies on using
AE signals to predict the state of the machine and product quality. This study collects
AE signals, and manually classifies them into 5 types; abnormal sounds (slug marks),
abnormal sounds (raised burr), abnormal sounds (buckling), and environmental
sounds. Then, an anomaly sound classifier is trained using Hidden Markov model
(HMM) algorithm to predict abnormal behaviors of the stamping machine. The experiment results show that the classification accuracy for normal sounds, abnormal
sounds (raised burr), abnormal sounds (buckling) and environmental sounds are all
over 91.66% except for abnormal sounds (raised burr). It means that the proposed
classifier is able to precisely identify AE signals to help engineers immediately determine whether a stamping machine is in a normal or abnormal state in most cases.
Keywords: Acoustic Emission, Hidden Markov Model, Press Processing, Relay
Terminal
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Introduction

Nowadays, the sensing technology has been emphasized as one of the key technologies for the new trend of manufacturing industries such as IoT (Internet of Things)
and Industry 4.0 [11]. How to efficiently monitor the quality and detect the abnormal
behavior for are lay contactor during the stamping process has been an important
issue for engineers. The abnormal behaviors of stamping machines are closely associated with the quality of the relay contactor [6].In practice, quality inspection is performed in the middle of production lines or at the end of the production stage where
engineers visually inspect the quality of the relay terminals. However, due to the large
number of relay terminals, it may be difficult for engineers to detect defective products accurately.
To resolve this issue previous studies had applied motion control, blank holding force
control, prediction of defect occurrence by simulation, quality evaluation, quality
prediction of products, and optimization of forming conditions, to find out the quality
of products. However, these methods were post analysis methods. They are not able
to report the machine status in real-time [2]. Therefore, the acoustic emission (AE)
monitoring methods, including ultrasonic waves and mold deformation/forming load,
are proposed to monitor the forming state during in-process [4]. With AE signals,
engineers can diagnose whether the machine behavior is abnormal in real-time. AE
signals are transient stress waves generated by the rapid release of energy in the material. They are related to abnormal behaviors of press machines, and can be measured
using relatively simple instrumentation. Moreover, AE sensors can often be mounted
innocuously on machines.
Skåre et al. [7] studied the proportionality between the AE signal during stamping and
the tangential force in order to understand galling, cracking and tool wear. Shanbhag
et al. [5] used AE sensors to learn the features of the signal that can be used to identify unworn and worn parts and it was shown that AE RMS, peak, kurtosis, and skewness could be used to identify unworn and worn parts and that the “mean frequency”
feature may be used to identify wear initiation. Ubhayaratne et al. [9] developed an
approach to tool wear monitoring in sheet metal stamping using an audio signal processing technique. A semi-blind signal extraction technique was used to preprocess
and denoise the audio signals collected from stamping operations. Seemuang et al. [4]
developed a tool condition monitoring system that predicts tool wear by measuring
audio signals generated by machine spindles. A low-cost microphone was used to
collect the audio signals in drilling. Kothuru et al. [3] developed a tool wear monitoring approach that can classify tool wear conditions using support vector machines.
Experimental results have shown that the prediction accuracy is above 90%. Wang et
al [10] used a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach for detecting tool wear condition in a turning process. Ertunc et al [1], applied an industrial drilling process, and
used the cutting force and torque signals; and HMM derived to model different wear
conditions, namely “sharp”, “workable”, and “dull”. The results showed HMM with
the best probability score was selected as the classifier of tool wear condition.
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Most of the existing methods have used with AE signals to monitor galling, cracking,
and tool wear for different press processing, yet only few studies directly predicted
the state of stamping machine using AE signals. To be more precise, there isn’t sufficient relevant research on analyzing different AE signals to predict the state of stamping machine for relay contactors. In addition, according to the literature review, this
study suggests that with AE signals, the HMM could have favorable predictability.
Therefore, a supervised method is proposed in this study which constructs anomaly
sound classifier using HMM for various types of AE signals. There are three main
purposes in this paper:
1.

2.
3.

2

AE signals are captured from the relay terminals, and the signals are manually
classified into five types (normal, abnormal sound - raised burr, abnormal sound slug marks, abnormal sound - buckling, and environmental signals).
The framing for the AE signals, and then Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC) is applied to feature extraction.
The HMM anomaly sound classifier performance based on AE signals is examined to predict the state of the stamping machine.

The Sensors and the Data Acquisition System

This study aims to predict whether a machine behavior would be abnormal using AE
signals from the stamping machine with the relay terminal. First, through the sensor,
the real-time AE signals from the stamping machine are collected. And the storage
and exchange formats of the collected data must be consistent. Then, all the collected
AE signals are manually labeled into different types. Then, feature selection is performed using MFCC, and an anomaly sound classifier is built by the HMM algorithm.
2.1
Collecting and Capturing AE signals
Regarding data collection and extraction, this study first performs sensor optimization
and signal extraction calibration development for stamping dies and parts and collects
the AE signals from the stamping machine. The thickness of the relay terminal used
for this experiment is 0.2mm and 0.5mm. AE signals generated with relay contractors
of different thicknesses are collected as well as the cycle time from each stamping
machine. Moreover, because microphones used to collect AE signals available in the
market cannot collect the AE signals of high and low frequencies as required by this
study, we develop two sets of microphones to collect AE signals of low frequencies
(20Hz ~ 15kHz) and high ones (10kHz ~ 1000kHz). The hardware sensors for collecting AE signals are shown in Table 1-4.
Table 1. Microphone Sensor (Low Frequency)

Type
Frequency
Open Circuit Sensitivity
Output impedance

Back Electret Type Condenser Microphone
20~15000Hz
-34Db (0dB=1V/Pa,1kHz)
1.4kΩ
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Table 2. Ultrasonic Sensor (High Frequency)

Type
Frequency
Open Circuit Sensitivity
Operating temperature

Hyper cardioid
10k~1000kHz
>65dB
-20℃~50℃

Table 3.Data Acquisition(DAQ)

Type
Channels
SignalRanges
SampleRate
IsolationContinuous
Connectivity

Specification
3
±30 V
102.4kS/s/ch
60 VDCCh-Earth
ScrewTerminal ,BNC

Table 4.Industrial Personal Computer (IPC)

Type
CPU
Memory
Hard Disk Drive
Operating System

Specification
Intel® Celeron® J1900 Quad Core 2.0GHz
4GB (1 x 4GB) DDR3
32G (SSD) +550G
Microsoft® Windows® 10

Moreover, microphone sensors for low frequency and ultrasonic sensors for high
frequency are installed at the front and the side of the relay terminal separately. Figure
1 shows the installation position of the hardware sensors on the relay terminal.

Figure 1.The installation position of the hardware sensors on the relay terminal
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2.2

AE Signal Processing and Labeling

The original AE signals collected through the sensor are filtered through Zoom UAC
8, a professional audio signal processing software package, and transformed from
analog signals to digital signals (A/D). Cool Edit Pro, a commercial software package,
is used to create spectrograms with the original data. In addition, all AE signal are
manual labeled into normal sound, abnormal sound (raised burr), abnormal sound
(slug marks), abnormal sound (buckling), and environmental sound by Cool Edit Pro.
These signals and label information are used in follow-up analyses and predictions.
Figure 2 shows the transformation between the AE signal of abnormal sound (buckling) and voiceprints.

Figure 2. Example of normal and abnormal sound (buckling) voiceprints

3

Methodology and Experimental Results

Feature engineering is performed on the AE signals. The method most commonly
applied to acoustic data is MFCC, which can transform collected AE signals into
frames for processing. The framing criterion of the duration is 32ms. Moreover, to
make sure the change between two adjacent frames is not too large, there is an overlapping area of 706 sample points for every two adjacent frames. After finishing the
framing for the AE signals, a total of 70,233 normal sounds, 1,677 abnormal sounds
(raised burr), 2,464 abnormal sounds (slug marks), 779 abnormal sounds (buckling),
and 512 environmental sounds are produced. Table 5 shows the counts of various
types of AE signals.
Table 5. The sample size of various types for AE signals

Items

Normal

Abnormal
(raised burr)

Abnormal
(slug marks)

Abnormal
(buckling)

Environmental

Counts

70,233

1,677

2,464

779

512

Then, pre-emphasis and Fast Fourier transform (FFT) are performed on the processed
samples. With MFCC, the Mel Frequency for the spectrum of each frame can be obtained. Then, the logarithmic function and the discrete cosine transform are applied to
each Mel Frequency and the results are transformed into MFCCs. Ultimately, 39-
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dimensional AE signal features are obtained for each framing. Figure 3 shows the
abnormal sounds after the MFCC processing.

Figure 3. Example of the abnormal sound (buckling) after the MFCC processing

After the feature extraction is completed, the processed AE signals will be sent to
HMM algorithm to build an analysis model. The HMM algorithm is viewed as the
extension of Markov chains. Considering the fact that the actual problem of engine
fault diagnosis is more complex than that can be described by Markov chains, in an
HMM algorithm, each state does not correspond to an observable event, but is connected to a group of probability distributions of the state. The HMM algorithm is
characterized by the following features:
1.

N represents the number of states in the model. The individual states are denoted

2.

by S S1, S2,…,SN, and the state at time t is indicated by qt and obviously qt∈ S.
M denotes the number of distinct observation symbols per state (i.e., discrete

3.
4.

observations). We represent the observation symbols as V=V1,V 2,…,SM, and the
observable symbols at time t ∈S.
π=π , the initial state probability distribution, whereπ = P(𝑞1 =𝑆1 ), 1≤ i ≤ N.
𝑖
𝑖
A=𝑎𝑖𝑗 , the state transition probability distribution matrix, where𝑎𝑖𝑗 = P(𝑞𝑡+1 =
𝑆𝑗
𝑞𝑡+1

5.

=𝑆𝑖 ), 1≤ i , j ≤ N.

The observation symbol probability distribution in state j , B =𝑏𝑗 (k), where𝑏𝑗 (k)=
P(

𝑣𝑘(𝑡)
𝑞𝑡

=𝑆𝑖 ), 1≤ j ≤ N, 1≤ k ≤ M

Therefore, HMMalgorithm may be denoted asλ(N,M,π, A, B) . Given appropriate
values ofN,M, π , A, B, the HMM can be used as a generator to give an
observationsequence as follows:
1.
2.

3.

O=O1,O 2,…,OT ; OT∈V
Choose the initial state q1= Si, based on the initial state distributionπ.
For t=1 to T
Choose OtV kaccording to the symbol probability distribution instate 𝑆𝑖 ,𝑏𝑖 (k).
Transition to a new state 𝑞𝑡+1 𝑆𝑗 according to the state transition probability
𝑆𝑖 ,𝑏𝑖 (k).
Increment t by 1, return to step 2, if t ≤T ; else terminate the procedure.
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In HMM algorithm, the parameters are set as follows: The maximum likelihood
estimate based on the Gaussian mixture modelis performed for state probability.
Bigram statistics via frame counts are used for transition probability. And then
Diagonal covariance matrix is applied for each Gaussian in 5 mixtures. Finally,
Leave-one-file-out cross validation is adopted to evaluate the performance of anomaly
sound classifier.
The analysis results of employing the anomaly sound classifier are shown in Figure 4.
64,473 normal sounds are correctly classified, and the accuracy of classifying normal
sounds is 91.80%. 1,562 abnormal sounds (slug marks) are correctly classified, and
the accuracy of classifying abnormal sounds (slug marks) is 93.14%. 1,383 abnormal
sounds (raised burr) are correctly classified, and the accuracy of classifying abnormal
sounds (raised burr) is 56.13%. 714 abnormal sounds (buckling) are correctly
classified, and the accuracy of classifying abnormal sounds (buckling) is 91.66%. 505
environmental sounds are correctly classified, and the accuracy of classifying
environmental sounds is 98.63%. Furthermore, we further exam the misclassified
abnormal sounds. It is found that 854 abnormal sounds (raised burr) are misclassified
into normal sounds, with the proportion being the highest (34.66%). A primary cause
of classifier misjudgment may be that abnormal sounds (raised burr) of die aging are
similar to normal sounds. Apart from abnormal sounds (raised burr), the classification
effects of the classifier based on HMM for abnormal sounds (slug marks) and
abnormal sounds (buckling) are good. Only 71 abnormal sounds (raised burr) are
misclassified into normal sounds (4.20%), and 28abnormal sounds (buckling) into
normal sounds (3.59%).

Figure 4. Analysis results for all AE signals
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Conclusion

This study proposes a quality monitoring technique which can be applied to AE
signals. The anomaly sound classifier based on the HMM algorithm is applied to
predict the major failure causes for the stamping machine. First, AE signals are
collected through the hardware sensors which are installed on the stamping machine
of the relay terminals, and then AE signals are manually classified into five types.
Then, 39-dimensional AE signal features are extracted using MFCC. This study
applies these features to train an HMM anomaly sound classifier. According to the
experiment results, the classification accuracy for normal sounds, abnormal sounds
(raised burr), abnormal sounds (buckling) and environmental sounds are all over
91.66% except for abnormal sounds (raised burr). It means that the proposed classifier
can be used to precisely identify AE signals to help engineers determine whether a
stamping machine is in a normal or abnormal state in most cases.
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Abstract. Various technologies are being studied for realistic video conferencing. Research on stereoscopic images is active during the study of realistic video
conferencing. In this paper, we propose a Depth Image Based Rendering(DIBR)
system with KINECT. Kinect is a device that can obtain 3D information with a
depth camera and is used to generate 3D images. In the proposed system, we
create 3D images from depth images obtained from KINECT through DIBR technology. Also, we control the three dimensionality through hand motion recognition.
Keywords: DIBR, Kinect, Depth Image

1

Introduction

In recent years, with the development of communication technologies, there has been
an increasing interest in communication methods through remote video calls or video
conferences[1-5]. However, in reality, the demand for using a video call or a video
conference is not so much compared to the interest, and a more realistic image is demanded as the user-provided environment is improved.
For realistic video conferencing, 3D stereoscopic imaging technology is required,
but specialized software technology is required to calibrate specific equipment and
cameras such as 3D stereo camera rigs. In addition, 3D stereoscopic image acquisition
equipment is expensive and bulky. The Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) is used
to solve many of these problems. A representative real-time depth image acquisition
device used in DIBR technology is KINECT. The Kinect provides depth information
between the camera and the object[6].
In this paper, we propose a Depth Image Based Rendering(DIBR) system with
KINECT. In the proposed system, DIBR technology[7,8] is applied to generate 3D stereoscopic images. This paper describes the proposed system in Chapter 2 and explains
the experimental results in Chapter 3. Finally, we conclude the discussion
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2

Proposed System

In the depth image obtained from KINECT, the depth map represented by the Xcoordinate system and the Y-coordinate system is expressed by the X-coordinate system and the Z-coordinate system image for segmenting only the human figure of the
foreground. Next, the connected component labeling method is used to set the label of
each component and the bounding box to set the depth range and X-coordinate direction
of each object. In the depth image acquired by Kinect, a phenomenon occurs that is lost
in reflective areas or black areas where light is absorbed well. To solve this problem,
objects are separated precisely by using depth information and segmentation information so that depth values lost from real objects can be restored. We apply DIBR
technology to generate 3D stereoscopic images from depth images[7,8].
We use 3D hand tracking to locate the hand and adjust the three-dimensional effect
through the Z-axis information value of the hand position[9]. First, the location of the
hand is extracted using kinect's 3D hand tracking library. We assume that the Interocular Distance(IOD) control environment has been established when the hand position is
paused for a certain period of time.

3

Experimental Results

From the proposed system, we generate stereoscopic images. Fig. 1. shows pre-processed depth image acquired from a Kinect camera and RGB image.

Fig. 1. Pre-processed depth and RGB images
We build a system so that users can control the three-dimensionality through hand
movements. Also, we configure the stereoscopic image to be output as active type and
passive type. Fig. 2. shows the three-dimensional effect of IOD transformation as passive type. Fig. 3. is shown as active type through left image and right image for threedimensional expression.
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Fig. 2. Experimental Results for Passive Type

Fig. 3. Experimental Results for Active Type

4

Conclusion

Kinect camera provides both depth information and RGB information at the same
time. It is possible to create stereoscopic images through the convergence of depth information and RGB information. In this paper, we propose a 3D stereoscopic image
generation system using KINECT. The proposed system is designed to allow the user
to adjust the binocular disparity so that the user can provide different stereoscopic effects. In the future, we will apply 3D hand tracking and augmented reality technologies
to the proposed system.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to analyze the main topics of policy
reports related to low birth status during the last 15 years (from 2005 to 2019).
To this end, the LAD (Late Dirichlet Allocation) technique was applied to the
policy report that was reported for 15 years to extract topics of low birth phenomena and to analyze major issues every five years. The results of this study are as
follows. First, related topics often featured words such as ‘Society’, ‘Aging society’, ‘Population’, ‘Our country’, ‘Economy’, ‘Family’, ‘Education’ and ‘Environment’. Second, the Topic Modeling Analysis of Policy Reports has been used
to extract the main topics according to the time of low birth phenomena and to
identify meaningful differences in the composition ratio by time. This study was
able to draw major topics related to low birth phenomena in policy reports, identify major issues of low birth phenomena by comparing them with timing, and
explore the changes to broaden the understanding of low birth rate phenomena.
It can also provide meaningful implications for subsequent policymaking and research implementation.
Keywords: Low Birth Status, Policy Reports, Big Data, Topic Modeling, Latent Dirichlet Allocation

1

Introduction

The ultra-low birth rate, which began in the 1990s, is a problem faced not only by
Korea but also by many countries, but among them, the birth rate of Korea is decreasing
at an unprecedented rate worldwide. Judgment on low fertility is generally based on the
total fertility rate(TFR), and the total fertility rate of 1.5 or higher is considered as the
minimum safety line, and when it is 1.3 or less, it is regarded as the lowest-low fertility
[1]. Korea's total fertility rate was 6.0 in 1960, but it fell sharply down to 4.53 in 1970
and 3.57 in 1975 due to the population restraint policy implemented to successfully
achieve the economic development plan since 1961. The score was 2.08, which was
below the population replacement level. Since then, the trend of decline in fertility rate
has been intensified, and in 2005, it reached the lowest level in the world at 1.07 and
entered the Lowest-fertility State. In 2015, the fertility rate rose slightly to 1.23 people,
but in 2019, 0.92 people remained low in fertility for more than 30 years, and to this
day, it still shows a very low level of birth rate, far below the population replacement
rate [2].
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It is predicted that the current lowest level of fertility will continue in the long term,
not short-term, and it is difficult to be optimistic about the recovery of fertility. The
reason for the long-term persistence of low fertility is that the problems caused by the
decrease in population size and the imbalance of the demographic structure go beyond
just the cost, and the negative ripple effect exerts influence across society, such as the
loss of national growth engines and imbalance between generations. Therefore, it can
ultimately cause a very wide range of social problems [3-5].
The government is seeking to find a variety of ways to cope with low birth rates, but
its effectiveness and performance are insufficient. Policy related to low birth rate is a
representative policy that the government supports and expands to cope with low birth
status, and is being implemented for the purpose of revitalizing women's economic activities, supporting work-family compatibility, and healthy development of children as
well as raising the birthrate. The government defines the low birth status as a major
national phenomenon or crisis, but it approaches the focus of the solution in line with
individual factorial and open-ended responses from a short-term perspective rather than
from a long-term perspective. Although various policies to cope with low birth rates
have been under way for a long time, the phenomenon of low birth rate is getting worse.
This raises the need to look at low birth as a social phenomenon that reveals complexity, uncertainty and instability [6-9]. In addition, attempts to enhance understanding
of the phenomenon are needed by comprehensively examining the numerous issues that
arise in relation to the low birth phenomenon and the concepts, targets and languages
that are produced accordingly. The purpose of this study is to derive the topical features
of low-birth phenomena within the policy study report regarding low-birth phenomena,
and to examine the overall trends of policies, discourse and social issues. In addition,
the purpose of analyzing the characteristics and structure of the major objects or concepts of low birth rate was to compare and analyze them according to historical trends.
To this end, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LAD) technique was applied to policy
reports on low-birth phenomena reported from 2005 to May 2019, and the main issues
were analyzed every five years.
In this study, the main issues of awareness, status, and major issues of low birth
status in our society were identified by eliciting topics that were noted in the policy
study report on low birth phenomena and comparing them by timing. This has allowed
us to extend our understanding of low-birth phenomena, and we intend to provide
meaningful implications for policy-making and subsequent research.
The research questions for the purpose of this study are as follows.
1. What is the main topic of the policy report on low birth status?
2. What changes do under-births represent depending on the timing of the policy report?
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2

Research Method

2.1

Data collection

For this study, data collection was done by crawling the results of searching policy
reports to 'low birth' using Selenium. Selenium is a testing framework for web applications and is commonly used for automated testing. Starting in 2005, the five-year cycle
was set to be one period (from 2005 to 2009), the second period (2010 to 2014), and
the third period (2015 to 2019). The information in the policy report was downloaded
in the form of pdf after searching the keyword ‘low birth’ and ‘low birth’ at http://policy.nl.go.kr/. Policy reports that can only be found through the agreed libraries have
been excluded because they are not accessible. For the collected data, the policy report
is pdf type and contains images other than text, so only text types were imported into
the python3.6 program and saved as a file. Through the above process, 242 policy reports on low birth status reported from 2005 to 2019 were chosen as the final analysis
target for this study.
2.2

Data processing

In this study, text preprocessing was carried out before the topical analysis of the
collected policy repots. For text preprocessing, performed an analysis of the Korean
morphology using a function of the Mecab dictionary in Python 3.6 Program KoNLPy
Package. Afterwards, the technical terms and proper nouns were organized and added
to the dictionary of the users so that the nouns could be properly dealt with in the dictionary of words. For words with similar meanings, the conversion was done to prevent
overlapping words with the same meaning as the result of a morphological analysis.
Words with unnecessary meanings such as ‘low birth’, ‘policy’, and ‘birth’ were added
to the list of words to be removed from the analysis.
2.3

Data analysis

In this study, word frequency analysis and topical analysis were carried out using
the R 3.6.0 program after text processing to identify major issues related to low birth
status of policy reports collected. Specifically, the tm, topicmodels, lda, slam, ldating,
and dplyr packages were used to analyze the data in this study.
First, we analyzed the frequency of the words and checked the frequently used
words, and then excluded the meaningless words from the analysis by registering them
as unnecessary words. In order to implement the topic modeling of big data, this study
used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to discover the core topics of vast texts
[10] and to understand the interrelationships among subjects by inferring the parameters
of the probability distribution from which the original data was generated from the observed data. LDA is a probability model that estimates the distribution of words and
distribution of documents to see which topics exist in each document for a given document. As a sampling method, Gibbs sampling method, which is a technique of changing
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only one variable, fixing the remaining variables, and excluding some unnecessary variables from sampling, was used. Iteration was set as 5000 times. In the policy report,
we searched for the words with the highest appearance of low birth phenomena, derived
topics that were semantically consistent, derived key words for each topic, and analyzed
the difference in topic composition and composition ratio for each cycle every 5 years.
In setting the number of topics, the researcher used a method to specify an arbitrary
number [11] in consideration of the interpretability and suitability of the field.

3

Results

3.1

Top appearance words in policy reports on low birth status

The top 30 words wewre detected throughout 15 years and by timing are presented
in Table 1 to look at the key keywords in the policy report on low birth phenomena.
Table 1. Top Appearance Words in Policy Reports on Low Births.
2005-2009
(1st Period)

Ran
king

Word

2010-2014
(2nd Period)

Frequency

Word

2015-2019
(3rd Period)

Frequency

Word

Total

Frequency

Word

Frequency

Society

115

Educa1

Nurture

2

Society

3

Plan

4

Population

25

Society

56

35
tion

Environ25

Aging so56

Problem

35

ment

114
ciety
Popula-

24

Economy

56

Family

34

Aging so24

Our
56

34

Popula24

ment

Econ55

tion

34

Economy

112

34

Family

112

omy
Re-

24

Increase

55

try

sponse

Aging soci7

113
country

Our coun6

Increase

ciety
Environ-

5

113
tion

Educa24

Change

55

Diverse

34

ety

112
tion
Environ-

8

Descendant

23

9

Family

23

10

Support

23

11

Burden

Country

55

Country

34

112
ment

Target

55

Target

34

Increase

111

55

Direction

34

Support

111

34

Age

110

The public
Govern23

Expan55

ment

sion
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Popula12

Growth

13

Propulsion

23

System

55

34

Country

110

tion
Expan23

Female

55

Change

34

110
sion

Govern14

22

Analysis

55

Society

34

Female

110

Research

34

Problem

110

34

Plan

110

ment

15

Increase

22

Diverse

55

16

Economy

22

Goal

55

Researcher
Establish17

Our
22

Burden

55

ment

Reduc34

country

109
tion

Aging
18

Child care

19

Survey

20

Way

22

Labor

55

34

Survey

109

society
Expan22

22

Counter21

55

Support

33

Average

109

55

Female

33

Change

109

33

Target

109

sion
Family
Genera22
plan

Reduc55

tion

tion

Phenome22

Govern22

Income

55

Enhance

33

non

109
ment

23

Welfare

22

Support

55

Data

33

24

Female

22

Provision

55

Change

33

25

Child

22

26

Education

22

Response

108

Phenom108
enon

Welfare

55

Age

33

Research

108

55

Structure

33

Data

108

55

Plan

33

System

108

55

Survey

33

Analysis

107

55

Key

33

Direction

107

55

Next

33

Nurture

107

Introduction
Employ27

Applica22

ment

tion
Reduc-

28

Average

22

29

Age

22

30

World

22

tion
Age
Development
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Word frequency analysis shows that ‘Society’ (total 115 times, first 25 times, second
56 times and third 34 times) are the most common. In addition, the following words
appeared at a high frequency throughout the period such as ‘Aging society’ (Total 114
times, 1st 24 times, 2nd, 2nd 56 times, 3rd 34 times), ‘Population’ (Total 113 times,
1st, 25 times, 3rd 34 times), ‘Our country’ (Total 113 times, 1st, 24 times, 3rd 34 times),
and ‘Economy’ (Total 112 times, 34 times, 3rd, 3rd, 32 times, 36 times, 3rd, 3rd, 3rd,
3rd, 3rd, 32 times). Looking at each period, from 2005 to 2009 words, such as ‘Nurture’, ‘Society’, ‘Plan’, ‘Population’, ‘Environment’, ‘Our country’, ‘Aging society’,
‘Descendant’, ‘Family’ and ‘Support’ were found much frequently. In particular, unlike
other times, the words ‘Nurture’ and ‘Plan’ were there. From 2010 to 2014, ‘Society’,
‘Environment’, ‘Economy’, ‘Aging society’, ‘Population’, ‘Increase’, ‘Change’,
‘Country’, ‘Target’ and ‘The public’. In particular, unlike other times, the words
‘Change’ and ‘The public’ were found to have high frequency. Next, from 2015 to
2019, articles reported in the following order were ‘Education’, ‘Problem’, ‘Family’,
‘Increase’, ‘Economy’, ‘Response’, ‘Diverse’, ‘Country’, ‘Target’ and ‘Direction’. In
particular, unlike other times, the words ‘Education’, ‘Problem’, and ‘Family’ were
found to have been shown to be highly frequent in the third period.
3.2

Composition of the Low Birth Phenomenon Policy Report Topics by
Period

The main words for each topic extracted from policy reports published from 2005
to 2009 are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Key words by topic in the 2005-2009 Policy Reports
Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

1

Facility

Child

The birth rate

Society

Right

2

Service

Survey

Aging society

Descendant

Broadcasting

3

Welfare

Evaluation

Upbringing

News

4

Target

Participation

Propulsion

Education

Upbringing

5

Protection

Culture

Plan

Our country

Female

6

A newborn baby

Function

Government

Life

Mom

Revision

Institution

Child care

Contraception

An annual pension

Local govern7

ment

8

Pregnant women

A target person

Allowance

Environment

A single mother

9

A checkup

Infant

Market

School

Son

10

Infertility

Respondents

Way

Work

Gender

Welfare

Supporting

Policy

perspective

target

intervention

Topic
name

Support for education and child care

Woman's birth
perspective
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Topic names were given after repeated reviews of the composition of the main
words by topic and their differentiation from other topics. As a result, the Topic Name
was selected as 'Welfare perspective', 'Supporting target', 'Policy intervention', 'Support
for education and child care' and ‘Women's birth perspective'. Policy reports from 2005
to 2009 highlighted the characteristics of the low-birth phenomenon era such as analysis of birth rate trends, related statistical analysis surveys, and a decrease in the population of school-age. In particular, the social reality in which the scope of responsibility
for child care and education is excessively focused on parents and issues concerning
the national welfare and policy intervention to address them were identified as the main
topics.
Next, the main words for each topic extracted from the policy report published from
2010 to 2014 are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Key words by topic in the 2010-2014 Policy Report
Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

1

Descendant

Childcare

Family

Society

Female

2

Increase

Expansion

System

Allowance

Service

3

Nurture

Target

Welfare

Economy

An annual pension

4

Life

Budget

Country

Time

Marriage

5

People

Provision

Employment

Change

Parental leave

6

Response

School

Law

Plan

Effort

7

Cost

Operation

Public

The birth rate

Institution

8

Market

Assurance

Spending

Government

Participation

9

Experience

Work

Work

Parents

Recognition

10

The masculine
Production

Counterplan

Salary

Retirement
gender

Topic
name

Cost of child

Home welfare

Major limitations

Plan to restore the

Financial support
rearing

support

of childbirth

birth rate

Topics derived from media coverage during this period were ‘Cost of child rearing’,
‘Financial support’, ‘Home welfare support’, ‘Major limitations of childbirth’ and ‘Plan
to restore the birth rate’. The 2010-2014 policy reports highlighted marriage and childcare. These results allow us to infer that social members in their marriageable age pay
for childcare, have a pessimistic view of childbirth and demand high financial and home
welfare support. In other words, we can confirm that in this period people had great
pressure on marriage, and awareness review and policy intervention have emerged as
the main topics in this period.
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Finally, from 2015 to 2019, the main words for each topic extracted from a policy
reports are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Key words by topic in the 2015-2019 Policy Reports
Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

1

Population

Descendant

Budget

Service

Nurture

2

Task

Goal

Time

Target

Plan

3

Labor

Health

Means

Inspection

Expansion

4

Educational exParents

Parental leave

Operation

Protection

penses
5

School

Allowance

Health

Internalization

Safety

6

Response

Newly wed

Institution

Management

Responsibility

7

Student

Public

Job

Dissatisfaction

Day care center

8

Reform

Dual-income

Development

After school

People

9

Capabilities

Provision

Resource

Local governHappiness
ment

10

Function

Topic
name

Encourage

Private sector

National support

Practical support

Insufficient

Equality

Internalization of
Future social re-

Expectation of
low birth response

sponse perspective

birth rate recovery
policy

Topics derived from media coverage during this period were selected as 'Future
social Response perspective', 'National support', 'Realistic support', 'Internalization of
low birth response policy' and 'Expectation of birth rate recovery'. The policy reports
from 2010 to 2014 highlighted marriage and childcare. In this period, the changes in
social and structural structure through low birth rate and the actualization and internalization of support to address the problem of low birth rate were emphasized. In addition,
the main topics of the policy reports were expanding in view of future prospects, direction and expectations in preparation for future society. In other words, through the topics on future social responses, national support, and internalization of policies, we were
able to confirm that the view of low birth status was beyond analysis.

4

Conclusions

This study analyzes the main topics of policy reports related to the low birth rate
during the last 15 years(2005-2019), draws attention to topics in policy research reports
on low birth rate, and compares them by period. The purpose was to identify the current
status of birth phenomena and major issues, and to provide implications for establishing
policies related to low birth. Discussion is based on the results presented in this study
and is as follows.
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First, the main topics extracted from the policy reports published from 2005 to 2009
are 'Welfare Perspective', 'Supporting Target', 'Policitation of Policy Interventions',
'Support of Education and Child Care' and 'View of Women's Birth'. In this period,
topics such as 'women', 'mom', 'unwed mother', 'pregnant women', and 'infertility' were
considered as the top, and the subject of low fertility problems was recognized as
women, and the nation's public responsibility for raising was strengthened. It can be
seen that the government tried to solve the low birth rate problem by increasing the
government-led fiscal input. In other words, during this period, while emphasizing the
arrival of the low birth rate, the low birth rate was defined as a national crisis, and the
improvement of the nurturing environment led to the improvement of marriage and
childbirth desires, but still the birth of the 'family' rather than the 'women' decisionmaking problem. It was presumed to be a matter of 'or' individual' [12]. Therefore, there
is a limitation that the government's low birth rate policy is approaching the economic
paradigm of women, welfare and investment.
Second, the main topics extracted from the policy reports released from 2010 to 2014
are "costs of child rearing," "financial support," "home welfare support," "major limitations of childbirth" and "rehabilitation of fertility." During this period, topics such as
'parental leave', 'male', and 'parent' were drawn to the top, and beyond the support for
women's pregnancy and childbirth, education and childcare, the government's low fertility policy led to housing stability, health, and routine. Assumptions were expanded
to equilibrium. In addition, the target of the low birth rate policy was expanded from
low-income families to working families at this time, and it was possible to confirm the
change in the government's policy direction by reducing the burden of childbirth and
parenting to support work-family balance. At this time, the government's low birth rate
policy expanded the focus of the policy by balancing work and family, but it still has
limitations in recognizing childbirth and care as women's problems.
Third, the main topics extracted from the policy reports released from 2015 to 2019
are 'Future Social Response Perspective', 'National Support', 'Realistic Support', 'Internalization of Low Birth Response Policy' and 'Expectation of Birth Rate Recovery'. In
the policy report published at this time, policy support based on improving quality of
life and establishing gender equality stands out. This reflects the criticism that the existing low birth rate policies did not consider the gender aspect, and is evaluated as a
new reconstruction of the low birth rate policy from the perspective of gender equality
[13]. During this period, the scope of the policy was further expanded by encompassing
diverse types of families, from married women to unmarried men and women, and it
was confirmed that policies were implemented to establish a gender equality culture
such as parental leave for men. In addition, through topics on future society response,
national support, and policy internalization, it can be seen that the perspective of viewing low birth rates goes beyond the level of actual analysis and includes prospects and
directions for the future society.
For 15 years, the government's low birth rate policy has gradually expanded its targets, and the paradigm of low birth rate problems and support measures has changed.
However, the government still lacks the view of the people who raise children because
the national view is dominant rather than the 'people'-centered approach [9], and does
not include various aspects of life and social structure. Is pointed out. Therefore, in
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order to solve the low birth rate problem, as deviating from the long-established assumption that all things could be explained from a mechanical interaction point of view,
it is necessary to pay attention to the complexity of the low birth rate, which is a dynamic system itself, and to listen to the discourse raised differently in the low birth rate
policy.
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Abstract. In the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, one of the core competencies required of students is media literacy. In particular, elementary school
students' media education is important because elementary school students have
high adaptability and capacity.
In this regard, this study aims to examine the discourse about media education
in Korean society for effective media education in the era of smart media. The
purpose of this study is to find out the research trend of media education for elementary school students. For this study, online big data collected over the past 5
years has been used on Internet portal sites. Keywords used in this study are “elementary School Students media education” and “elementary School Students
media literacy”. In the last 5 years, 2,755KB of data was collected through the data mining process from the big data retrieved. In this study, a semantic network
analysis method was used.
Based on these research results, elementary school students are using a lot of
smartphones or other digital devices, and it seems that there are many media education approaches especially for English education and coding education. It is the
time that more effort is needed for better education utilizing media in media
friendly environment of elementary school.
Keywords: Semantic Network Analysis, Media Education, Elementary School
Students.

1

Introduction

With advent of fourth industrial revolution, the educational field of today has
changed a lot. In the knowledge-informatized society, there is a growing awareness
that no one can escape the influence of the media, and there is an increasing need to
develop the ability to critically accept the contents of media. As like reading, writing
and understanding text and grammar, media education should be used in order to gain
ability to adapt media literacy and technology of newly emerging media, as well as it
is necessary to facilitate content analysis. In particular, the use of media for children
has continued to increase, and in previous studies, the research for how the use of old
media has had an impact on children's health has been conducted. Reported that media use has an impact on negative development and potential media harm [1].
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This is the time when the importance of education for media use and media literacy
education has emerged for students in elementary school, when the use of media is
rapidly increasing. In particular, elementary school students' media education is important because they are highly adaptive and competent. [2,3].
Therefore, in this study, in order to investigate the social debate about media education of elementary school students in Korea, the data for the last 5 years on perceptions, preferences, attitudes, etc. of elementary school students on media was analyzed.
However, according to the results of our previous studies, In order to analyze how
the concept of the Internet medium is defined and recognized in Internet-related education at elementary schools, an in-depth interview was conducted[4]. The results that
they do not understand the media from the perspective of a simple tool, and that they
must proceed to Internet media education for critical literacy that is understood by a
single educational and cultural environment were suggested[4].
And, as a result of a questionnaire survey conducted for elementary school students, the type of media that uses excessively more than 7 hours a day has already
been reported, there is a research that emphasizes a multi-dimensional instruction is
needed to form a lifestyle for media use from early elementary school period. [5].
Therefore, it was suggested that media education is a cultural environment now
should be understood and it was concerned that elementary school students spend too
much time on using media. In addition, it was also suggested that the quality of media
used by elementary school students was considered
Yet, since the results of previous studies are from most surveys and interviews, so
there are limitations to generalizing the results of these studies. In order to be able to
bring this generalized conclusion, the Korean society's perception of elementary
school media education through big data analysis was examined in this study.
The following are the research questions used to achieve the goal of this research
study.
1. What is the social discussion about media education of elementary school students in Korea with big data?

2

Materials and Methods

The purpose of this study is to examine social trends in media education of elementary school students. For this, big data was collected using Internet portal sites such as
Google, Naver and Daum. The collected big data was used in this study to analyze the
semantic network through the process of data mining. In addition, programs such as
R-program, Ucinet 6.0 and Netdraw were used for big data analysis.
In this study, 2,755KB data is collected through big data searched from 2014.08.07 ~
2019.08.07 with keywords “Elementary School Student Media Education” and “Elementary School Student Media Literacy”.
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Results and Discussion

In order to find out the research trend of elementary school students' media education, the statistical significance of elementary school students' media education was
examined in this study. As a result of the research, the average distribution value of
the network data was 24.3090, and the standard error was 2.3838. The Z-score value
was Z = 9.9578, and the probability that the test statistic was observed to be higher
than the absolute value of the Z value was 0.0002 (p <.01).
Table 1. Frequency and TF-IDF of "Elementary Media Education” & “Elementary Media
Literacy”
No

WORD

1

Child

2

Education

3

Teacher

4

Object

5

Elementary
School

6

Class

7

Student

8

Utility

9

School

10

Program

11

Media

12

Digital
Devices

13

Operation

14

Progress

15

Middle
School

16

Book

17

English

18

Learning

CO
UNT
141
4
921
901
755

TFIDF
2533.
548
2023.
644
2074.
629
1810.
411

730

1750.
464

661

1744.
417
1664.
652

649
598
590
536
510
476

1533.
84
1597.
75
1518.
602
1414.
02
1471.
336

467

1375.
053

460

1329.
571
1242.
553

422
421
418
409

1281.
744
1310.
637
1245.
21

No

WORD

31

Practice

32

Coding

33

Need

34
35

Understand
Mathematics

36

Training

37

English
tutoring

38

Video

39

Study

40

Posts

41

Textbook

42

Era

43

Multimedia

44

Activity

45

Development

46

Lecture

47

Parents

48

Future

CO
UNT
258
256
251
251

TFIDF
902.0
99
931.2
221
869.8
997
877.6
234

244

944.5
73

244

893.9
09
929.0
882

240
233
232
225
225
224

828.3
961
831.3
764
793.4
311
840.9
757
802.7
082

223

792.8
426

223

799.1
247
790.7
91

219
216
205
203

812.4
192
771.0
46
743.7
03
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19

Teenager

20

Start

21

High school

22

News

23

Smartphon
e

24

Work

25

You-Tube

26

Think

27

Information

28

Middle
Schooler

29

Experience

30

Summer
Vacation

402
401
401
348
340
322
313
295
278
276
265
259

1223.
898
1201.
289
1290.
769
1171.
819
1144.
881

49

Contents

50

Games

198
197

740.0
586
762.6
266

1023.
333
1103.
751
972.2
719
954.6
484
929.3
736
918.4
2
913.3
274

As a result of analyzing the word frequency according to the simultaneous appearance by collecting online data of "Elementary Media Education” & “Elementary Media Literacy”, 'Child' showed the highest frequency in 1414 times. Subsequently, 'Education' appeared 921 times, 'Teacher' 901 times, and 'Object' 755 times.
In addition, the frequency was shown in the order of Elementary School(730),
Class(661), Student(649), Utility(598), School(590), Program(536),Media(510), Digital Devices(476), Operation(467), Progress(460), Middle School(422),Book(421),
English(418), Learning409, Teenage(402), Start(401), High school(401), News(348),
Smartphone(340), Work(322), You-Tube(313), Think(295), Information(278), Middle Schooler(276), Experience(265), Summer Vacation(259), Practice(258), Coding(256), Need(251), Understand(251),Mathematics(244), Training(244), English
tutoring(240), Video(233), Study(232), Posts(225), Textbook(225), Era(224), Multimedia(223), Activity(223), Development(219), Lecture(216), Parents(205), Future(203), Contents(198), and Games(197).
It can be seen that the words Child, Education, Teacher, Object, Elementary
School, Class and Student, etc. are derived as key words in elementary media education.
As such, the fact that many words such as Child, Education, and Teacher are mentioned can be interpreted as the importance of education based on the interaction between elementary school students and teachers in media education.
That is, when media is used as an educational tool, interaction between students
and teachers may not be active. Therefore, in education using media, education that
the interaction between people is thoroughly considered must be designed.
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Fig. 1. 50 Words Graph of "Elementary Media Education” & “Elementary Media Literacy”

Figure 1 shows the Network analysis of "Elementary Media Education” & “Elementary Media Literacy” through Netdraw.
Words such as Child, Education, Teacher, Object, Elementary School, Class and
Student are more prominent. In other words, Child, Education, Teacher, Object, Elementary School, Class and Student can be seen as key words in this study.
In Elementary Media Education, words such as Child, Education, Teacher, Object,
Elementary School, Class and Student are shown as key words in this study. As mentioned above, many words such as Child, Education, and Teacher can be interpreted
to mean that the interaction between elementary school students and teachers, who are
the subjects of education, is important in the classroom.

Fig. 2. "Elementary Media Education” & “Elementary Media Literacy” 50 Words CONCOR
Graph

In particular, through Concor analysis, which visually groups and displays 50 words,
it is possible to confirm what words are highly relevant to the Elementary Media Education. Looking at four representative groups, it is as follows.
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First, Concor analysis of this study shows that words such as Child, Object, Student,
Utility, Program, and Coding are combined. These results indicate that Elementary
Media Education is being applied through programs such as coding education that
children experience.
Second, it consists of words such as Education, Elementary School, Smartphone,
YouTube, Digital Devices, Media, and Information. Through this, media and digital
devices are actively used to educate elementary school students. Especially, the use of
media has become more common as smartphones are widely distributed to elementary
school students.
In particular, it can be inferred various ways are being tried in the educational field
to acquire various information and improve problem solving ability in order to enhance learning ability using media[ 6,7].
Third, it consists of words such as Teacher, School, Middle School, High School,
English Tutoring, and Mathematics education. In other words, it can be inferred that
the teacher uses media education to teach English[8] and mathematics[9, 10] to middle and high school students.
Finally, it consists of words such as future, lecture, and thought. This means that
deep thinking about lectures is necessary for future students.
Table 2. Analysis of "Elementary Media Education” & “Elementary Media Literacy” using
Ucinet”
No

Word

Degree

Closeness

Eigen-

Between

1

Child

3170

49

0.265

1.418

2

Education

2508

49

0.118

1.418

3

Teacher

2779

49

-0.379

1.418

4

Object

2422

51

0.324

0.618

5

Elementary
School

1904

51

0.082

0.618

6

Class

1680

49

0.069

1.418

7

Student

1751

49

0.042

1.418

8

Utility

2048

49

0.183

1.418

9

School

1804

49

-0.441

1.418

10

Program

1870

49

0.273

1.418

11

Media

1553

51

0.119

1.254

12

Digital Devices

1677

49

0.137

1.418

13

Operation

1554

50

0.23

0.998

14

Progress

1479

49

0.205

1.418

15

Middle School

1243

49

-0.189

1.418

16

Book

1032

50

0.093

1.213

vector
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17

English

1248

50

0.116

1.367

18

Learning

1312

49

0.103

1.418

19

Teenager

1214

51

0.157

0.618

20

Start

884

49

0.101

1.418

21

High school

1562

49

-0.978

1.418

22

News

909

50

0.09

1.348

23

Smartphone

873

52

0.111

0.518

24

Work

935

49

0.099

1.418

25

You-Tube

815

52

0.091

0.597

26

Think

717

49

-0.01

1.418

27

Information

800

50

0.082

1.038

28

Middle Schooler

948

50

0.032

1.336

29

Experience

899

49

0.121

1.418

30

Summer Vacation

900

53

0.174

1.066

31

Practice

816

57

0.087

0.835

32

Coding

663

52

0.079

0.414

33

Need

829

51

0.061

1.119

34

Understand

726

51

0.079

0.618

35

Mathematics

1168

62

-0.998

0.413

36

Training

956

54

0.015

0.958

37

English tutoring

1145

63

-1

0.362

38

Video

593

50

0.063

1.336

39

Study

535

52

0.02

0.985

40

Posts

412

52

0.018

1.059

41

Textbook

550

51

0.042

1.104

42

Era

675

51

0.062

0.618

43

Multimedia

660

52

0.046

1.146

44

Activity

632

51

0.055

0.976

45

Development

569

53

0.046

0.474

46

Lecture

614

49

0.017

1.418

47

Parents

479

52

0.014

0.597

48

Future

554

55

0.007

0.2

49

Contents

547

51

0.062

1.226

50

Game

549

53

0.056

0.45
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The results of the analysis of the centrality of the 50 major words related to Elementary Media Education are as follows. First of all, when looking at the Degree centrality, the values were higher in the order of 'Child', 'Education', 'Teacher', and 'Object'.
This can be confirmed that it is directly connected with various words among the key
words related to 'Elementary Media Education'.
Second, in Closeness centrality, 'Object', 'Elementary School', 'Media', 'book', 'Teenager', 'Smart Phone', 'You-tube' appeared in the order. Closeness centrality words
mean that all words in the data network can be easily influenced. That is, words such
as 'Object', 'Elementary School', 'Media', 'Book', 'Teenager', 'Smart phone', 'You-tube'
etc. can be seen as playing a central role in the network structure.
Finally, if the Between centrality values was analyzed, 'Child', 'Education', 'Teacher',
'Class', 'Student', 'Utility', 'School', 'Program', 'Media', 'Digital Devices ', 'Progress'
and 'Middle School' are derived. As a result, keywords such as 'Child', 'Education',
'Teacher', 'Class', 'Student', 'Utility', 'School', 'Program', 'Media', 'Digital Devices',
'Progress' and 'Middle School' are influential because they act as mediators in linking
words. This means that media education programs experienced in elementary school
play an important role for both students and teachers, and are even affecting middle
schools.

Fig. 3. Word Cloud for "Elementary Media Education” & “Elementary Media Literacy”

4

Conclusion

As a result of analyzing about 7,577KB of online data to analyze social perceptions
and trends of elementary media education, significant information about elementary
media education was extracted.
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First of all, the keywords with the highest frequency of appearance were 'Children,
Education, Teachers, Object, Elementary Schools, Classes, Students'.
And, as a result of analyzing the semantic network, the keywords with the degree
centrality were 'Children, Education, Teachers, Object, Elementary School, Class,
English Tutoring'. Keywords with high betweenness centrality were 'Object, Elementary School, Media, Operations, Teenagers, Smartphones, English, Coding', etc. to
confirm the influence of smartphones. The keywords with closeness centrality were
‘Children, Education, Teachers, Classes, Students, Utilization, Programs, Digital Devices, and English Tutoring.’
Through these research results, elementary school students are using a lot of smart
phones and digital devices, and in particular, it seems that a lot of media education
approaches for English education or coding education are occurring. In order to understand the media in an educational and cultural environment, elementary media
literacy education may be needed more often.
Students will enhance their ability to learn new knowledge by collecting, editing,
and generating a variety of information, using the important factors of media education such as immediate access, knowledge extensibility, and collaborative interactivity. Education using media is becoming more common in recent years, and media has
been actively utilized as a method of self-directed learning for students as well as
elementary school classrooms. When considering these situations, it is expected that
learning ability using media will be noted as more important core ability in the future.
Therefore, we should continue to strengthen our educational efforts to elementary
school students in their early elementary school stage on the right attitudes and ethical
norms about the use of media as well as activities in the world of smart media.
We should increase our ability to have more positive attitudes and beliefs. In addition, when media education is carried out in the elementary school classroom, it is
necessary to focus on the interaction between the teacher and the student, rather than
focusing only on media utilization as an educational medium. In particular, it is suggested that teachers provide meticulous guidance in the field for students to improve
their ability to choose good contents of media and to control their ability to facilitate
media so that students can improve their ability to solve problems through deep thinking.
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Abstract. Internet on e-commerce management system is gradually increasing
and various items in the transaction made it. In particular, the used car market
scale continuously growing there. But online on sale transactions and the car as
high the transaction the seller and purchaser between reliability is very important.
Several of the areas used transactions, but the amount is big owned the car for
transaction management system by developing reliable improvement was increased. This system uses smart contracts to ensure reliability based ethereum
without third party intervention. In addition, this system mitigated information
asymmetry between buyers and sellers, and reduced and prevented brokerage
fees in the distribution process without third parties.
Keywords: Trading system, BlockChain, Ethereum, Smart Contract, Used car.

1. Introduction
The Internet and advances consumer products to buy more and more ways to diversify
and has , more cheaper products to buy for online sale transactions for sites using their
buyers steadily increasing it . However, in online transactions, there is a problem in that
it is difficult to guarantee the reliability of the transaction since the buyer can not directly check the goods [1]. Most of the online sale trading platform a scam to avoid for
safety trading sites or sellers of fraudulent transaction history to be queried may in fraud
damages lookup sites available that recommends it. This also precautions despite a hassle due to the prevention of site utilization is high, that is a part. Moreover, safe trading
site itself phishing (phishing) to be used also because it completely safe that way sometimes difficult . The purchaser third party intervention without a deal trustworthy can
you order the seller and selling the goods for the certificates is needed. If the seller's
sales history or reliability is provided safely, the reliability of the transaction can be
further enhanced. blockchain technology, the information center server instead of the
P2P network to the nodes by distributing the information reliability which guarantees a
technique [2]. Present this paper these issues to resolve to block the chain , based on a
reliable vehicle information provided by trading participants the information asymmetry sex less smart a contract with a stable trading environment that provides used car
transaction management system was developed . This paper follows as it is composed.
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2 Section System development for related research presented and the three chapter provider of Leeum with used car trade management system to designed. 4 chapter public
block chains based provider of Leeum using used car deals Systems designed for based
system was implemented. Finally, In 5 chapter, it proposed conclusions and the future
works.

2. Related Studies
This chapter in the introduction mentioned one block chains based on pre trade management system to develop for relevant studies were described. Block chain technology
transaction information ledger (Ledger) to all nodes (users) are equally distributed to
manage the technology. Of the ledger the transaction information as a block, and predetermined time unit (bit coin 10 minute, Ether Solarium 12 second) to the new transaction information by collecting the blocks produces. The resulting block before the
block are connect, such a process all associated blocks (block chain) is made to [3]. We
deal also can P2P system built. Expert blocks the chain forged or modulation can’t be
very secure as technology called because the hash value [4]. Transfer to occur before
the block a unique one hash value is generated. Block head, the previous hash value
and the current hash value is. If someone attempts to forge or change the data value of
a particular block for malicious purposes, the hash value of the block changes [5].
Blockchain are working to prove (PoW) algorithm is used. PoW is a bit of coin to get
you used an algorithm [6]. Computer hard math problems by creating a chain all the
nodes have the problem solved and the random finds. A random locate nodes in the
transmission success and Fig. 1, and like the previous block and a hash to a value associated with the structure have. In addition to node -bit coin service. This is called mining. In addition, transfer the two kinds of a way is done. The first second is above mentioned one is mining the two second is the bit coin other users sent to be when raised.
In this case, the output section sends information about how much money is being sent
to which users.

Fig. 1. Block Head Architecture in BlockChain
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Bitcoin, first proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto, is the first attempt to change the central
bank method used by existing banks to a decentralized method using blockchain technology[7]. The blockchain is not a method of storing users 'data on a central server but
rather all data on a user's computer, so that all users participating in the blockchain can
access not only my data but also all users' data. The blockchain uses a hash function to
establish a very secure data storage method that cannot forge or tamper with data. The
inside of the block of the blockchain used by Bitcoin is shown in Fig. 2. Inside the
block, the old hash value is stored so you can see it as if it were chained together. If a
malicious user attempts to forge or tamper with the data in a particular block, the currently stored hash value is changed and accordingly, the hash value connected to the
front and back must be changed accordingly[8]. It is not possible to change the hash
value of every block in the blockchain. Even though it is a decentralized system, users
can use it without worrying about data tampering.

Fig. 2. Block Inside of Bitcoin
Smart contract is in Ether Solarium decentralized applications (DApp, Decentralized
Application) for developing for the program. Although other cryptocurrencies mainly
provide the function as a currency, Ethereum can be applied to various application
fields using smart contracts.
Smart contract is Ethernet Solarium dependent language solidity language used to develop can and Fig. 2 and as a block in the Smart the contract are included. The block
transaction is history that is shared as such contracts also account among the shared
storage distribution is.
Blockchain multiple node data check and verify the data based between nodes of data
sharing can be by allowing digital to the data of the trust to create . Reliable capable of
data based on smart this contract blocks and chains together have been published [9].
3. Blockchain based used car trading system design
In this paper, blockchain is used to solve the asymmetry of used car information. Block
chain is distributed as a director system in a number of nodes all of the information has.
In addition, the block chain is an agreement algorithms and encryption, hash (Hash) the
used data structures, etc. because of the following, such a characteristic having [10].
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Integrity: the block chain hash (Hash) the use of data structures and many of the nodes
in the agreement by management being done because once entered data above / modulation is quite that difficult to attribute to have it.
Reliability: the chain block by using the data for integrity is assured users block chain
system in the data trust and use can have. We used the car trust that the information
provide above for such characteristics have in the block chain as suitable was determined. Fig. 3 shows the configuration of this system. Using the Node.js server-based
database Mongo data establish that smart a contract stored hash of IPFS was used to
return a function. The server used Web3.JS to interact with the functions of the smart
contract and Tx for the smart contract call . And blockchain transactions were sent to
the Ethereum blockchain through geth .

Fig. 3. Flowchart Diagram of System
In this paper, we use Ethereum-based smart contracts to provide contractual vehicle
reliability without providing transparent vehicle data and third-party assurance. Representative characteristics of blockchain are integrity and transparency. Each block
header hash-encodes the information of the previous block. Therefore, the transaction
history recorded in the linked blockchain cannot be forged or altered unless the previous
transaction history is modified. In addition, anyone can view the transaction history
recorded in the block and participate as a node. Smart contracts automate the process
of contract execution and verification into the network, enabling secure contract execution without the need for third-party involvement, based on the trust of implications.
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4. Implementation of used car transaction management system
This system is a Windows 10- based system and uses Visual Studio Code 1.26 version,
which supports code intersense function and Typescript. Visual Studio is IDE of expansion feature the most outstanding. The server is full stack is enabled and asynchronous programming that supports Node.js 8.11 the used. As a language for writing smart
contracts, Solidity version 0.4.21 was used. HTML5, CSS3, and Javascript languages
were used as programming languages for web and app support. Server in a database of
memory DB of MongoDB 3.4.1 for the use transactional processing have improved
Contr ares CT compilation for the real-time efficiency Good Remix for used.
In order for a seller to register a used car, he must access the site and register the vehicle
he / she wants to sell. In order to register a used car for sale, you must access the relevant
site, enter the seller's basic information, and then enter the relevant information in the
vehicle registration.

Fig. 4. Register List of Used car
The Fig. 4 shows the initial screen for registering a vehicle for sale. The most basic is
to input the vehicle name and detailed information about the vehicle. In addition, the
gear shift method, fuel type, year of delivery, mileage, and won price are entered. And
rather than All prices in Ethernet Solarium deal to be able Ethereum is that prices are
registered. After inputting the detailed information and clicking the Submit button, it is
registered in the vehicle registration list.
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Fig. 5. Used car Information List
Fig. 5 shows the vehicle information list according to the property registration. Vehicle
information is listed according to the input order and may be newly sorted according to
the year and price of delivery. If the buyer wants to view by price, click the price in the
relevant listing to automatically sort the vehicle price in the lowest order.

5. Conclusion and future works
Present the paper used car trading market problems to solve for Ethernet Solarium
based smart a contract to use the used car trading system was implemented. The system
is reliable, it can be data that the input is assumed. In other words, the data input after
the integrity guarantee, but entered before validation This verification must be accompanied. This also limits though, this study is the last issue, the block chain technology
using the existing used car market problems solved by reliability is guaranteed used car
to trade can be had. Future Graduate School of zero used automatically car deals as well
as the entire automotive data transparently trading managed to be so that the system
must be extended to.
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Abstract. The existing real estate transaction is highly interested in a contract
that is guaranteed to be reliable due to anxiety about the threat of fraud. In particular, it is timely and economically efficient to manage contract information
online and prevent forgery and duplication of contract information. Blockchain
technology is emerging as an alternative to the enormous cost and reliability issues associated with offline real estate contracts. If blockchain technology is applied to online contract management, reliability and scalability are efficient and
confidentiality can be ensured. Therefore, in this paper, we designed an
Ethereum-based online real estate contract management system among blockchain technologies. The real estate contract management system enables online
contract management and discrimination of contract forgery through blockchain.
In particular, it was possible to prevent fraud until the contract was concluded
and the contract was terminated.
Keywords: Real Estate Trading system, BlockChain, Ethereum, Smart Contract

1. Introduction
The domestic real estate market trading volume year deal number is increasing, but real
estate deals damage and fraud continued to increase it. Contract fraud prevention for
the procedure in accordance with the agreements in progress, but the process of loopholes to exploit various fraud incident occurs there. Real Estate Contracts four groups
to avoid for the third -party intermediaries via a contract that signed this approach is
common. However, fraud occurs due to the lack of credibility of a third- party broker.
And the third party is lacking, not duplicate contract fraud is also the case frequently
occurs there[1].
In order to solve these cases, it is necessary to have a technical system that prevents
forgery of contracts and guarantees trust in advance. Therefore, the this paper reliability
is 100% with guarantee block chain technology using P2P trust -based networks by
building brokers without a secure real estate The agreement is established can be in the
system was designed . This system was able to forge and falsify by creating a contract
using smart contracts on the basis of Ethereum, a distributed computing platform. Pre-
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sent in paper contracts for which management API for Open API to haejumyeon provide real estate Brokerages, Stock Brokerages such as contracts related to service contracts for management for the functions that will provide be it. The platform API for
utilizing Brokerages are present on the system of small, only fees you pay online on
safe and reliable in the contract to manage a low cost is possible. In Chapter 2 of this
paper, a related study was prepared, and in Chapter 3, a real estate transaction management system was designed. Finally, the fourth chapter, conclusions and the future work
is proposed.

2. Related Studies
The paper in the in the introduction mentioned block chain -based systems to develop
for the block chain related studies out look.
The block chain Ether Solarium is proof-of-work(Proof of Work PoW) algorithm is
used [2]. PoW is Bitcoin (bitcoin) the to acquire used algorithms in computer hard math
problems inside the chain participation by all nodes that the issue released any number
(nonce) to discover the behavior you are. Any of a number found node to the transmission is successful, and Fig. 1, and as the previous block and the hash to the value by
which connecting structure has is.
Also applicable for node schedules the bit coin service and this drilling (mining) referred to. This only as transfer 2 kinds on the way by there is performed the first second
is above mentioned is mined, the other users of Bitcoin to transfer when the transfer
takes place. At this time, the output section (output section) in which the user for some
time as to whether transfer of my dragon platter sent is [3].

Fig. 1. Block Head Architecture in BlockChain
Smart Contract is Nick Szabo is 1994 years first proposed the concept existing contract
(Contract) is written there is agreement the conditions to implement this person directly
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be done , but the digital contract (digital contract) is the condition according automatically the vote that will . Block chain is a number of the node data validation and, proven
ones based between the nodes sharing the way through digital data trust generates .
Believe can in a data -based smart contract is to block the chain together was at issue
[4].
Smart Contract techniques apply Block Chaining operation structure follows the same.
Assuming that there are buyers and sellers who want to purchase the goods, the seller
registers the goods to be sold on the blockchain. The smart contract the transaction in
accordance with that in the block chain new node registration and real-time updating i.
Buyers search (Query) to use that block the chain to query can have the goods if you
buy smart contract is that of the node database updating it.
Ether Leeum's programming available to block chaining various blocks chain services
to develop to be added can be there. Ethereum is a distributed network platform that
can be operated as a client program [5].
Leeum provider of currency units ether as a deal for a fee are used. In Ethereum, programming is not required in Gold Dragon, but it is supported for smart contracts. The
sender and the receiver between a transaction (the financial transaction) or contract
non-financial transactions) in the form and constitutes , passed when the system to protect from dimensional charge of ether to together passes . Numismatic type plain deal
for ether, a small payment for finney, trading upon fee payment for szabo, wei is there
[6].
Fig. 2 is a provider Solarium -based smart contract that is driven the process shown
would. The contract to be developed is included in the block and transferred to other
blocks in the blockchain to be executed during verification. Smart contract is to be executed in order Ether Solarium virtual machine (EVM) to over the drive is 7].
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Figure 2. Smart Contract Runtime Environment in Ethereum

3. Real estate transaction management system design
Real estate transaction management system is offline procedures included can only free
trading contracts online on which management will. This system is the two kinds of
advantages are. First, it prevents forgery and alteration of the contract . Present the
thesis contract information and contracts storing and managing to block chains leverage. The block chain contract storage and to manage if trust -based networks on a contract to save because the contract is forgery impossible. Second, it prevents duplicate
contracts. Already the contract is entered into the item for duplicate an agreement to
proceed if their contract in advance allows filtering. However contract target item present on the system registered the identity has been granted to be state and [8].
The system functions by five different modules (USER, CONTRACT, FILE,
TRANSACTION, MAILING) to be configured. USER module createUser, getUser,
login, modifyUser, deleteUser to be classified. CONTRACT module addContract, findContract to be classified. The FILE module and the MAILING module are configured
independently. And TRANSACTION module createTransaction, getSenderTransact
ion, getRecipietnTransaction, acceptTransaction to be classified. Each of the modules
in accordance with API of the design and the model was constructed [9].
Present in the system configuration of the block chains of based IPFS storage how to
use so as to be driven was. Fig. 3 is present on the system configuration also shown to.
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Fig. 3. System Architecture
This system is the system performance, a maximum for node.js the server were used
block chains of based distributed computing the network supporting the Solarium Ether
was used . Smart contract document storage to block chain -only storage system IPFS
was used IPFS in providing that API for using a document accessible to enable were
[10]. IPFS in documents Move to web3.Js the used. Ether Solarium virtual machine,
byte code smart contract with each other is moved to was. The system will block the
chain through the agreement now manage, because online on safety and reliability
makes the contract makes management . The flat on the form of transactions registered
by the contract to manage the agency to report that the same legal effect obtained is not
present on the platform that managed just also notarized the effect obtained may have .
Therefore this system to take advantage of trading of the company if the deal the companies you want to use to customers I deal the company a contract to clear that that can
prove be there. And customers in the admission of this in the system contract to manage
the supplier contracts that simply fraud prevention can have.

4. Conclusion and future tasks
Present in this paper is forgery prevention and duplicate prevention for real estate transaction management system was designed. The system's design to real estate contracts,
equity contracts, including offline procedures include forced to free trading contract
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credibility in contract management services provided are P2P trust -based network on
a contract to be managed because of the contract, the transparency was ensured. Future
challenges include these system designs based on substantially real estate contract deal
be established can allow a system to develop it.
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Abstract. For stock investors, news articles serve as an important basis for stock
trading signals. In particular, the user who receives the information verifies
whether the information is correct, and then buys and sells. At this time, the purchase and the sale often fail due to the delay of information verification. Therefore, in this paper, we conducted a news event extraction and researched a system
that provides meaningful information through learning by extracting relevant
stocks for 18 years of news data and stock price data, and classifying them into
five levels. The system provides information using past stock analysis and realtime news and stock price capture data. In addition, it shortens investors' judgment by providing real-time news on the stocks in real time.
Keywords: Stock Price, Stock Information, Stock Analysis, Deep Learning, Big Data

1. Introduction
Domestic stock investment includes value investment, chart trading, and theme stock
trading [1]. Among them, trading stock through news is called theme stock trading. In
Korea, there are many cases of stock trading through the sale of theme stocks. However,
these stock transactions are defined in just one sentence, making it difficult for investors
to buy and sell at the right time. In particular, buying and selling through news is difficult to obtain accurate information in a timely manner, and even when accurate information is obtained, the timing of buying and selling is often missed due to lack of judgment by investors [2].
In the stock market, at least timing and quickness are directly related to the investor's
profits. Therefore, in this paper, we designed a system through a verification machine
in which information delivered to investors can be provided more quickly than other
investors and few advanced information can be recommended in real time [3]. This
system provides verification information more quickly than other investors so that investors can concentrate and invest.
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About 3,000 to 5000 domestic news stories occur daily, and it is easy to miss timing
to sell and buy stocks by analyzing these vast articles individually [4]. Therefore, the
system extracts only meaningful information and provides a vast amount of news articles quickly. And it filters out spam news to provide pure stock-related news information.
The composition of this paper is as follows. In Chapter 2, the research trend for
grasping the stock price information through the extraction of news articles is examined, and in Chapter 3, the system for stock information analysis is designed. Chapter
4 suggests conclusions and future tasks.

2. Related Studies
In this chapter, BIGKinds, KakaoStuck, and Google Alerts are systems that extract
meaningful information using the news articles mentioned in the introduction. BIGKinds, which is the most used in Korea, is a new news analysis service made by integrating big data analysis technology into the largest article database including comprehensive daily newspapers, economic journals, regional daily newspapers, and broadcasters [5,6]. This service is provided free of charge and provides various services such
as analysis data download and personalization service. The system consists of three
categories: news collection system, analysis system, and storage system. News provided by domestic newspapers is classified into text, photo, and electronic document
files, and stored in a news collection DB, a news collection system. Stored data is automatically classified by news category and extracted and standardized as key keywords in the news [7]. The standardized data is categorized as meaningful information
by morpheme analyzer, entity name analyzer, and network analyzer in the article analysis module of the news analysis system and stored as metadata. This metadata is provided where users need it [8].
KakaoStuck is an app that provides stock information on your smartphone. This system allows you to quickly and easily order stocks of tradeable securities companies,
and check stock quotes and hot issue information in real time. Basically, the news of
domestic securities companies is crawled and only meaningful information is extracted
and provided. To extract meaningful information, only specialized stock information is
extracted and provided using deep learning of artificial intelligence. As the main service, real-time information is provided for the items of interest designated by the user,
and the transaction details of participants are provided in real time. In addition, domestic and foreign stock index and exchange rate information is provided in real time, and
chart-based supply and demand diagnosis and fundamental-based item diagnosis service are provided in real time [9,10].
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3. Design of Electronic Voting System
In stock trading, meaningful information from news articles is very important to investors. Therefore, in this system, a system with four main functions was designed.
First, it filters advertisements and advertising news from news articles. The filtering
technique was performed using artificial intelligence to extract only meaningful information [11]. Second, it provides article analysis results in order to provide information
on the items, industries, and themes related to news articles [12]. The analysis technology uses big data to divide categories into categories and extract only meaningful data
for the data. Third, the results of seed analysis are provided to provide basic information
on the item and other items showing similar patterns [13]. Fourth, it provides additional
utilities such as stock calendar, news push of interest stock, and stock discussion community [14].
Fig. 1 shows the system configuration.

Fig. 1. Structure of System
This system crawls news and stock data in real time on the web and stores it in a
storage system by a call back method. The accumulated news and data are provided to
ML Server as a training data set, and an information model is generated through the
stock information analysis module. The generated analysis result provides only the desired information to the client's request from the main server. Clustering that extracts
only news content is classified using KoNLP and TF-IDF. In the classified news,
stocks, industries, and themes are extracted using Elastic.
The development environment of this system was mainly developed in MacOS, and
it can be accessed using Xing Api. The editor used Xcode, Phcharm, and the Python
library used KoNlpy, NLTK, Annie, Gensim, etc. Elastic Search was used as a search
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engine. The development language was developed with Cross, plaatform, desktop, and
app using JS / Flow. The mobile app is written in native language and the server uses
django / python / mypy, matching the core division and language.
Through this study, users can judge the importance and reliability of information
faster than other investors through the verification machine and intuitive UI. And nonexperts can easily buy and sell theme stocks. In addition, it provided various information that the existing products, Big Kinz and Kakao Stark, were not provided.

4. Conclusion and future works
The system designed in this paper increased the reliability and verification of information than the existing service, providing investors with quick judgment. In addition,
the existing system measured the fluctuation of news and stock prices on a daily basis,
but this system captures the news in real time and provides the stock price fluctuation
of the news stock in real time. Future research projects should be practically developed
based on these designs.
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Abstract. The particle method for computational fluid dynamics was dramatically
increased its applicability on the both of engineering and sciences. The most important
factor of its expansion is that less restriction of physical assumption because each particle carries own physical quantities including velocity, density and pressure. Due to its
advantage, its applicability was expanded not only to fluid dynamics, but also solid
particle territory. In this paper, one of the most well-known particle method, Moving
Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method was used to demonstrate solid particle behavior.
In order to simulate solid particle phenomena, new models for particle interaction,
which is invented and validated by author, was adopted. The soil penetration problem
was simulated by newly developed MPS method for solid particle, and then its numerical results were compared to corresponding experiments. Through the comparison, it
is shown that the results and tendency were well agreed between numerical and experimental results.
Keywords: Particle Method, Moving particle semi-implicit, solid particle, penetration

1

Introduction

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been developed and expanded its application
field dramatically based on the increased performance of computing technology and
methodologies on the CFD method. The most impressive development on CFD is the
establishing of fully Lagrangian approach such as particle method.
The particle method is following Lagrangian, thus all the physical quantities carries on
the each particle. Among the particle method, smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
and moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method are well known. The SPH method
firstly announced by Monaghan et al. (1994). According to Monaghan et al (1994), the
density and pressure were measured by kernel function and equation of state. The SPH
was very precise to simulate massive fluid movement, however, several pressure fluctuations were also observed. Xu et al. (2009) was improved pressure problems on SPH
by using Poisson pressure equation (PPE). The MPS method was originally proposed
by Koshizuka et al. (1996). Tanaka et al. (2010) improved MPS method by using multisource terms in the PPE to suppress pressure fluctuations. Lee et al. (2011) developed
MPS method by enhancing free surface searching method. Kim et al. (2014) expanded
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MPS method to multi-phase flows and then it was developed for the solid particles at
Kim et al. (20XX).
In this study, the newly developed MPS method for solid particle uses to simulate
soil bed penetration problem which regard spud-can installation in the offshore industry. The numerical results were compared to the corresponding experimental results.

2

MPS for solid object

The governing equations of MPS method are the Continuity and Navier-Stokes’ Equations as follows:
Dρ
(1)
=0
Dt

ρ


Du

 
= −∇p + ρν∇ 2 u + σκ n + F
Dt

(2)


where ρ is density, t is time, u is fluid velocity, p is pressure, σ is surface tension


coefficient, κ is curvature for surface tension, n is normal vector of interface, F is
external force including gravitational force, ∇ is gradient, and ∇ 2 is Laplacian.

Although MPS is designed and widely used in fluid dynamics problems, its characteristic can be well matched with solid particle problems such as land sliding, dumping
problems. However, for the MPS for solid particle requires to new model to alternate
viscous and diffusion term which are not applied in the solid phenomena such as friction, drag force, collision and etc., which were not identified in fluid particle as follows:

 

Du
ρ
= −∇p + F + Ff + FD
(3)
Dt



where Ff is friction force, FD is drag force. Since drag force can be applied if only

solid particle is positioned in the flow at least is influenced by fluid, else FD is always
zero.
Since solid particle does not have viscosity effect, the second term of Eq.(2) has been
removed and replaced with friction term. Moreover, drag force can be considered when
solid particle is on flow, thus drag force term were added into modified Naver-stokes’
equation. Detailed information about each model will be announced.

3

Particle Interaction Models

Since the MPS method follows fully Lagrangian Approach, all differential terms require to be replaced with form of particle interaction. In this regard, the kernel function
which measures effectiveness of neighboring particles to center particle was introduced. The kernel function used in this study as follows:
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(4)

where subscription ij denotes ( rj − ri ) , ri is position of particle i , and re represents
effective range. In this study, re is set to 2.1 which is chosen by Lee at al. (2010).
According to Eq. (4), the neighboring particle cannot affect to center particle which
means the effectiveness is zero when the neighboring particles are located far from
center particle.
Another key factor of MPS method to keep system continuum is particle number density. It is sort of density instead of fluid density for particle method. The particle number
density can be calculated by using the kernel function as follows:

ni = ∑ w (| rij |)

(5)

j ≠i

For the solid particle simulation, the Navier-Stokes’ equation was modified as Eq. (3).
The third-term of right-hand-side of Eq. (3) denotes friction force on center particle.
The friction force is kind of resistance force; thus, it matches to the viscous force. The
friction force can be measured by acceleration including gravitational acceleration and
friction coefficient.
For the acceleration, relative velocity between center and neighboring particle was required. And then acceleration of center particle for friction can be calculated as follows:

1
Ff(1) = ∑ l0 2 µi + µ j  ρ j an , j − ρi an ,i  tij
(6)
2

(

j ≠i

)

where l0 is particle distance at initial arrangement, µ denotes the friction coefficient,

an is acceleration of particle to normal direction of opposing particle, tij denotes the
unit vector of friction force. The friction force direction can be decided according to
the arrangement of particle with respect to the direction of movement as shown in Fig.
1(a).
Another component of the friction force is the accumulated weight of particle. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), the particles over the center particle are involved in the calculation
of accumulated weight. To avoid overestimation, the specific range of x-direction is
introduced. When the neighboring particle over the center particle is out of the range of
x-direction, it is excluded from accumulation effects. The accumulated weight can be
calculated as follows:
=
− rf l0 < x j < xi rf l0
ph ,i ∑ ρ j g if only z j > zi and xi =

(7)

j ≠i

ps ,ij =

ph , i + p h , j
2

(8)
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where ph ,i is accumulated weight of stacked particles, ps ,ij is static weight by averaging of accumulated weight between center and neighboring particle, rf is effective
range of center particle for friction, x and z is position of particle for x- and z-direction, respectively. With calculated accumulated weight, the friction force due to static
weight can be calculated as follows:

1
=
Ff(2) ∑ µi + µ j ps ,ij l0 2 cos θij tij
(9)
j ≠i 2

(

)

where θij is angle between center and neighboring particles.
By summation of Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), total friction force on center particle can be measured as follows:

l2
Ff = 0 µi + µ j ∑  ρ j an , j − ρi an ,i + ps ,ij cos θij  tij (10)
2
j ≠i

(

)

(

)

The friction force is resistance force of movement; it can only reduce or stop the object,
not trigger the movement of particle.

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of contact model and (b) Accumulated weight of center particle

4

Application

In this study, the soil penetration problems was considered to simulate using MPS
method for solid particle. Randolph et al. (2005) was selected as the corresponding
experiment. The soil particles were captured container, and the spud-can moves to
downward to penetrate soil particle. The numerical model is shown in Fig. (2). The
object(Spud-can) moves to downward with 0.5m/s speed, which is same as experiment.
The soil has physical phenomena as clay.
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Fig. 2. Schematic model for numerical simulation

In the Fig. (4), the comparison of numerical and experimental results by using snapshots. There were slightly difference between them, however it can be regard as 3deimensional effects and soil consistency problems which can be ignored in the engineering sense.
The vertical loads on the spud-can measured and compared in fig. (5). Since the case
of uninstallation (upward movement) was not considered at this time, only loads under
installation was compared and it shows good-agreement between numerical and experimental results.
Depth

Experiment

Numerical

0.16
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0.77

1.15

Fig. 3. Snashot comparison

Fig. 4. Vertical load comparison
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Conclusion

In general, Moving Particle Semi-implicit method is suitable to simulate fluid dynamics
problem. An applicability of particle system, however, can extend its capacity of object
not only fluid particle, but also solid particle due to its characteristics which is that
particles can be located anywhere having physical properties including velocity, acceleration and pressure. Compare to fluid particle, solid particle have different characteristics, e.g. friction force instead of viscous effect. In this regard, governing equations
of MPS have to be modified considering solid particle properties.
The newly developed MPS method program demonstrated soil penetration problem and
then the numerical results were compared to the corresponding experimental results.
There were slightly difference between numerical and experimental results including
snapshot and vertical load, however, they were acceptable by considering soil particle
consistency and 3-dimensional effects.
Through simulations and comparisons, it was seen that the applicability of particle system to not only fluid particle, but also solid particle such as gravel, sand and etc. The
existence of angle of repose is significant difference which distinguishes particle
whether solid or fluid particles, and it is clearly shown in this study. Comparison between two considered cases, broken dam and cargo dump problems, shows that angle
of repose can be changed due to its kinetic energy and it is well-agreed with theory.
The applicability of MPS for solid particle has been investigated and validated. Furthermore, this study can be a milestone to develop system to simulate solid particle
behavior in the fluid flow which can be applied for sedimentation, bridge scour problem
and etc.
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Abstract. Current lawn mower in the market are mainly driven by fuel engines,
and users need to operate them at close range. Problems such as noise, dust and
foreign object splashes generated when the machine is running are not fully protected. This poses a huge threat to people's health and well-being. In order to
avoid the above-mentioned injuries, this study modified the self-propelled lawn
mower. Initially, personnel were required to follow the machine for control and
switch to remote control operation for weeding. In this study, the walking mechanism was changed to DC wheel motor drive. Using the RC remote control for
control, the low-cost microcontroller reads its signal and controls the motor to act
according to the signal. The time from receiving to reaction must be processed in
real time, so use GPIO interrupt to achieve.
Research measurements have shown that the average noise of the lawn mower
in operation is 108.84 dB. The amount of dust generated during mowing can
reach 6.292 * 10-2 g/ cm2. At a distance of 25 meters from the lawn mower, the
noise is reduced to 65 dB, the amount of dust is almost to 0 g/ cm2, and the threat
of foreign objects flying over long distances is greatly reduced. In this study, the
user's remote control distance can be at least 80 meters or more, so it can be
proved that this method can effectively reduce the damage caused to users by
noise, dust and foreign matter splashing during the mowing process.
Keywords: Remote Control farm Mower, health hazard, microcontroller, weed
control.

1

Introduction

In the past, agricultural practices often used pesticides to remove weeds, but to regain
environmental awareness, pesticides are considered to be one of the main factors that
pollute the environment [1]. In addition to environmental pollution, many studies have
found that pesticides may cause human health problems [2-7]. Taiwan ’s Taiwan regulations restrict the use of pesticides, so a variety of mowing machines appear on the
surface of the city to remove weeds. Nowadays, the power source of the lawn mowers
that cut long weeds is mainly fuel engines. Therefore, when the lawn mower is running,
it will generate a lot of noise, dust, and foreign matter splashes. Users also need to
operate the machine at close range. Although there are related wearable protective gears
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available in the market, the mowing operation is often under the sun, and the protective
gears are easy to cause sultry and uncomfortable, so most users will not wear protective
gears perfectly. Therefore, it poses a great threat to the body and health of users who
do not wear comprehensive protection. For example, excessive intake of dust may cause
pneumoconiosis [8], noise may easily lead to permanent hearing loss [9], and foreign
objects hit at close range The body will cause immediate damage.
Therefore, in order to avoid the above problems, the target of this study is to transform
the self-propelled lawn mower, using compact electronic parts to transform it, to open
the distance between the user and the machine, noise, dust and foreign matter splash,
etc., so that users can Operate in a fairly safe environment.
This study observed the operation of self-propelled lawn mowers and found that users mainly control the direction and stop of self-propelled lawn mowers. These actions
are mainly reflected on the steering wheel. In this study, the walking mechanism of the
original self-propelled lawn mower was replaced with a hub motor. Because the wheel
motor can achieve relatively small movements, and can simplify the control method
and mechanism, it is very conducive to on-site control. And through the remote control
RC (Radio Communication) 2.4G remote control to send the signal to the receiver, and
then use the microcontroller Arduino to analyze the signal, and then let the H-bridge
circuit control the motor according to the signal. In addition to improving safety, this
method also makes the operation of the lawn mower easier.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1

Mower Specifications

In this experiment, the self-propelled hammer cutter (SF-660-A2, TASOON, Taiwan)
was used for transformation. The mowing mechanism uses a 10-horsepower fuel engine
as the power source. Because the torque of the fuel engine is larger than that of the
motor, it can break thick branches or long weeds.
Table 1. Self-propelled lawn mower specifications.

Lawn Mower
Outline Dimension
Job Width
Number Of Claw Hammers
Weight
Knife Shaft Speed
Working Height
Engine
Maximum Horsepower
Weight

TASOON SF-660-A2
L*W*H: 1650*840*950 (mm)
660 (mm)
38 (pcs)
145 (kg)
2600 – 3000 (rpm)
0 – 70 (mm)
10 horsepower
13.0 (ps) / 2000 (rpm)
38 (kg)
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2.2

System Structure

In this study, the remote control lawnmower keeps the engine as the power source, so
it is easily interfered by the engine when the signal is transmitted. Therefore, it is necessary to select the RC (Radio Communication) 2.4 GHz remote control receiver with
high interference resistance. The RC receiver uses a set of 8 channel 2.4 GHz DMSS
(XG8, JR PROPO, Japan) for use.
The RC controller sends signals to the receiver, such as throttle, front, rear, left and
right. The receiver will output the corresponding PWM signal corresponding to the
joystick of the remote control. The control part uses the microcontroller Arduino
UNO to analyze the PWM signal sent by the RC receiver. Then output to the H bridge
according to the control signal, so that the drive motor rotates in its specific direction.
The microcontroller Arduino UNO board is based on the ATmega328P chip and
has a 16MHZ quartz oscillator [10]. Responsible for controlling the signal of the remote control receiver and the actuation of the motor. The motor of two wheels system
is powered by 24V which is connected in series by two 12V lead-acid batteries
(55B24L, YUASA, Taiwan). And then converts 24V to 9V through the buck module
for the power of microcontroller Arduino board. The system diagram is shown in Fig.
1 below.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the remote control system.

2.3

Real-Time System

The remote control receiver used is a multi-channel signal output, and the signal sent
from the remote control must be analyzed to determine the current remote control sta-
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tus. However, the multi-channel cannot be processed using the polling method, because it will cause the judgment time to be too long, causing the machine to respond
too slow, and the machine may fall into the ditch and hit obstacles.
The operating frequency of the RC receiver is 50Hz. In order for the system to get
an immediate response, the signal must be processed before sending the next signal.
The signal transmission frequency of the receiver is very high. If you poll the processing speed, it is too late to reflect the operation in time. Therefore, the program
uses GPIO interrupt plus timer interrupt to process the signal, as shown in Fig. 2.
Switching to interrupt processing for one second will process 100 signals, ensuring
that all receiver signals can be processed for real-time control.

Fig. 2. Flowchart for the remote control farm mower

3

Results and discussion

3.1

Noise and dust measurement data

In order to know that the distance between the remote control mower and the user is
safe, this chapter measures the noise and dust when using the mower to understand its
actual situation.
In the noise experiment, the distance between the machine and the user is designed
to be measured at a distance of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 meters. Record 10 noise levels
and average the data results. The measurement data results are shown in Table 2. Distance and noise measurement results (dB) below.
Through multiple measurement data to analyze the obtained results, the average
measurement distance between the user and the machine at 0 meters is 108.8 dB. When
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the noise exceeds 85 dB, it will already cause hearing loss [11]. According to the
NIOSH safety guidelines, exposure to 95.0 dB should not exceed 47 minutes without
any hearing protection equipment [12].
As shown in Fig. 3. Machine noise and distance as the distance increases, the decibel
number of the noise will be greatly reduced. When the distance reaches 25 meters, the
amount of noise has been reduced to 65 dB, allowing users to obtain a more comfortable
operating environment. It can be confirmed that the farther the user is from the machine,
the smaller the noise problem when the engine is running.
Table 2. Distance and noise measurement results (dB)

99.5
80.3
78.6
74.1
69.7
65.2

117.5
80.1
78
74.3
68.7
65.4

108
80.6
78.1
74.8
68.2
65

100
85.1
78.9
74
68.3
65.3

Measurement Data
113
99
115.4
81.4
82.3
81.6
78.4
78.2
78
74.6
73.9
78.3
68.4
71.6
70.7
65.9
65
65.1

114.3
82.9
79
73.4
68.5
65.4

105.4
81.7
77.7
74
68.1
65.5

116.3
81.1
78.6
73.7
69.1
65.9

Average
108.84
81.7.1
78.35
74.51
69.13
65.37

Noise vs. distance
120
100

Noise(dB)

Distance (m)
0
5
10
15
20
25

80
60
40
20
0
0m

5m

10m

15m

20m

25m

Average Noise
Fig. 3. Machine noise and distance

Dust reduction experiment, select different distances from the machine to measure
dust reduction. Place 10 × 10 cm aluminum foil paper on the soil surface respectively
at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 meters. Put the cutting depth of the machine into the soil table
about 1 cm, and then run the machine in place for 5 minutes. The measurement results
obtained are shown in Table 3.
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When measuring, no wind is flowing. Therefore, dust is concentrated near the machine, and the minimum measurement result at a distance of 3 meters is close to 0
grams. The maximum amount of dust dropped at 0 meters is 6.292 * 10-2 g/cm2, which
is a considerable amount. It usually takes more than 5 minutes to cut the grass, so the
amount of dust must be more terrible. Inhaling too much dust may also cause lung
disease.
Table 3. Dust measurement results(g/cm2).
Distance (m)
0
1
2
3
4
5

Measurement Data
1.999
6.292
0.02
0.011
0.001
0.004
0
0.003
0
0.003
0
0.004

0.536
0.012
0.003
0.006
0.01
0.004

Average
2.942
0.014
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.002

When the distance exceeds 3 meters, the dust is almost 0, and the noise must reach 25
meters to be within the safe range. Experiments show that the longer the distance, the
less noise and dust damage. This study used an RC remote control receiver. The remote
control distance of the measured equipment can reach more than 80 meters. Since human vision can no longer clearly see the state of the lawnmower, it is easy to cause
danger. The mower should be kept within a distance of 40 meters to ensure the current
mowing conditions of the machine are safe.
3.2

Remote mower

The control board that controls the walking mechanism is installed behind the engine. The overall view of the remote control mower is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Complete drawing of remote control mower.

4

Conclusions

This study solves the problems of noise, dust and foreign objects caused by self-propelled lawn mowers that must be operated at close range. Use the remote control to
keep users away from the machine to reduce risk. Remote control is achieved through
low-cost electronic components. The experimental results prove that the lawn mower
can be operated remotely, which greatly reduces the risk of weeding, such as noise and
dust decrease with distance.
The RC 2.4G receiver can be controlled remotely, allowing you to maintain a safe
range when operating the lawn mower. It not only increases the safety of the user when
weeding, but also reduces the fatigue when weeding.
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Abstract. Most people who want to understand the visit process and visual experience of museum visitors can only be done through interviews and questionnaires. In this model research, the visual trajectory data of the visitors will be
used to collect and analyze the structure research and planning of the cognitive
process of the museum visitors' exhibits. This research will use a mobile eye
tracker to record and analyze the history of visitors viewing exhibits, and provide
an application model for evaluating the perception of visitors in museums or various exhibits in the future.
Keywords: Visual experience, eye tracker, affective computing.

1

Introduction

A large part of the information received from people participating in museum visits is
based on vision. The movement track of the visitor’s sight can reflect the cognitive
process of people’s visit. Through these visual processes, it integrates affective calculation analysis and expands eye tracker research. In the realm of museums. In order to
explore cognitive features such as information selection patterns. With the rapid development of smart computing, more and more researchers realize that the use of various
sensing devices can facilitate the acquisition of monitoring information, and use eye
trackers to record the various eye movement indicators of visitors, understand their visual search methods, and understand It responds to differences in actions. In recent years,
the continuous development of Eye Tracker technology has made it convenient to obtain real-time data of visual overall information in various research fields, and use the
collected data to explore the knowledge exploration and cognitive behavior of visitors.
With the continuous advancement and maturity of the technology of the eye tracker,
various manufacturers have begun to improve the eye tracking device in all aspects,
such as: price, eye comfort after wearing, and accuracy of scanning eyeballs, etc. All
of them have made great progress, and in response to various research needs, they have
developed matching packages, computing software and visualization software to provide researchers with data analysis and use, and also created a new field of eye tracker
research[1].
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Related Work

2.1

Background and Motivation

Eye tracker is a kind of eye tracking technology equipment that collects eye movement
and other related information for eye tracking, and is used to measure the moving direction and staying position of the observer's gaze. When people observe objects, they
will keep their eyes Move to achieve three modes of gaze behavior: Fixation, Saccade
and Pursuit[2].
At present, eye trackers have gradually been applied in different research fields, as follows:
A. Interface interaction: The interactive design of the human-machine interface allows
people to operate the computer mouse and keyboard through the movement of the
eyeball into another type of input device, which is also provided to more groups
who need multiple input methods.
B. Visual Cognitive Science: understand the cognitive model of learners or readers
through eye movement, understand the cognitive style of the observer through the
visual reading process, and use eye movement to understand the emotional state of
the observer [3], and There are related studies that apply related visual cognition
technology to the museum field[4].
C. Limb movement measurement: Through the eye movement index measurement
during limb movement, researcher can understand the relevant visual search information and related reaction actions when the athlete is performing limb movement,
so as to understand the movement mode and perform subsequent sports training
improvement modes.
D. Interface information browsing: record the viewing of commercial information and
advertisements by shoppers or pedestrians on the road, study whether the display
method of commercial information attracts the attention of consumers, and analyze
the displayed media and presentations What are the impacts of classification and
performance on consumers?
An introduction to the three-common eye-tracking behavior modes:
A. Fixation is the behavioral purpose of making the fovea of the eye align with the
observed object. When gazing is observed, the eye is not completely motionless.
From the research of various eye trackers, three kinds of weak movements are
found, including irregular ones, Slow visual axis changes-drift, high frequency,
low amplitude visual axis vibration-nystagmus (tremor), and when staring at a
certain area of the still life for more than a certain time, or because the starting
point is not When the sight information is received by autonomous drifting, tiny,
involuntary saccades will be produced.
B. The visual observation mode of saccade means that when viewing an object, the
gaze of the eye will stay at a certain position in the visual observation object for a
while, wait for the gaze mentioned in the previous paragraph, and then switch to
another position to perform the new object position. Fixation, this process, the
process of eyeball jumping is called saccade.
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C. Pursuit, this eye behavior mode is when people keep their gaze on a moving object and follow the direction of the object to move, such as staring while watching the train moving in a car. This kind of eye observation the process of moving
is called Pursuit.

3

Visual focus on exhibition item in museum

3.1

Research design

In this research plan shown in Figure 1, it is mainly divided into three steps, as follows:
Stage I is to set the observation objects to be selected according to the exhibition objects of the Science Museum, provide visitors with a visit design, conduct a visit experiment for the content of the exhibits viewed by the visitors, and record the Fixation,
pupil size and other related information to facilitate subsequent feature selection. According to the defined observation mode, evaluate whether the trajectory of visitors
under different conditions is suitable for the experiment.
Stage II is data collection. After confirming all the contents of the visit, a large amount
of eye movement data program is collected. The program selects testers and collects
eye movement data according to different observation objects. After selecting effective
gaze point features, training data of different dimensions is established through data
normalization.
Stage III is result verification and analysis. Classifier training and training result evaluation are carried out on different dimensions of data. The cross-validation analysis
program finds out the appropriate data dimensions, and finally verifies the classification
results of the test data and conducts in-depth discussion and analysis of the results. .

Fig. 1. Visual focus on exhibition item in museum research follow.

4

Result & Discuss

In the framework of this research, data collection and analysis are still being continuously expanded. The current analysis data is as follows. Figure 2 for a single exhibition
item is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the collected visitor's gaze trajectory focus
analysis and calculation results. The visual trajectory of different testers is analyzed and
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predicted by the RNN improved mode LSTM (Long short-term Memory) in artificial
intelligence to predict the visual focus of visitors. As shown in Figure 3, after 60 drops
in the calculation mode, it has reached 97.8 accuracy. Accuracy rate. It is also expected
to expand the application of visitors' visit patterns in follow-up research, record the
complete visit process, and conduct predictive analysis.

Fig. 2. Focus map of visitors' visual trajectory.

Fig. 3. Visual trajectory recognition training chart with LSTM.
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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze the importance weights of the factors that
influence the national competitiveness of immersive technologies with sensor
networks in Korea, based on Porter’s diamond model as well as through analysis
of opinions from experts of related fields. We find that the factor influencing the
national competitiveness of immersive technologies is technological competitiveness of information and communications technology (ICT), followed by domestic market and business performance. In order to improve the national competitiveness of immersive technologies, it is required to establish the mechanism
to expand technology commercialization that embraces firms as the player of innovation, technologies as the object of innovation, and environment including
market.
Keywords: Immersive Technologies, Sensor Networks, National Competitiveness, Diamond Model

1

Introduction

Various immersive technologies with sensor networks, representative examples of
which include augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR),
have developed beyond the research and development (R&D) stage and many are now
positioned far closer to the market. The purpose of this study is to generate strategic
priorities to secure national competitiveness in the immersive technologies with sensor
networks, which will drive future growth. Based on the diamond model developed by
M. Porter (1990) [1], this study collects views of experts to analyze the relative importance of the various factors that determine the national competitiveness of immersive technologies in Korea.
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2

Analytical Method

This study analyzes relative importance of the factors that determine the national competitiveness in immersive technologies, based on Porter’s diamond model as well as
with considering competitive advantages of ICT, which underlie the immersive technologies, as the nation ranked 1st in ICT adoption pillar in the 2018 Global Competitiveness evaluated by World Economic Forum (WEF). The analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) designed questionnaire survey was conducted for 17 experts of technology, market, and policy from academia, industry and government funded institutes that are related to immersive technology. As a result of consistency ratio test, answers from 15
respondents excluding two who lacked in consistency were geometrically averaged and
applied to the analysis model.

3

Results

Our main results are reported as follows: First, related and supporting industries is the
most important factor among four major determinants. It suggests that strategic investment not only in immersive technologies, but also in ICT, is important in order to reinforce the national competitiveness of immersive technologies. Second, the fact that
among the 12 sub-factors, technological competitiveness of ICT, domestic market, and
business performance were led to three major factors that influence the national competitiveness of immersive technologies. Third, it is presumed that, among the 12 subfactors, that labor was determined to be relatively less important factor than anything
else is derived from the technology-intensive characteristics of high technologies.

4

Conclusion

In this study, we suggest the following implications. First, to improve the national competitiveness of immersive technologies, it is regarded that the development of ICT
based technologies is more important than anything else. Second, since immersive technologies are characterized by end-user friendliness, it is necessary to establish the
mechanism that will lead technological innovation to consumer markets to facilitate the
national competitiveness. Finally, it is presumed that the reason why the factor labor
got the lowest importance reflects experts’ expectations that the growth of technology
and market based on ICT infrastructure would drive workforce to growth in turn. However, it is not desirable to interpret based on the results that labor is not important in
facilitating national competitiveness of immersive technologies.
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Abstract. Nurses are the ones who activate the clinical care to patients, and are the key
factor influencing the implementation of following clinical interventions. However,
novice nurses often feel not confident on providing clinical judgments and making decisions, which may prevent novice nurses on providing effective and high quality clinical care that a patient expects. As a powerful tool assess student nurses’ clinical skills
and prepare them to fit into future workplace, OSCE is approved to be essential but not
applicable in nursing classroom. Moreover, student nurses are not able to receive timely
feedback to improve their clinical performance in the traditional OSCE. The present
study would be a pilot study explores whether student nurses could utilize the electronic
feedback to improve their clinical performances after they complete the OSCE. The
results showed a positive effect on student nurses’ clinical performance, which suggested that student nurses who received immediate electronic feedback could perform
clinical performance more accurately at the end of the semester.
Keywords: Computer-based Feedback, EOSCE, clinical performance.

1

Introduction

Nurses are the ones who activate the clinical care to patients, and are the key factor
influencing the implementation of following clinical interventions (Pantazopoulos, et
al., 2012). The cases that a nurse encounters in the workplace are often complex, varied
and situated, which requires a nurse to evaluate patients’ clinical condition and apply
accurate clinical judgments and to articulate the judgments clearly to other clinicians in
order to provide appropriated interventions to patients (Benner, 2012). The society
posts increasingly high demand toward nurses on expecting a novice nurse to be quite
an expert on their first day to serve the patient, to engage in nursing practice and to
offer effective health care. Such a demand, in the meantime, requires the nursing education to help student nurses be fully equipped with high-level of clinical skills in before
they encounter any comprehensive and complex situation in the future workplace
(Turner & Dankoski, 2008; Setyonugroho et al., 2015). And hence expecting those student nurses be an active nurse who could engage in the real cases effectively on their
first day to work. Novice nurses, however, often feel not confident on providing clinical
judgments and making decisions, which may prevent novice nurses on providing effective and high quality clinical care that a patient expects (Gorman, 2018).
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Literature Review

2.1

A call for nursing curriculum reform

While the society posts increasingly high-expectations toward nurses, the nurse education in reality faces great challenges that student nurses who receive knowledge from
the traditional nursing pedagogies may have difficulties to connect their knowledge to
the real cases in their workplace (Giddens & Brady, 2007), and hence, there is a call for
developing and implementing alternative pedagogies to help student nurses be better
equipped with high-level of skills in school (Setyonugroho et al., 2015). The Objective
Structured Clinical Skills Examination (OSCE) was introduced into nursing curriculum
as an essential part to help student nurses to integrate all functional knowledge they
have learned in classroom and put it into practice with simulated patients under supervision of nurse experts. OSCE, first established in 1975 and developed over decades, is
now a well-established method of offering clinical learning environment and assessing
clinical competence for pre-registration nursing professionals. More importantly,
OSCE provides an objective feedback for students to see their actual performance before they are moving to the practice setting. Such feedback is valuable to pre-service
nurses to overcome the weaknesses and to reinforce the strengths (McWilliam & Botwinski, 2010), which eventually will make those nursing students be more well-prepared and competitive in future.
Nursing OSCE offers a controlled stimulated working environment and consists a number of stations. The design of OSCE allows students to perform a broad range of clinical
skills in a controllable simulated environment and get evaluation and feedback from
professional nurses who have to deal the real cases in the workplace, but as students
have limited time to perform clinical skills in each station, in return, the professional
examiner in that station, has limited time to observe the procedure and to score the
performance. When student nurses move to another station, they have to face a different
set of professional examiner and trained patients. Even with a proper training and a
rubric, there might be slightly difference and variations due to human errors (Tredwell,
2006). There is a strong need to transfer the traditional OSCE to an affordable method,
such as EOSCE, that could be implemented into daily classroom.
2.2
Developing a computer-based timely feedback
Despite the scarcity of existing literature addressing the use and the effectiveness of
electronic OSCE or similar software as a replacement to the traditional paper-based
OSCE, researchers tend to agree that examination efficiency and timely individualized
feedback can be achieved by employing a computerized system (Snodgrass et al.,
2014). Studies showed EOSCE can effectively reduce errors and post-exam workload
following by transferring paper-based scores into electronic files (Treadwell, 2006,
Schmitz et al., 2011). In an electronic OSCE, with an electronic scoring system, it enables examiners to upload feedback automatically after scoring student nurses’ performance, and hence it is possible for student nurses to receive immediate feedback toward
their performance which could possibly reinforce their memories on performing clinical procedures and help they correct the mistakes they made during the practices (Snodgrass et al., 2014). In a study conducted across two consecutive years on comparing
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quantity and quality of feedback between paper-pencil checklist and iPads scoring system, the electronic scoring system lead to an increase on the quantity of feedback
(Munro et al, 2018). If student nurses could receive timely and comprehensive feedback, there would be a large chance that the feedback would influence student nurses
on performing clinical skills. However, there is not much identified evidences regarding
to the quality of the computer-based feedback to improving student nurses’ skill practice and the effectiveness of using a computerized system feedback for student nurses
to improve the accuracy of performing clinical skills (Snodgrass et al., 2014; Ashby et
al, 2016).
The present study would be a pilot study explores whether student nurses could utilize
the electronic feedback to improve their clinical performances after they complete the
OSCE.

3

Methods

3.1

Participants

Participants from this study were 42 college nursing students. All of them were in college junior class and recruited from a Nursing Skills & Implementation course at one
university located in southern Taiwan. Age ranged from 20-22. All of them were required to take nursing OSCE by the end of the course.
3.2
Experimental Procedure
The study conducted in Nursing Skills & Implementation course lasted 18 weeks. In
each week, participants received a 2-hour class for clinical skills training. During the
first 6 weeks, students were asked to be familiar with the content knowledge. Started
from week 7 to week 14, students were asked to practice OSCE training sections including special mouth care, bed bath, bedpan use, heat and cold therapy, perineal care,
nasal gastric tube feeding & care, finger sugar test, oxygen therapy, steam inhalation,
and wound care. All students were required to take OSCE during week 15-16. During
the OSCE weeks, 20 students were randomly assigned to the traditional OSCE group
(Group T), in which examiners used paper and pencil scoring checklist, whereas the
other 22 students were in the EOSCE group (Group E), in which examiners used an
iPad app to score students’ performance and the score will be automatically stored once
the examiner complete scoring. After the OSCE, students in Group T were asked to
self-reflect their performance during the OSCE, whereas students in Group E were allowed to login and check their scores and feedback on the apps. In week 18, all 42
students have to perform 5 randomly selected clinical procedures as their finals.

4

Results and Discussion

The present study interested in exploring whether student nurses could utilize the electronic feedback to improve their clinical performances in following practices. The independent t-test was conducted to assess students’ prior knowledge on to-be-learned
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clinical performances (Table 1) and showed show no significant difference between the
Group E and Group T (t= .59, p=.56>.05) existing in prior knowledge between two
groups. Therefore, students in both group do not have difference before they receive
the semester-long clinical skills training.
Table 1. t-test of the two group on the pre-test results
Group

N

Mean

S.D.

t(42)

Group E

22

6.27

10.64

‐1.20

Group T

20

4.50

8.72

*p<.05

The independent sample of analysis of covariance was conducted to evaluate students’
clinical performance after they receive different types of feedback (Table 2), immediate
electronic feedback (Group E) versus self-reflection (Group T).
Table 2. ANCOVA results of the two group on the post-test results
Group

N

Mean

S.D.

F(1,40)

Group E

22

91.22

5.48

6.08

Group T

20

74.83

5.91

p‐
value
0.02

*p<.05
The result showed a significant difference after excluding the influence of the pre-test
results (F= 6.08, P = 0.02<0.05), which indicate a positive effect on students’ learning
achievement. The results suggested that student nurses who received immediate electronic feedback could perform clinical performance more accurately at the end of the
semester.

5

Conclusion and Future Suggestion

The present study investigated the possibility of employing immediate electronic feedback to improve nursing students’ clinical performance. The timely feedback students
have received after OCSE has a positive effect on helping student nurses to confirm the
correctly performed clinical procedures and to correct wrongly performed ones, and
hence the accuracy of clinical performance has been improved in their following practices. However, as a pilot study, the present study was constrained by relatively small
sample size and the limited test trails. The future study could include a larger sample
size and more test trails. It would be interesting to further explore the improvements
student nurses could make through multiple test trails. It would be also interesting to
investigate on student nurses’ perceptions of receiving electronic feedback versus receiving face-to-face feedback during OSCE.
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Abstract. The innovation of convolutional networks in artificial intelligence led to many
studies generally on image processing and object detection. This study aims to make use
of human detection in 2D images to correctly estimate human pose. In addition, due
recent advances in pose estimation, we aim to apply multi-person human detection with
distance scaling in 2D images. The proposed system makes use of multi-person 2D
human detection with pose detection and convert the image into a 3D model which
estimates the distance between human poses to create a 3D scale. The system is divided
into three modules: 2D image multi-person human detection, 2D to 3D pose estimation,
and 3D pose distance scaling.
Keywords: 2D Human Pose Estimation, 3D Human Pose Estimation, Deep
Learning, Multi-person Detection, Computer Vision, Distance Scaling.

1

Introduction

Image processing led to many studies on object detection from 2D RGB images, video
footages and real-time camera streams. Many methods utilized deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and have improved in accuracy while also publishing their data
and findings in the internet [1-2]. This also led to recent large datasets available publicly
for further studies in the field. The 3D representation of a 2D images is a difficult task
with many researches focusing on this field [3-5]. A single-person 3D human pose estimation usually crops human figure in images by bounding boxes as predicted by pretrained human detection model. This cropped part of the image is used as input for a
3D pose estimation module where ground truth is based on the key point such as the
pelvis that represents the center joint [6].
The aim of this study is to use a multi-person approach in human detection module
before feeding the cropped part of the image into the 3D human pose estimation module
and finally make a scaled estimation of distances between the key points from the 3D
human pose.
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Related Studies

In order to understand the advances of human pose estimation, several topics of interest
are discussed in the section and how they differ in feature and application. These will
serve as the focus of our research.
2.1

OpenPose Model

OpenPose is an open source project developed in Carnegie Mellon University which
applied real-time multi-person system to detect human body, hand, facial, and foot key
points. The identified a total of 135 key points in an image with a single person [3].
This increases the performance accuracy of human pose estimation with lower variation
as compared to earlier human pose detections in a 2D image. Another advantage of this
model gave the possibility of real-time estimation of human pose without the need to
represent the image in a 3D environment. The model also publicly provides their own
dataset for further training and validation.
2.2

Multi-Person 2D Pose Estimation

In comparison to OpenPose, previous multi-person 2D pose estimation system trained
using object detection models [7]. This approach was called multi-person pose
estimation in the wild, and this top-down approach consists of two stages. The first
stage is to predict the location and scale of the bounding boxes likely to contain human
figures, while the second stage, estimates the key points of the person contain in the
bounding boxes. They used COCO dataset with 17 identified key points, of which 12
were the body joints and 5 were the face landmarks.
2.3

2D to 3D Pose Estimation

One paper used a fusion neural network of two images of 2D human pose by using
heatmaps to estimate their key points. The two images are from different angles of
camera and the fusion layer is where the heatmaps of the two images are fused together.
The system used Recursive Pictorial Structure Model (RPSM) to represent 3D pose
from the estimated multi-view of 2D heat maps [8].

3

Multi-person 2D to 3D Pose Estimation and Scaling

3.1

Proposed System Architecture

The overall flow of the proposed system is to use OpenPose Model as the core
component in processing 2D images into 3D pose. The system will utilize the key points
in OpenPose to acquire a higher accuracy of human pose in 2D images. Then we will
use the suggested method in related studies on how to represent 2D pose into 3D pose
estimation. After obtaining the 3D estimated pose with key points, the final module is
the scaling of distances between key points of multiple persons in the image. The
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difference in distance is then used to scale the image. The flow of the proposed system
is as seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Basic flow of the proposed system of multi-person 2D pose estimation with distance
scaling.

3.2

Distance Scaling Algorithm

The main contribution of the proposed system is the distance scaling applied after the
estimated 3D pose from OpenPose Model and 2D to 3D multi-person pose estimation.
To achieve distance scaling, human pose estimation is essential since key points
produced from OpenPose can be used to anchor specific parts of the human body.
OpenPose first identifies the human figure then applies 17 key points that corresponds
to mostly our joints and face. As see in Fig. 2, 2D RGD image is marked with OpenPose
key points. From the 17 key points, two key points are used in order to determine the
distance from the camera to the test subject, these are the Right Ear and the Torso as
seen in the figure.

Fig. 2. Application of OpenPose to 2D RGB image and the use of ear-to-torso distance estimation
to scale camera to image distance.

A distance scaling is then calculated as seen in equation (1), where dkp is the length in
in image scale (pixels) between the key points of the ear and the torso as defined in
OpenPose. Whereas, d is the distance in real space (m) of the camera from the person
in the 2D image [8]. For a and b, they will be valued at zero as the correlation coefficient
between the x and y axis. Euclidean distance is used to compute the image scale dkp as
seen in equation (2).
=

+

=

(

;
−

(1)
) +(

−

)

(2)

The reason for using the distance between the ear and the torso for determining the
scale is because the face will always appear larger when near the camera and will also
appear smaller when far away from the camera. Another reason is the detection of the
key points even when the camera is facing towards the face or at the back of the person
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[9]. To complete the calculation of the real space distance d, the correlation coefficient
between pixels and meter k, must first be identified. To find k, images were gathered
with human subjects having fixed distances between the camera. Using the relationship
in equation (1) and linear regression, k is calculated at 147.56. Based on equations (1)
and (2), the real space distance d can be easily computed by direct substitution.

4

Experimentation and Analysis

4.1

Results Analysis

The main objective of this paper is to scale the distance in images with multi-person
pose estimation. To first test the validity of the scale, three distances were set as the
standards as seen in Table 1. As seen in the table the scale made on real space distance
is compared with the actual distance from the camera and the human subject.
Table 1. Average differences of the proposed distance scaling compared to the actual
distance of the test subject.
Actual distance of test subject

1.0m

1.5m

2.0m

2.5m

3.0m

Average scaled distance

1.11m

1.43m

2.19m

2.23m

3.26m

The results show that there is very little difference between the proposed distance
scaling and the actual distance of the test subject. This validates the correlation of
distance between ear and torso key points to the real space distance of the test subject.
The average error distance of this paper is about 3.87% by root mean square error
(RMSE), which is represents very little error that can be caused by the noise on the
OpenPose system when determining the key points for the ears and the torso. Even
though the results showed a high accuracy, it should also be considered that the test was
done on very short distances and might change depending on the linear regression
coefficient of k, when longer distances are used to estimate the distances.
In Fig. 3, the relation of Euclidean distance and estimated distance of the proposed
system can be seen. The estimated distance are represented in blue spheres from the
tests with actual distances of test subjects 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 meters. While the
red line represents the linear regression of Euclidean distance (pixel) and estimated
distance (m). As seen on the figure, the greater the Euclidean distance the nearer the
test subject is from the camera, while as the scaled distance increases, the Euclidean
distance also decreases. And at certain points near the actual distance of 3.0 meters, the
Euclidean distance does not decrease further because there can be no negative distance
between in the y-axis.
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Fig. 3. Euclidean distance (pixel) in the y-axis with scaled distance (m) in the x-axis. The red
line represents the linear regression of ear-to-torso pixel distance and the scaled distance (camera
to test subject).

4.2

Design Limitations and Considerations

Since the paper is still an ongoing study and experimentation is not yet done, many
limitations and considerations are applied. The following are the known limitations and
considerations:
•
•

•

5

Only applicable in 2D images (as of now, no known real-time pose estimation
to 3D using camera).
Requires knowledge and implementation of human body 3D pose dataset
(Human3.6M, MPII, MuCo-3DHP, MuPoTS-3D datasets, in the wild COCO).
In this paper, COCO dataset was used in the experiments and 17 key points
were used to represent human skeleton.
Distance scaling is based on the estimation of the Euclidean distance between
the key points of the ear and the torso of the human skeleton derived from
OpenPose. Knowing the distance between the camera source and the human
figure will give the scale of the 2D image.

Conclusion

With the development of OpenPose, it made a great contribution is computer vision
technology. OpenPose showed a very accurate identification of skeletal key points to
represent a human figure and it also correctly identified pose estimation of multipersons in 2D images. This paper’s goal is the utilize the identified key points and
transform the 2D image to real space by calculating the distance of the human figure
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from the camera giving it a scale in 3D space. The results showed a high performance
with only 3.87% error distance.
Despite the high accuracy of the proposed system, more test should be conducted
using longer distances and further study should be made on the application of OpenPose
and the distance scaling in real-time.
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Abstract. Recently, blockchain technology accumulates and stores all transactions. In addition, existing blockchains cannot participate in the network because
they do not become a block sink by using a low-spec server. Due to this problem,
as the time passes, the data size of the blockchain network becomes larger and it
becomes impossible to participate in the network except for users with abundant
resources. Therefore, in this paper, by designing a zero-knowledge circuit that
reduces transaction storage space, anyone can participate in the blockchain network. In addition, a blockchain with a zero-knowledge proof-based virtual machine capable of general operation verification can be created to improve transaction processing efficiency.
Keywords: Zero-Knowledge, validation, transaction, BlockChain, Ethereum

1. Introduction
The blockchain-based distributed application market is expected to grow from about
$ 3.2 billion in 2019 to more than $ 60 billion in 2024. Among them, the market with
'transaction processing' as a profit model is expected to reach 55% of the total. This
means that blockchain-based distributed applications are generally provided on the basis of open source, so transaction fees rather than content usage fees are inevitably accepted by users. Therefore, the economic value of the technology to efficiently process
transactions is very positive[1]. Blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger that secures
the integrity of transaction details and shares the details without the involvement of
trusted third parties in the peer-to-peer (P2P) network. A typical example of applying
blockchain is cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. Ethereum introduced the
Ethereum virtual machine (hereafter EVM). With EVM, users can program their own
way, rather than performing a predefined set of tasks[2]. However, EVM is very inefficient compared to existing virtual machines such as Java Virtual Machine (JVM). And
it is difficult to support a complex application environment. In the past decade, numerous blockchain implementations have appeared, but there has been no significant innovation in terms of accumulating and storing transactions. In this case, there is a limit to
scalability because all transaction contents must be verified. In addition, since a sepa-
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rate verification algorithm is used for each transaction type, a verification burden increases as the size of the transaction increases. Also, due to the nature of the blockchain
that stores all transaction data, the data on the blockchain continues to increase over
time. When zero-knowledge proof technology is applied to storage of transaction data,
data storage space can be saved by compressing the data by pruning actual data and
leaving only proof of data. As time goes by, the data of the blockchain will gradually
accumulate, and accordingly, the computing resources required to operate the full node
are gradually increasing. In the case of Ethereum, it is already difficult for an individual
to operate a full node, and in the future, only a large company or large hands that can
have sufficient computing resources can operate the full node. These factors will lead
to the centralization of the blockchain, and this problem can be solved by reducing the
resources required for data storage and verification through a virtual machine with zero
knowledge proof technology[3]. In this paper, we designed a zero-knowledge circuit
that reduces storage space to improve the transaction efficiency of the blockchain. Section 2 introduces related research and Section 3 introduces domestic and foreign cases.
Section 4 proposes a zero-knowledge circuit design, and Section 5 presents a conclusion and future tasks.

2. Related Studies
Blockchain technology can be divided into a simple type of blockchain made of UTXO
(Unspent Transaction Output) and a complex type of blockchain that deals with the
State Tree. Currently, in the simple form of blockchain, zero-knowledge proof is used
at the protocol level only in some transaction processing. However, although some
complex forms of blockchain use smart contracts using smart contracts, there are limitations in terms of performance and utilization because they are implemented in the
upper layer. Proof size of a single operation created through the proposed SNARKs
algorithm is about 1,500 bytes (1.5 kbytes) [4].
* Bullet Proof algorithm -Transaction size of UTXO-based blockchain is measured in
(in * 254 * 146 + out * 254 * 33 + 10) bytes, and increases arithmetically according to
the number of * in, out used. * It occupies about 45,000 bytes (45kbytes) based on 1
in and 1 out. -Regardless of the type of transaction, the transaction size can be fixed
to 1.5 kbytes, and even the simplest transaction standard is more than 70% economical.
-The blockchain-based distributed application market is expected to grow from about
$ 3.2 billion in 2019 to more than $ 60 billion in 2024 (Blockchain Market Shares,
Market Strategies, and Market Forecasts, 2018 to 2024, IBM, 2018). Among them, the
market with 'transaction processing' as a profit model is expected to reach 55% of the
total.Since these blockchain-based distributed applications are generally provided on
the basis of open source, transaction fees rather than content usage fees are inevitably
accepted by users[5]. Therefore, the economic value of the technology to efficiently
process transactions is very positive. Even if all verification nodes do not participate in
block verification, the general operation is verified with the same security strength as
all nodes participated and verified using zero-knowledge proof technology, thereby
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providing the same effect as storing the entire transaction without saving all transaction
data[6].
Currently, as the value of using personal information increases, discussions on how to
provide personal information have been actively conducted. Currently, one of the most
common methods of providing personal information is a group that uses personal information to obtain personal consent and use personal information. However, the above
method has two problems. First, information that is more than the information required
by the institution for the use of personal information is exposed. Second, whenever a
company requests personal information, there is a problem that a trusted party must
provide authentication information for the information to the company[7]. In order to
solve the above problems, this paper proposes a privacy-protected personal information
management method using zk-SNARK (zero-knowledge Succinct Non-interactive ARgument of Knowledge) technique and blockchain. The privacy-protected personal information management technique can guarantee the privacy while guaranteeing privacy
when providing personal information through zk-SNARK. In addition, it is possible to
manage personal information data while ensuring the integrity of the data through the
blockchain, and sharing personal information can be performed more easily than the
existing authentication method.

3. Domestic & International cases
There are several companies with blockchain virtual machine technology. The most
representative virtual machine is EVM, Ethereum's virtual machine. EVM is the first
blockchain virtual machine and based on EVM, Ethereum has grown into a basic platform for smart contracts, tokens, and decentralized applications (Dapps). And many
blockchain projects are using Ethereum's EVM when creating the mainnet. Currently,
Ethereum is planning to upgrade to Ethereum 2.0, and when Ethereum 2.0 is introduced, the current virtual machine EVM will be converted to eWASM[8].
EOS-VM is a virtual machine created by EOS.IO and is not limited to the blockchain
industry, and is expected to be used in traditional software development fields such as
game engines, databases, and web frameworks. EOS-VM is a virtual machine dedicated
to the blockchain system, and it can be expected to save development resources (CPU),
improve blockchain scalability, and improve development efficiency compared to the
first blockchain virtual machine, EVM.Tron's virtual machine TVM is developed based
on Ethereum's EVM and is characterized by being compatible with Ethereum[9]. By
designing a unique virtual memory mechanism, the amount of memory actually used
can be greatly reduced, and the operation cost of a decentralized application can be
greatly reduced by providing developers with almost unlimited memory capacity. And
you can save resources by optimizing the compiler.Table 1 shows domestic and International cases as a table.
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Table 1. Domestic & International cases
Coin name

Characteristic

Ethereum

Consensus
method
EVM

EOS

EOS-VM

Tron

TVM

Consensus algorithm similar to indirect democracy
EVM-enhanced virtual machine featuring Ethereum
compatibility

Turing completeness as the
first blockchain virtual machine

Market
cap
$
13
billion

$ 2.4
billion
$ 1.8
billion

Remark
Focusing on
decentralization and security
Value
for
scalability

Currently, the domestic blockchain technology is mainly biased to the underlying technologies related to the main net, such as distributed ledgers and consensus algorithms.
Due to the nature of the domestic technology ecosystem, the area that can lead in the
global market is the distributed application area rather than the mainnet area. And there
is currently no zero-knowledge proof-based virtual machine that can efficiently verify
complex operations required for distributed applications, not just bookkeeping.Therefore, by designing a system for improving the amount of code verification based on
zero-knowledge proof applicable to various distributed applications and smart contract
execution environments, it will become a distributed application-based technology with
great growth potential in the future[10].
4. Design of Zero-knowledge circuit
Due to the nature of the blockchain that stores all transaction data, the data on the
blockchain continues to increase over time. When zero-knowledge proof technology is
applied to storage of transaction data, data storage space can be saved by compressing
the data by pruning actual data and leaving only proof of data. As time goes by, the data
of the blockchain will gradually accumulate, and accordingly, the computing resources
required to operate the full node will gradually increase.
In the case of Ethereum, it is already difficult for an individual to operate a full node,
and in the future, it is expected that only large companies or large hands that can have
sufficient computing resources can operate the full node. This will cause the centralization of the blockchain, and this problem can be solved by reducing the resources
required for data storage and verification through a virtual machine with zero
knowledge authentication technology.
Figure 1 is designed to apply the zero-knowledge proof algorithm to the virtual machine. It shows the flow of the operation method of the Ethereum virtual machine for
applying zero knowledge proof technology. Since Solidity, the smart contract language
of Ethereum, is a language created for human understanding, it needs to be changed to
a machine language understandable by a virtual machine in order to operate in a virtual
machine. Code written in Solidity is converted to Ethereum bytecode by the compiler.
This bytecode is executed by EVM, Ethereum's virtual machine. When a specific
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bytecode is executed, all nodes in the Ethereum network execute the same bytecode
respectively to verify the transaction. At this time, if zero-knowledge proof technology
that can perform general operation verification is applied to the virtual machine, even
if the virtual machine does not execute the transaction, it is possible to know whether
the corresponding transaction is the correct transaction by performing verification on
the zero-knowledge evidence.

Figure 1. execution process of Ethereum virtual machine
In order to modify the virtual machine, it is necessary to understand the structure.
Therefore, Figure 2 shows the architecture and execution flow diagram of the Ethereum
virtual machine. Once you understand how the virtual machine is running, you need to
figure out what parts of the virtual machine need to be modified to apply zeroknowledge techniques.
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Figure 2. Architecture & Excution Flow Chart of Ethereum Virtual Machine
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In order to execute the transaction, it needs to be changed to Ethereum bytecode as
mentioned. These bytecodes are decomposed into what are called opcodes, stacked on
the stack and executed one by one. You must subtract the gas cost for running the virtual
machine before the opcode runs. The opcodes are now executed if the gas cost is not
insufficient. Figure 3 shows the parts that need to be changed in the virtual machine
when the opcodes are executed.

Figure 3. Change Part in Virtual Machine
In the figure above, the part marked with a red box is the part to which zeroknowledge proof technology should be applied, and the part to create a universal circuit
that can execute the opcode. Figure 4 shows the change in data stored after the zeroknowledge proof technology is applied. After the zero-knowledge proof technology is
applied to the part that performs the opcode, TX data among the data stored in the
existing storage is replaced with the proof of the zero-knowledge proof. And we will
create and test a virtual machine with zero knowledge proof.
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Figure 4. Data Changes after zero knowledge proof technology

5. Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we designed a zero-knowledge circuit to reduce transaction storage space.
It was designed by applying the existing verification amount optimization to the virtual
machine. This study is a practical example of applying the zero-knowledge proof algorithm capable of semi-operational verification, and can develop two different blockchains in the future. In addition, Crypto Currency implementation with zero-knowledge
proof algorithm for general operation verification can be developed. It can also create
new blockchain business opportunities, such as platform services, where DApps linked
to public blockchains can be integrated with each other. In the future, we will develop
our own platform through practical implementation based on this design.
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Abstract. This study analyzed the effect of marketing strategy on the performance of SMEs in overseas

market by setting up domestic and overseas resources, marketing mix as parameters. The result shows
that the domestic environment of SMEs has a significant negative effect on product strategy and a
positive effect on distribution strategy. Utilization of information has a significant positive effect on
the marketing mix strategy. Managerial competence has a significant positive effect on price strategy
and promotion strategy. The marketing mix strategy has a significant positive effect on non-financial
and financial performance. The following is how to use the marketing mix strategy to improve the
performance of SMEs. First, information and resources that SMEs do not have must utilize external
networks. Second, management needs to build a team that can share trust and vision. The results of
this study are also meaningful in that they can re-examine the internal competency and marketing
capabilities of SMEs, and provide the basis for restructuring the capabilities to improve the
performance of the company. In the present situation where economic growth is stagnating, only job
creation through activation of manufacturing companies can vitalize the national economy. However,
this study was conducted for SMEs and has limited results. Nevertheless, I hope that it can be a
foundation for the revitalization of the entire manufacturing company.

Keyword : SMEs, Marketing, Manufacturing, Overseas, Performance

1. Introduction
The growth of SMEs plays an important role in economic growth. In particular, the size and sales of
manufacturing companies among small and medium-sized enterprises are significant because they are
linked to employment in domestic and foreign markets.
Recently, various studies related to manufacturing SMEs have been conducted, and are also used in
marketing strategies to improve the performance of companies. There are also strategies that utilize
fashion such as Hallyu.
SMEs mostly focus on the domestic market. However, the overseas market can increase the size of a
company with an important role to expand performance. In addition, SMEs can quickly respond to
market changes through an efficient network of internal and external resources. In this regard, it is
necessary to confirm which factors play an important role for manufacturing SMEs to improve their
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performance in overseas markets.
This study explored the success factors of a company's overseas market in terms of marketing. To this
end, empirical research was conducted on the company's domestic marketing activities, managers'
capabilities, information utilization capabilities, and performance. Through research, it was suggested
through various strategic measures to improve the performance of SMEs.

2. Literature Reviews
Connant, Mokwa, and Varadarajan (1990) also analyzed the relationship between the strategy type and marketing competency
suggested in Miles and Snow (1978), and found that companies pursuing an enterprising strategy were more than companies
pursuing other types of strategies. It turns out that he has a lot of marketing capabilities.
Park(2017) also if the domestic market is large enough, the company will pursue an expansion strategy in the domestic market
until the cost of expanding additional business in the domestic market is higher than entering the overseas market.
Barney(1991) presented that from a resource-based point of view, resources are regarded as an important influencing factor
affecting strategy and performance as a source of corporate competitive advantage.
Kim(2005), Lee(2012), Kim(2010) and Kim(2008) said the Korea Wave is a popular trend of Korean culture and a term that
means the Korean phenomenon spread throughout the global region. It was initially used as a simple approach to content
disseminated in China, but gradually expanded its domain and meaning, becoming the term for Korean pop culture that spread
beyond East Asia and Central Asia to Europe. Hoeffler & Keller(2018) presented that the fourth industrial revolution, which
is spreading recently, focuses more on software than hardware, and there are so many phenomena that we call the age of
content. In particular, companies competing in the global market are engaged in marketing activities with a variety of local
content. And Lee(2019) have studied the improve performance.
These studies can be interpreted as a favorable shift in interest in SMEs products, and the higher the interest in SMEs, the
better quality of SMEs products, and attitudes toward SMEs products. Taking advantage of trend who are leading the recent
wave, Korea Wave marketing is a good example of this, not only of businesses but also of the government's policy approach.
Tourism marketing at the filming site of the drama, traditional marketing focusing on food and culture, and marketing of
Korea Wave products, where celebrities are concentrated, are good approaches for companies to actively utilize.

3. Model and Result
3.1 Model
The model of this study is as follows.

Fig.1. Reserch model
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3.2 3.2 Results
Demographic characteristic of respondents by survey is as follows.
Table 1. Demographic Characteristic of Respondents

Classification

Detail

Size

Build

Response(No.)

Persentage(%)

under 50 Labors

142

33.5

51-100

112

26.4

101-200

80

18.9

201-300

62

14.6

Over 301

28

6.6

under 10 Years

75

17.7

10-20

78

18.4

271

63.9

0

0.0

under 5%

193

45.5

under 20%

100

23.6

under 50%

72

17.0

over 51%

59

13.9

424

100.0

over 20
Marketing
None
Manager

Total

Criteria for goodness of fit is as follows.
Table 2. Criteria for Goodness of Fit
x2/DF

GFI

AGFI

NFI

CFI

PGFI

RMR

RMSEA

≤3.000

≥0.900

≥0.800

≥0.900

≥0.900

≥0.600

≤0.080

≤0.080

The correlation by factors is as follows.
Table 3. Correlation by Factors
Classify

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
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External(A)

1

Internal(B)

.444

1

***
Managers(C)

.593

.569

***

***

.460

.458

.513

***

***

***

.390

.514

.581

.486

***

***

***

***

.414

.452

.623

.439

.671

***

***

***

***

***

.182

.290

.302

.458

.362

.297

***

***

***

***

***

***

Financil(H)

.287

.297

.322

.435

.287

.377

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

Non-Financial(I)

.381

.311

.403

.364

.375

.379

.265

.362

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

Product(D)
Price(E)
Place(F)
Promotion(G)

1
1
1
1
1
.261

1
1

* p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001

The route analysis results are as follows.
Table 4. Route Analysis Results
Path
Marketing

COE

E.M

TV

P-V

Results

0.107

0.143

0.072

1.979*

Accept

External

→

External

→

Financial

0.252

0.258

0.064

4.050***

Accept

External

→

Non Financial

0.169

0.163

0.052

3.103**

Accept

Internal

→

0.094

0.074

0.034

2.192*

Accept

Internal

→

Financial

0.163

0.225

0.075

3.012**

Accept

Internal

→

Non Financial

0.139

0.113

0.036

3.183**

Accept

Managers

→

0.127

0.126

0.053

2.388*

Accept

Managers

→

Financial

0.120

0.098

0.036

2.706**

Accept

Managers

→

Non Financial

0.155

0.148

0.060

2.492*

Accept

→

Financial

0.378

0.518

0.073

7.138***

Accept

→

Non Financial

0.320

0.437

0.073

6.020***

Accept

Marketing
Strategy
Marketing
Strategy

Strategy

Marketing
Strategy

Marketing
Strategy

* p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001

4. Conclusion
The various problems that have arisen in global, coupled with the changing perception of the social environment, make us rerecognize that the global market moves like one. This shows that the reaction of companies to the market and consumer
perception of companies are moving together. In addition, SMEs' marketing in overseas is based on their initial character, and
consumers in global are also helping companies improve their performance by responding to the trend and marketing.
In the external environment, the factor that significantly influences the marketing mix strategy of small and medium-sized
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manufacturers is the domestic environment, which shows that the overseas competitiveness of SMEs is relatively inadequate.
Moreover, in the domestic environment, product strategy was found to have a negative effect. This shows that the marketing
activities focused on products by SMEs are reducing the performance.
Given the size and sales of manufacturing companies, improving the distribution structure of overseas markets was not able
to obtain meaningful results through empirical analysis of this study. It is necessary to focus more on the domestic market,
which shows that improving relations with trading partners may be more efficient than product development or low-priced
policies.
In addition, it was found empirically that management had an influence on product price and promotion activities. This shows
that responding to the price of own products and raising awareness of customers and customers has a more significant effect
on performance.
Marketing mixes have a significant impact on financial performance. This means marketing activities are needed to improve
corporate performance. It is not known what factors, such as characteristics of domestic and overseas markets and timing of
transactions, will lead to more significant results, but this study has identified the need for marketing activities.
In particular, factors such as sales, operating profit ratio, and value-added ratio, which are financial performance variables,
are variables that can evaluate the performance of the marketing mix, which is one of the major contributors to this study.
Marketing mixes have a significant impact on non-financial performance. This means marketing activities are needed to
improve corporate performance. In particular, factors such as non-financial performance variables such as customer
satisfaction, customer retention rate, and employee ability are variables that can evaluate the performance of the marketing
mix, which is one of the main contributors to this study.
Measures to enhance business performance through research results are as follows. First, small and medium-sized
manufacturing companies should establish and utilize an enterprise external network for information and resources that are
not in the enterprise. If the network is formed, it has the advantage of sharing resources needed for marketing activities and
also having the scale to create new opportunities. It is also easy to supply and demand funds, such as capital liquidity and the
use of guarantee insurance. Second, we need to build a marketing team. This reduces internal conflicts and transaction costs,
and can lead to sharing of corporate vision and realization of objectives.
It is also meaningful that the results of this study can be re-examined the internal capabilities and marketing capabilities of
small and medium-sized manufacturing companies, and provide the basis for restructuring to enhance the performance of
companies.
The limitations of this study are as follows. First, since the data were collected as a measurement method for Internet
questionnaires, the survey results may depend on the attitude of the survey respondents. Second, because the positions of the
survey respondents vary, it is difficult to accurately reflect the circumstances of the entity.
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Abstract. In the past decade, consumers have paid more and more attention to
the source and safety of commodities and food, and the traceability of the supply
chain has become very important. Most of the current supply chain adopts centralized management. If multiple parties are involved (production, processing,
transportation, etc.), the existing centralized management method requires a lot
of manpower costs to help achieve the supply due to the isolation of data and lack
of trust. In recent years, blockchain technology has been widely used due to its
inherent characteristics, such as distributed ledger and cryptography, to overcome
the trust problem among entities which means that entities do not rely on the
central organization (e.g. central authority) or a third-party intermediary unit (e.g.
Intermediary). Thus, the blockchain technology is applied to many applications
and industries, especially the logistics industry. Currently, the logistics company
needs to help buyers and sellers to advance and import goods by using the phone
to negotiate for the money. This process is very inefficient. In this work, we propose a multi-party supply chain system with traceability based on the blockchain
technologies.

Keywords: Supply Chain, Blockchain, Smart Contract, Traceability.

1

Introduction

In recent years, the demand for traceability from raw materials to retailers to consumer
goods has become higher and higher [1]. The global supply chain is large and complex.
If the need for traceability needs to be met, in the traditional supply chain, supplementary companies should cooperate. To trace the source of the product accompanies the
transformation process [2]. However, each participant in the traditional supply chain
system is isolated and requires a unified format, and the trust mechanism is very difficult [3]. We use the blockchain technology to implement a supply chain system for
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achieving warehousing and traceability across multiple parties. The characteristics of
blockchain are: Decentralization, immutability and standardization [4], which can solve
the shortcomings of traditional blockchain.
In this work, we propose the smart contract mechanism, which create goods with the
smart contract to record information such as characteristics and sources [5], and then
transfer, exchange the information through the smart contract for recording the composition of goods. Thus, our system can not only trace the origin of the processed ingredients and raw materials, but also manage the purchase and sales of each role. In addition, we solve the problem of the traditional supply chain system, which is that the
traditional supply chain system is not able to trace the source, and make food inspection
very easy. You can directly view the ingredients and sources of products through this
system [6].

2

Literature Review

2.1

Traditional supply chain

The traditional supply chain is to centrally store data, such as resource supply, producers, and customers. These data are isolated or independent from each other, so as to
realize each small segment of monitoring. In the context of supply chain management,
traceability has promoted good development. The traceability refers to the process from
raw materials to products and customers [7]. The traditional supply chain achieves
short-distance traceability. If you need to retrieve the source of the upper layer, you
must provide it through the supplier and a trusted third party. Although traditional supply chain systems can completely manage every commodity, traceability is very limited.
2.2

The blockchain technology

Recently, the blockchain technology provides a decentralized database to improve the
shortcomings of centralized management of traditional supply chains. The blockchain
technology has a privacy protection framework that can provide data security, and an
encrypted private key is deployed to ensure data privacy.
In addition, the blockchain technology eliminates third parties and intermediaries.
Relatively, it has a consensus mechanism to ensure that only effective transactions are
executed. And all actions are visible to all participants in the chain, so it can prevent
malicious attacks.
2.3

Smart contract

In order to apply warehousing, trading and other functions in the blockchain, the relevant parties must reach the consensus established in the smart contract, and the transaction will not be conducted until both parties agree. Originally proposed by Nick
Szabo in 1994 [8], smart contracts execute set scripts without third-party intervention
to complete functions such as transactions and ownership transfer.
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2.4

The distributed file system

In order to access files in the blockchain, we use a distributed file system (InterPlanetary File System, IPFS) as a file access platform. The IPFS is a distributed file system
[9], which is allocated for each access file a unique address, and you can set this file to
be public, private, or to a specific person.

3

System Design

In this work, we propose the architecture of the blockchain-based supply chain system,
which is shown in Fig. 1. The architecture includes five roles: Producer, processing
plant, logistics, retailer, and customer. In this work, the design of smart contract is used
to implement the blockchain-based traceability supply chain system.

Figure 1 The five roles designed in the proposed system.
In the following, we will present the functions of the five roles.
(1) Producers: The functions are designed for producers are build, forsale, accept,
send and other functions. Producers use build to build the goods and record the
characteristics of the goods (origin, variety, price, etc.) when producing the goods.
After confirming that you can sell, use forsale to find buyers. When a buyer places
an order, the producer needs the accept function to accept the transaction, and the
producer decides whether logistics is needed to help deliver the goods. If you do
not need logistics assistance, you can directly use send to send the goods to the
buyer; when you need logistics assistance, you need to find through the ship.
(2) Processing plant: The processing plant needs buy, received, process, forsale, accept, ship, send and other functions. The processing plant must use buy function to
make a transaction with the seller when it sees that there is good goods. After the
seller accepts the transaction, whether the seller delivers the goods in person or
through logistics, the goods need to be received to accept the goods when they
arrive at the processing plant. When the processing plant needs to process the
goods, it needs to process the goods a and b to process the goods c. After finishing
the processing, you need to use forsale to find buyers. When a buyer places an
order, the processing plant needs the accept function to accept the transaction, and
the processing plant decides whether it needs logistics to help deliver the goods.
The processing plant decides whether logistics is needed to assist in the delivery
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of the goods. If you do not need logistics assistance, you can directly use send to
send the goods to the buyer; when you need logistics assistance, you need to find
through the ship.
(3) Logistics: The logistics needs delivery, ship, accept, received, arrived and other
functions. Logistics must use deliver to establish routes and record remaining space
and other information. Logistics can use the ship to find the seller who needs logistics assistance, or use accept to accept the logistics assistance that the seller has
proposed. After confirming the need for logistics assistance, receiving goods from
the seller requires that the received representative has received and started shipping. When shipping to the buyer, the goods need to be delivered to the buyer
through arrived.
(4) Retailers: Retailers need buy, received, forsale, soldout and other functions. The
retailer must use buy to make a transaction with the seller when it sees that there is
good goods. After the seller accepts the transaction, whether the seller delivers the
goods in person or through logistics, the goods need to be received to accept the
goods when they arrive at the retailer. Retailers need to use forsale to start selling
goods. When the goods are sold, a sellout is required to record that the goods have
been sold.
(5) Customer: Customers need getstate to check the source of the goods.

4

Application Scenarios

In order to realize the traceability of the supply chain and the system of process automation, Figure 2 uses smart contracts to record the characteristics and actions of all raw
materials and goods to achieve a clear source and destination for all goods. Each role
is communicated through a smart contract. The production and transaction process in
the system:

Figure 2 An example of supply chain system based on blockchain.
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Figure 3 shows the process of the producer. After the producer produces the goods, he
can find the buyer. When the buyer places the order, the seller can deliver it to the buyer
by himself or through logistics.

Figure 3 The process of the producer.
Figure 4 shows the process of the processing plant. After receiving the goods from other
roles, the processing plant processes it internally, processes the goods A and B into the
goods C, and then looks for the buyer. When the buyer places the order, the seller can
do it by himself or through Logistics delivery to buyers.

Figure 4 The process of the processing plant.
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Figure 5 shows the process of the retailer. After receiving the goods from other roles,
the retailer puts the goods on the shelf and sells them. Customers who bought the goods
can query the traceability of the goods through this system.

Figure 5 The process of the retailer.

5

System Implementation

Figure 7 shows that how the producers produce rice, how to go through the logistics
and retail process, and finally reach the customer and trace the products. After the farmers produce rice, they build the goods through the system (as shown in Figure 6 above),
and they start looking for buyers of rice for sale.

Figure 6 The process of producing goods.
Figure 7 shows that how the retailer needs to buy rice, finds the required rice through
the system, and presses to buy.
After the retailer places the order, the producer will receive the transaction and
choose whether to accept the transaction (as shown in Figure 8).
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Figure 7 The process of that how the retailer buys goods.

Figure 8 The process of how the producer accepts the transaction and checks goods.

6

Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a supply chain system based on blockchain technologies with
traceability. In this system, all the processes of commodities could be recorded in production. In addition we used the smart contract technology to record every raw material
and processed product. Through the system, information about the products sold were
presented, so that consumers could understand the source of the product more clearly.
By using smart contracts as a bridge between the roles of the supply chain, whether it
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was demand, input or output were exposed on the chain. Through our proposed system,
more safe and convenient supply chain system could be used.
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Abstract. Wireless network stability is critical for organizations. For at
least part of its day-to-day activities, most companies rely on a strong
internet connection. It is highly necessary to show the fast and high capacity of Wi-Fi is. Wireless network management also plays a significant
part in supplying the user with quality service and helping the system administrator manage and track the network infrastructure. The user must
be able to stay connected. In this paper, the Wi-Fi connection engine was
applied using the Analysis and Locations Engine (ALE). ALE provides
the information, including MAC address, location, floor information, the
building where the device belongs. From this data, we presented the web
visualization of the Wi-Fi network monitoring system on the map using
Cesium.
Keywords: Wireless Network, Analysis and Positioning Engine, Mobile
Device, 3D Model Map, WiFi Positioning

1

Introduction

Wireless monitoring has the power to change the way organizations conduct
business. Everyone has a mobile phone in the current era, so this has become a
significant source of data. What kind of data should be collected becomes a topic
[1]. For commercial usage, from selling goods and analyze the customer group.
If we can more directly understand the passenger flow, Wi-Fi positioning is an
effective method, because we can detect the user’s location, and then make a
heat map of the masses, and master the location of the masses at the first time,
which helps in-depth analysis of the relationship between time and customer
groups [2][3].
In today’s society, it can be said that everyone has a mobile phone, and
ALE can retrieve the data of its existence. If we can capture the current mobile
device’s data, we can know how many people there are [4]. If we can use this
?
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information by visualizing, we can know the status of population movement in
various buildings. It can be used to observe the status of population movement
in future org activities, and then it can then further improve the movement line
[5]. In addition, when a disaster occurs, the golden rescue time is very urgent.
Immediately grasping the victims who hold the mobile device can effectively help
the rescue route planning, reduce the rescue time, improve the survival rate of
the wounded, reduce the loss of personnel to the minimum, and let the disaster
relief Personnel can perform rescue tasks more efficiently [6].

2

Background Review and Related Work

In this section, we discuss the background review of this work, including ALE,
ALE positioning system and Cesium.
2.1

ALE

ALE is a set of analysis and positioning engine provided by the company Aruba.
To understand ALE, we start with the entire architecture and then look at what
services ALE provides.The bottom layer in Figure 1 is the WiFi user’s machine
and AP. Smartphones and laptops are usually WiFi user’s machines. The Access Point (AP) is a wireless access point that detects the mobile phone. It sends
information to the Local Controller, which shows that the Local Controller is
used to collect the detected information detected by a cluster of AP machines.
Then integrate the information and send it to the ALE engine. It is worth mentioning that there is a line between ALE and AirWave. It says VisualRF Maps.
According to the instructions on the AirWave document The module provides a
picture that shows The wireless signal strength and coverage of the machine.

Fig. 1. Diagram of Relationship Between ALE and Other Devices
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2.2

3

ALE positioning system

There are two ALE positioning systems, namely Context with Device Location (Estimated) and Context with Device Location (Calibration), referred to
as Estimated and Calibration [7]. The Estimated set is based on the information provided by AirWave. According to the ALE document, you can get the
map and AP machine location information through AirWave. Use AP-AP RSSI
5 message to create a path-loss model. As mentioned on Wikipedia, path-loss
mainly refers to that the wall will affect the propagation of wireless signals, and
RSSI is the strength of the signal, and the full name is Received Signal Strength
Indicator. The AP can receive the signal strength [8][9]. After understanding
the information provided by Airwave, let’s look at the algorithm of ALE. The
Estimated set uses RSSI and lateration based. In simple terms, first find the relationship between signal strength and distance, and then refer to the information
of different nearby machines to get the location
However, this has a disadvantage. If there is only one AP around, the accuracy will be greatly reduced. If there are three or more APs, the accuracy
will be more accurate. Another system is Calibration. According to the ALE
document, the positioning accuracy is more accurate because of the use of data
from fingerprinting. Later, the web service Aruba Nao Campus and the mobile
application Aruba Nao Logger were developed for practice fingerprinting [10].
The general operation method is to first define our target building and route
in Aruba Nao Campus, and then use Aruba Nao Logger to actually go to the
location to give accurate location information and test positioning, and check
whether the planned route is wrong or missing. So, we need to take the mobile
phone to this point to provide information to create an actual comparison data
table to help us locate [11].
2.3

Cesium

Cesium is a JavaScript database that can directly create 3D maps on a web
browser without the need to install additional plug-ins. It uses WebGL to achieve
hardware accelerated graphics, adjust for dynamic data visualization, and crossplatform and cross-browser [12]. Cesium can greatly improve the readability
of data, by rendering layers, importing models, and applying terrain modules.
Cesium is based on the Apache open source agreement and supports commercial
and non-commercial free use.

3
3.1

System Design and Implementation
System Architecture

Our system is based on the Linux operating system. The Linux operating system is more flexible than Windows, and is more suitable for setting up a web
server.The architecture diagram is shown in Figure 2. The system we use can be
divided into two parts. On the left is ALE with script to send data to MySQL.
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MySQL interacts with the website through PHP. Use Apache, and will use
HTML, CSS, JS, and finally present our website.

Fig. 2. Software Architecture

3.2

Model Building

Assuming that only the points of the user’s device are on the map, it does
not look so beautiful, so we chose to use SketchUP to build our model software.
Through SketchUP’s Extensiom Warehouse, there are many plug-ins with special
shapes, which make the East China Sea rich. Artistic buildings can be made, as
shown in Figure 3.

4

Experimental Results

Through the process of the previous chapter, we have actually made it possible
to receive the ALE API information system, and successfully presented it on
the map. We also received the location information and made a heat map, so
that the user can more easily understand the population distribution s position.
The ALE API information is presented on the 3D map and contains its detailed
information, as shown in Figure 4.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

When designing the system architecture, most of them are biased towards functional requirements. However, today’s requirements for non-functional require-
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Fig. 3. SketchUP Implementation Campuse

Fig. 4. Crowd Density Heat Map Presentation

ments are also very high. Therefore this implementation can also allow us to
practice non-functional requirements. Since this is our first large-scale implementation, it took some time to research and modify the use of the database
or the writing of the web page to achieve the goal gradually. In the process of
implementing this system, we understand how to obtain the data, convert and
organize it. Finally, present the sorted data.
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Abstract. The usage of data to improve information security has become the focus of research in the development of big data and artificial
intelligence. However, the traditional single database technology is unable to handle the current complex and massive data processing. While
network attacks have also occurred frequently and produce massive data.
This paper proposes a framework for storing and analyzing web log data
based on the concept of data lakes. The need for processing, accessing,
querying, analyzing, and visualizing large amounts of data in a short
time is also critical. Therefore, the Grafana tool was used to provide the
network administrator a real-time monitoring and visualization system
management.
Keywords: Data Lake, Distributed Deep Learning, NetFlow Analysis,
Cloudera Cluster

1

Introduction

According to a security report published by Netscout: In 2019, a total of 8.4
million Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) were detected, equivalent to 16
occurrences per minute [1]. As the number of cyber attack incidents has increased
year by year, the attack methods have become more and more diversified. How to
prepare the system architecture that automatically analyze whether there is an
attack in the NetFlow log under big data has become a very important concern
[2][3].
In the current state of artificial intelligence development, a large amount
of training data and computing power are extremely important. The concept
of data lakes and parallel computing are also important in the future development direction [4][5]. This paper uses the Cloudera platform to run Spark on the
?
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resource scheduling platform Yarn for distributed deep learning purpose. It provides relevant experience and practical data for a high-performance distributed
deep learning system [6]. The specific goals are as follows:
1. Use Cloudera to build a data lake, the system can access a large amount of
real-time data, and the files are in various formats such as text, pictures and
videos.
2. Use Kafka to collect streaming data and store in HBase.
3. Use Spark for the data preprocessing, and cut the dataset of the model
training process by cross-validation.

2

Background Review and Related Work

In this section, we discuss the background review of this work, including Data
Lake, Spark Deep Learning, and other related works.
2.1

Data Lake

This paper stores Data Materials in a pool implement by Hbase. The processed
data is temporarily stored in MySQL. The main purpose is to accelerate the
real-time query data processing and reduce the server loading [7]. When the raw
data is needed for historical record queries, neural network training, or other
purposes, Hive can be used to query big data through MapReduce [8][9].
2.2

Spark Deep Learning

Spark is a parallel computing framework developed by Algorithms Machines
and People Lab, which focuses on SQL query, stream processing, machine learning, and deep learning [10]. Although several scholars also use Spark to analyze
NetFlow, but mostly for machine learning methods [11].
2.3

Related Works

Hongyu Liu et al. [12] proposed a detection method for instant port-to-port, using PL-CNN (a convolutional neural network-based payload classification method)
and PL-RNN (Neural Network-Based Payload Classification Method) performs
attack detection. The two methods learn feature representation from the original
payload without feature engineering and support end-to-end detection.
Duygu Sinanc Terzi et al.[13] proposed a new unsupervised anomaly detection
method. Its purpose is to determine the anomaly caused by a UDP flood attack
on a specific IP. This approach is implemented on public NetFlow data in case
studies.
Rick Hofstede et al. [14]explain all phases of NetFlow’s traffic output and
typical traffic monitoring settings, covering the full range from packet capture
to data analysis.
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3

System Design and Implementation
System Architecture

The hardware architecture of this paper is shown in Figure 1. The data source
is from multiple network switches. NetFlow data is accumulated into the Cloudera cluster through the NetFlow Collector. Each node in the cluster is in 1Gb
Ethernet connection specification, Intel Core i7- 4770 CPU, 16GB memory and
1TB HDD storage space.
This system is built on the Cloudera big data platform. The operating systems
are all running 64-bit CentOS7. Real-time data is written to HBase by means of
Kafka using Spark Streaming. The old system data is manually imported into
HBase from MySQL using Sqoop. The data query part uses HBase to integrate
Hive and Impala as search engines. The collected data will be identified by the
trained deep learning module and then stored in MySQL to facilitate Grafana for
visualization purpose. The MySQL database set up here only stores the latest
real-time data. The intention is to improve the query speed of real-time data
visualization. The architecture of this system is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. Hardware Architecture

3.2

Data Collection

The data collected in this paper is a campus wired network. The average data
volume is about 100,000 (16MB) per minute. The number of data in a day is
more than 100 million. There are three ways to write data:
1. Real-time data: use Kafka to collect real-time streaming data.
2. Historical data: use Sqoop to import from related database.
3. Exception: Use ImportTsv to import text files. Confusion Matrix.
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Fig. 2. Software Architecture

3.3

Data Storage

This system uses Hive and HBase based on HDFS as the storage database. The
data is mainly stored in HBase, because HBase has the characteristics of high
transmission and low latency, which is very suitable for reading and writing operations of big data. Hive responsible for converting SQL syntax to MapReduce
Jobs to search the data on HDFS, this usually used for offline big data queries.

4
4.1

Experimental Results
Experimental Environment

This section introduces our hardware experiment environment. A total of eight
hosts are used in this experiment, and the data lake is composed of five hosts.
Ideally, an independent Kafka Cluster should be built. Because of resource constraints, this experiment builds Kafka Cluster with NetFlow Collector and the
data lake. Detailed equipment is shown in Table 1.
4.2

Data Visualization Result

The grafana provides usage information of each machine’s CPU, network, and
hard disk. The chart allows the cluster administrator to quickly grasp the status
of the cluster without having to query the working status separately through
commands or the background of each service. Figure 3 is the cluster CPU status,
HDFS read and write, hard disk read and write, and network traffic visualization
in sequence.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we used Cloudera to build a data lake system, which is a completely
open source management platform. It can be easily built by Cloudera users. The
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Table 1. Computing Environment
Host

CPU

RAM Disk

NetFlow
Collector

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790
CPU @ 3.40GHz

64G

1TB

Broker

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790
CPU @ 3.40GHz

16G

1TB

Kafka Broker

master

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770
CPU @ 3.40GHz

64G

1TB

Namenode
Kafka Consumer
Kafka Broker

16G

1TB

Datanode

16G

1TB

Datanode

16G

1TB

Datanode

16G

1TB

node01
node02
node03
node04

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770
CPU @ 3.40GHz
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770
CPU @ 3.40GHz
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770
CPU @ 3.40GHz
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770
CPU @ 3.40GHz

Roles
NetFlow Collector
Kafka Producer
Kafka Broker

Secondary

Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9980XE
Web Server
48G
CPU @ 3.00GHz

Namenode
Grafana Server
500GB
MySQL

Fig. 3. Cluster Hardware Usage

system supports the collection, storage, and query of large amounts of data.
Also, it provides a series of functions such as analysis, distributed neural network
training and visualization. Grafana is used to visualize the data, draw a variety
of cluster environments and network usage behavior charts, and provide network
managers with a real-time monitoring platform.
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Abstract. Predicting air pollution will enable the people and administrative units to have a clear and powerful quantitative basis for their
lives and government orders. In this study, we will use deep learning
techniques, recurrent neural networks, and long- and short-term memory models to use serialized data to make predictions about the future
level of air pollution. And the deep learning model prediction visualization results are presented on the web page, to assist developers to
conduct experiments and to facilitate user to use.
Keywords: Air Pollution, Deep Learning, Long Short-Term Memory

1

Introduction

In recent years, due to climate change, the shortage of natural resources and
the destruction of the living environment, coupled with more and more national
modernization and other factors, the air pollution in various regions has become
more and more serious [1]. At the same time, air pollution has caused many
environmental disasters and affected the living space and the quality of life.
With the improvement of environmental protection awareness, people are paying
more and more attention to having good air quality. Many people realize that
the impact of air pollution on the environment and human health is very great
[2]. Therefore, air pollution has become the most important issue. Time series
data forecasting is a challenging forecasting model study, because time series
need to consider the time dependence between input variables. Recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) can deal with time series problems because they can use their
output as the next input to maintain the state from the previous iteration to
the next iteration. His cyclic ability has proved that RNN is specifically used for
Powerful engine for time series data [3][4].
?
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Background Review and Related Work
CNN

Convolutional neural network architectures often include single or multiple convolution layers, pooling layers, and are connected to a fully-connected layer at
the output. The function of the convolution layer is to capture pictures. The
action of taking features, after finding the best features, and then classifying,
and the pooling layer is often added between the convolutional layers. It is a
way to compress pictures and retain important information. Finally, at the end
of the model A fully connected layer will be added to the face, and the role of
the fully connected layer is to be used to achieve classification [5][6].
2.2

RNN

RNN, the purpose of recurrent neural network is to process sequence data. The
reason why RNN is called a recurrent neural network is because the output
in the sequence is related to the previous output. Specifically, the network will
remember the previous information and apply it to the calculation of the current
output, but hide it. Neurons between layers are no longer connected, but are
connected to each other, and the input of the hidden layer also includes not only
the output of the input layer, but also the output of the hidden layer of the
previous time [7].
2.3

LSTM

LSTM, Long Short-Term Memory is a time recursive neural network. LSTM
solves the problem of gradient vanishing, and the key to the problem of gradient
disappearance is that it has more gates. ’S function is to filter the information
flow obtained by the model [8][9][5].
2.4

GRU

GRU replaces the forget gate and input gate in the LSTM with an update gate,
and hides the unit status and The status is merged. Due to the simplified network
structure of GRU, its training speed is faster, and it has similar capabilities
to LSTM. When processing data sets with fewer data parameters, GRU can
converge faster to LSTM [10].
2.5

Related Works

Ma et al. [11] proposes a transfer learning-based stacked long-term bidirectional
memory (TLS-BLSTM) network to forecast air pollution for the new stations
which is lacking in data. The proposed method combines advanced deep learning
techniques and transfer learning strategies to enhance prediction by transferring
the knowledge learned from existing air quality stations into new stations.
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Zhang et al. [12] discusses the cross-correlations between concentration of
PM2,5 and meteorological factors (such as, temperature, air pressure, relative
humidity and wind speed) in Beijing and Hong Kong. They use the multifractal
detrended cross-correlation analysis (MF-DCCA) to examine cross-correlations,
and then research the asymmetric features of cross-correlations by multifractal
asymmetric detrended cross-correlation analysis (MF-ADCCA).
Zao et al. [13] presented a data-driven model, called as long-term memoryfully connected neural network (LSTM-FC). Their forecasting model consists of
two parts: First, by using a long-term memory (LSTM)-based temporal simulator
to model local PM2.5 contamination variation; and second, by using a neural
network-based spatial combinator to capture spatial relations between central
station PM2.5 contamination and adjacent station contamination. The results
show that their model of neural network LSTM-FC gives better performance in
predictive terms.

3
3.1

System Design and Implementation
System Architecture

In this study, we used Linux as the operating system of this study through
Ubuntu 16.04, and conducted machine learning and deep learning experiments
through Tensorflow and Keras to establish a prediction model that targets air
pollution prediction and uses PM2.5 as the main forecasting objects. In the
establishment of the model, we set up several models to make predictions in
counties and cities, in order to expect that different models can predict PM2.5
according to different geographical conditions in different regions As a reference,
people can quickly understand the level of air pollution.The architecture of this
system is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. System Architecture Diagram
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Data correlation

In this study, each air pollution factor in the air pollution quality data set and
PM2.5 were tested for Pearson correlation coefficient and Spearman correlation
coefficient, and some air pollution factors that showed high correlation were
screened out. At the same time, we also conducted a principal component analysis of each air pollution factor in the air pollution quality data set, observed
the correlation between each factor, after discussion and experiment, found the
appropriate factor as a training machine learning prediction model Input data
in order to expect better prediction results,
3.3

Building and training prediction models

After setting the activation function, loss function and optimizer, you can start to
adjust the number of neural layers of the machine learning model and the neurons
of each neural network layer. Generally speaking, the more neural layers and
nerves the number of meta-models for model training can learn more features,
but it is also more likely to cause over fitting. At this time, it is necessary to use
the conventional processing mentioned later, including the discarding method,
The L1 and L2 conventional methods, etc., which often happen, need special
attention. Finally, after stacking this machine learning model architecture, we
need to select hyper parameters, each hyper parameter represents a different
meaning, and epoch represents how many total training data sets have been
trained during this training process in Keras, the parameter update is carried
out in batches, which is the so-called small batch reduction algorithm. It divides
the data into several groups. This is called batch, and batch size refers to the
number of samples in each group of data.

4
4.1

Experimental Results
Correlation

The choice of input variables will affect the accuracy of this air pollution premodel. Choosing data with low correlation to enter the model for prediction will
make it difficult for the machine to grasp the relationship between the data.
In order to avoid such problems as much as possible In this experiment, the
correlation of air pollution factors will be measured first, and several pollution
factors will be selected as the input of this prediction model, in order to expect
better prediction results. Table 2 shows the input variable correlation.
It can be found from Table 1 above that the correlation factors obtained from the
experimental results are actually the same. The main difference is that Spearman’s related experiments have more NOx. However, Spearman is the main
evaluation standard for measuring nonlinear values. , So this experiment will
include NOx in the air factor reference.
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Table 1. Input variable correlation

σ(PM2.5,SO2)
σ(PM2.5,CO)
σ(PM2.5,O3)
σ(PM2.5,PM10)
σ(PM2.5,NOx)
σ(PM2.5,NO)
σ(PM2.5,NO2)
σ(PM2.5,THC)
σ(PM2.5,NMHC)
σ(PM2.5,TEMP)
σ(PM2.5,RAINFALL)
σ(PM2.5,CH4)
σ(PM2.5,UVB)
σ(PM2.5,RH)

4.2

Pearson correlation Spearman correlation
0.369
0.337
0.453
0.449
0.059
0.063
0.765
0.673
0.299
0.320
0.174
0.186
0.349
0.338
0.379
0.380
0.379
0.373
0.197
0.174
-0.143
0.221
0.324
0.314
0.067
0.082
0.056
-0.006

Comparison of neural network prediction models

In the experiment of this study, the model was selected as 6 kinds of neural networks such as CNN, RNN, LSTM, GRU, bidirectional LSTM and bidirectional
GRU, adding multiple variables into the model, training, and obtaining training
results and evaluation values. The following is a comparison of the prediction
results of the PM2.5 concentration of CNN, RNN, LSTM, GRU, bidirectional
LSTM and bidirectional GRU in the next 8 hours, including the true value, predicted value, and error value of each hour, etc. In Table 3, we can see that the
average error value of the prediction result of LSTM is smaller than the average
error value of the prediction result of other neural networks. Therefore, we can
think that LSTM is more suitable for the type of air pollution data used in this
study than other neural networks. Therefore, in the subsequent experiments, we
will choose LSTM as the neural network of the prediction model.
Table 2. Comparison of different model’s prediction results
Time
1 hr
2 hr
3 hr
4 hr
5 hr
6 hr
7 hr
8 hr
Average Error

Real
12
17
20
27
24
28
29
31

CNN
12
19
21
23
22
25
26
26
2.5

RNN
12
19
20
27
27
30
30
32
1.1

LSTM
12
17
20
25
25
27
30
29
1.0

GRU
12
16
20
22
25
27
29
29
1.25

Bi-LSTM
11
15
17
23
21
27
26
29
2.3

Bi-GRU
12
16
19
24
25
24
27
29
1.75
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Visualization

Use JavaScript, Leaflet and E-charts together to mark the location of each station
in Taiwan in dotted mode, and present the actual value and predicted value in
a line chart. The following Fgure 2 is the distribution of each station in Taiwan.
Dotted presentation can help users quickly and easily find the area they need to
query. The following Figure 3 shows the actual value of PM2.5 at each station
and the predicted value of the next 8 hours.

Fig. 2. Map of All Stations and Visualization of Predict Result

5

Conclusions

This study uses correlation calculation methods to provide a clear quantitative
standard, and combines the correlation calculation method and the Lag time
mechanism to find the time points with high correlation between pollution factors. In this study, we chose to use a variety of neural networks to build deep
learning models to effectively predict short-term future air quality conditions,
and use MAPE as a model evaluation method to compare the prediction accuracy and error values of different neural network prediction models. Through the
calculation of the inverse distance weighting method, the PM2.5 concentration
in the surrounding areas of each air quality monitoring station is estimated, and
the predicted future PM2.5 concentration data is presented on the web page for
users by means of maps and line charts reference.
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Abstract. The concept of the Internet of Things has widely used in
various applications in life, from home to big cities that have a variety of
edge devices to facilitate edge computing. This paper attempts to use Kubernetes to establish an environment for collecting the internal resource
usage status of various node devices and implementing monitoring and
visualization. The deep learning models are deployed on heterogeneous
devices for performance evaluation and verification. In this experiment,
Kubernetes used to maintain a Docker container that used to deploy
all applications mentioned above. All the data then visualize through
Grafana.
Keywords: Kubernetes, Docker, Monitoring, Prometheus, Grafana, Edge
Computing

1

Introduction

The rise of the Internet of Things in recent years has made extensive use of
various edge computing devices in various fields to assist in data collection and
pre-processing. However, due to the differences in architecture caused by heterogeneous edge computing devices, the devices have particular difficulties in
performance evaluation and monitoring. With the increase of various edge computing devices, we try to develop a performance monitoring environment that is
instantly monitored and easy to maintain. This environment will use containerized tool management methods by collecting and visualizing various resources
and system indicators in the device [1]. In terms of management and deployment
environment, Docker’s containers are easy to deploy and have features that suitable for computing devices with lower efficiency. Kubernetes is used to manage
and deploy the efficiency and life cycle of Docker containers, maintaining the
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entire environment in a highly available state [3]. In terms of device data collection, this paper evaluates the deployment of Prometheus as a tool for data
collection and storage of heterogeneous devices [4][6]. Prometheus collects data
by Node exporter as an agent and installed in each edge device [5]. Then use
Grafana to obtain the data source on Prometheus to visualize the collected data
[11].

2
2.1

Related Works
Kubernetes

Kubernetes has a valuable feature that effectively used to manages microservices
[7]. Scalable Linux containers automatically keep maintaining the container always in the best performance. Compared to manually deploying containers to
multiple machines, Kubernetes can use the Master as a containerized service
distribution and management for the Slaves in the entire cluster by establishing
a cluster relationship with multiple nodes[8].
2.2

Docker

Docker is open-source software, an open platform for developing, deploying, and
executing applications. Docker allows users to separate applications in the system
environment to form smaller containers, thereby increasing the speed of software
deployment. Docker containers are similar to virtual machines, but in principle,
containers virtualize operating systems, and virtual machines virtualize hardware, so containers are more portable than virtual machines and consume fewer
system resources [2].
2.3

Prometheus

Prometheus is open source software for environmental monitoring and alerting.
It records real-time indicators in a time-series database (TSDB) built using the
HTTP pull model and has flexible query and instant alert functions.
2.4

Node exporter

Node exporter is the data source of Prometheus. It captures different index data
in real-time and constructs an HTTP pull model to provide Prometheus for
collection and storage.
2.5

Grafana

Grafana is open source software for multi-platform analysis and interactive visualization. When it connects to a supported data source, it will provide charts,
graphs, and alerts for the Web. It can be extended through the plug-in system.
Users can use the interactive query builder to create sophisticated monitoring
dashboards.
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3

DeepStream

DeepStream is a tool based on NVIDIA, which is mainly used in the solution
of the entire visual process. It is different from other visual libraries (such as
OpenCV) in that it establishes a complete end-to-end support solution. In other
words, whether the data source is a camera, movie, or video on a cloud server,
from video codec, it can handle all the details of the background image judgment to the complete process of the displayed screen, including the setting of
parameters.

3

System Design and Implementation

This paper mainly uses a server as the host for management and distribution
services. Its specifications are Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-5960X CPU @ 4.00GHz
CPU, 128G memory, and 2T HDD hard drive. Four edge computing devices
are used as working nodes for performance monitoring, namely: Raspberry Pi
3, Raspberry Pi 4 (4GB), NVIDIA Jetson Nano, NVIDIA Jetson TX2. Node
exporter will collect internal system indicators of each device, and then monitor
the node exporter of each device through Prometheus to return the indicator data
and store it in TSDB. Then access the Prometheus database through Grafana
to get the data Fig. 1 describes the system architecture.

Fig. 1: System Architecture Diagram

3.1

Environmental Construction and Service Deployment

Prometheus, Node exporter, and Grafana are all deployed by Docker’s container
deployment service. Kubernetes used to establish a cluster system. The server
host is used as the master node. The remaining edge computing devices are
used as worker nodes for service allocation and scheduling—the smallest unit
for deploying services in a Pod. Figure 2 shows the architecture of Kubernetes
cluster.
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Fig. 2: Kubernetes Cluster Architecture

3.2

Collecting Resource Indicators

Each node device uses the Node exporter to collect internal resource indicators.
Different devices must use a separate node exporter due to different architectures[9]. After the installation is completed, each resource index retrieved according to internal settings will be exported through port (9100). The derived
resource indicators are: CPU usage, memory usage, system load, etc. After collecting and storing data. After establishing the entire monitoring environment, in
order to verify whether the purpose of monitoring resource usage can be achieved,
this experiments runs deep learning models on two heterogeneous edge device
nodes, Raspberry Pi 4 and NVIDIA Jetson Nano.This experiment uses Grafana
to observes and executes the changes in resource usage, before and after when
running deep learning models, the results of this experiment are presented.

4

Experimental Result

In this experiment, the deployment of environmental tools has significantly improved efficiency through Docker. Service-based containerization eliminates the
need for complicated steps like manual installation, and the virtualization of the
container operating system makes the architecture between heterogeneous devices. In addition, through Kubernetes excellent management of containers and
clusters, service errors can be quickly redeployed, allowing the entire system to
monitor the status of all devices without interruption, and effectively expand
and update service resources.
4.1

Data Collection and Visualization

In terms of data index collection, Prometheus has added four heterogeneous
devices for monitoring, including NVIDIA Jetson Nano, NVIDIA Jetson TX2,
Raspberry Pi 3, and Raspberry Pi 4 as resource monitoring devices, as shown
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Heterogeneous Devices Monitored on Prometheus

Among them, Raspberry Pi 4 and NVIDIA Jetson Nano are the monitoring
targets of this resource change. After setting up the data source through Grafana,
draw out various resource charts, such as: CPU usage, memory usage, system
average load, etc. Experimental verification of resources in terms of changes in
Raspberry Pi 4 performed by the Tensorflow trained Inception v3 model, which
is the identification of the model vehicle, respectively, performed FP16. Figure 4a
and Fig. 4b show the execution FP16 longitudinal CPU resources and memory
of a change.

(a) CPU

(b) Memory

Fig. 4: running on Inception v3 FP 16 model

The experimental results show that the internal resource usage information
of heterogeneous devices collected through Prometheus can be presented in real
time through Grafana.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, Kubernetes used to build a high-quality service monitoring environment of edge heterogeneous equipment performance through Docker container, which has a features rapid deployment container services. In this study,
the proposed focus on a high quality of service monitoring deployment plan.
In the future, this research hopes to create a set of self-monitoring cluster services with the ability to train deep learning, with the goal of including this deep
learning service.
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Abstract. This research is to design a management system that uses
drone-mounted cameras combined with object identification and live
broadcast systems to assist disaster relief. In order to avoid violations
of flight regulations and weather factors, the system will add restricted
area restrictions and weather information. YoLo was used as the model of
recognition system. When a disaster occurs, each rescuer can use multiple drones to observe the scene of the disaster and immediately grasp the
status of the scene through the live broadcast system and object identification to achieve the shortest time to rescue and improve the efficiency
of rescue.
Keywords: Object Detection, Image Detection, Video Streaming, UAV,
Deep Learning

1

Introduction

The history of the drones development have ranged from the military use that the
U.S. military used to fight thousands of kilometers to the enemy to the civilians
today [1]. It has far exceeded the larger and wider range of applications. Because
the cost of various electronic parts has been greatly reduced, the performance is
far from Beyond the past, the threshold for consumer-grade drones is increasingly
lowered [2][3]. In addition to the common handheld remote-controlled aircraft of
the general public, it is also commonplace to take pictures of unmanned aerial
cameras in major gathering occasions and TV programs. In view of the ability of
unmanned aerial cameras [4][5]. Due to the limitation of terrain [6], many government units have used unmanned aerial cameras to cooperate with firefighting
units to carry out various rescue operations [7][8].
This paper combines unmanned aerial cameras and object detection to assist disaster relief through artificial intelligence object recognition technology.
Microsoft Azure platform is used as a development system platform. OpenCV
and YoLo are implemented to provide image processing and model recognition.
?
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The system will perform image recognition on the real-time transmitted images,
detection and classified objects.

2

Background Review and Related Work

In this section, we discuss the background review of this work, including RTMP,
HLS, OpenCV, Pytorch, YOLO, and other related works.
2.1

RTMP

RTMP (Real Time Messaging Protocol) originally developed by Macromedia to
transfer streaming audio, video and data between Flash players and a server via
the Internet. Macromedia was later acquired by Adobe Systems. This agreement
was established on the basis of the TCP protocol or Polling on top of the HTTP
protocol.
2.2

HLS Live Broadcast Agreement

HTTP Live Streaming (Abbreviated as HLS) is an HTTP-based streaming media
network transmission protocol proposed by Apple. It works by first cutting the
entire media stream into small HTTP files, and downloading only a small part
each time. When the media stream is playing, the client wants to download the
same resource from many different alternative sources, and download at different
rates, allowing the streaming media session to adapt to different data rates. HLS
only requests basic HTTP messages. Unlike RTMP, HLS can pass through any
firewall or proxy server that allows HTTP data to pass through. It is also very
easy to use the content distribution network to transmit media streams as shown
in Figure ??.
2.3

Related Work

Rivera et al. [9] proposed a modular system for human detection and geolocation. The study implemented a structure that can find possible human survivors
in areas affected by disasters, including two shots And a geolocation module
installed on the drone, according to the results mentioned in the article, the
thermal detection effect is the best when used in night operation. On the other
hand, the data implies that the optical detection can also operate effectively during the day, and with Nighttime deployment has higher accuracy than daytime
deployment.
Gaszczak at al. [10] discuss about the method for real-time detection of people and vehicles for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for aerial reconnaissance
and surveillance. This paper proposes a method to automatically detect vehicles
based on the use of multiple trained Haar classifiers and secondary confirmation
in thermal imaging. In addition, a related method is proposed for human detection in thermal images combined with additional multivariate Gaussian shape
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Fig. 1. Architecture diagram of UAV object identification system

matching. The results given indicate that vehicles and people are successfully
detected in chaotic rural and urban environments under different conditions.
Giitsidis et al. [11] proposed the use of unmanned aerial vehicles equipped
with optical and thermal sensors, as well as complex image processing and computer vision algorithms to detect suspicious activities or prevent the spread of
fire. This paper is mainly special, the reason is that the human detection process is suitable for high-altitude and vertical shooting images, in contrast to most
other similar works that consider lower altitudes and different shooting angles.
2.4

System Architecture

The architecture diagram of the UAV object identification system applied in the
disaster relief site is shown in Figure 2. In order to be able to watch the drone
image in real time, the environment part will build an RTMP streaming server,
and the identification part will diversify the analyzed items. Various dangerous
items are used as analysis items to facilitate future rescuers to use this system,
which can improve the safety of rescuers and facilitate the rapid planning and
discussion of rescue lines.
By setting Nginx as a web server, although Nginx is a lightweight server, the
RTMP module written by others can also host RTMP streams, and then configure RTMP and HTTP HLS live broadcast protocols under Nginx Configuration.
2.5

Development environment

The environment part uses the Ubuntu 18.04 operating system as the development environment, uses Python3.6, Tensorflow1.13.1 and Keras2.2.4.
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Fig. 2. Software Architecture

3

Experimental Results

In this section, we present HLS Stream, YOLO Model, and video test.
3.1

HLS Stream

After passing Nginx With RTMP Module, we can convert the RTSP signal output by Python into HLS and display it on the webpage. Because HLS can pass
through any firewall or proxy server that allows HTTP data to pass, we don’t
need to install a special plug-in and You can watch the live broadcast.
3.2

YOLO Model

YoLo is a real-time object detection which classify or localizers the images. High
scoring regions of the image are considered detections. YoLo model has several
advantages compared to other classifier model. The prediction system is based on
looking at the whole image to predict picture by global meaning. This also allows
predictions unlike systems like R-CNN that allow thousands for a single picture
for a single network evaluation. That makes it incredibly fast, more than 1000x
quicker than R-CNN and 100x quicker than Short R-CNN [12]. The dataset used
is from 2500 flame and smoke images, with 1250 flame and 1250 smoke images.
The batch size is set to 64. Figure 3 shows the classification loss of the training
model. Figure 4 describes the overall loss.
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Fig. 3. Classification loss

5

Fig. 4. Overall loss

Figure 5 shows the crowd density of heat map presentation. Figure 6 describes
the application testing on flame recognition.

Fig. 5. Crowd Density Heat Map Presentation

4

Fig. 6. Test1

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper designs a UAV object recognition system that is applied to disaster relief sites. It can watch drone images in real time, helping disaster relief
personnel to track the spread of fire and fire sources, and assisting in disaster
relief.
In the future, we will try to migrate the recognition module to the Nvidia
Jetson Xavier NX development board. Set up the development board on the
aerial camera to achieve the function of real-time recognition. The recognized
images will be returned to the server for future convenience. When the rescuers
use this system, they can improve the safety of the rescuers and facilitate the
rescuers to quickly plan and discuss the rescue line.
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Abstract. The spreading infectious diseases could be a serious problem for the
society, such as COVID-19 pandemic recently. The need to monitor the trend of
the disease is crucial to prevent the disease transmission. In this paper, we propose prediction models for influenza trends using ARIMA and LSTM based on
air quality dataset training operation. The study seeks to compare the prediction
between ARIMA and LSTM in three areas of central Taiwan, i.e. Changhua
County, Taichung City, and Nantou County between 2014 and 2018. The prediction of ARIMA relies only on five-year time series dataset of air pollutants and
meteorological conditions, meanwhile there are three types of LSTM models related to feature selection technique. One of the LSTM model does not apply feature selection, and the two other LSTM models using matrix correlation and extra
trees classifier to select the top five most important factors to conduct training
operation. As a result, the experiment demonstrated that the LSTM models outperforms ARIMA in term of model performance in all three areas. Among three
LSTM models, LSTM ETC achieved the lowest RMSE value indicating the highest accuracy. The RMSE value of influenza prediction in Taichung is substantially higher than that in Changhua and Nantou. However, LSTM ETC result obtained the highest accuracy improvement (73%) when comparing to ARIMA outcome. Therefore, implementing the LSTM models for prediction of influenza and
another disease could be adopted for early detection as well as reduction of disease transmission.
Keywords: Influenza disease, ARIMA, LSTM, air pollution datasets.
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1

Introduction

Ambient air pollution is the cause of about 4.2 million deaths annually, according to
World Health Organization (2016). Of which, it is estimated that around 26% of respiratory infection deaths. There is synergistically potential interaction of air pollutants
and influenza viruses on disease pathogenesis due to mutual effect on respiratory system (Wong et al., 2009). The distribution of air pollutants and influenza viruses is in
space and time. For instance, meteorological conditions affect dispersion of air pollutants meanwhile fine particular matters may facilitate long-range transmission of influenza viruses. The finding prediction model using ARIMA and LSTM could be used for
early detection of influenza as well as proposing emission reduction strategy of specific
air pollutants which highly correlated with the disease (Yazdi et al., 2019).
Therefore, in this study, we aim to compare the finding prediction model of ARIMA
and LSTM, which are models used widely for time-series data. Moreover, the variation
of influenza cases in spatial dimension will be also surveyed in Changhua County, Taichung City, and Nantou County located in central Taiwan. The specific objectives of
the study are presented as follows:
1. Designing the training model for ARIMA based on weekly data and for LSTM in
combination with feature selection.
2. Comparing the accuracy of all models through an evaluation metric.

2

Background Review

2.1

Definition of the disease

Influenza is a contagious, acute respiratory illness caused by influenza viruses. The
disease can cause mild to severe illness, particularly for those who are at higher risk for
serious complications of influenza such as pregnant women, older adults, children under 5 years of age, and people with certain chronic health conditions (World Health
Organization, 2015). In tropical and subtropical regions influenza circulation often during rainy season or year-round with some peaks during rainy season (Tamerius et al.,
2013; World Health Organization, 2015).
2.2

Concepts of models

ARIMA. ARIMA is an acronym of AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average which
is denoted as ARIMA (p,d,q): p (autoregression)- a regression model based on the relationship between a sample and lagged sample; q (integrated)- the number of times
that original observations of time series data are differenced to be stationary; q (moving
average)- the model uses the relationship between each sample and each residual error
from moving average model for lagged sample.
LSTM. LSTM is an acronym of Long-Short Term Memory network which is a special
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kind of Recurrent Neural Network. The advantage of LSTM deep learning model is
capability of keep information in persistent, thereby it might improve model performance in time-series prediction.
Evaluation metric. The study uses the square root of the mean squared error (RMSE)
to evaluate the accuracy of models with its equation as follows:
1

2

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √ ∑𝑁
̂)
𝑖
𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦
𝑁

(1)

where yi is the actual value of observations; 𝑦̂𝑖 is the predicted value of observations
from the models; N is the total number of observations. The higher accuracy of model
prediction, the closer value to 0.
2.3

Related Works

Both influenza viruses and ambient air quality have been documented well as one of
the causes of health issues (Chen et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2014; Thach et al., 2010;
Wong et al., 2009). For instance, Chen et al. (2017) claim that 10.7% of influenza cases
across 47 cities in China result from PM2.5 exposure in ambient atmosphere. Wong et
al. (2009) figure out significant effect modification of influenza for ozone effects. In
order to predict influenza cases, the traditional statistical approach is applied in a study
of Rao et al. (2020). Meanwhile, deep learning using LSTM model is also applied to
predict influenza-like illness (Yang et al., 2019) and respiratory cases (Nguyen et al.,
2020). There is, however, little study use feature selection technique in combination
with LSTM to improve the model performance. Thus, in the current study, we employ
some feature selection tools before training LSTM model, finally the results will be
compared with ARIMA outcome.

3

System Design and Methodology

3.1

System Design

To proceed data analysis, system architecture is in need for specific purpose, see Figure
1. The study used dataset of air pollutants and meteorological conditions collected from
Taiwan Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) (shown in Table 1) and influenza cases collected from Taiwan Centers for Disease Control (CDC) from 2014 to
2018 to train and predict using ARIMA and LSTM. Numpy and Pandas libraries were
used for data manipulation and preprocessing, while Matplotlib library was used to visualize actual and predicted observations. For LSTM model, air pollutants and meteorological conditions dataset was trained using TensorFlow and Keras libraries. Scikitlearn library was adopted for evaluating the models through RMSE metric as well as
measuring feature importance of parameter using extra trees classifier estimator.
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Fig. 1. System Architecture
Table 1. Air pollutants and meteorological dataset
No.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
3.2

Parameter
CO
NO
NO2
NOx
O3
PM2.5
PM10
SO2
AMB_TEMP
RAINFALL
RH
WIND_SPEED
WIND_DIREC

Unit
ppm
ppb
ppb
ppb
ppb
µg/m3
µg/m3
ppb
oC
mm
%
m/s
degree

Name
Carbon monoxide
Nitrogen monoxide
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen oxide
Ozone
Fine aerosol
Aerosol
Sulfur dioxide
Ambient temperature
Rainfall
Relative humidity
Wind speed
Wind direction

System Workflow

The system analysis flow is displayed in Fig. 2. After collecting the datasets, we executed data preprocessing which includes replacing special characters and missing data
by 0, removing outliers. Because the original EPA’s dataset in hourly form, the study
converted it to weekly form to unify with CDC’s dataset. After that, for ARIMA prediction model, the datasets were splitted into training and validation parts with the ratio
of 80:20, respectively. In the meanwhile, there are three types of LSTM prediction
model in combination with feature selection techniques. The first type-ALL- indicate
no feature selection step was applied, thus all 13 parameters of EPA’s dataset were
utilized to train for the next step. The other two types include MC and ETC indicating
operation of matrix correlation and extra trees classifier, respectively for feature selection before conducting training data. The ratio of evaluation partitions in LSTM model
is as same as ARIMA model (80:20). Finally, we compare the accuracy of prediction
models between ARIMA, and LSTM ALL, and LSTM MC, and LSTM ETC in three
areas.
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Fig. 2. System Analysis Flow

3.3

Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure involves major contents: data preprocessing, feature selection, ARIMA model, and LSTM model.
Data Preprocessing. The stage consists of: replacing special characters and missing
data by zero value; removing outliers; converting the air quality dataset from hourly to
weekly by making average; and extracting influenza cases in Changhua, Taichung, and
Nantou from the original CDC data.
Feature selection.
All parameters (ALL). There is no application of any feature selection for all 13 air
quality parameters. Thus, all parameters were adopted for training procedure.
Matrix Correlation (MC). The MC tool evaluates the correlation between the number
of influenza and 13 air quality data. As a result, top five parameters have highest relationship will be chosen, shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Top 5 parameters selected by matrix correlation technique
Ranking
1
2
3

4
5

Changhua
AMB_TEMP
NOx
NO2
CO
NO

Taichung
AMB_TEMP
NOx
NO
NO2
CO

Nantou
NO
WIND_DIREC
WIND_SPEED
NOx
SO2

Extra Trees Classifier (ETC). The ETC estimator evaluates feature importance of parameters of the dataset using randomized decision trees.
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(a) ETC for Changhua County’s dataset

(b) ETC for Taichung City’s dataset

(c) ETC for Nantou County’s dataset
Fig. 3. Feature importance of air quality parameters in central Taiwan

Training parameters.
ARIMA Training Model. Before conducting ARIMA model, we determine if the time
series data is stationary through ADF test. When the dataset is stationary, it will be
portioned into training and validation parts with the ratio of 80:20, respectively.
LSTM Training Models. The three LSTM models including LSTM ALL, LSTM MC,
and LSTM ETC were also splitted into training and validation portions with the same
ratio as ARIMA model for easier comparison.

4

Experimental Results and Discussion

The finding results of predicted values by ARIMA and different types of LSTM models
comparing with the actual values in Changhua, Taichung, and Nantou are presented in
Table 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
Table 3. Actual and predicted last 10 values using different models in Changhua County
YW
201842
201843
201844
201845
201846
201847
201848

Actual
1550.0
1603.0
1658.0
1531.0
1618.0
1674.0
1906.0

ARIMA
1836.7
1919.0
2090.5
2246.8
2029.3
2191.0
2246.5

Prediction
LSTM ALL
LSTM MC
1570.9
1620.7
1500.7
1557.1
1556.2
1583.7
1668.8
1677.6
1597.0
1643.4
1620.6
1657.7
1688.8
1729.9

LSTM ETC
1606.9
1550.7
1573.9
1672.4
1629.5
1654.6
1713.4
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YW
201849
201850
201851

Actual
2161.0
2188.0
2520.0

ARIMA
2324.8
2482.9
2480.2

Prediction
LSTM ALL
LSTM MC
1933.2
1943.8
2263.5
2294.4
2349.1
2384.3

LSTM ETC
1931.8
2259.7
2342.7

Table 4. Actual and predicted last 10 values using different models in Taichung City
YW

201842
201843
201844
201845
201846
201847
201848
201849
201850
201851

Actual

2967.0
3260.0
3537.0
3516.0
3504.0
3349.0
3532.0
4161.0
4326.0
5094.0

ARIMA

5353.0
5355.6
5694.0
5699.3
5618.6
5683.7
5992.1
6178.0
6342.4
6559.2

Prediction
LSTM ALL
LSTM MC

3169.7
2960.6
3149.0
3554.9
3825.3
3814.2
3583.0
3587.5
4150.5
4617.9

3014.2
2795.1
3044.9
3456.1
3695.3
3661.5
3433.7
3446.7
4052.2
4516.0

LSTM ETC

3119.5
2861.4
3138.1
3592.1
3866.2
3811.0
3566.0
3556.1
4186.6
4708.5

Table 5. Actual and predicted last 10 values using different models in Nantou County
YW

201842
201843
201844
201845
201846
201847
201848
201849
201850
201851

Actual

240.0
264.0
288.0
255.0
201.0
170.0
209.0
173.0
230.0
225.0

ARIMA

579.5
580.3
596.9
614.4
660.6
669.0
705.8
729.0
773.5
724.4

Prediction
LSTM ALL
LSTM MC

294.5
297.4
315.5
336.6
324.4
282.3
248.7
260.5
237.8
274.2

244.2
248.0
266.3
285.7
271.1
229.8
198.9
214.2
191.4
224.5

LSTM ETC

255.9
261.8
282.7
304.3
286.8
240.7
208.6
229.0
209.0
247.1

The result of RMSE in the four models is shown in Fig. 4. Because the original
influenza cases in Taichung is much larger than the other counties, the RMSE value of
influenza prediction model is substantially higher than that in Changhua and Nantou
Counties. Moreover, it can be seen that the three LSTM models have the lower RMSE
than that of ARIMA model. In other words, the prediction of influenza cases using
LSTM models are more accuracy than the outcome of ARIMA model. Among three
LSTM models, LSTM ETC achieved the lowest RMSE value indicating the highest
accuracy. With respect to the accuracy improvement in the prediction results of LSTM
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models when comparing to ARIMA outcome, LSTM ETC result obtained the highest
value which improved about 73% of the accuracy.

Fig. 4. RMSE comparison of influenza prediction model in central Taiwan

In Fig. 5, we present only the influenza time-series plot in Taichung in which has the
highest accuracy enhancement, and the largest difference is the result of ARIMA and
LSTM ETC models.

(a) ARIMA

(b) LSTM ETC

Fig. 5. Comparative prediction results using different models in Taichung City between 2014 and
2018 (a) ARIMA; (b) LSTM ETC

5

Conclusions and Further Works

In this study, influenza cases in Changhua, Taichung, and Nantou were predicted using
by ARIMA and LSTM models. While ARIMA is based on typical temporal structures
which change over time, LSTM relies on multivariate air pollutants and meteorological
conditions datasets from 2014 to 2018 combined with feature selection. Thereby, four
prediction models were executed including ARIMA, LSTM ALL, LSTM MC, LSTM
ETC. The experiment demonstrated that the LSTM models outperforms ARIMA in
term of model performance in all three areas. When comparing three LSTM models,
LSTM ETC achieved the lowest RMSE value indicating the highest accuracy. Although
the RMSE value of Taichung models is substantially larger than the other counties,
LSTM ETC result in Taichung obtained the highest accuracy improvement (about 73%)
compared to ARIMA results.
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Therefore, implementation of the LSTM models for prediction of influenza and another disease could be useful for real-time detection and disease transmission prevention.

6
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Abstract. With the development of machine vision theory and the advancement
of hardware technology, the application of 3D models and 3D reconstruction,
medical treatment, and life is becoming more and more widespread. Projection
mapping is one of the special applications in this field. Therefore, in this paper
we proposed a dynamic virtual costume system that use the Kinect V2 somatosensory device to acquire the human body grid structure based on the 3D depth
image, preprocesses the depth 3D image to obtain a simplified grid, and use Iterative Closest Point(ICP) algorithm to calculate the projecting virtual costume.
We align the position of the points between physical human body 3D mesh and
virtual costume 3D mesh. After aligning the virtual costume 3D mesh to physical
human body 3D mesh, the final virtual costume is suitable for physical human
body via rotation and translation. The projector would project the generated virtual costume onto human body. And the proposed system also showed the ICP
algorithm could be used with different object registration.
Keywords: Projection Mapping, Kinect, Iterative Closest Point

1

Introduction

With the advance of 3D technology and hardware, this led the popular development in
3D application area. Augment reality and mixed reality are such kind of applications.
The one of popular usage in augment reality is the projection mapping application. Projection mapping has been used in many entertainment and advertisement activity including projection on Cinderella Castle in Disney Park by Disney[7] and the Fête des
Lumières festival in Lyon by P. Warrener. The application of projection mapping would
have potential for future usage and demonstration in other fields. Projection mapping
is a technique which is mapping the video or image on the surface of selected object
which resulting in special effect for human eyes. Most projection mapping demonstration focus on mapping the multimedia resource onto static objects including building
etc.. So, we design and implement a system that project the costume onto the human
body in a performance in this paper. We use Kinect to capture and track human body,
calculate the projecting costume and project it onto. The rest of this paper is organized
as following, Section 2 describe the related literatures regarding the projection mapping
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research. Section 3 reveals the design of the dynamic costume projection system. Finally, the brief conclusion describes the contribution and future works.

2

Related Works

Projection Mapping had gained a lot of attention in recent year, it could project video,
image etc. onto the surface of the objects by aligning the points between objects which
could be used for advertisement or entertainment etc.. Rigid projection and non-rigid
projection are two basic approach in this field. In rigid projection, the projection object
is rigid, we could display rich texture onto the object surface by using projection mapping technology. Zhou et. al.[9] proposed a dynamic projection mapping system called
Pmomo which could track the real object in 6DoF degree and generate the image that
would project onto the tracking object. The proposed method comprised the usage of
low-density point cloud to register the projection point and could against the occlusion
issue. Siegl et. al.[3] proposed a novel method for projection mapping using multiple
projectors. One projector could cover the unclear part of another projector and produce
the high-quality projection image. The multiple projector could project onto objects by
different luminance to generate interesting projection result. Non-rigid projection mapping focus on the objects which would have stretching or shrinking behavior. Because
of the deformation of the surface of the object, the registration point or position would
be more difficult to discovered. Bermano et. al.[17] proposed a method for projecting
facial image onto real-time human faces. The real-time capturing the configuration if
human faces is difficult. The majority of the proposed paper is to reduce the computation cost for projecting image onto human faces. The paper projected the captured human faces expression into low dimensional feature space to have non-rigid deformation
and use adaptive Kalman filtering to have better result. Holman et. al.[10] proposed the
projection mapping onto papers, the system could have more interesting interaction for
users. The system captures the status of the paper changing and project material onto
the surface changed papers. Lee et. al.[11] extend the idea to another foldable object
including umbrella, reel, newspaper etc.. They add some markers to the foldable object
and project images onto the surface to have more visual effect. Harrison et. al.[12] proposed a OmniTocuh system that track the surface of objects to project interactive 3D
virtual user interface onto the object and track user’s fingers to know the action pointing
onto the virtual user interface. Besides the projecting mapping technology described
above, with the popular usage in electronic commerce the virtual fitting room system
is another application related with projection mapping. Traumann et. al.[13] proposed
a virtual fitting room system for users to fitting the clothes in the virtual room. The
system captures the human body and generate the virtual clothes image with texture
and draw onto the captured human body image. The proposed system is based on the
image processing technology and use Kinect to capture the physical human body.
Therefore, in this paper we proposed a ICP-based dynamic virtual costume system
which generate the virtual costume and project onto human body.
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3

Dynamic Costume Projection Mapping System

In this section, we would describe the design of the proposed dynamic costume projection system showed in Fig. 1. The system comprises the Kinect RGB-D camera to capture the physical object and a projector which would project virtual costume onto human body. The virtual costume is estimated by the backend Dynamic Costume Projecting System and project it onto by the projector. In order to make projector to have
correct projection position, we would estimate the offset of the object of the projecting
image. Because of Kinect and projector are two hardware and placed in different position. First, we place Kinect and projector in the same line of horizontal axis. The distance 𝐷" and 𝐷# are the distance from Kinect and project to the horizontal plane of the
position physical human body. The angle between Kinect, projector and physical human body is 𝜃. The distance between Kinect and projector is 𝐾. Therefore, we could
calculate the offset 𝐹 or image that would be showed by projector with 𝜀 which is an
offset with respect to the Kinect and physical human body in Equation(1).
5

𝐹 = 𝐷" × tan 𝜃 + 𝜖, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 tan 𝜃 = 6

2

7

(1)

Projector
Dynamic
Costume
Projecting
System

1
Kinect V2

Fig. 1. Dynamic Costume Projecting System Architecture

In order to tracking and capturing the human body, we use Kinect to capture the moving
human body to acquire 3D mesh information by using the Kinect SDK. On the other
hand, the system had prepared the virtual costume which will be deformed as same as
possible as the captured human body. In order to deform the virtual costume as same
as the human body, we use Iterative Closest Point(ICP) algorithm to calculate the necessary rotation and translation to get approximative 3D mesh of virtual costume to
physical human body. ICP is an algorithm proposed by P.J.Besl et. al.[15] to match
points between different view of object. By finding the matching points, the overall 3D
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model could be reconstructed from these different views of object. However, ICP focus
on same object for the original usage. In this paper, we extend ICP for matching points
between different objects, that is to project one object onto another object.
At first, we have human body 3D mesh 𝐻 and virtual costume 3D mesh 𝐶. In order to
reduce the calculation cost, we reduce the 𝐻 and 𝐶 by eliminate the redundant point,
reduce the 3D triangle faces and have same number of points in reduced 3D mesh called
𝐻 : and 𝐶 :. Each iteration of ICP, we would have new 𝐶 : called 𝐶;: that is closed to 𝐻 : .
The process would be repeated until the distance between 𝐻 : and 𝐶;: of each iteration is
lower a threshold that means we have rotation 𝑅 and translation 𝑡 which make the 𝐻 :
and 𝐶;: closest. After getting 𝐶;:, we re-scale 𝐶;: to have same volume between 𝐻 : and
𝐶;:. The overall flow is showed in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows our result that project clothes
onto human body. The result also shows the clothes is close to the human body visually.
Projection 3D
Mesh Object

Costume 3D Mesh

Preprocessing for mesh reduction and same
number of mesh point

Getting Rotation and Translation by ICP

Costume 3D Mesh Scale Calculation

Fig. 2. Virtual Costume Calculation

Fig. 3. Result of Our Design System
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4

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed dynamic virtual costume system to project virtual costume
onto human body which is an actor in a performance. The system makes the performance more flexible and exciting. The proposed mechanism is based on ICP algorithm.
Traditionally, ICP algorithm is used for reconstructing 3D model which based on different view of the object. However, in this paper we extend the ICP to align one object
with respect to another object and prove the possibility of the ICP algorithm in the
projection mapping. But there still exists some issue that we could enhance in the future.
The computation cost is still high and this make real-time processing not smooth. We
would assist with GPU for enhancing the computation speed in the future.
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Abstract. Since the implementation of the EU General Data Protection
Regulation ("GDPR") and similar legislation on personal data protection in
Taiwan, enterprises must now provide adequate protection for their customers'
personal data. Many enterprises use automated personally identifiable
information ("PII") scanning systems to process PII to ensure full compliance
with the law. However, personal data saved in non-electronic form cannot be
detected by these automated scanning systems, resulting in PII not being able to
be accurately identified. We propose a k-nearest neighbors ("k-NN") approach
to detect unidentified PII to close the loopholes. Relevant peripheral information
attributes of PII were identified and used in our study for machine learning and
modeling to establish a model for detecting PII that otherwise could not be
detected by automated scanners. Our study showed the F1-Measure of our
proposed model achieved at least 80%, higher accuracy rate than that of
automated scanners in detecting PII in an enterprise's inventory of information
assets.
Keywords: Personally Identifiable Information, k-NN, Privacy

1

Introduction

In order for an enterprise to meet its customer expectations of service, its customers
are often required to provide certain information for or feedback on the services
provided. The information provided by the customers may include their personal and
confidential information. In light of the EU GDPR and the legislation on personal data
protection in Taiwan, enterprises will be at risk of law violation if they do not have
adequate information management infrastructure in place.
For the purposes of information management, an inventory of information assets,
including PII, must first be conducted. Information security and risk assessments are
then carried out to detect anomaly against items in an inventory. Due to the sheer
volume of information assets in an inventory, risk assessments carried out manually
often incur huge amounts of professional fees, and human errors, such as omissions and
mistakes in manual detection of PII, are ultimately inevitable.
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A k-NN approach of PII detection is discussed in this paper to examine information
assets (including PII) contained in an information asset inventory. In our study, we
focused on the detection of non-electronic personal data that automated personal asset
scanning systems cannot detect or accurately identify. We sought to set up an effective
detection mechanism with machine learning to improve the accuracy in detecting
unidentified PII, so that the cost of consultants and auditors could be reduced, and the
quality of risk assessment data improved. Attributes of information assets that were
related to certain business processes of an enterprise or contained key peripheral
information were identified and analysed for our k-NN approach.
The following sections of this paper are arranged as follows: Section 2 describes
relevant researches on risk assessments and machine learning. Section 3 presents our
research method. Section 4 describes the results of this study. Conclusions and
recommendations are given in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Very few academic works have been carried out on this topic. Some studies on risk
assessments, risk predictions and anomaly detection by machine learning are mentioned
here for informational purposes. Eminagaoglu et al. [1] studied the information
security risk of a human resources department of a logistics company. 11 machine
learning classifiers were used, and 342 samples of HR data were collected for their
study. However, the number of samples used in their study was too low to be sufficient
for effective training and testing for machine learning. Zhao et al. [2] used wavelet
neural networks ("WNNs") for information risk assessments. Wavelet proposed the
WNNs to avoid shortcomings of BPNN. The WNNs were known for their strong
learning ability and high accuracy. The WNNs' network architecture was also relatively
simple, and they can achieve convergence of speed more quickly. The WNN models
are more suitable for quantitative than qualitative analyses.
Paltrinieri et al. [3] used deep neural networks (DNNs) to predict risk associated with
oil wells. Kaplan et al[4] defined risk (R) as a combination of answers to these three
questions: (1) what could go wrong (scenario s), (2) the likelihood of that happening
(probability p) , and (3) the severity of the consequences (consequence c).
R = f (s, p, c)

(1)

In Paltrinieri's study, they examined each layer of the risk factors, e.g. how
equipment at the oil wells was operated, what accidents had occurred and how experts
could have prevented the accidents. These factors were then used as indicators for their
risk assessment models. The output of their models represented the probability of
accidents occurring.
Many unsupervised machine learning algorithms for detecting outliers, e.g. the kNN, LOF, and the anti-k-NN algorithms, etc., had been developed based on the
distance-based outlier detection technique developed by Knorr et al.[5]. Knorr defined
outliers as objects that deviated substantially from a fixed distance threshold. The
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distance threshold was further extended to k-NN distance, i.e. the distance of a point to
its kth nearest neighbors. Later studies proposed dealing with outliers in a different
way by assigning each object an anomaly score representing its outlierness, instead of
basing on its k-NN distance. [6].
Malini et al. [7] analyzed credit card fraud identification techniques using the k-NN
outlier detection. Machine learning, genetic programming, fuzzy logic, sequence
alignment, etc. were used to detect credit card fraudulent transactions. Their results
proved that the k-NN method was accurate and efficient.
Local anomaly detection algorithms, such as the LOF, were developed by measuring
the local deviation of a given point to its k-NN. The local method was more flexible
than the global method and better reflected the outlierness of each group of data. LOF
compared the local reachability density (lrd) of an object to the local densities of its
neighbors. Points that had a substantially lower density than their neighbors (with
higher LOF scores) were considered to be outliers [6].

3

Methodology

This section analyzes anomaly processing and screening with automated systems for
risk assessments and the setup of k-NN models for this study. In our study, Chinese
text was first pre-processed, segmented into words or phrases and converted into
vectors in a vector space model ("VSM"). The segmentation process involved Chinese
text processing, the selection of features, the calculation of weighted features and the
selection of classification algorithms. The output of the VSM model represented the
category a segmented Chinese character or phrase belongs to.
The k-NN algorithm is one of the most popular unsupervised machine learning
algorithms for text classification [8]. It is also known as a lazy algorithm. It is a local
algorithm. It calculates the distance of an object to its neighboring points though
Euclidean distance and sets parameter k to decide the number of nearest neighbors to
be in the voting process of the algorithms. The classification of a target object is
decided by the majority of votes from the voting neighbors. If k=1, the object is
assigned to its nearest neighboring object to determine its classification.
In this study, a grid search method was used to find the optimal K value for the kNN. We used F1-Measure as a metric for measuring the performance of our k-NN
model. Generally, the larger the value of k is, the less sensitive to noise variations a kNN model will be. However, a large k value is not necessarily suitable for specific
tasks that a k-NN model is designated to tackle.[9] A combined method of the gird
search and cross validation was therefore adopted in this study to find the optimal value
of K for our model.
In our study, independent data was also used to verify and determine k value in crossvalidation. The data was divided into a N number of subsets, one set of which was
treated as the testing data and the remaining (N-1) sets of which training data. This
process were repeated N times, and each subset was verified once.
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3.1

Word segmentation

Jieba is a widely used PHP Chinese word segmentation module[10], as it allows
users to add new words and build their own customized dictionaries. This function
gives Jieba better accuracy in word segmentation than other traditional word
segmentation modules. However, there are other word segmentation tools available
these days that offer even better accuracy. The Academia Sinica in Taiwan has
released an open source library, CkipTagger, which implements NLP tools, such as
word segmentation (WS), part-of-speech tagging (POS), and named entity recognition
(NER). It also offers features, such as (1) performance improvements, (2) no word
limits on sentences, and (3) supporting user-defined recommended and must-have
word lists. CkipTagger was tested with the ASBC 4.0 Test Split (50,000 sentences).
The results for accuracy, recall and F1-score of CkipTagger were all about 97%,
higher than those of Jieba. Therefore, CkipTagger was chosen as a tool for word
segmentation in this study[11].
Table 1. An extract of CkipTagger, CKIPWS (classic), Jieba-zh_TW comparison [11]

Tool
CkipTagger
Jieba-zh_TW
3.2

(WS) prec
97.49%
90.51%

(WS) rec
97.17%
89.10%

(WS) f1
97.33%
89.80%

(POS) acc
94.59%
--

A comparison of word frequency and word similarity methods

The TF-IDF evolved from the IDF proposed by Sparck Jones (1972, 2004) [12]. The
TF-IDF uses statistical methods to evaluate the importance of a word in a document in
a file or a corpus based on the frequency of it appearing in the document. The more
important the word is, the higher its TF-IDF score is. The TF is used to calculate the
frequency of a word in a document, whereas the IDF the frequency of a word in a
corpus. The TF-IDF is obtained by multiplying the two results.
The latent semantic analysis (LSA) is used to minimize global reconstruction errors
by finding the best subspace approximation to the original document space. It is based
on the singular value decomposition (SVD) and projects the document vectors into an
approximated subspace to calculate the cosine value to represent similarity[13].
Multi-words are mainly segmented by two methods: (1) statistical methods, and (2)
linguistic methods through grammar and sentence rules.
Zhang, Yoshida, and Tang[14] used statistical methods in their study to compare the
performance of the TF-IDF, the LSA and Multi-words in text classification. They
analyzed their semantic quality and statistical quality and discussed their application to
the Chinese and English text retrieval and classification. Their results showed that the
LSI and the multi-words method produced better semantic quality than the TF-IDF, and
the TF-IDF produced better statistical quality than the other two methods[15]. A
comparison table of the three methods is shown in Table 2. The smaller the value of a
method in the table was, the better the method was. As scores would be assigned to
words or phrases in accordance with their number of occurrences (i.e. the frequency)
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in a document or a corpus in this study, the TF-IDF, which offered better statistical
quality, was chosen to calculate word frequency for our study.
Table 2. TF-IDF, LSI, Multi-word comparison [15]

Task

TF-IDF

LSI

Multiwords

Chinese information retrieval
Chinese text classification

1
2

2
1

3
2

4

Evaluation

4.1

Dataset

Our study data was collected from a listed company in Taiwan. The dataset
contained 4096 information assets each of which has three variables, including asset
names, asset attributes, and PII. The asset names and assets attributes converted into
vectors for the VSM. The CkipTagger was used in our study for word segmentation,
the TF-IDF and one-hot encoding for the text vectorization , and the k-NN for word
classification.
4.2

Implementation process

There were 4096 raw information assets in total, all of which were pre-processed.
Asset names of the raw information assets were segmented into words or phrases. As
our main task was to identify PII of the company's customers, uncertain data or data
with missing values were removed from our study data. Data relating to employees of
company or internal correspondence was also removed, as it had negative impact on
our machining training and was not considered PII for the purposes of this study.
Duplicate words, punctuation marks, stopped words, building floor numbers, numbers,
and words with only one Chinese character were also removed. There were 1104 words
or phrases segmented from the asset names remaining, each of which was then treated
as a feature of a column in the inventory, totaling 1104 features/columns. There were
47 categories of asset attributes in the raw information data. All of the 47 categories of
the asset attributes were treated as 1 (one) feature. Each category was given a
categorical number, representing the numerical value of the entry in the dataset.
After the word segmentation and classification of the asset names and the asset
attributes of the raw information data, there were a total of 1105 features for our model,
containing both PII and non-PII information assets. Our model was then used to
process the features for PII detection (see Fig. 1.).
After the data was pre-processed, it was then arranged into 1225 rows of information
assets in our inventory. One-hot encoding and the TF-IDF were carried out to train our
model for feature extraction. One-hot encoding was carried out on the features of
si1,…,si1104 which are the result in the word segmentation of asset names. The category
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of asset attributes is si1105. After one-hot encoding, "1" was entered in the inventory
indicating a feature existent in an asset name, whereas "0" non-existent. After the TFIDF, if the feature existed in an asset name, it was given a TF-IDF score, and if not,
"0".
When validating our model, we used the train_test_split in scikit-learn to split the
testing and training data. There were 980 rows of information assets in the inventory as
training data and 245 as testing data for validation. KNeighbors Classifier was used to
classify all training data. Cross-validation was used to find the best k value. We used
GridSearchCV to perform cross-validation. The F1-Measure, the average and standard
deviation were obtained through 15-fold cross-validation, the results of which were
compared to find the best k.(see Table 3.)

Fig. 1. The process of unidentified PII detection
Table 3. 15-fold cross-validation
k

CV1

CV2

CV3

CV4

CV5

CV6

CV7

CV8

CV9

CV10

Mean

StdDev

1

0.845

0.843

0.857

0.701

0.792

0.776

0.763

0.811

0.731

0.791

0.791

0.048

2

0.759

0.769

0.804

0.651

0.651

0.725

0.727

0.750

0.699

0.716

0.725

0.047

3

0.792

0.812

0.808

0.704

0.747

0.828

0.824

0.781

0.776

0.813

0.788

0.037

4

0.742

0.809

0.792

0.667

0.737

0.787

0.733

0.750

0.756

0.795

0.757

0.040

5

0.824

0.784

0.857

0.673

0.752

0.796

0.788

0.771

0.768

0.809

0.782

0.046

6

0.771

0.755

0.787

0.707

0.708

0.825

0.763

0.747

0.750

0.813

0.763

0.037
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7

0.774

0.752

0.765

0.654

0.769

0.784

0.780

0.774

0.772

0.821

0.764

0.041

8

0.755

0.742

0.796

0.634

0.740

0.816

0.768

0.780

0.703

0.839

0.757

0.056

9

0.757

0.714

0.769

0.685

0.796

0.800

0.772

0.766

0.702

0.816

0.758

0.042

10

0.725

0.716

0.780

0.673

0.781

0.796

0.768

0.738

0.681

0.830

0.749

0.048

11

0.755

0.762

0.757

0.686

0.807

0.800

0.772

0.752

0.708

0.813

0.761

0.039

12

0.757

0.752

0.755

0.699

0.765

0.816

0.763

0.743

0.717

0.796

0.756

0.032

13

0.759

0.731

0.738

0.718

0.815

0.777

0.725

0.766

0.688

0.760

0.748

0.034

14

0.750

0.755

0.707

0.700

0.769

0.784

0.737

0.772

0.667

0.784

0.742

0.037

15

0.725

0.757

0.733

0.704

0.804

0.784

0.720

0.722

0.695

0.796

0.744

0.037

245 rows of data in the inventory were tested with TF-IDF and one-hot encoding in
our model. The F1-Measure of test data was 82.93% and 83.42% with one-hot encoding
and TF-IDF respectively.22 rows of data in the inventory were tested with TF-IDF and
one-hot encoding in our model. The F1-Measure of evaluation was 81.82% and 63.33%
with one-hot encoding and TF-IDF respectively. TF-IDF scored higher than one-hot
encoding in test data, but there was not much difference between TF-IDF and one-hot
encoding. However, in terms of the overall result of the model, one-hot encoding scored
higher than TF-IDF. One-hot encoding was therefore chosen for our study due to its
stability. The result of two methods are shown in Table 4. We also did an experiment
for hierarchical k-NN model compared with one-hot encoding k-NN of which result is
shown in next section.
Table 4. The result of F1-Measure in TF-IDF and one-hot encoding

F1-Measure
Test data
(245 rows data)
Evaluation
(22 rows data)
4.3

TF-IDF

One-hot encoding

83.42%

82.93%

63.33%

81.82%

The hierarchical k-NN model

A hierarchical k-NN model, like a single k-NN model, processes data though word
segmentation and assigning categorical values to asset attributes. However, a
hierarchical k-NN model consists of 3 k-NN models, namely (1) an asset name single
k-NN model, (2) an asset attribute single k-NN model, and (3) a combined k-NN model
of the two single k-NN models.
In our study, asset names were segmented into 1104 features after the word
segmentation for the asset name single k-NN model. The target variables of asset name
single k-NN model were same as the one-hot encoding k-NN model. Categories of the
asset attributes were treated as features in the asset attribute single k-NN model. The
target variables of asset attribute single k-NN model were same as the one-hot encoding
k-NN model. Features of the combined k-NN model were features of the other two
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models combined. The target variables of combined k-NN model were also the same
as the one-hot encoding k-NN model .
Our results showed that the one-hot encoding k-NN model was better than the
hierarchical k-NN model, as the F1-Measures of the single k-NN for both the crossvalidation and evaluation were higher (see Table 5). Consequently, the single k-NN
model was used in this study.
Table 5. F1-Measure of Hierarchical k-NN model

5

F1-Measure

Asset name

Asset attribute

Combined

Test data
(245 rows data)

98.58%

78.53%

82.18%

Evaluation
(22 rows data)

77.25%

73.21%

77.25%

Conclusion

In our study, we used k-NN models to detect unidentified PII. Three models, namely
the TF-IDF with single k-NN, one-hot encoding with single k-NN and the hierarchical
k-NN models, were tested in our study. Our test results showed that the F1-Measure of
the TF-IDF single k-NN model was lower than the one-hot encoding single k-NN
model, possibly due to the fact that the data used for our study was not populations, that
the frequency of a word appearing in different samples was different and that it had no
positive impact on the target variables.
The reason why the F1-Measure of the hierarchical k-NN model was lower than the
one-hot encoding k-NN model was that the number of asset attribute features used for
training were insufficient and that assets that shared the same asset attributes might
include both PII and non-PII assets. The use of asset names for training, however,
resulted in better detection of PII. As both asset names and asset attributes were used
in the combined k-NN model of the hierarchical k-NN model for training, the F1Measure of hierarchical k-NN model was lower than the one-hot encoding single k-NN
model.
The F1-Measure of our single one-hot encoding k-NN model achieved more than
80% after it was tested by cross-validation and additional data. Traditionally, auditors
would manually review each asset name and asset attribute in the inventory. The k-NN
model proposed in our study utilized simple machine learning to expeditiously
determine whether any row of data might contain PII, and it could therefore help reduce
the time required for audits and professional cost.
Our k-NN model will be offered to auditors to be used in their auditing for feedback
on the predictions given by our model. The model will be used to obtain more training
data. Once we have more understanding of the relationship between the use of an asset
name in the business process of an enterprise, our model can also be improved by
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adding columns for business processes for training for more effective detection of PII
in an information asset inventory.
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Abstract:
Many people suffer from Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD). Nowadays, CKD is one of the top ten
causes of death. CKD should via invasive examination to understand participants health status. If a noninvasive identification model can be established, it can provide users with self-assessment which let users
quickly understand their physical condition. This study used machine learning method to establish an
identification model of Chronic Kidney Disease.
This study found the associated factors with kidney failure from the literature. Selected MJ
database as information resources. Used two different factor selection methods to training model.
Compared the performance with K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression,
Artificial Neural Network, Decision Tree, Random Forest, eXtreme Gradient Boosting and Vote
Algorithms, used the better one to establish the model.
In this study, the best model used Vote algorithm to establish the model, and can only use 13 noninvasive factors. The accuracy is 88%, the precision is 73%, the sensitivity is 69%, the specificity is 93%,
and the AUC is 0.92. The contribution of this study is to use non-invasive factors to identify Chronic
Kidney Disease, but it is a preliminary evaluation and ultimately requires doctors to diagnose.

Keywords: Chronic Kidney Disease, Machine Learning, MJ Database
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1.

Introduction

Many people suffer from Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD). According to Central
Health Insurance Agency Ministry of Health and Welfare’s reported, the top ten
diseases for universal health insurance and outpatient medical expenses are acute renal
failure and chronic kidney disease in 2018[1]. United States Renal Data System show
that the prevalence of dialysis is the highest in the world[2]. According to the statistics
on the causes of death in 2018 Taiwan people released by the Statistics Department of
the Ministry of Health and Welfare, kidney disease is the ninth of the top ten causes of
death. In summary, kidney disease not only requires huge medical expenses, but it is
also one of the main causes of death for Taiwanese.
Machine learning can analyze the hidden parameters between the associations that
humans cannot find, and assist humans in the development of various fields, such as
assisting doctors in the medical field to make diagnosis, or predicting the probability of
disease and finding out the relationship between disease and disease. In the past, many
studies have used machine learning techniques to predict the occurrence or probability
of kidney disease [3-5], stage prediction of chronic kidney disease [6], and find out
biochemical values related to renal function or lifestyle habits or diseases [7, 8]. Current
prediction models and analyses related to kidney disease mostly use data from patients
and visits in different countries and hospitals [3, 4], or use publicly available data sets
[5-8]. At present, the examination of kidney disease requires invasive examination to
obtain biochemical values, and the biochemical values are used to assess the condition
of the kidney. If a non-invasive self-screening is established and provided to users, it
can avoid the discomfort of invasive examinations. Self-screening methods Fast and
free.
Therefore, this study used different machine learning method to established an
identification model of Chronic Kidney Disease, and model can help participants and
doctor to understand the participant's kidney status and reduce end-stage renal disease
the risks that occur.
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2.

Method

2.1 Tool
We applied the SPSS26, SQL Server2014 Management and Python3.6.5. SPSS
was used to process data, count the population and analyze the related factors. SQL
Server was used for data access, and Python was used for training, establishing and
evaluation models.
2.2 Data resource
We utilized the MJ health database from 2001-2015. In this study, we have
190,200 participants and 377,124 records. The data included examination data and
questionnaire data. The questionnaire data included diseases and living habits that the
participants have suffered.
2.3 Research Process
In this study, collected non-invasive factors related to chronic kidney disease from
literature, such as examination data and questionnaire data, as shown in Table 1. The
standard for the identification of CKD is to refer to the estimation of the glomerular
filtration rate(eGFR) proposed by the American National Kidney Foundation.
According to the standard, if eGRF < 60 ml/min/1.73 m2 and more than three months[9],
which means that the participant may already have CKD. In MJ database we only have
one record one year, so we need to make sure participant situation, the diagnostic
criteria for CKD were as follows:
1. If eGFR < 60 ml/min/1.73 m2 for two consecutive years, the participant is judged to
be chronic kidney disease.
2. If eGFR >=60 ml/min/1.73 m2 for two consecutive years, the participant is judged to
be without chronic kidney disease.
This study was divided into experimental group and control group. People who
did not meet the conditions were deleted, such as 114,279 participants who had less
than two health check-ups, and 52,995 participants who did not have health check-ups
for two consecutive years. A total of 22,926 participants were included in the study.
After data processing, there were 573 participants with chronic kidney disease and
22,353 participants without chronic kidney disease. Because the number of people in
the two groups was very different, we used random sampling method to match
participants who without chronic kidney disease. The matched ratio of the design of
this study was 3:1 between no chronic kidney disease and chronic kidney disease, and
the data is divided into training and testing sets 8:2, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Research architecture
2.4 Factors Selection
We had method1 and method2, method1 was used all factors, method2 was used
significant factors. We divided into categories and numerical factors according to the
MJ Health database. The factors belong to the category types use the Chi-square test to
investigate whether they are related to chronic kidney disease, and the numerical factors
use the t test to investigate whether the average value between the two samples is
different. In this study, the P value set in < 0.01.
2.5 Model Training
We used eight different machine learning methods and compared accuracy,
including K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic
Regression (LR), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Decision Tree (DT), Random
Forest (RF), extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) and voting algorithm (Vote).
1.

KNN: The basic idea of the KNN algorithm is to calculate the distance between
the data to be classified and all the training samples, and compare the distance
similarity of the training samples, and classify the data to be classified into the
samples with the closest distance.

2.

SVM: The concept of support vector machine is to find a hyperplane and
effectively distinguish data. Hyperplane means a multi-dimensional plane. In
terms of two dimensions, the support vector will find a line to distinguish the two
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types of data. It is expected that the distance between the two types of lines
(Margin) is as large as possible, which can effectively distinguish the data.
3.

LR: LR is mostly used in binary classification, related directions, or explaining the
relationship between variables and variables. The goal is to find a function that
best represents all observations and distinguish the two types of data.

4.

ANN: It can perform a large number of calculations, storage, and processing tasks,
and through automatic learning, find out the correlation between samples, assist
human analysis and effectively solve problems. Its advantage is that it can tolerate
larger data errors and larger data adaptability.

5.

DT: A decision tree classifies problems in a tree structure, and can also solve
regression problems. A decision tree mainly contains root nodes, internal nodes,
and leaf nodes. The root node is the data sample and is the starting point of the
decision tree. Internal nodes will be trained to generate classification rules. The
leaf node is the result of the final data sample that can be classified. Each piece of
data will start from the root node, determine the direction of the sample through
the rules of the internal nodes, and finally know which category it belongs to the
leaf node.

6.

RF: Random forest is derived from the concept of decision tree. It is first predicted
by multiple individual decision trees, and the results are jointly determined by the
predicted results.

7.

XGBoost: The concept of XGBoost is to continuously increase the tree and split
continuously. The reason is to achieve the effect of improving the model. When
the growth of the tree is completed, the predicted result is the score corresponding
to the same feature of each tree, and the total is the predicted value.

8.

Vote: Use the above seven classifiers as voting methods, including KNN, SVM,
LR, ANN, DT, RF, XGBoost, and use different weighted values to vote.

2.6 Model Evaluation
In this study, we used confusion matrix and receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC curve). Confusion matrix used accuracy, sensitivity and specificity to evaluate
the model.
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3.

Results

3.1 Demography
The random matching sample is based on the participants with the disease to match
the participants without the disease. disease: without disease = 1:3, if there are 573
participants, and the matched participants are 1,719 without the disease. In this sample,
the male participants with the disease were 30-69 years old, and the male participants
without the disease were 30-49 years old. The female participants who were sick were
50-79 years old, and the female participants who were not sick were 30-59 years old,
as shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1 Demographic of categories factors and p-value
Factors

Experimental Group

Control Group

(CKD)

(Non-CKD)

573

1,719

male

38

430

female

535

1,289

<30

4

240

30-39

21

618

40-49

67

487

50-59

101

243

60-69

227

99

70-79

126

30

>80

27

2

no

551

1,710

yes

22

9

no

365

1,644

yes

208

75

no

491

1,688

yes

82

31

Cardiovascular

no

474

1,682

Diseases

yes

99

37

anemia

no

478

1,456

yes

95

263

no

20

112

second-hand smoking

515

1,362

smoking cessation

10

51

1-3(times/week)

10

55

Description

SUM
Gender

Age

Pedal Edema

Hypertension

Diabetic

smoke

p-value

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.465

.000
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Factors

Experimental Group

Control Group

(CKD)

(Non-CKD)

573

1,719

4-5(times/week)

1

33

everyday

17

106

no

541

1,562

abstinence

8

13

1-2(times/week)

15

100

3-4(times/week)

5

34

everyday

4

10

low-intensity exercise

288

828

moderate-intensity exercise

30

699

high-intensity exercise

2

149

strenuous exercise

0

29

no exercise

253

5

<4(hours/day)

21

12

4-6(hours/day)

177

360

6-7(hours/day)

280

1,053

7-8(hours/day)

81

255

8-9(hours/day)

10

35

>9(hours/day)

4

4

Description

SUM

Drink

Exercise

Sleep Time

p-value

.006

.000

.000

Table 2 Numerical factors and p-value
Factors

Experimental Group

Control Group

(CKD)

(Non-CKD)

p-value

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

BMI

23.9

3.5

28.3

3.6

.000

Body Fat Percentage

30.8

6.8

27.4

6.9

.484

Waistline

77.3

9.0

73.5

9.2

.843

Systolic Blood Pressure

129

21.5

112

15.9

.000

Diastolic Blood Pressure

73

11.3

68

10.1

.001

3.2 Factors selection
We had two different method in factors selection, respectively are Method1 and
Methld2.
1.

Method1: a total of 16 factors, namely gender, age, hypertension, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, anemia, smoking, drinking, chewing betel nut, sleep time,
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exercise, waist circumference, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure,
Lower limb edema and body mass index.
2.

Method2：Used significant factors(P value < 0.01). A total of 13 factors, namely
gender, age, hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, smoking, drinking,
sleep time, exercise, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, Lower limb
edema and body mass index.

3.3 Model Evaluation
In Method1 the best classifier was used Vote algorithm and need to 16 factors. the
accuracy is 88%, the precision is 71%, the sensitivity is 71%, the specificity is 92%,
and the AUC is 0.92. However, In Method2 the best classifier was used Vote algorithm
and only need to 13 factors. the accuracy is 88%, the precision is 73%, the sensitivity
is 69%, the specificity is 93%, and the AUC is 0.92, as shown in Table 3 .Confusion
matrix as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
Table 3 Method1 and Method2’s result.
Method1

Method2

Accuracy

Precision

Sensitivity

Specificity

AUC

Accuracy

Precision

Sensitivity

Specificity

AUC

KNN

0.84

0.64

0.53

0.92

0.79

0.85

0.64

0.61

0.91

0.83

SVM

0.8

0.5

0.91

0.77

0.92

0.81

0.51

0.91

0.78

0.92

LR

0.79

0.49

0.91

0.75

0.92

0.78

0.48

0.93

0.74

0.91

ANN

0.81

0.77

0.11

0.99

0.81

0.52

0.29

0.93

0.42

0.85

DT

0.81

0.52

0.61

0.86

0.73

0.76

0.44

0.55

0.82

0.69

RF

0.86

0.7

0.57

0.94

0.9

0.86

0.7

0.61

0.93

0.9

XGBOOST

0.88

0.71

0.69

0.93

0.91

0.88

0.72

0.68

0.93

0.91

VOTE

0.88

0.71

0.71

0.92

0.92

0.88

0.73

0.69

0.93

0.92

Figure 2 Method1’s confusion matrix.

Figure 3 Method2’s confusion matrix.
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4.

Discussion

The results show that Vote is the best method for this research. The Vote method
has the best results for multiple different selection factors. It can be verified by this
research that combining multiple weak classifiers into a powerful classifier is better
than a single classifier. The result of the evaluation is good.
In the past, it is found that most of the current kidney disease models use blood,
urine, physical examination and disease history to evaluate together. For example, some
scholars use patients’ blood, urine, and disease history data to establish chronic kidney
disease[3, 5, 6]. In this study, the model established is the use of significant factors
collected in the literature. Non-invasive factors can be used as a way to evaluate the
disease. The factors are gender, age, hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
smoking, drinking, sleep time, Exercise, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood
pressure, lower extremity edema, body mass index total 13 factors to assess the disease,
and the accuracy can reach 0.88.
From the database of this study, among the 190,200 participants, 133,883 were
women and only 56,317 were men. Therefore, when this study judged whether the
participants had chronic kidney disease, the number of men suffering from chronic
kidney disease was lower than that of women, with 38 men and 535 women, resulting
in a large gender gap in the study population. The MJ Health Database has more female
data than male. The reason may be that women pay more attention to personal health
and more women actively participate in health examinations. Therefore, this study has
more data on female than male.
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5.

Conclusion

We established the model only used non-invasive factors. The factors had gender,
age, hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, smoking, drinking, sleep time,
Exercise, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, lower extremity edema,
body mass index total 13 factors to assess the disease, and the accuracy can reach 0.88.
Using non-invasive factors to identify chronic kidney disease, you only need to
acquire the participant’s general examination data and questionnaire data, such as
disease information, weight or height. In this study, the model can help participants to
quickly understand whether they have chronic kidney disease without invasive
examinations. However, the identification in this study is a preliminary assessment, and
ultimately requires professional medical personnel to diagnose. In the future, it can add
such as medication history, family medical history and eating habits, maybe there are
better evaluation results.
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Abstract. In Taiwan, diseases with cardiovascular include heart disease and
cerebrovascular disease among the top ten causes of death. With the development of data mining in the medical field, it can be used to establish the risk prediction models of disease as a tool to assist physicians in decision-making in diagnosis.
The purpose of this study is taking Taiwanese health examination data as an example, to identify the significant risk factors of cardiovascular disease and to
establish the risk assessment model of cardiovascular disease using data mining.
Using Chi-square test and Information Gain identify the correlation between
various factors and cardiovascular diseases. Using eight algorithms such as decision tree, random forest, XGBoost, neural network, logistic regression, support vector machine, K nearest neighbor algorithm and voting algorithm to establish the risk assessment model of cardiovascular disease and using confusion
matrix and AUC as model evaluation. Compare model performance with different factor combinations.
Experiment result shows that it finds 22 questionnaires and biochemical variable risk factors affecting cardiovascular disease and 10 questionnaire factors.
ANN and VOTE with 22 factors of Information Gain (threshold>0.01) are the
best models. Both models have the same accuracy (0.88) and AUC (0.90). The
best model of questionnaire variable is ANN with the accuracy rate is 0.89, and
the AUC is 0.91.
Keywords: Cardiovascular disease, Data mining, Feature selection, Risk assessment model

1

Introduction

1.1

Background

Cardiovascular diseases are the most common non-communicable diseases in the
world, and it is also the first in the global mortality ranking. According to the research, about 17.7 million people died of cardiovascular diseases globally in 2017,
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and more than three-quarters of them occurred in low-income and middle-income
countries [1].
In Taiwan, cardiovascular diseases contain heart disease and cerebrovascular disease,
and both of them are among the top ten causes of death. Table 1 shows the statistics
of the top ten causes of death in Taiwan in the most recent three years from the Ministry of Health and Welfare. Therefore, the prevention of cardiovascular diseases is
paying more and more attention to their health [2].
According to the Global atlas on cardiovascular disease prevention and control
guideline, many risk factors, such as age, gender, personal lifestyle and disease history, are the causes of atherosclerosis [3]. Therefore, early control or reduction of the
impact of risk factors on cardiovascular disease can reduce the incidence and mortality of cardiovascular diseases.
In order to reduce the incidence and mortality of cardiovascular diseases, the
World Health Organization actively promotes the prevention of cardiovascular diseases in the world. More and more counties build the risk prediction models of cardiovascular diseases. However, many studies have shown that the famous Framingham
risk prediction model, when the population data of different countries are used for
evaluation, it is observed that the risk values are overestimated and underestimated,
which may be caused by regional and ethnic differences, and different risk factor
combinations [4, 5].
Table 1. The statistics of the top ten causes of death in Taiwan[2]

Years

105

106

107

Causes of death

Death
toll

Death
toll
ratio(%)

Death
toll

Malignant neoplasms

47,760

27.7

48,037

27.8

48,784

28.2

Diseases of heart

20,812

12.1

20,644

11.9

21,569

12.5

Pneumonia

12,212

7.1

12,480

7.2

13,421

7.8

11,846

6.9

11,755

6.8

11,520

6.7

9,960

5.8

9,845

5.7

9,374

5.4

7,206

4.2

6,965

4.0

6,846

4.0

6,787

4.0

6,260

3.6

6,146

3.6

5,881

3.4

6,072

3.5

5,991

3.5

5,226

3.0

5,381

3.1

5,523

3.2

4,738

2.7

4,554

2.6

4,315

2.5

Cerebrovascular
diseases
Diabetes mellitus
Accidents and
adverse effects
Chronic lower
respiratory diseases
Hypertensive
diseases
Nephritis, nephrotic
syndrome and nephrosis
Chronic liver disease
and cirrhosis

Death
toll
ratio(%)

Death
toll

Death
toll
ratio(%)
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In the medical field, many researches have begun to use data mining and combine
the clinical data as variables for analysis to apply the prediction model of diseases,
such as breast cancer [6, 7], cardiovascular disease [8, 9]. Some research also combined with feature selection technology, used to confirm the risk factors of the disease, and can increase the accuracy of the model. Through the data mining technique
can help physicians as one of the tools to assist diagnosis and decision-making, and
achieve the goals of reducing medical costs and effectively improving medical quality services.
1.2
Object
In this study, we use Taiwan health examination data as an example, and combine
data mining technique to build a risk assessment model of cardiovascular disease in
Taiwan. The following are the goals of this study:
(1) Using data mining to identify relevant risk factors affecting cardiovascular diseases.
(2) Using risk factors related to cardiovascular diseases, use data mining to establish a cardiovascular disease risk assessment model.

2

Literature Review

According to the report of the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association Task Force on Clinical Practice Guidelines [10], risk factors such as age,
gender, type 2 diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obesity, smoking, diet and
exercise affect cardiovascular diseases. Another research shows that kidney disease,
sleep and drinking are also one of the risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. And
also give advice on prevention and treatment [11].
Many researches indicate that data mining techniques can be used as a tool for assisting diagnosis and decision-making in the medical field, and also apply in the cardiovascular diseases [12, 13]. In the field of cardiovascular diseases, feature selection
can not only be used as an important risk factor for finding cardiovascular diseases,
but also improve the efficiency of classification models. At present, many literatures
propose different methods for selecting features, including combination(2n-1), Information gain and Gini Index used in decision trees, principal component analysis(PCA), mRMR algorithm, etc., which can be used as algorithms for finding features.
Amin scholar proposed a comprehensive search for the risk factors of cardiovascular diseases recognition features, the method used combination (2n-1), combined all
the factors in sequence, and compared the accuracy of the combination of features in
different classification models. The result shows that the highest accuracy rate after
feature selection is 87.41%, and the accuracy rate of without feature selection is
86.30%. Therefore, the model combined with feature selection technology has a higher accuracy rate [14].
Mustaqeem scholar uses information gain as the feature selection method. This
method sorts according to the importance of factors on cardiovascular diseases, and
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puts the selected important factors into the model. In comparison, the results show
that the systolic blood pressure, fasting blood glucose and cholesterol rank in the top
three, while in the evaluation model, the accuracy rate of the model without feature
selection is 86.49%, and the accuracy rate of the model with feature selection is
91.89% [15].
Hsu Scholar uses the improved mRMR algorithm to identify the risk factors for
cardiovascular diseases. The original 21 variables are selected, and finally 9 items are
selected as important factors. The factors include age, exercise, weight, height, waist
circumference, and kidney the skein filtration rate, low-density cholesterol, body mass
index, and pre-meal blood glucose value. The research results show that using the
improved mRMR method can effectively increase the accuracy of the model. The
highest accuracy rate of the model is 57.80%. And the accuracy rate of the model
without using feature selection is 51.79% [12].
Based on the above literature, different feature selection methods are proposed. After comparing the accuracy of each method, it is shown that Information gain has
better accuracy. Therefore, the study chooses this method as the feature selection
method.
Data mining technique is to find hidden knowledge from a large amount of data. At
present, there are many literatures that use different data mining technique to compare
model performance, select the algorithm with the best model performance, and combine the use of clinical data.
A critical study published by Alizadehsani scholar, collecting literature related to
cardiovascular disease and machine learning methods from 1992 to 2019, and found
that most studies used algorithms for machine learning methods, and included categories in the top ten rankings. Neural network, decision tree, support vector machine, K
nearest neighbor algorithm, random forest, logistic regression. It is proposed that due
to ease of use and low computational load, most studies adopt the above algorithm as
a build prediction model approach [16].
According to Amin scholars, the prediction model of cardiovascular disease established with 7 classification models, including K nearest neighbor algorithm, decision
tree, naive Bayes, logistic regression, support vector machine, neural network and
maximum the voting algorithm. The voting algorithm, uses the combination of Naive
Bayes and Logistic regression as the method of building a prediction model, and
compares the evaluation indicators of the seven models. The results show that compared with all models, the accuracy of the voting algorithm is 86.30%, which has
better model performance [14].
Liu scholar proposed to use XGBoost algorithm for predicting heart disease, comparing random forest and support vector machine. The results show that the accuracy
of XGBoost and random forest is higher than support vector machine, and the running
time of XGBoost model is better effectiveness [17].
Based on the compilation of the above literature, this study use six algorithms that
most research used, including neural network, decision tree, support vector machine,
K nearest neighbor algorithm, random forest, logistic regression, and adding voting
algorithm of the method and XGBoost of the optimized decision tree are used as the
method of building the model, and compare the effectiveness of the model.
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3

Method

3.1

Research Framework

Figure 1 shows the structure of the research data analysis process in this study,
which is mainly divided into four parts. The first part is organize the literature review
to identify the risk factors that have been proven to affect cardiovascular disease；the
second part is preprocesses the data, including data encoding, Data Filtered；the third
part is the feature selection, using chi-square test and feature selection methods to
explore the correlation between each risk factor and cardiovascular disease, and identify the best risk factor；the fourth part is establish model and assessment, using the
7:3 ratio as the training and testing data, using eight classification algorithm like decision tree, random forest, XGBoost, etc. to establish a risk assessment model, the model assessment uses confusion matrix and ROC curve to compare performance of the
model.
Fig. 1. The structure of the research data analysis process in this study

3.2

Data Resource and tools

MJ Health Resource Center offers three databases. In this study, MJ Health Survey Data and MJ Biodata were used as the data set.
This study uses SPSS 22 statistical software and Python 3.5 program as research
tools.
3.3
Data Preprocessing
The data that the study used were identified according to exclusion and inclusion
criteria. The inclusion criteria were as follows：(1) Cases with the number of health
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examinations more than two times and have cardiovascular after second examinations.
Due to the disparity between the number of cases and the control group, the study
chose sampling data at a ratio of 1:4 can provide better verification power [18]. The
data included a total of 8,120 samples, of which 6,496 cases did not have cardiovascular disease, and 1,624 were the first cases of cardiovascular disease during the followup period.
3.4

Feature Selection

The chi-square test is used to explore the correlation between the two groups of
category variables and determine whether the two groups are independent or related
to each other. The p value is less than 0.05, rejecting H0 as two groups. The variables
are related and indicate that the two groups of variables have significant differences.
Information gain is another feature selection method.
Another feature selection method is Information gain algorithm that mainly composed of Entropy, and is used as the basis for variable segmentation. Its characteristic
is used to measure the expected value of a random variable, indicating the measurement of uncertainty. The Entropy value is between 0~ 1. When the value is higher, it
means that there are many different classifications in the data, which need to be classified; when the value is lower, it means that the classification in the data tends to be
more consistent, so the variable node will be selected as the classification node with a
smaller value, And continue to calculate Entropy for other variables until the decision
tree is completely generated.
3.5

Classification model

Decision tree is composed of three parts, including root nodes, branch nodes, and
final nodes or target variables. Random forests are composed of multiple decision
trees. XGBoost is also composed of trees, and it mainly optimized decision tree.
The structure of neural network includes an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. Logistic regression is a multivariate analysis that can handle multiple variables. The characteristics of the support vector machine mainly convert the feature
vector of the data from the low-dimensional space to the high-dimensional space, and
find a boundary that can maximize the two classifications to achieve the purpose of
separation. The characteristic of KNN is to find the k most similar samples in the
feature space of new samples, and classify the new samples into the same classification. The weighted average voting algorithm, the calculation method is based on the
weight value β of each model, and the probability value of the result, and the
weighted average is calculated. The model finally selects the classification result with
the larger probability value. The maximum voting algorithm based on the majority
votes as the result of model.
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4

Result

4.1

Demography

Table 2 shows the comparison of baseline characteristics between cardiovascular diseases and no cardiovascular diseases. All the variables which were significantly
different between cardiovascular diseases and no cardiovascular diseases were considered as input variables.
Table 2. Comparison of baseline characteristics

Category variable
Gender
Male
Female
Personal medical
history
Hyperlipidemia
Hypertension
Diabetes
Chronic nephritis
Obesity
Female
Menopause
Living habit
Smoke
Drink
Sleep Time
(>=six hours)
Sport
Vegetable intake
(>=1bowl)
Fruit intake
(>=2 servings)
Continuous variable
Physiological
Information
Age
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Body Mass Index
(kg/m2)

Cardiovascular
Diseases
(N=1,624)
N (%)

No Cardiovascular
Diseases
(N=6,496)
N (%)
p

15(0.9)

1,743(26.8)

1,609(99.1)

4,753(73.2)

161(9.9)
686(42.2)
164(10.1)
54(3.3)
326(20.1)

34(0.5)
195(3.0)
60(0.9)
82(1.3)
452(7.0)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

979(60.3)

818(12.6)

<0.001

47(2.9)
67(4.1)

707(10.9)
524(8.1)

<0.001
<0.001

1,029(63.4)

5,131(79.0)

<0.001

689(42.4)

895(13.8)

<0.001

688(42.4)

2,138(32.9)

<0.001

263(16.2)

923(14.2)

<0.05

Mean(SD)

Mean(SD)

p

56.8(14.0)
155.3(6.2)
58.2(10.0)

37.5(12.3)
161.2(8.7)
57.9(11.7)

<0.001
<0.001
0.287

24.2(4.0)

22.2(3.5)

<0.001

<0.001
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Waist circumference
(cm)
Systolic blood
pressure (mmHg)
Diastolic blood
pressure (mmHg)
Biochemical value
Fasting blood
glucose (mg/dl)
Urea Nitrogen
(mg/dl)
Triglycerides
(mg/dl)
Total cholesterol
(mg/dl)
High density
lipoprotein (mg/dl)
Low-density
lipoprotein (mg/dl)
C reactive protein
(mg/dl)
High sensitivity Creactive protein
(mg/L)

4.2

77.3(9.4)

72.9(9.3)

<0.001

127.3(22.2)

113.9(15.9)

<0.001

73.2(12.1)

67.9(10.4)

<0.001

107.4(25.6)

96.4(15.1)

<0.001

15.0(5.7)

12.8(3.3)

<0.001

118.9(62.9)

95.0(55.7)

<0.001

201.0(36.2)

188.4(34.3)

<0.001

60.1(14.8)

59.8(15.2)

0.535

117.8(32.3)

109.7(30.6)

<0.001

0.3(0.5)

0.2(0.3)

<0.001

0.08(0.66)

0.02(0.41)

<0.01

Correlation of factors with Cardiovascular diseases

Table 3 presents ranking of factors based on information Gain. The criteria of split
based on research, therefore the chosen threshold is >0.01 as the basis for ranking.
Table 3. Ranking of factors based on information Gain

Ranking

Factor types

Factors

Information gain

1

Questionnaire

Age

0.204880917

2

Biochemical value

Body Mass Index

0.193043087

3

Questionnaire

Menopause

0.161049999

4

Questionnaire

Hypertension

0.143267651

5

Biochemical value

0.119927131

6

Biochemical value

7

Biochemical value

Height
Fasting blood
glucose
Systolic blood pressure

0.081007618
0.078887038
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4.3

8

Questionnaire

Gender

0.067358258

9

Biochemical value

Triglycerides

0.061613503

10

Biochemical value

Urea Nitrogen

0.058447825

11

Questionnaire

Sport

0.052578923

12

Biochemical value

Total cholesterol

0.035539271

13

Biochemical value

Waist circumference

0.034726138

14

Questionnaire

Hyperlipidemia

0.032418137

15

Biochemical value

Diastolic blood pressure

0.031622301

16

Biochemical value

Low-density lipoprotein

0.027408115

17

Questionnaire

Diabetes

0.027166106

18

Questionnaire

Obesity

0.019412209

19

Biochemical value

High sensitivity C-reactive
protein

0.01692414

20

Questionnaire

Sleep(more than six hours)

0.014372357

21

Biochemical value

C reactive protein

0.014016526

22

Questionnaire

Smoke

0.01100842

Performance of models

Table 4 shows the performance of models based on Chi-square test with questionnaire and biochemical value variables. The best model was ANN and VOTE. Table 5
the performance of models based on Information Gain (threshold>0.01) with questionnaire and biochemical value variables. The best model was ANN and VOTE.
Table 6 the performance of models based on Information Gain (threshold>0.01) with
questionnaire variable. The best model was ANN.
Table 4. The performance of models based on Chi-square test with questionnaire and biochemical value variables

Model
Decision
Tree
Random
Forest
XGBoost

Cut
Point
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.46
0.5
0.31

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

0.79
0.79
0.85
0.84
0.87
0.83

0.86
0.86
0.74
0.77
0.66
0.73

0.78
0.78
0.88
0.86
0.92
0.86

0.5
0.5
0.62
0.6
0.68
0.58

AUC
0.89
0.89
0.9
0.9
0.88
0.88
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ANN
Logistic
Regression
SVM
KNN
VOTE
BEST
VOTE

0.5
0.17
0.5
0.36
0.5
0.28
0.5
0.26
0.5
0.39

0.88
0.85
0.82
0.77
0.82
0.87
0.8
0.68
0.88
0.85

0.51
0.78
0.72
0.83
0.82
0.74
0.3
0.65
0.67
0.76

0.98
0.87
0.85
0.75
0.82
0.91
0.93
0.68
0.94
0.88

0.85
0.6
0.56
0.47
0.54
0.68
0.52
0.35
0.74
0.61

0.9
0.9
0.86
0.86
0.9
0.9
0.69
0.69
0.9
0.9

－

0.84

0.78

0.86

0.59

－

Table 5. The performance of models based on Information Gain (threshold>0.01) with questionnaire and biochemical value variables

Model
Decision
Tree
Random
Forest
XGBoost
ANN
Logistic
Regression
SVM
KNN
VOTE
BEST
VOTE

Cut
Point
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.45
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.28
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.21
0.5
0.26
0.5
0.39
－

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

AUC

0.79
0.79
0.85
0.84
0.86
0.79
0.88
0.86
0.82
0.8
0.81
0.83
0.8
0.68
0.88
0.86

0.86
0.86
0.75
0.79
0.62
0.78
0.6
0.76
0.72
0.78
0.82
0.8
0.3
0.65
0.68
0.75

0.78
0.78
0.88
0.85
0.92
0.79
0.96
0.89
0.56
0.51
0.81
0.84
0.93
0.68
0.93
0.89

0.5
0.5
0.62
0.58
0.66
0.49
0.8
0.64
0.85
0.8
0.53
0.57
0.52
0.35
0.72
0.63

0.89
0.89
0.9
0.9
0.87
0.87
0.9
0.9
0.86
0.86
0.9
0.9
0.69
0.69
0.9
0.9

0.83

0.8

0.84

0.57

－

Table 6. The performance of models based on Information Gain (threshold>0.01) with questionnaire variable

Model
Decision
Tree
Random
Forest

Cut
Point
0.5
0.62
0.5
0.51

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

0.79
0.83
0.85
0.85

0.86
0.81
0.79
0.78

0.78
0.83
0.86
0.86

0.5
0.56
0.6
0.6

AUC
0.89
0.89
0.9
0.9
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XGBoost
ANN
Logistic
Regression
SVM
KNN
VOTE
BEST
VOTE

5

0.5
0.53
0.5
0.27
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.26
0.5
0.29
0.5
0.44

0.84
0.86
0.89
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.83
0.84
0.86
0.79
0.88
0.86

0.79
0.78
0.59
0.76
0.77
0.77
0.8
0.78
0.55
0.76
0.68
0.78

0.85
0.87
0.96
0.9
0.89
0.89
0.84
0.86
0.94
0.8
0.93
0.88

0.59
0.62
0.81
0.67
0.65
0.65
0.57
0.59
0.72
0.5
0.73
0.64

0.9
0.9
0.91
0.91
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.82
0.82
0.91
0.91

－

0.86

0.79

0.88

0.63

－

Conclusion

In this study, we use Taiwan health examination data as an example, and combine
data mining technique to build a risk assessment model of cardiovascular disease in
Taiwan.
The best models with 22 questionnaires and biochemical value variables were
ANN and VOTE based on Information Gain (threshold value>0.01). The best models
with 10 questionnaires variables were ANN based on Information Gain (threshold
value>0.01).
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Abstract.
In the analysis of medical data, it is now important to use "Real-World Data
(RWD)". In the past, clinical research in the medical field was often completed
by clinical trials. Clinical trials are a kind of use of listed drugs and comfort according to research objectives. The process of comparing drugs or other medical treatments on subjects as a control group.
The Real-world data research database is essential to precision health. In order
to develop the value of clinical data, improve the medical care service, and
promote precision medicine, the goal of this research is to design a Real-World
Data Research Database, aiming at the wide range and standardization of data,
the detail component including:
1.International standard Health Level 7-Fast Health Interoperability Resources
(HL-7 FHIR)
2.Data sorting and cleaning mechanism.
3.Subject-based database research applications.
4.Blockchain-based technology for identity verification and database authorization recognition mechanism.
Keywords:
Real World Data, Blockchain, FHIR, DOI implementation, Clinical Research
database

1

Introduction

1.1

Background

In recent years, big data analysis and artificial intelligence have developed vigorously. Different research fields have incorporated "big data" as a basis for improving
the current situation. In the domain of clinical medical data research, big data has
become the basis of precision medicine. Clinical research sources usually from a single database or a specific research data set, the format and content of clinical data
have not been standardized.
The data preprocessing of each research is completed based on the researcher's experience, there is no common medical research data sharing platform.
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Many of these studies are completed by randomized clinical trials (RCTs), a clinical trial is a way to use marketed drugs, placebos or therapies as a control group according to the research objectives, and conduct drugs or other medical treatments on
subjects. In the process of clinical trial comparative testing, the researcher first decides the therapy to be tested (such as a drug or device). After it, decides which therapy to compare with it, and which type of patient must be found as the test subject.
Therapeutic drugs need to prove that they can effectively prolong the life of the patient, reduce specific symptoms or reduce the occurrence of adverse events to improve
the quality of life of the patient. However, RCTs must establish many limitations in
advance, which may not be effective in achieving the results of the trial in practice in
the reality. Therefore, in recent years, the use of real-world data (RWD) has been
gradually pursued. RWD in medicine is data from different patient groups and sources
in the real environment, such as patient surveys, clinical trials, observational cohort
studies, and patient report outcome. RWD refers to observational data, not data collected in experimental environments such as randomized controlled trials. RWD may
come from electronic health records (EHR), insurance claims (health insurance data),
medical products, IoT sensors, and health examination. The goal of RWD is that the
data used for analysis should not be affected by factors such as environmental variables, experimental control, and research context setting.
The research results obtained through RWD are called Real-World Evidence
(RWE), which can be derived from retrospective or prospective observational research. In 2018, the United States also promulgated the "21st Century Cures Act"[1]
FDA expands the role of RWD and research evidence. RWE is mainly used to assist
in the analysis of clinical trials that cannot truly target all patient groups with specific
diseases. It can answer questions about specific treatment effects and analyze the
effects of drugs over a longer period. In clinical practice, RWE is used to understand
different patients to provide appropriate care measures for different patients.
RWE analysis requires that RWD data must have sufficient quality. Data quality is
defined as consisting of three parts: (1) Consistency (data should follow the specified
standard format); (2) Completeness (completeness of actual data); (3) Reasonability
(reliability, accuracy, and timeliness of data value) [2]. To comply with RWE, the
clinical data database should standardize the data to have sufficient quality.
RWD data comes from four sources-clinical data, management/claims (health insurance) data, patient report outcome data and other data sources (social media and
IoT data). The data sources are diverse. Big data analysis continues to develop and
mature rapidly. There has some clinical research database for medical research, the
relevant descriptions are as follows:
Table 1.
Country

Database

Japan

MHLW

Category

Data volume

Authorized

(million)

unit

Country
Level

126

Database
USA

CMS

Country

120

Academic
Research
Academic

400

3
Level

Research

Database
Academic

Country
SNIIRAM

Level

60

Database

France

maker

Public
PMSI

Hospital

60

Database
CPRD
England
HES

EMR
Database
EMR
Database

AOK, WldO
Barmer GEK

15

9

base
TK, Wineg

7
Country

Danmark

Sundhed.dk

Level
Database

Research

for Commercial

24
level data-

Academic

Part of data
53

Regional
Germany

Research
and Policy

6

Academic
Research
Academic
Research
Academic
Research
Academic
Research
Academic
Research

Many large companies have also begun to provide their own data sets. For example, Microsoft predicts pancreatic cancer from the analysis of search records. Its research has found that retrospective analysis of user searches (such as symptoms) can
be performed several months before the formal diagnosis. Clearly identify 5-15% of
the undiagnosed population[3]. For this disease with a high fatality rate, a few months
of advance prediction can bring about huge changes.
RWE research needs to ensure that key results of effectiveness can be observed
and established in RWD sources, and clinical RWD database can provide correct data
to affect the overall research design and its clinical and cost burden.
For example, it may be necessary for a data repository to incorporate new data into
the EHR or to collect and store biomarkers for subsequent analysis. In clinical research, studies such as Salford Lung Study[4] have proven that the use of RWD data
can make potential progress in generating RWE, but it has also found many challenges related to infrastructure and research funding resources. Therefore, a universal
RWD database is essential to promote clinical medical research and AI model development.
1.2

Object

The Real-world data research database is essential to precision health. In order to
develop the value of clinical data, improve the medical care service, and promote
precision medi-cine, the goal of this research is to design a Real-World Data Research
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Database, aim-ing at the wide range and standardization of data, the detail component
including:
1.International standard - Health Level 7-Fast Health Interoperability Resources
(HL-7 FHIR)
2.Data sorting and cleaning mechanism.
3.Subject-based database research applications.
4.Blockchain-based technology for identity verification and database authorization
recognition mechanism.

2

Literature Review

In the medical domain, the application of big data has played a very important role
in clinical decision support. According to the American Heart Association's report on
the primary prevention of cardiovascular disease[5], the significant factors which
affect cardiovascular disease including: age, gender, Type 2 diabetes, high blood
pressure, hyperlipidemia, obesity, and smoking. The American Heart Association also
proposed a study of heart disease and stroke [6]. The result showed that the kidney
disease and sleep are the risk factors for cardiovascular disease.
According to one prospective study explored the correlation between gender, age
and other cardiovascular risk factors and coronary arteries[7]. The cardiovascular risk
factors proposed in the study included smoking, total cholesterol, blood pressure,
body mass index and diabetes. The study pointed out when the level of these risk
factors increases, the incidence and mortality of coronary arteries are correlated with
age.
As the age increases, the proportion of coronary arteries is higher. Among genders,
women are more likely to suffer from them than men. According to the American
Heart Association's statistics on the prevalence of coronary artery disease in 2010,
when the age group is older than 65 years old, the proportion is 20%, 45 to 64 years
old is 7%, 18 to 45 years old is 1.3%, and in the same age group, The incidence of
men is higher than that of women[6], so gender are related to coronary artery disease.
Another study uses clinical data to establish hypertensive prediction models and evaluate the importance risk factor variables in a nationally representative sample of
adults over 20 years old (n = 19,799) in the United States and their relationship with
the prevalence of hypertension[8]. Arnett et al. present a MDRD formula to calculate
the stage of chronic kidney disease using big data analysis[9].
There also have a lot of research based on RWD. Thomas et al.[10] found that sex
and age are specific distribution of small cell lung cancer among never smokers and
suggests that have a distinct biology of SCLC in never smokers compared with smokers. Emily et al. through the RWD to evaluated the impact of oncology care model
reporting in biomarker testing and treatment[11]. Jeffery et al. presented a high accuracy machine learning model to predicted metastatic status from unstructured EHR
data. The model can highly determine the status of metastasis in more than 75% of
cases without additional manual inspection, which can more effectively identify clini-
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cal trial candidates and perform clinical trial matching, thereby reducing the main
barriers to clinical trial participation in community clinics[12].
With so many types and multi-faceted applications, big data analysis can find that
data analysis and application can effectively help the development of various domains. Especially in the medical domain which can assist physicians in making more
accurate judgments and diagnoses.

3

Method and Result

To build an RWD database, there are several necessary elements. This study mainly
provides an application structure of the RWD database, and explains the usage, advantages, and design methods.
The main points included are 1. Standardized data architecture, 2. Thematic database
construction, and 3. Blockchain architecture security protection.

Fig. 1. The architecture of RWD Database

3.1

Standardized data architecture

In the standardized data architecture, the data is first de-identified by Globally Unique
Identifier (GUID), which is a unique identifier generated by an algorithm, and can
integrate subject information, but will not expose subject identification information.
The purpose of GUID is to allow all elements in a distributed system to have unique
identification information. The identification information needs to be specified
through the central control terminal. In this way, everyone can create a GUID that
does not conflict with others. In this case, there is no need to consider the problem of
duplication of names when the database is created. Currently the most widely used
GUID, and other important applications, there are Linux ext2/ext3 file system, LUKS
encrypted partition, GNOME, KDE, Mac OS X and so on. In addition, we can also
find the implementation in the GUID library in the e2fsprogs package. GUID is composed of a string of 16-byte (also called 128-bit) hexadecimal numbers, so the theoretical total of GUID is 216 x 8 = 2128, which is approximately 3.4 x 1038. In other
words, if 1 trillion GUIDs are generated every nanosecond, it will take 10 billion
years to use up all GUIDs. The standard form of GUID contains 32 hexadecimal
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numbers, divided into five segments by hyphens, in the form of 32 characters of 8-44-4-12.
After data de-identifier, an international standard should be used for data management. Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resources (FHIR) as fast medical interoperable
resources [13] was launched by the HL7 organization in 2011. It is based on the HL7
v2 and HL7 v3 medical information standards, but it is easier to use. The purpose of
FHIR is to promote more effective communication and sharing of medical information between medical units [14]. Medical information is widely used on different
and diverse devices, such as computers, tablets and smartphones, so that medical units
and everyone can more easily Provides and uses medical service information, and
provides systematic information to third-party application developers. By labeling
different data with exclusive tags, different systems can intercept and combine data
more quickly in data exchange.
The FHIR concept is to decompose all health data into many data elements for
storage, and is a network-based technology. Compared with HL7 v3, it is more professional and comprehensive. These features make it easier for developers to develop
telemedicine applications. Model [15]. In addition, FHIR supports a RESTful web
page architecture, which is suitable for applications on mobile devices. It is an HTTPbased programming syntax [16]. If a system has complied with FHIR and uses HTTP
protocol, you can get a connection with other systems. Interoperability. In addition,
FHIR can be converted into other HL7 standards, which helps to narrow the gap between systems based on previous standards. For example, there is a conversion structure between FHIR and HL7 standard clinical document architecture (CDA), but other
standards or unique modules. The system needs a special module to convert to conform to the FHIR format.
In the FHIR data standard, every data element has a tag. Just like on the Internet,
every web page has its own URL—Uniform Resource Locator (URL). The FHIR tag
is make a unique identifier (Universally Unique Identifier, UUID), in order to make
any FHIR browser application can read, FHIR format can also choose JSON or XML
for data expression, also because of the unified format, so developers only need to
follow Format to read the data content, add the data to the existing system, you can
effectively and quickly share data, integrate care, decision-making and analysis in
different medical units [16].
This research develop a data conversion encoder in the format of FHIR in C# programming language, and convert the clinical data and pathology reports into the data
type of FHIR standard format. In the future, RWD will be provided for research and
FDA review at the same time, it has the effect of standardization, formatting and consistency, and can be used as external verification data for others to research and use.
The establishment process is: 1. Inventory the content and structure of the data, 2.
Corresponding FHIR resources, 3. Design the corresponding structure and format, 4.
Establish the format conversion formula, it is expected to use the composition resources of FHIR to create the content of the entire data as The main framework connected to each other can link all individual resources together to provide an overall
data package, and has clinically proven applications.
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3.2

Thematic database construction

Researchers filter through specific data, such as age, gender, disease, therapy, medication, etc., to establish a thematic database, which can help data sharing and research reproduction. Thematic database should be established according to common
diseases such as: hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, etc., and can
provide researchers with quick access and analysis.
After thematic database established, a digital object identifier should be given for
database identifier. Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is a mechanism used to identify
digital resources, including videos, documents, reports, Books or any electronic resources, etc. It also includes a mechanism for naming different resources, as well as a
protocol for parsing identification numbers into specific addresses. This research will
import the DOI object identification number as the identification number of the research thematic database. In the future, the research data analysis, application, model
design, and result publication can be quickly connected to the corresponding database
by DOI to obtain relevant information. And continue to promote data sharing and
meaningful use. Importing the DOI application can supplement the deficiencies of the
uniform resource symbol. Through the DOI, the information of the personally developed model can be located and shared permanently with other authorized users.
After the DOI code is identified and analyzed, it can be connected to more than
one data. However, the identification number cannot obtain the digital resource body,
and only guides and connects it to ensure the security of the digital resource. The DOI
resolution agreement includes RFC 3652 and RFC 3651 describing the naming mechanism, and RFC 3650 describes its architecture. DOI will analyze the identification
code through the Handle system developed by it. For example, access the URL
https://doi.org/10.1000/2342 and you can see the information corresponding to the
digital resource with the identification number 10.1000/2342.
3.3

Blockchain architecture security protection.

Japanese scholar Satoshi Nakamoto proposed the concept of "blockchain" in the
2008 study "Bitcoin White Paper[17]", and founded the Bitcoin network in 2009,
establishing the first block, namely "Creation Block". Blockchain is an architecture
that does not rely on third parties and uses its own distributed nodes to store, verify,
transmit, and communicate network data. It uses cryptography [18, 19] to concatenate
and protect content. Even transaction records (also known as blocks), each block contains the encrypted hash of the previous block, the corresponding time stamp and
transaction data, which allows the two parties to effectively record the transaction and
permanently verify the transaction. Blockchain records combined with the concept of
distributed ledger and the design of encrypted hash calculations make the blockchain
difficult to tamper with.
Blockchain technology has the following advantages:
1. Decentralization
The structure does not rely on additional third-party management agencies or hardware facilities, nor does it require central control. The blockchain itself, through the
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distributed calculation, verification, and consensus mechanism, is completed by each
node to complete data verification, transmission and management.
2. Verification
The foundation of blockchain technology is a public ledger. The data contained in the
blockchain is open to everyone. Anyone can query the encrypted data of the blockchain through the public interface, except for the transaction party with the decryption
private key. To the encrypted data.
3. Independence
Based on consensus specifications and agreements, the entire blockchain system does
not need to rely on other third parties to operate, and all nodes can automatically and
securely verify and exchange data within the architecture.
4. Security
With the architecture design of the private chain, users cannot manipulate and modify
block data arbitrarily, which makes the block chain itself relatively safe and avoids
subjective and artificial data tampering.
5. Anonymity
Unless required by laws and regulations, due to blockchain technology, the identity
information of each block node does not need to be disclosed or verified, and the
information transmission can be done anonymously.
The blockchain architecture is first applied in the financial cryptocurrency market,
with algorithm changes, improvements, and workload proof methods to complete the
use of different advantages and disadvantages. Subsequently, the blockchain architecture has continued to evolve after its launch. In recent years, the first virtual currency
sale ICO, the smart contract blockchain of Ethereum, and the asset token sharing
economy of "light ownership and heavy usage rights" have emerged. At present, the
blockchain architecture develops decentralized applications (Dapp) in different fields
[20] , and builds decentralized autonomous organizations and decentralized autonomous communities (Decentralized autonomous society, DAS)
To establish a RWD research database, the basic information of data screening and
application should be made public, such as sample number, sex ratio, gender ratio,
screening criteria, various basic statistics, etc., for reference and verification by other
researchers. In order to meet the characteristics of RWE, the analysis data must have
the characteristics that can be verified. This research proposes to use the characteristics of the blockchain to assist in data verification and authentication. When the RWD
research needs to be reviewed, use the blockchain to provide information to confirm
that there is no error.
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4

Conclusion and Discussion

In the past, clinical research related to the medical field was often completed in clinical trials. Clinical trials are a way to use listed drugs, placebos or therapies as a control group according to the research objectives. The process of comparing drugs or
other medical treatments on subjects. In a clinical trial, the researcher must first decide the therapy to be tested, such as a drug or device, and then decide which therapy
to compare with it, and which type of patient must be found as the test subject. For
therapeutic drugs, it must be proved that it can effectively prolong the life of the patient, relieve specific symptoms or reduce the occurrence of adverse events to improve the quality of life of the patient. However, many restrictions must be established in advance for clinical trials, which may not be effective in achieving the results of the trial in practice.
The real-world evidence is critical to clinical research and medical information application development. RWD research database should develop in different country
based on our design. Data can efficiency exchange and management through the architecture we presented. And the data requirement record by blockchain which allows
the two parties to record the transaction and permanently verify the transaction.
In the blockchain security design, the records combined with the concept of distributed ledger and the design of encrypted hash calculations make the blockchain difficult
to tamper with.
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Abstract. Deaf people because they cannot hear the outside voice or cannot
make a voice, is relying on sign language gestures as a bridge of communication. Not everyone can read sign language to convey the meaning. Deep
learning about Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) in image recognition
has a fairly excellent performance. Entering a large number of video data to
train models to do identification in recent years. In order to expand the social to recognize 37 Mandarin Phonetic Symbols with deep learning.
Using today's most popular smartphones as an image-shooting tool, a database of 10,598 images of right-handed gestures is built with an average of
about 250 to 300 images of right-handed gestures of 720x402 pixels per gesture. A moving image with 96x96x3 input to convolutional neural network,
with LeNet and SmallVGGNet Model to do training. Adjust the batch size
of training and reduce the learning rate function to do experiments and compare the results. The highest training data accuracy rate is more than 96%,
and then with different background gesture images to test its model identification rate, test LeNet up to 51.35 percent and SmallVGGNet up to 29.73
percent.
Built 37 gesture images of Mandarin Phonetic Symbols with single background to train CNN model. The resulting model can be tested with up to
51.35% recognition accuracy with different background gesture images.
The experimental process and results can be applied to further studies, and
move forward on the language translations between sign and spoken language.
Keywords: . Recognizing Gesture in Sign Language, Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Network, Mandarin Phonetic Symbols.
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1

Introduction

Each country has its own different sign language system and pattern. Taiwan sign
language can be broadly divided into phonetic finger, word finger, meaning sign language[1, 2]. Narrow sense of communication function can be divided into natural sign
language and grammar sign language[1, 3]. The phonetic symbol refers to the text is a
kind of statement, by means of finger forms indicating Pinyin text to communicate with
each other.
Mandarin Phonetic Symbols are still the basis of learning the pronunciation of words
can be used well when natural sign language fails to express its intention clearly, and
the general public can understand better. Utilize deep learning methods to recognize
gestures in sign language images for the following purposes:
Above all is using the deep learning method to identify the Pinyin of the gesture in
Sign Language refers to the text. With the research of Mandarin Phonetic Symbols
which applied in gesture in Sign Language at today's school for the Hearing Impaired,
37 gesture database was established. Secondly, the results of the image data training of
different gestures with a single background were experimented with different deep
learning models. Lastly, the result of the recognition rate of the model completed by
testing the training with another background image data.

2

Materials and methods

The types of sign language and the development artificial intelligence, machine
learning and deep learning, as well as the source and model content of the deep learning
CNN model used.
2.1 Deep learning and CNN
Neurons are made up of cell body, Dendrite and Axon, as shown in Figure 2-1. After
comparing the input signal from the Dendrite to the Threshold, within the nerve cell’s
Threshold value. When the input signal exceeds the Threshold, the message flows to
the Axon output signal.
The structure of the neural network is imitated by the Dendrite input (x), multiplying
the weight (w). After adding this value, which is triggered when it exceeds the Threshold (h) to the axon output (y), as shown in Figure 2-2[4].
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Fig. 2-1. Neural structure

Figure 2-2 is the simplest neural model, which is called Perceptron by adjusting the
mathematical formula of weight w or threshold h to the artificial neural network model.
The Perceptron, which has a single-layer and multi-layers for dealing with more complex problems [5, 6].

Fig. 2-2. Form of Neural Structure

2.2 Deep learning and CNN
The results of the histogram classification were good, but the histogram method
could only be classified for a small number of letter hand shapes or gestures to produce
good results. The effect of all 26 English glyph classifications was not good, used the
method of Canny edge detection, which resulted in a good identification rate of 92.33%.
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Fig. 2-3. Classification Network

According to Fleck and Forsyth's [7]1996 paper on ECCV (European Conference On
Computer Vision), human skin at proper saturation is made up of red (blood) and yellow (melanin), and these feature information can be used in gesture tracking algorithms.
Skin tone filtering is converted to the corresponding value with I, 𝑅! and 𝐵" at every
point of RGB pixels, the formula is as follows
𝐿(𝑥) = 105＊ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑥 + 1 + 𝑛)
𝐼 = 𝐿(𝐺)
𝑅! = 𝐿(𝑅) − 𝐿(𝐺)
𝐵" = 𝐿(𝐵) − 3𝐿(𝐺) + 𝐿(𝑅)4⁄2
Displayed equations are centered and set on a separate line.
x+y=z
𝐼, 𝑅! and 𝐵" correspond to the color channels of green, red, and blue. Green is the
best to represent image intensity cause red and blue have poor spatial resolution in some
photographs. Constant 105 is to allow the output of the log function to fall between 0
and 254, n is a random noise value of 0 to 1, is to prevent the black area of the picture
banding artifacts produced. Constant 1 is intended to prevent over-optimization in very
dark colors. Using the log function conversion to calculate the excellent phase and saturation, the skin tone area can be marked with the following properties[8]:
110 ≦ 𝐻𝑢𝑒 150 𝑎𝑛𝑑 20 ≦ 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≦ 60
130 ≦ 𝐻𝑢𝑒 170 𝑎𝑛𝑑 30 ≦ 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≦ 130
Use the pre-trained CNN model to do edge and corner feature extraction at the bottom. With the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2014
training model, 22-layer deep network architecture in the ILSVRC has the first accuracy rate of 68.7% and 5th accuracy 88.9%. The decline 70% of rate to avoid overfitting with the CNN model also used the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and the
Cross-Entropy based loss E’s Softmax function, as Formula follow [9].
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At the last layer of CNN, a 1024-size feature extraction convolution layer was set
and the size was reduced to 200 using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) formalization, Measured the Sign Language Collection Word Error Rate (WER) with RWTHPHOENIX-Weather 2014 Multisigner and SIGNUM, which are based on the following
formula[9]:
WER =

#deletions + #insertions + #substitutions
#number of reference observations

Although sign language in the sign language film has been evenly expressed sign
language gestures, but the language of the oral expression has different length and arrangement. Sign language film translation into the discourse has sequence-to-sequence
problems, the goal is to have a T-frame gesture film as a U-word and statement y’s
probability p, which can be represented by the following formula [10]:
p=

𝑦 (𝑦& , 𝑦' , … , 𝑦( )
=
𝑥 (𝑥& , 𝑥' , … , 𝑥) )

If the T >> U indicates that the gesture film frame is much larger than the translation
word of oral, it is usually not aligned between sign language to the speaking word.
Unlike other text translations, the input material used here is a film, which makes the
model construction of RNN quite difficult, so combines the focus on Attention-based
Encoder-Decoders CNNs network calculates the p-value. The full picture of the research targets of Camgoz et al. are shown of picture 2-4[10].
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Fig. 2-4. Camgoz et al. Studied the full picture of SLT's translation of sign language film
into a spoken language target.

3

Materials and methods
3.1 Establish Gesture image database

Contains shooting gesture images, pre-processing of image materials, and creating
gesture image database. After shooting 37 sign language Mandarin Phonetic Symbols
images, tearing the image into still gesture images. Remove images that include blacking edges, large arm’s proportions and excessive angle rotation. Establish a database of
gesture images of about 250 to 300 gestures per gesture.

3.2 CNN model setup with parameters
The CNN model used: LeNet and SmallVGGNet have layer-number architectures,
described with the relevant parameters at training time, including the categorical cross
entropy, Adam Optimization Algorithm, Batch Size and Epoch, ReLU Activation function, Softmax Activation Function and Learning Rate Function.

3.3 Image data entry and data augmentation kit
Use Scikit-Learn's Import Train_Test_Split module to differentiate gesture image
data into training data and validation data. The input gesture image use data augmentation kit to flip, rotate, crop, zoom in and out and so on, to promote or replace the training
data with specified condition. Make training data more variable, reduce over adaptations caused by re-training of original image and improve learning outcomes.

3.4 Establish Gesture image database
Because Mandarin Phonetic Symbols’ database refers to the related gesture database
research is less, so this research is self-established. Chinese sign language Mandarin
Phonetic Symbols gestures such as Table 3-1. This study used a smartphone as a shooting tool to record images of each gesture, which are mp4 format files with image sizes
of 1920x1080 pixels and 29.99 fps (Frames Per Second).
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Table 3-1. Spoken and sign language of Mandarin Phonetic Symbols gesture

Fig. 3-1. The captured gesture image

Fig. 3-2. Take gesture images from the camera

The recorded image material is then output to 720x480 images at 25 fps, and since
the number of Python syntax starts at 0, the number 0 to 36 corresponding to 37 kinds
of Mandarin Phonetic Symbols which are used as the folder name. After removing images with too large proportion of arms, or too much angle rotation, the converted images
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were taken with about 250 to 300 images each for a total of 10,598 images. Images with
corresponding of Mandarin Phonetic Symbols as in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2 The database number and number of image sheets corresponding to the
Mandarin Phonetic Symbols.
Table 3-2. The database number and number of image sheets corresponding to the Mandarin
Phonetic Symbols

NO
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mandarin PhoMandarin PhoMandarin Pho- ImImages NO
Images NO
netic Symbols
netic Symbols
netic Symbols ages
ㄅ
ㄆ
ㄇ
ㄈ
ㄉ
ㄊ
ㄋ
ㄌ
ㄍ
ㄎ
ㄏ

292
250
260
290
290
280
270
280
300
300
280

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

ㄐ
ㄑ
ㄒ
ㄓ
ㄔ
ㄕ
ㄖ
ㄗ
ㄘ
ㄙ
ㄧ
ㄨ
ㄩ

300
260
260
300
300
300
260
290
300
290
280
280
300

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

ㄦ
ㄚ
ㄛ
ㄜ
ㄝ
ㄞ
ㄟ
ㄠ
ㄡ
ㄢ
ㄣ
ㄤ
ㄥ

300
280
280
300
290
280
290
300
290
288
296
297
295

3.5 Model parameters
1. Categorical cross entropy
In the field of machine learning, the error that compares the result to the output data
is called Lose. The function that represents the degree of machine learning whose error
is called Loss Function. Loss function will give back its value to the neural network. It
updates the parameters and then continue to train to reduce the loss and improve the
learning of the neural network. Loss functions are used Cross Entropy Error, which is
how much difference there is between group A and group B. Its formula represents, as
in the [11]:
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y is the output data that the machine learning algorithm determines the result, and t
is the correctly answered data, k is a category. Cross Entropy Error is from the probability of containing a variety of labels to extract the probability of the correct answer.
The probability of taking the number of pluses, and then its value feedback class neural
network to do parameter correction to improve learning rate. Feedback correction of
model parameters is used during model training to find the most appropriate combination of parameters, Activation Function refers to the input is output after activation.
ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit), Activation Function is when the input is greater than 0,
the output is equal to the input; If the input is less than 0, the output is equal to 0, as
shown in Figure 3-3.

Fig. 3-3. ReLU Activation Function

2.Softmax Activation Function
The value is between 0 and 1, and its purpose is to increase the gap with multiple
input values in a formula. The highest input value to make it approximate to 1 as output,
and other input values to approximate its output to 0. It can be multi-classified output,
the output of approximately 1 is its classification result. The formula represents as in
the s[11]:
𝑒 "!
𝜎(𝑦)* = +
∑,%& 𝑒 ""
𝑦* for an input value, K represents the number of output categories, 𝜎(𝑦)* which represents the natural logarithm of 𝑦* values taking K natural logarithm plus. The range of
0 to 1 with the total number of the possibility, and if one input 𝑦* is greater than the other
y values, the output 𝑦* is approximately 1, and the other output is approximately 0, thus
representing the possibility of classified output.
3. Learning Rate Function : ReduceLROnPlateau
The goal of Gradient Descent method is to optimize to the lowest point. When the
model is not ideal, add Learning Rate Function (LR Function): ReduceLROnPlateau to
do the training learning rate adjustment, setting the val_acc to halve the learning Rate
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when three consecutive Epochs have not risen. The minimum learning rate limited to
0.00001 to optimize the training parameters.

3.6 CNN model building
1. LeNet
Use (96, 96, 3) as input layer data, i.e. 96x96x3 add convolution layer, activation
function ReLU, pooling layer for the first feature extraction then add convolution layer.
Activation function ReLU, pooling layer for the second feature extraction and then establish a flat layer with 500 neurons and activation function ReLU. Finally establish 37
neurons and the Softmax activation function as a classification to identify of the output,
37 neurons are used as the output layer due to 37 gestures, as shown in Figure 3-4.

Fig. 3-4. LeNet model structuring with its number of parameters

A total of 14,445,607 parameters are used for learning to zoom scalable vector
graphics (SVG) which format is displayed as Figure 3-5.
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Fig. 3-5. LeNet model in SVG format

The LeNet model can be clearly seen in the SVG format. Entered by neurons in the
input layer, extracted from the convolution layer, pooling layer features and finally to
the flat layer or fully connected layer for the classification to identify 37outputs.
2. SmallVGGNet
In this study Pyimagesearch's [12]Small VGGNet model, based on the VGG model,
but with a shallow number of layers, was another training model for this study. Adding
a layer of batch normalization, which the effect is batch data outed feature values are
standardized and then entered to the next layer. To ensure that the feature values are
fixed in order to speed up the training, prevent the gradient from disappearing. Improve
the accuracy of the training, SmallVGGNet's model construction and parameters are
shown in Figure 3-12, and the SVG format is shown in Figure 3-6.
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Fig. 3-6. SmallVGGNet model construction with its number of parameters

3.7 Read the input data
The training of the Deep Learning System that is made with Images and Real Values
(Labels) as the system learning data on the basic identification Pyimagesearch [13] of
CNN. System is modified and adjusted to meet the needs of this study, and the deep
learning and identification of the sign language with Mandarin Phonetic Symbols is
established. The results of its classification experiments are obtained.
Reading the input data, the picture taken by the database is processed in 720 pixels
wide, 402 pixels high, and color RGB mode, which can be represented as 720x402x3,
first rewriting its picture size to 96x96x3. Image read-in data then get its classification
of the digital folder name, as the label of this kind of image picture, read it in sequence
into the data matrix. Completed the deep learning system input layer required image
values and real value input data.
Using the Sklearn Suite Import Train_Test_Split module to distinguish between 80%
training data and 20% validation data. The number of gesture image data in this study
was 10,598, which was divided into 8,478 pieces of training material and 2,120 validation data using the ImportTrain_Test_Split module.
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4

Data Analysis and Discussion

Self-established gesture image database, input it into the completed LeNet and
SmallVGGNet models. Use data segmentation and data amplification kits for gesture
image recognition training, adjust its Batch Size parameters one by one.
Observe the training accuracy and error rate of each training results. Enter other
background gesture image data into the model completed by the model to evaluate its
gesture recognition rate.

4.1 LeNet Training Results
This study trained the equipment specifications as CPU 3.5GHz, 8G RAM memory,
BS represents the batch Size batch training quantity size, and uses Epoch as 20 times,
Categorical cross entropy, Adam optimization algorithm, 37 classification outputs, and
Softmax activation functions for the training of deep learning convolution network
models.
First, Batch Size=64
Enter 96 pixels x96 pixels x3 (3 for RGB color images), first set Bathc Size to batch
64 samples to learn, to see how well they learn, parameters such as Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. LeNet enters 96x96x3 training parameters

Model

LeNet

Input

96 x 96 x 3

Batch size
Epochs

64
20

Loss

Categorical crossentropy

Optimizer
Output

Adam
37

Activation

Softmax

The Epoch recognition rate for the first training session was 3.2%, after which the
accuracy of each training increased gradually, as shown in Figure 4-1. The accuracy of
the training data (Accuratey, train_acc) and the error rate (Loss, train_loss), as well as
the accuracy of (val_acc) and error rate (val_loss) of the validation data, can be expressed in Figure 4-2, the 20th Epoch training data accuracy acc is 92.75 percent, the
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error rate is 22.47%; The accuracy rate of the validation data was 99.15% val_acc and
the error rate of the verification data was val_loss 3.94%.

Fig. 4-1. LeNet BS=64 training process

Fig. 4-2. LeNet BS=64 training diagram
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In the confusion matrix results, the largest misjudgments are predicting the gesture
of label 18 (ㄗ) as label 5 (ㄊ), and predicting the gesture of label 23 (ㄩ) as label 12
(ㄑ), as shown in Figure 4-3. There are six pictures that are incorrectly predicted. It is
speculated that the prediction is misjudged due to the high similarity of gestures.

Fig. 4-3. Confusion matrix of training result of LeNet BS=64

Six, LeNet model classification test
The training results of LeNet models are shown in Table 4-2. The best performance
is with Batch Size of 128. After adding the learning rate reduction function, the training
accuracy is increased by 1.15% to 96.64%, and the verification accuracy is improved.
0.38% reaches 99.67%, as number five in Table 4-2. The result is a better model trained
in LeNet in this study.
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Table 4-2. LeNet model training results

Training
time≒
(Unit:
NO. Input Batch LR func- train_acc train_loss val_acc val_loss
(RGB) Size
minutes)
tion
1 96 x 96 64 None
92.75
22.47
99.15
3.94
43

Model: LeNet

Epochs=20 training results (unit :％)

2

96 x 96

96

None

93.91

19.5

97.59

6.72

41

3

96 x 96 128

None

95.49

14.43

99.29

3.03

41

4

96 x 96 256

None

93.55

22.7

99.2

5.43

39

5

96 x 96 128

Yes

96.64

11.57

99.67

1.79

43

SmallVGGNet training results of various models, with BS=128 and adding LR
Function as the best training model, as shown in number 4 in Table 4-3, use this model
to test images and pictures.
Table 4-3. SmallVGGNet model training results

Epochs=20 training results (unit)

Model: SmallVGGNet

Training
time≒
(Unit:
Input Batch LR
func- train_acc train_loss val_acc val_loss minute
NO. (RGB)
s)
Size
tion
1 96 x 96
64
None
99.13
2.82
12.17 1080.9 97
6
2 96 x 96
64
Yes
99.8
0.77
94.01
15.18 92
3

96 x 96

96

Yes

99.93

0.71

88.87

28.03 91

4

96 x 96

128

Yes

99.93

0.74

98.02

4.54

5

96 x 96

256

Yes

99.66

3.05

75.42

91.63 88

92

The experimental results of SmallVGGNet have the highest recognition rate of
29.73% in the recognition results of monochrome background and increased background complexity because its non-input training gesture images, unlike training data
images, have a high recognition rate.
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Fig. 4-4. LeNet and SmallVGGNet model training process

In terms of test data performance, LeNet training data image recognition rate is
100%, SmallVGGNet recognition error one image, recognition rate 97.3%. In terms of
the recognition rate of right-hand and left-hand on monochrome background and complex background, LeNet has the highest 51.35% and the lowest 13.51%, while
SmallVGGNet has the highest 29.73% and the lowest 13.51%, as shown in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4. LeNet and SmallVGGNet model recognition rate

Model

Epochs=20 training re-

Model recognition rate (Unit: )

sults (unit)

Complex
Complex back- backtrain_ train_ val_ val_ Training Monochrome
ground
ground
acc loss acc loss data background (Right hand)
(Left
hand)
96.64 11.57 99.67 1.79 100
13.51
51.35
40.54

LeNet
SmallVG
99.93 0.74 98.02 4.54
GNet

97.3

13.51

29.73

18.92

The recognition results for monochrome background and increased background
complexity have a recognition rate of 51.35%. The recognition rate is affected by the
diversification of the training data, and different gesture angles, different gestures but
overlapping gestures at a certain angle and different light and dark conditions will affect
the recognition rate of the model.

5

Conclusion

Shooting 37 gesture images of Mandarin sign language phonetic symbols, each of
which includes three combinations of front, clockwise and counterclockwise rotation,
combined with distance and near shooting. The recorded image data is output as a picture at 25 fps, with the numbers 0~36 corresponding to 37 phonetic symbols, about 250300 pictures of each gesture are obtained, a total of 10,598 pictures, and a database of
37 right-hand gestures of Chinese sign language Mandarin Phonetic Symbols with a
single background is established.
The completed Chinese sign language Mandarin phonetic symbols and gesture database was established and trained with two different convolution neural network models, LeNet and SmallVGGNet. Set the gesture database image picture to be divided into
80% training data and 20% verification data, and use input image size 96x96x3, loss
function cross entropy error, Adam optimization algorithm, ReLU activation function
and Softmax activation function, data amplification kit, Epoch Experiment with 20
times as the training parameters of the convolution neural network model. Adjust the
Batch Size during training and add the Learning Rate Function to reduce the learning
rate at the right time. Finally, compare the results and get the Batch Size as 128, enabling the learning rate reduction function is the best result of training, and the accuracy
of training data and verification data are both above 96%.
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In addition to the diversification of data with different gesture angles, gestures but
overlapping gestures at a certain angle or gesture image pictures with different light and
dark conditions, the selection of parameters will affect the recognition rate of the model.
Use the self-created gesture image database as a deep learning convolution neural
network model training, use a single background image and image training model to
test its recognition rate results. Future research can add other complex backgrounds and
different angles. The gesture images of light and dark and age or skin color can enrich
the database of gestures will be closer to real life scenes.
The recognition in this research is static image recognition. Future research suggests
that you can do further real-time dynamic gesture recognition, and convert the dynamic
recognition of sign language gestures into spoken sentences, or develop and design the
relevant interface of the sign language recognition real-time comparison system will be
more helpful for gesture recognition.
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Abstract. With the gradual development of the global information technology and mobile communication networks, the integration of the medical system with information and network technologies has become an inevitable
trend. All countries are also accelerating their efforts to replace traditional
paper books with Electronic Medical Record (EMR). Medical records and
electronic medical record implementation can save costs annually, increase
economic efficiency by improving the efficiency and safety of medical systems, and accelerate innovation in the medical industry. The implementation
of EHR will undoubtedly bring many conveniences, stakeholders who are
concerned with EHR at this stage are still not satisfied with the privacy disclosure and information security regarding the possible implementation of
electronic medical records. And the information between them still lacks
good interoperability.
Ministry of Health and Welfare promote health passbooks in recent
years which allows patients to choose their own medical information by
themselves. How to securely and efficiently integrate information from different platform systems and make it easier for people to get complete personal information thus allows individuals and organizations to securely access and exchange is the key requirement for thinking about smart, precise
and health care.
Aims at designing a personal health passbook exchange mechanism
with high safety strength specifications to protect the special funds, two-factor identity card technology with smart cards, an authorization mechanism
for applying real-name block chain system and digital signature to medical
records, and the overall system integrate the existing electronic medical record signing mechanism with the overall personal health passbook exchange
mechanism to identify users from the very beginning as empowered to grant
users the right to personal health passbook exchange. Such medical record
exchange is both safe and trustworthy and easy to use. According to the development vision of the Ministry of Health and Welfare, electronic medical
records are stored through mobile carriers(health passbooks) to achieve a
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win-win situation of promoting universal health and medical progress from
an information security point of view.

Keywords: Real-name, Blockchain, Health Passbook, Electronic Medical Record Exchanges

1

Introduction

Today's personalized health information needs have changed the way we use medical
system information. Establishing a health care data-specific big data network and integrating personal health information is a nationally driven goal and an inevitable trend
in global IT advancement and action with the gradual maturity of the era of communication networks, countries have also accelerated the replacement of traditional paper
based medical record with Electronic Medical Record (EMR). The implementation of
electronic medical records can save costs every year and increase economic efficiency
by improving the efficiency and safety of medical systems.
And accelerate innovation in the medical industry[1-3]. The implementation of electronic medical records will undoubtedly bring a lot of convenience, but at present, the
stakeholders related to electronic medical records, whether they are patients, medical
institutions, medical staff or information experts, are doubts about safety caused by the
implementation of electronic medical records may still disclose the patient's privacy
leakage and information. [4].

2

Materials and methods
2.1 Electronic medical record exchange and preservation mechanism
based on blockchain

Based on the development of the electronic medical records and under the premise
of the compliance procedures guarantee with sensitive personal information for patients
(electronic medical records), in order to ensure that the right to use electronic medical
records is in the holder of medical records, new security maintenance measures for expanding the electronic medical record exchange authorization are proposed. The electronic medical record exchange and preservation mechanism based on blockchain, in
addition to protecting the confidentiality, integrity and access security of the transmission data, ensuring the non-repudiation exchange of electronic medical records between
the two parties after the authorization is completed. In order to meet the needs of practical operations, mainly using the technology based on blockchain and group signature
to applied to the hospital's medical record access control process. The following briefly
introduces the relevant technologies of this mechanism:
Application of smart card identity identification mechanism: Since the information
about the user on the network is represented by data, in order to ensure that the user's
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actual identity corresponds to the data identity on the network, there is a need to use
identity identification authentication. There are three main ways to identify user authentication. [2, 5, 6]：
(1). Identify your identity (Something You Know): the account number, password,
picture and order set by the user.
(2). Identify your identity by your owner (Something You Have): Binding identity
RFID card, smart card, etc.
(3). Identify your identity according to your characteristics: such as the fingerprint,
voiceprint and profile of the user.
The above identity identification authentication methods are most widely used for
account number and password. In identity identification authentication the specific account password must be memorized; while the smart card is used as the identity identification authentication the account password is no need to remember account password,
the risk of fraudulent use duplication is existing when the card is lost. Although the use
of fingerprints, voiceprints and other characteristics for identity identification authentication has the highest safety factor, the cost is also higher than the other two ways. In
order to avoid the risk of identifying the identity through a single factor, there is also a
mechanism to use two dual identity authentication methods to enhance system security,
called two-factor authentication.
Digital currency Bitcoin has become an important currency for today's investment
and private transactions. The concept is derived from the blockchain theory proposed
by Haber and Stornetta in 1991 [7], using timestamps and hash values to form a link,
each block must contain its own timestamp hash value and the timestamp hash value of
the previous block (as shown in Figure 1), which forms the base of the Bitcoin-Ledger.

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of blockchain architecture for Bitcoin

When Bitcoin is carrying out actual transaction, it needs to be able to ensure that the
recipient takes ownership, and the next recipient must be able to verify the ownership
of the previous owner. To achieve the above objectives, the bitcoin transaction model
diagram is shown in Figure 3. The users participating in the transaction must hold their
own Public Key and Private Key, and the block design the signature of the owner, the
recipient can be verified by the owner's public key, and after the transaction is completed the old Bitcoin is recycled. The recipient obtains a new Bitcoin and then signature to complete the transfer of ownership.
The health passbook storage method of this will adopt the concept of blockchain.
Except that each health passbook record becomes a block, in order to achieve its own
health passbook that can be mastered function by oneself, each health passbook record
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writing will become a transaction; and in order to maintain the transaction record of
each health passbook to achieve the integrity and non-repudiation of the transaction
record, each block of the health passbook block chain will be signed by medical personnel, and because the medical staff is plural, the mechanism that is suitable for adopting Digital Multisignature Scheme.

2.2 Blockchain transaction agreement
Scholars Harn and Kresler proposed a multi-signature mechanism in 1989，This
mechanism is to solve the situation where the same document requires multiple people
to sign together. The multiple signatures of the same document are the definition of
Multisignature. The two scholars completed the multi-signature mechanism by signing
each member's private key one by one in the RSA cryptosystem; in past studies, the
Threshold Signature and the group signature are the implementation of the RSA signature by the participants using the private key[6, 8].

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of Bitcoin blockchain transaction agreement [9]

1.

Initial phase of the system
(1) Generation of the trust center is required RSA related parameters and public
key 𝑒! and private key 𝑑! .
(2) Publish the public parameters 𝑛! 、𝑒! 、𝑔! and save the private parameters
𝑝! 、𝑞! 、𝑑!
2.
Key generation phase
(1) Each signer 𝐹" participating in the signature generates the relevant RSA parameters:
public key 𝑒# , private key 𝑑# and 𝑛#
(2) The member of the group G participating in the signature is
𝐺 = {𝐹$ , 𝐹% , … 𝐹& }。
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3.

Signature stage
(1) Suppose that the message m is to be signed, and the signatures are sequentially signed by the signers𝐹$ , 𝐹% ,…𝐹& , and 𝐹# calculates 𝑠# = 𝑚'# mod n and
transmits it to the signer 𝐹#($
(2) Each signer participating in group 𝐺 continues the calculation of the preceding item, that the signature is transmitted to the next signer until 𝐹&)$ ，𝐹#
'!
mod 𝑛# 。
expression of the calculation is also 𝑠# = 𝑠#)$
(3) The signature of the final signature holder F_twill complete the group signa'"
ture of the entire group, that is, the group signature s = 𝑠& = 𝑠&)$
mod 𝑛& ，
after the signature, the examiner's public key 𝑒* is encrypted, that is, 𝑆 =
+
𝑠& # , and is transmitted to the examiner for confirmation.
4.
Verification phase
(1) The inspector needs to decrypt with his own private key 𝑑* , and then use
each the signere 𝐹# of the public signature(𝑛# , 𝑒# ) to calculate signature to reply to the message, according to the number of signatures to calcu+
late 𝑠#)$ = 𝑠# ! mod 𝑛# ,where 𝑡 ≥ 𝑖 ≥ 1。
(2) If 𝑠, = 𝑚 the message completion check, the number of multiple signatures
is established, the message 𝑚 is acceptable.
In addition to the blockchain storage concept, the health passbook will be signed
and protected through the digital multi-signature of the public key encryption system,
and used for transmission and preservation. In addition to ensuring that the health passbook can be mastered on its own, it also ensures the integrity and non-repudiation of
health passbooks.

3

Methods

The current electronic medical record storage methods are centralized control. The
electronic medical record storage and operation process are all passed through the hospital's medical information system, leaving only operational records and failing to meet
the basic requirements of information security management. Once the system described
above finds a data leakage problem, it will be difficult to lock down the user who leaked
the electronic medical record, and the centralized control method does not grant authority to the electronic medical record holder who should hold all the rights of the electronic medical record; failure to include signatures from all health care providers.
Therefore, which will design smart card identification, blockchain transaction process
and multi-signature storage method, and refer to relevant domestic and foreign literature, design various simulation situations for actual medical conditions, in order to design better personal health passbook.
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3.1 Health passbook design access and disclosure process
The current electronic medical record storage methods are centralized control. The
electronic medical record storage and operation process are all passed through the hospital's medical information system, leaving only operational records and failing to meet
the basic requirements of information security management. Once the system described
above finds a data leakage problem, it will be difficult to lock down the user who leaked
the electronic medical record, and the centralized control method does not grant authority to the electronic medical record holder who should hold all the rights of the electronic medical record; failure to include signatures from all health care providers.
Therefore, this will design smart card identification, blockchain transaction process and
multi-signature storage method, and refer to relevant domestic and foreign literature,
design various simulation situations for actual medical conditions, in order to design
better personal health passbook.
To design access and open processes for health passbooks. The storage structure and
process are divided into the following sections:
1. Health passbook storage structure: Introduce the healthy passbook storage structure set by the blockchain.
2. Initial stage of the system: The multi-signature of the operation requires parameters and behaviors that are processed at the initial stage of the system, that is, the parameters required by the third-party trust center to calculate the public key cryptosystem.
3. Personnel registration stage: The role level involved in needs to be registered with
a third-party trust center to obtain the parameters required by the public key cryptosystem to enable the system to operate.
4. Health passbook writing mechanism: After the visit, the user directly writes a
record to the user's health passbook according to the storage structure of the blockchain.
To ensure the integrity and non-repudiation of the stored data, this mechanism will be
signcrypt the data through a multi-signature.
5. Health Passbook Access Mechanism: The act of accessing the user's health passbook with the consent of the user, to ensure user consent and to handle the signcryption
information mechanism.
6. Open the Health Passbook Storage Structure: In order to contribute to the owner's
contribution to the removal of the identified medical materials for the purpose of medical content sharing and research, which is based on the public health passbook storage
structure set up by the blockchain public account.
7. Health Passbook Disclosure Mechanism: For the smooth development of medical
related research, limited data sharing is necessary. Therefore, also proposes a public
account book structure for health passbooks for the research units to maintain and synchronize with each other.
The following describes the roles that will be involved in, the mechanism’s storage
architecture and system flow: the participating actors include the attending physician,
the emergency physician, the general medical staff and the health passbook’s user; the
storage structure of the mechanism has a healthy passbook storage structure. And the
public health passbook storage structure; Mechanism system process division system
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initial stage, health passbook writing stage, health passbook access stage and health
passbook open stage. In the above-mentioned system stage, how to effectively use the
blockchain's private account book and the public account book and the multi-signature
signcryption mechanism to achieve the purpose of the research - the user masters his
own health passbook, is both private and effectively disclose healthy passbooks [10].
The symbol table to be used by this mechanism is shown in Table 1:
Table 1. Symbol Table of the Mechanism

Symbol
DDIDG
𝑈𝑈𝐼𝐷𝑃".
⨁
ℎ(.)

Description
Medical staff 𝑖
Medical staff i's account
Medical staff group
User i
User i's account
Health insurance card information
XOR operation
Hash function

3.2 Blockchain storage architecture and process description
Various medical institutions and people exchange with the personal health passbook
at exchange center, they will first authenticate with the personal health passbook exchange center, complete the establishment of a safe passage for safe registration and
related Parameter exchange. After the registration of the personal health passbook exchange center is completed, the relevant parameters of the multi-signature can be obtained for multi-signature and identity identification. The electronic medical record of
the holder of the personal health passbook is stored in its own mobile device, and can
be synchronized to the personal health passbook exchange center by means of a decentralized database through the relevant mechanism of the blockchain. However, under
normal circumstances, the holder is personal health passbook holders themselves [7,
11].
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Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of the blockchain architecture of the health passbook

1.

Initial stage of the system: Because uses the public key cryptosystem for digital
multi-signature, in the initial stage of the system parameters related to the published system will be generated, and the system will operate smoothly. The system must be operated by a third-party trust center. The relevant parameters of the
public key encryption system are as follows:
(1) The third-party trust center takes two large prime numbers p and𝑞 and calculates𝑁 = 𝑝𝑞
(2) The third-party trust center then selects the generator 𝑔 from the multiplication group 𝑍/∗ .
(3) The third-party trust center selects a set of key pairs(𝑒, 𝑑) , where 𝑒 is the
public key and 𝑑 is the private key, and needs to satisfy 𝑒 × 𝑑 ≡
1 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∅(𝑁)).
(4) The third-party trust center discloses its own public keys 𝑒 and 𝑁.
2.
Personnel registration stage: The medical staff 𝐷# who starting a job in a medical
institution, the following steps must be taken to complete the registration process
and obtain the parameters of the public key cryptosystem, and generate the precalculation content of the digital multi-signature.
(1) The medical staff 𝐷# registers with the third-party trust center. After registration, the medical personnel card and other vehicles will be issued. The registration information will be stored in the vehicle of the medical staff 𝐷# , including the identification code 〖ID〗_i of the medical staff 𝐷# , and the necessary disclosure parameters are handled by a third-party trust center; in reality, the card will be protected with a PIN after it is issued.
(2) The medical staff 𝐷# then registers with the third-party trust center on the basis
of the medical staff team group 𝐺, with its own 𝐷𝐼𝐷# . Add a random integer
𝑥# ∈ 𝑍/∗ as the private key in the medical staff team group 𝐺, and then calculate
𝑣# = 𝑔)1! 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁.
(3) Transfer 𝐷𝐼𝐷# and 𝑣# to the third-party trust center.
The third-party trust center calculates the public key of the medical staff
𝐷#
in
the
medical
staff
team
group
𝐺
.
2(* )
𝑦# = (𝑣# ! − 𝐼𝐷# )' 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁
(4) When the users of the medical staff team group 𝐺 = {𝐷$ , 𝐷% , … , 𝐷/ } are registered,
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the group identification code 𝐺𝐼𝐷 is determined, and calculate the group
2(* )
public key 𝑌 = ((∏/#5$ 𝑣# ! ) − 𝐺𝐼𝐷)' 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁, whose private key needs to
be calculated jointly by the medical staff participating in the team 𝑋 =
)
∑/#5$ 𝑥#2(*! (mod ∅(𝑁)). That is, all the medical staff in the team can provide
𝑣# = 𝑔)1! 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁
and
then
use
the
formula
𝑌 + + 𝐺𝐼𝐷 ≡
2(*!)
/
)6
∏#5$ 𝑣#
𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 ≡ 𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 to ensure the correctness of 𝑌.
3.
Health passbook writing mechanism: This stage describes the process of writing
the medical passbook to the medical staff team; although the normal situation will
first access the data and then write the behavior, in order to facilitate the introduction of the digital multi-signature mechanism, the Introduction to the process
of writing mechanism first. When the user completes a new medical record, the
medical staff team is required to perform a multi-signature on the medical record
M for the purpose of ensuring the integrity and non-repudiation function, and
writing the medical record in the user’s health passbook blockchain, the steps are
as follows:
(1) Medical staff 𝐷# first selects a random number 𝑤# ∈ 𝑍/ and calculates
𝑟# = 𝑔7! 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁, and then broadcasts 𝑟# to the medical staff in all
teams(𝐺 = {𝐷$ , 𝐷% , … , 𝐷/ }) for Group 𝐺.
(2)

Upon completion of the broadcast exchange message, the agent 𝐷1 of the medical staff team will be selected, and the medical𝐷# staff (𝐺 = {𝐷$ , 𝐷% , … , 𝐷/ })
/

𝑅 = 𝑀 b 𝑟8 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁
85$

𝐾 = ℎ(𝑀, 𝑅, 𝐺𝐼𝐷)
s# = w# + x# × ℎ(v# ) × 𝐾
After the calculation, send 𝑠# to the agent of the medical staff team 𝐷1
(3)

After the agent 𝐷1 of the medical staff team receives the signature
(𝑟# , 𝑠# )transmitted by the medical staff, all the (𝑟# , 𝑠# )will be tested by the following
mathematical
formula:
𝑔 9! ? = (y#+ + 𝐼𝐷# ): × 𝑟# 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁, for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛
When all (𝑟# , 𝑠# ) are checked by the agent 𝐷1 of the medical staff team, the
agent 𝐷1 of the medical staff team performs the calculation of the multi-signature
as
follows:
/

𝑆 = j 𝑠#
(4)

#5$

After calculating the multi-signature (𝑅, 𝑆, 𝐾) of the medical record team
group 𝐺 for the medical record 𝑀, it will be stored in the new block of the
healthy passbook blockchain. The data of the blockchain changes as shown
in Fig.4. And when there are multiple pieces of data, the schematic diagram
of the multi-signature of each block is shown in Figure 4:
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the change of single data in the health passbook blockchain

Fig. 5: Schematic diagram of multiple data changes in the blockchain of the health Passbook

4.

Health passbook access mechanism: When the medical staff team 𝐺 or the user
𝑈# wants to access the medical record 𝑀 of a specific block of the health passbook
blockchain, the recovery and verification of the medical record M must be performed by a number of multiple signatures (𝑅, 𝑆, 𝐾) to ensure that the medical
record has not been tampered with. The steps are as follows:
(1) The medical record M of a specific block of the healthy passbook block
chain is restored by the following mathematical formula.
𝑀′ = 𝑅 × 𝑔 ; × ((𝑌 + + 𝐺𝐼𝐷): ))$ 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁
In order to complete the above mathematical formula, the relevant parameters and mathematical expressions involved are as follows:
/

/

𝑆 = j 𝑠# = j 𝑥# × ℎ(v# ) × 𝐾
#5$

#5$
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/

𝑋=j

#5$

2(*! )

𝑥#

lmod ∅(𝑁)m
/

$

𝑀𝑔∑!%& 7! ≡ 𝑀 b 𝑟8 ≡ 𝑅 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁
85$

After completing the calculation of the relevant parameters and mathematical formulas involved in it, the mathematical formula can be calculated as
follows:
$
$
$
𝑀𝑔 ; ≡ 𝑀𝑔∑!%& 7!(∑!%& 1!×2(>! )×: ≡ 𝑀𝑔∑!%& 7! × 𝑔 6×:
6×:
)6
):
≡𝑅×𝑔
= 𝑅 × (𝑔 )
≡ 𝑅 × (𝑌 + + 𝐺𝐼𝐷)): 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁
get 𝑀 = 𝑅 × 𝑔 ; × ((𝑌 + + 𝐺𝐼𝐷): ))$ 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁。
(2) Check the digital multi-signature with the following mathematical formula:
𝐾 =? ℎ(𝑀? , 𝑅, 𝐺𝐼𝐷)
When this mathematical expression is immediately expressed, the digital
multi-signature (𝑅, 𝑆, 𝐾) passes the test, medical staff team group 𝐺 signed a
multi-signature for the medical record 𝑀 of a specific block of the health
passbook blockchain, the medical staff team can trust and receive the digital
multi-signature and medical record.
5.
Public health bank passbook storage structure: For the smooth progress of medical research, limited data sharing is necessary. Therefore, it is also proposes Public health bank structure for health passbooks for the research units to maintain
and synchronize with each other. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 6:

Fig. 6: Schematic diagram of the public health bank blockchain chain structure of the
health passbook

6.

Health Passbook Public Mechanism: When the user 𝑈# wants to disclose the medical record of his health passbook to relevant organizations for sharing, to assist
in the promotion of medical related research, the medical institution that can
choose a system will be processed to update the health passbook to the public
bank blockchain, the schematic diagram is shown in Figure 7. The steps are as
follows:
(1) The medical records that the user has de-identified are taken out as shown in
Figure 7 and uploaded to the medical institution.
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Fig. 7: De-identified medical records

(1)

(2)
(3)

4

In order to update the information to the public account, the medical institution must select a medical institution as a fair third party to calculate the new
hash value in the open account blockchain, so the third party is required to
update.
The third party receives the request demand and calculates the new hash value
for the new key to be provided to the medical institution.
The two medical institutions will disclose their respective information to the
members participating in the public, and complete the information update and
synchronization of the public account.

Conclusion

Through the above process, which can be used to ensure the safety of the health
passbook and the protection of the patient's sensitive personal information by using the
smart card identity identification mechanism and the ABAC authorization mechanism,
so that the medical personnel and the people all over the country can use personal health
passbooks with both efficiency and security. Make the information that physicians can
refer to more complete. In the large-scale environment, the traditional RBAC authorization mechanism will increase the related management time with the increase of the
implementation time, the increase of the data volume and the complexity. Uses the
ABAC to determine the authorization and weaken the role binding authority relationships directly. Effectively remove the problem of responsibilities division of powers
through indirect relationships between attributes. In terms of setting, it also sets access
the content related to the patient's health passbook only for the different attributes of
the person. For example, the pharmacist cannot read the patient's medical record originally, but after the attribute is converted, The information about the part of the patient
and the pharmacist is allowed to access, so after the modularization of the health passbook and the block authorization, in addition to allowing the medical staff to have access to relevant information, it also has a higher specification guarantee of sensitive
personal information for the patient. In the case of cross-hospital medical record exchange, and because of the group (each hospital is a group) attribute, a limited authorization and medical record search can be performed under the group status. In addition,
because the personal health passbook exchange center has only the de-identification of
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the personal health passbook index, even if it is attacked, it will not flow out sensitive
personal information. At the same time, the control server is authorized to perform
group authorization certification for hospitals that have joined the personal health passbook exchange program, and exchanged using the Health Leavel 7 (HL7) standard. The
advantage is that the authorization status can be customized according to the hospital's
status format, and is also compatible with the HL7 Clinical Document Architecture,
Relese 2.0 (HL7 CDA R2) standard format. Therefore, which is expected to add an
authorization mechanism to the existing personal health passbook platform, and combine with the original personal health passbook signature mechanism to complete an
electronic medical record information system with higher safety specifications.
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Abstract..
Auto-detecting fack news has been a important part in the recent years. In this
study, we define 5 linguistic features, which may have a correlation of various
grammatical categories to fake news. To classify the linguistic features in Fake
news, we collected 1000 fake article and tagged 3310 sentence which split by
each article. Then we used RoBERTa model to classify the linguistic features.
After alculating and testing the model, we found that using RoBERTa model is
feasible to to classify the linguistic features of fack news. By using the model,
we hope that will help the Fact-checking reduce their checking time.
Keywords: Fake News, RoBERTa, linguistic features.

1

Introduction

Rumer has existed for a very long time. But the term”Fake News” became popular
during the 2016 US election campaign. At that time, President Donald Trump usually
used the term "fake news" to critical mainstream media (CNN Cable News Network,
ABC News, Washington Post, etc.) which report the negative press coverage of himself.
We are defining "Fake news" as those writings are not true: It might means that
writing is fabricated, with no any verifiable facts, sources or line. Sometimes these
writing designed to mislead the reader, for specific purpose. It may be designed as
“clickbait” which use for online fraud. Another possibility is that someone deliberately
write disinformation to change other people's mind. It is also known as media framing.
"Fake news" usually represents a formal news format. Sometimes it also be appear
“Fake news" usually represents a formal news format. Sometimes it also be appeared
in the Informal frame of news, such as message, picture, video, or only one sentence.
In recent years, fake news have increased rapidly via social media, since they are so
easily and quickly shared online. Therefore, How to detect quickly fake news have
become an important part in our daily life. Moreover, providing a basic guidelines for
fact-checking in various types of content also need to do it.
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2

linguistic features

There are some past researches showed that “Fake News” maybe including some
specific linguistic features for the purpose of increase the confidence of article.
Facebook (2018) [1], IFLA (2020) [2], Veronica P´erez-Rosas1, Bennett Kleinberg2,
Alexandra Lefevre1 Rada Miracle (2018).
By reading these researches and our found of article, we summarize the relationship
of various grammatical categories to fake news. There are 5 linguistic features, their
definitions, and what we asked of annotators.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Contain emotional, radical feature
Fake news usually contains the following language features that may inspire
readers’ emotions, thinking, and action. It may using “Clickbait” Title,
shocking, satirical twists on current affairs Facebook (2018), Veronica P´erezRosas1, Bennett Kleinberg2, Alexandra Lefevre1 Rada Miracle (2018)
Contain fabricate expert/ Anonymous source
Fake news sometime fabricate expert that endorsements content. Anonymous
source (eg. Did you hear about……) is another way using in fake news to
Deceive readers. On top of that, Fake news often use the third person pronouns,
like “he” and “she” rather than full names.
Contain Arbitrary mood
Fake news reports usually contain more extreme, or using arbitrary expressed,
such as “absolutely”, “it must be”. The researcher of Fatimah Taraba As at
Simon Fraser University in Canada(2017), found that some sentence of fake
news which can be used to exaggerate are all found more often in deliberately
misleading sources. These included superlatives, such as “the most” and “the
worst”.
Contain the social call
Fake news have a lot of sharing call that try to spread more other people
sometime it expects to use social network sharing to earn traffic, personal
information or audience fans, so there are Articles with similar content may be
false
Contain the Inferential tone:
False news often use hypothetical situations inference related terms, trying to
influence readers’ judgments. The implications can be dramatic, especially in
medical trials, Veronica P´erez-Rosas1, Bennett Kleinberg2, and Alexandra
Lefevre1 Rada Miracle (2018) Data

[1] https://www.cna.com.tw/news/afe/201810220368.aspx
[2] https://www.ifla.org/publications/node/11174
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Fact Checking Organizations of Taiwan

All of Fact-checking agency/platform/app in Taiwan fellow the Code of IFCNPrinciples (international fact-checking network) scrupulously: There are 5 principle,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A commitment to nonpartisanship and fairness
A commitment to transparency of sources
A commitment to transparency of funding & organization
A commitment to transparency of methodology
A commitment to open and honest corrections

In short, all of fact-checking agency/platform/app should be "OPEN" and
"RANSPARENCY". There are 2 type of checking below:
1.

2.

Civilian Collaboration
First, the suspicious information is reported by the public online, and then the
data will be imputed in database. Next, another group of online user can view
the information on app/website, check it, and make it public the checked-report
to others. The user is not necessarily an expert, such as Cofacts.
FactCheck Center agency
A group that make up from media literacy professionals. The fact-checking
report published aperiodically. Like MyGoPan, Taiwan Fact Checking Center.

No matter which Fact-check method or not. People need to check the news item by
item, that really require professionals participation.

4

Methodology

In this section, we try to find an automatic way to detect the linguistic features. And we
hope to help media literacy professionals reducing their checking times is.

4.1

Data preprocessing

Internet have become one of indispensable part in our daily life. A recent survey, digital
2020, showed that there are 88% social media users in Taiwan. Ranking of top 3 app
of user are LINE, Facebook, and Facebook message [3]
Thus, Fake News usually be sharing in social media, especially using in private
messages.
[3]https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2020-taiwan

article1

Split sentence

article2

Split sentence

taged sentence

…
article1000

Split sentence
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a total of 3307
Fig. 1 split fake news process

In the study, we use the fake news that has been proved by three fact checking
organizations of Taiwan (FactCheck Center agency, Mygopen, Cofact)
We selected a 1,000 Fake news, And split each article into petty sentence according to
'\n',"。". If the number of character more then 150, divide the number of words by two,
and go forward to find the last punctuation mark of each sentence. Then tag each
sentence with different linguistic facture, shown in Figure 1.
4.2

Sentence tag

Our sentence tag use ”Contain emotional, radical feature”, “Contain fabricate expert/
Anonymous source”, “Contain Arbitrary mood”, ”Contain the social call”, “Contain
the Inferential tone”.
We use 3 group of training set to compare the differences between each model.
The first round of training set we talked 551 sentence of emotional, radical feature;
460 sentence of arbitrary mood; 145 sentences of social call; 145 sentences of
inferential tone; 357 sentence of fabricate expert/ Anonymous source; and 460
sentences without any linguistic features. Totaling 2215 sentences. In this part, we
mainly want to know the practicality of linguistic features.
The second round of training set we talked 583 sentence of emotional, radical
feature; 484 sentence of arbitrary mood; 289 sentences of social call; 330 sentences of
inferential tone; 373 sentence of fabricate expert/ Anonymous source; and 711
sentences without any linguistic features, totaling 2770 sentences for training;
In this part, we want to solve the problem of the imbalance in the number of linguistic
features in each sentence. The ratio of the number of feature sentences is adjusted to an
average. The ratio of 0.2 for emotion; 0.2 for arbitrary; 0.1 for social call; 0.1 for
inference; 0.1 for fabricate expert/ Anonymous source; and 0.3 for not any linguistic
features.
You may confuse that why do not separated into ratio equally among the linguistic
features. Because we think that by adjusting unbalance ratio, it is possible to simulate
the actual proportion of fake news with various language features.
The third round of training set. We want to increase the number of sentences with
various language features, and expect to improve accuracy, the ratio of 0.2 for emotion;
0.2 for arbitrary; 0.1 for social call; 0.1 for inference; 0.1 for fabricate expert/
Anonymous source; and 0.3 for not any linguistic features. We talked 600 sentence of
emotional, radical feature; 500 sentence of arbitrary mood; 440 sentences of social call;
450 sentences of inferential tone; 450 sentence of fabricate expert/ Anonymous source;
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and 871 sentences without any linguistic features. A total of 3310 sentences were
trained.
Finally, we also prepared a set of testing set, a total of 356 sentences, to verify the
accuracy of linguistic feature classification.

4.3

model

For classify the linguistic feature, we use RoBERTa, which improve the BERT
(Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers):
BERT is a recent learning method which published by researchers at Google AI
Language. This model used a new technique called Masked Language Model (Masked
LM). Masked LM allow bidirectional training in models which can looked at a
sequence from left to right and right-to-left training.
The RoBETa model uses a dynamic mask, which is different from the pre-mask
processing of the corpus in the original BERT. RoBERTa uses 10 different masks
during 40 rounds of training. The model removed the NSP task and found that it can
slightly improve the performance of downstream tasks. The model uses larger training
data and larger batch size. The original BERT uses a 30K of words, than RoBERTa
uses 50K words.

4.4

Evaluation index

We use Precision, Recall, and accuracy to evaluating classification models.
1. Precision is the fraction of information retrieved that are relevant.
2. Recall is the fraction of relevant information that are retrieved.
3. Precision is the fraction of information retrieved that are relevant.
Accuracy is the fraction of predictions our model got right.
When the index arrive to 1, the better model we have.

5

Results

In these section, we shown that test results of fake news linguistic features
classification. (Table 1) We used a total of three sets of training sets for analysis, and
the test data used the same set.
From the comparison of one and two groups, it can be seen that adjusting the
proportion of each category can increase the accuracy, from 78.37% to 82.87% From
the precision and recall of each category, the overall situation is improved, except the
fabricate expert/ Anonymous source. Although the precision and recall of fabricate
expert/ Anonymous source was reduced, the reduction was not large. Precision
decreased from 0.913 to 0.870; reccall decreased from 0.750 to 0.714.
Comparing the second and third groups, it can be seen that adjusting the proportion
of each category can increase the accuracy, from 82.87% to 85.67%
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From the precision and recall of each category, the arbitrary tone decreased from
0.609 to 0.580, but the reduction was not large.
To sum up, it can be seen that the precision of inquiries and arbitrary terms is poorer
than other linguistic features, and the others are pretty good. The prediction accuracy
of the third classification model is 86.67%.

Table 1. The result from each group

Ø

First group

Contain emotional, radical feature
Contain Arbitrary mood
Contain the social call
Contain the social call
Without any linguistic features.
Contain
fabricate
expert/
anonymous source
Ø
Second group
Contain emotional, radical feature
Contain Arbitrary mood
Contain the social call
Contain the social call
Without any linguistic features.
Contain
fabricate
expert/
anonymous source
Ø
Third group
Contain emotional, radical feature
Contain Arbitrary mood
Contain the social call
Contain the social call
Without any linguistic features.
Contain fabricate expert/ anonymous
source

6

precision
0.667
0.538
0.833
0.364
0.907
0.913

recall
0.794
0.875
0.714
0.667
0.779
0.750

accuracy

precision
0.743
0.609
0.909
0.462
0.931
0.870

recall
0.873
0.875
0.714
1.000
0.826
0.714

accuracy

precision
0.791
0.580
0.867
0.500
0.962
0.962

recall
0.877
0.906
0.929
1.000
0.836
0.893

accuracy

78.37%

82.87%

86.67%

Conclusion

The linguistic features of fake news can be seen from the analysis results, which can be
distinguished by using RoBERTa model. However, the accuracy of arbitrary tone and
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inferential tone are relatively insufficient then other, which may be related to the
definition of linguistic features.. Any sentence of “maybe” or “if...than” will be
regarded as inference terms, but sometimes it is incorrect. There is no sense of inference
from the sentence. I think we can discuss the indicators with the people who work in
the Fact-checking center, and modify the definition of feature. We hope linguistic
features of Fack news detection model can be more and more accurate in the future.
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Through the rapid evolution of the technology, more and more mobile devices
have been used in a learning environment. The intuitional operational layout and less
physical efforts in operating touchscreen, most people find it is easier for use compared to traditional input devices, such as keyboards and mice. However, persons with
physical disabilities may encounter difficulties in accessing or operating those mobile
devices due to poor control of movements and dexterities. The purpose of this study is
to develop an application to help the research team to build, test, maintain, update,
and scale the accessibility assessments of mobile phones. The Accessibility Assessment System was designed as a cloud-based application, and its design is taskoriented, including tapping, sliding and dragging. The time of completion of all tasks,
error rate of manipulations, correctness of usage and the size of the finger press area
were recorded. In addition, the results of the assessments would be automatically
uploaded to the cloud database for further analysis. Through the three functional evaluation tasks of the Accessibility Assessment System, we would be able to understand
the proper icon sizes, and the controllable area of touch screen on their mobile devices
for the individuals with physical disabilities. For further studies, we will test AAS
within different diagnoses of persons with physical disabilities, including cerebral
palsy, spinal cord injury, and muscular dystrophy to look at their operational performance on the mobile devices.
KEYWORD: Accessibility Assessment, Mobile Devices, Persons with Physical
Disabilities
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Introduction
According to a survey of e-Market, the population of mobile phone users in
Taiwan is about 73.4% [1]. With the popularity of mobile devices, it has become a necessity of daily life; more and more people use it for education. The
intuitive operating mode of iPod or iPad can provide a more effective and efficient teaching and learning method compared to the tradition ones [2]. Although
there are more and more studies using mobile devices to teach, it still needs
more discussion about whether it is suitable for persons with disabilities.
According to a survey by Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center for Wireless Technologies from 2012 to 2013, it was found that approximately 40% of
people with physical disabilities only have a simple mobile phone instead of a
touch-screen smart phone. This reason may be that traditional mobile phones
have large buttons, which are easier for persons with physical disabilities to access. However, smart phones with a touch-screen layout usually require more
dexterous finger movements to operate, thus this may cause distress for persons
with physical disabilities [3]. Duff et al. (2010) also found that persons with
physical disabilities have a higher error rate when entering numbers on the onscreen keyboard than those without disabilities [4]. Another study also demonstrated that persons with physical disabilities have higher error rates, slower
speeds and longer dwell times when operating the touch screens than people
without disabilities [5]. From the literature, we can see that people with physical
disabilities have many difficulties using smartphones, but smartphones are
mainstream products and have their advantages in use.
Newton & Dell (2011) had mentioned that there were two major obstacles for
the use of assistive devices for persons with disabilities; they were high costs
and high abandonment rates [6]. Since the mobile devices are mainstream products, their prices are much cheaper than that of customized assistive devices,
therefore, persons with disabilities might accept a mobile device as its low cost
and as a mainstream trend. Therapists servicing persons with physical disabilities would like to provide accessibilities suggestions for them to use mobile
phones barrier-free. The purpose of this study was to develop an application for
mobile devices, which can simulate the functional tasks when operating the
mobile devices’ touch-screen layout. The APP developed by this study can assist the therapist to evaluate the difficulties of using mobile devices for persons
with physical disabilities.
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2

Method

The Accessibility Assessment System (AAS) was designed as a cloud-based
application accessed through the web to help the research team to build, test,
maintain, update, and scale the accessibility assessments of mobile phones much more
quickly and less expensively. The web server architecture combined the Apache web
server with PHP, Perl, and Maria DB, allowing users to easily connect the web server
with their mobile phones. The design of AAS is task-oriented, including tapping,
sliding and dragging. The time of completion of all tasks, error rate of manipulations,
correctness of usage and the size of the finger press area were recorded. The AAS
used the game style scenario to induce the subject's motivation, and the task
orientation design to collect the related times and tracks of tapping, sliding or
dragging through user's operation on the multi-touch screen. In addition, the results of
the assessments would be automatically uploaded to the cloud database for further
analysis.

3

Results

The AAS consisted of three functional tasks, which were tapping, sliding and
dragging.
3.1 Tap Assessment

“Tap” means to point and select the icon on the touch screen of the mobile phone. In
the assessment of tap, the sizes of icons and the areas the person is able to access were
assessed through the continuous tapping tasks. Four different modules (5*4, 4*3,3*2,
and 2*1, fig 1a-1d) were designed according to the different sizes of the icons. For
example, the module 5*4 means that the layout of the icons on the touch screen are
arranged in 4 columns and 5 rows (Fig 1a). The subjects will be asked to tap on the
flashing icon on the screen continuously; and the time of completion of tapping tasks,
accuracy and the area of correct tapping were recorded (Fig 1e-1h). For instance, the
figure 1e indicated the correct tapping area of the 5*4 module.
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Fig 1a: touch screen
layout of 5x4 module

Fig 1b: touch screen
layout of 4x3 module

Fig 1c: touch screen
layout of the 3x2
module

Fig 1d: touch screen
layout of 2x1 module

Fig
1e:
correct
tapping area of 5*4
module.

Fig 1f: correct tapping area of 4*3
module.

Fig 1g:
correct
tapping area of 3*2
module.

Fig 1h: correct
tapping area of 2*1
module.

3.2 Slide
This sliding test simulates the action of the person turning the page left or right or
moving the page up and down on the mobile devices. In this test, the screen shows
four arrows in different directions: up, down, left, and right. The subject will be asked
to slide from button to top (up, Fig 2a), from top to button (down, Fig2b), from left to
right, (right, Fig 2c) and from right to left (left, Fig 2d) on the screen. The accuracy,
the time to complete the tasks, and trajectory of sliding will be recorded.
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Fig 2a: slide from

button to top

Fig 2b: slide from

top to button

Fig 2c: slide from

Fig 2d: slide

left to right

from right to
left

3.3 Drag
"Drag" refers to holding the target on the screen and dragging the target to the specified location. In the drag test, the subject will be asked to drag from the blue line on
the bottom to the red line. Four tasks, dragging from button to top (Fig 3a), from top
to button (Fig 3b), from left to right (Fig 3c), and from right to left (Fig 3d) on the
screen were tested. The location where the subject first touched the screen, and the
distance and trajectory of dragging, as well as the time to completion will be recorded
for further analysis.

Fig 3a: Drag from

button to top

Fig 3b: Drag from

top to button

Fig 3c: Drag from

Fig 3d: Drag

left to right

from right to left
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4

Discussion

The AAS has been developed, and it seems suitable to evaluate the operation
performance of mobile devices for persons with physical disabilities. Through the
three functional evaluation tasks of the AAS, we would be able to understand the
proper icon sizes, and the controllable area of touch screen on their mobile devices for
the individuals with physical disabilities. For further studies, we will test AAS within
different diagnoses of persons with physical disabilities, including cerebral palsy,
spinal cord injury, and muscular dystrophy to look at their operational performance on
the mobile devices.
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Abstract. This research proposed a prototype design module of smart mobile
phone apps for the difficulty of music rhythm learning. The learning effect of
traditional music rhythm is mainly achieved through one-on-one instruction by
the teacher, and the learner's continuous self-practice with the metronome
through hearing. Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency and cost of music
rhythm learning, this study proposes a music rhythm learning model in which
the smart mobile phone is implemented as a self-practice tool for the learners.
Learners can choose one of two modules in touch screen tapping or screen autorotation induction through the mobile module design of rhythm in music based
on practicing strategy. It could carry out music rhythm practice for the learners
at any time and any place to achieve the learning effect. This kind of practice
strategy using the smartphone apps can achieve the correctness of the traditional
rhythm of the tapping with the hands monitored by teacher.
Keywords: smart mobile phone, music rhythm, learning effect

1

Introduction

The elements of music include pitch, rhythm, and timbre [5, 6]. Dealing with the music rhythm, what the many beginners often feel difficult to master is to understand the
notes on the music staff, and then how to clearly grasp the tempos [12, 16, 21]. Traditionally the solutions for these problems are not easy for the beginners. In addition to
requiring a lot of time to practice repeatedly, a supervisor to supervise is also needed.
With the development of information technology, the acquisition of knowledge has
become easier [10, 11, 13, 18]. The gap between music and learners has become closer, and the learning opportunities have become more diverse in the coming era of
information technology [7, 15, 20]. Even so, the practice of music rhythm cannot be
completely separated from the way that requires human guidance. For beginners, the
correctness of the music rhythm is often difficult to detect because of the abstract
hearing [9, 17]. Even if the wrong rhythm is pointed out, they could not identify pre-
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cisely where the difference is. In addition, as the instructors cannot be consulted right
away, the frustrating learning problems will cause beginners to wander in the learning
place, and even gradually retreat from music learning [8, 14].
Mobile learning facilitating instructions with portable technology provides learners
with the maneuverability [3, 19]. Beyond the traditional instruction limitations in
classroom, the utilization of handheld devices allows comprehensive learning. The
convenience of mobile learning happens as long as there are learning materials that
can be retrieved by a mobile phone [1, 2]. Learning process can be carried out directly. Therefore, with the diffusion of hand-held technology, almost everyone could
access the Internet at any time to obtain information. Many learning tasks would be
gradually changed to the mode of distance teaching. Music rhythm learning could
thus keep up with the trend in mobile learning to facilitate beginners to solve problems with flexibility.

2

Design of Mobile Module in Music Rhythm

Music rhythm which is presented in time pattern is the key element of all music. The
design of Mobile Module in Music Rhythm is a learning system facilitating the novice
learners to practice the music rhythm ubiquitously. The APP could listen to the learner’s tapping or swinging with tempo estimation to evaluate how well the learner
achieves the tempo pattern, and the learning system could also give immediate feedback to the learner.
2.1

System Development Strategy

The mobile module design of rhythm in music is based on the learning theory in behaviorism which claims that knowledge or skill can be acquired with practice through
the mechanism of stimulus and feedbacks [4]. Learning music rhythm has more to do
with the perception of time. Whatever a given chunk of music notes present with pitch
or timbre patterns, music rhythm could exist without melody such as the drumbeats,
but melody could not exist without rhythm. Therefore it becomes more important for
the learner to get the skill of music rhythm through practicing repeatedly. The learning interface is shown as Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. System of Mobile Module in Music Rhythm

2.2

Design of Mobile Module in Music Rhythm

Music rhythm refers to the sequence of music notes and rests in time. A practicing
rhythmic pattern consists of a series of notes and rests. (Fig.2)

Fig. 2. Selection interface for praticing items
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Fig. 3. Tapping mode

In addition to indicating which practicing item is set, the mobile module design of
music rhythm provides alternative tapping mode (Fig.3) and screen orientation mode
(Fig.4) for better support to the novice at music rhythm learning.

Fig. 4. Screen orientation mode

3

Conclusion

The elements of practicing strategy in the mobile module design of music rhythm
with alternative tapping mode and screen orientation mode intend to better support the
novice at music rhythm learning. A further assessment for the mechanisms in learning
effects and retention with learners will be conducted in order to verify what the proposed strategy expects. Furthermore, music rhythm learning through mobile services
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that are inherited by intermission time and location properties needs to further evaluate in the future.
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